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Preface

This two-volume collection is the result of
.cooperation among federal edutation programs
-and many researchers and practitioners recog-

, .nized as experts in basic skills instruction. The
papers describe choices and issues to be con-
sidered in reviewing current basic skills pro-
grams or planning for program improvements.
They have been prepare on the assumption
that, in planning and reviewing of basic. skills
programs, it is helpful to know what the choices
are,'what the important differences among the
choices are, and how those differences will in-
fluence the outcomes of instruction in a given
situation.

We believe a parallel exists between our
experience in this project and the experience of
many school districts in ttviewing, planning,
and implementing improvements ibasic skills
programs. Three important approaches used in

. .

preparing, this collection were (1) the coopera-
vtion among programs responsible .for research
and programs responsible for school improye-
ment and, more generally, among researchers
and practitioners, (2) the open presei4tation and
discussion of conflicting views, leading to a
position which respects the strongest points of
competing views, and (3) the continuing devel-
opment and refinement of ideas based on new
knowledge and experience.

We suggest that these same approaches are
needed in planning at the district level...Thus, in

any district there are experts in thd schools and
in the district office who have important knowl-
edge to contribuie to planning for basic skills
instruction. Parents and other community mem-
bers also have inportatt perspectives to con-
tribute. In addition,. in most districts there are
also college or university.personnel who might
bring essential perspectives to theiprocess. Ba-
sic skills planning must be done in an atmo-
sphere that encourages input from all of these
people that allows time to build under-
standibg and consensus among pdrticipants
with differing or opposing perspectives..

We commend this; collection to y.Du as a fe-
source which we believe can bahelpful tool in
tlye- review of current basic skills instruction or .
pftning for improvements in instruction. We
invite your responses on how it is useful, or on
how it might haveheen made .more useful.

P

vif

Shirley Jackson
Acting Director for Educational

;Support' Programs
Office of Elbmeritary and

Secondary Education
;

Michael B. Kane
Acting Associate Director
Dissemination and Improvement

of Pjdctice
National Institute-of Education
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Foreword

The purpose of this collection of papers is to
provide information from research and practice.
which can help school districts in their efforts
to make decisions about goals and methods of
basic skills instruction.* The papers include de-
scriptiOns of-different approaches to instru.ction
in each of the basic skills areas writing,
speaking and listening, mathernatics, and read-
ing and discussions of issues to be consid-
ered in deciding on the best mix of the different
approaches for a particular school or school dis-
trict. Generally, the papers reflect an expanded
view of the basic skills, rather than a minimum
competence view,

The collection is intendrto be useful to pro-
fessionals involved in basic skills planning for
classrooms, schools, and §chool districts, but
we have assumed that it will also be, of use to
state and federal policy makers, to people in-
volved in preservice and inservice education,
and to researchers.

Often basic skills planning is done with too
little time, limited involvement of piofessionals
and community members, and in the absence of
adequate informati'n and knowledge. The
pers included in this collection are intended
to provide or give references to much of the

*For persons interested in more detail about this
project, Spencer Ward has described the procedure
used and some of the complications in "An Explora-
tory Study of a Consensbs-Building Approach to
Knowledge Synthesis and Interpretation," which
will be available in 1982 in Knowledge*Sttucture and
Use: Theory and Practice of Synthesis and Interpre-
tation, edited by Spencer Ward and Linda Reed and

'sponsored by the National Institute of Education.

es

knowledge relevant to reviewing and 'planning
basic skills programs. We hope that this knowl-
edge base will serve as a resource for school
districts and will also encourage them to extend
the time Kovided for basic skills planning arid
the range Nnvolvement in that planning.

The collection grew, out of the needs of the
Basic Skills Improvement Program and the Na-
tional Institute of Education. The Basic Skills
Improvement Program staff were -then'erespon-
sible for coordination of basic skills activities in
more than twenty federally supported programs
and for facilitating coordinjon for basic skills
'improvement in states and school districts. In
order to do` -hat effectively, staff of the program
felt that they need5d to have a clearer under-
standing of the approaches'agd issues to be con-.
siderepin basic skink planning. The National
Institute of Education is responsible for support
of educational research and for making knowl-
edge resulting from research available to practi-
tioners in useful forms. Thus, the heeds of the
Basic Skills InAkovement Program ff infor-
mation meshed with the National Institute of
Ediication's responsibility to make knowledge
available in a useful form.

Over the 'last two years, planning and' man=
agement of the project has been a cooperative \
venture among Basic Skills Improvement Pro-
gram staff and staff members in two programs_
within the National Institute of Education: the
Disseininatiori and Improvement of Pracfice
Program and the 'Teaching \and Learning Pro-
gram. In the last year, staff of the Research and
Development Interpretation Service at CEMREL,
Ind': a regional educational laboratory located in
St. 'Luis, Missouri, have becoSe involved in

9
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the project.. In addition, eighty rearchers and
, practitioners were involved in writing papers,
' project planning, and analysis of issues. Anotli-

er' tw d.hundred practitioners, policy makers,
and researchers3 helped toidentify questions to
be addressed or provided reactions td .one or
chore of the papers. .

.
We have Considered this to be a syn thesis

project. Although that term is little used in the
yolumeS, we wanted to highlight here that as-
pect of thet,project; Educational research and
development-have produced much new knowl-
edge in the past twenty years..That research has
often not bAen helpful in improving education.
One of the reasons fo'r this failure appears to
be.that new owledge is often not organized
,so:the,mny ieees of knowledge relate to one
another and f)) planning 'and instruction in'
'schools. a

i

TO organize the knowledge, project staff de-
cided to Ilse a Modification of a method used by
the.-R &D Interpretation-Service -for the-'develop-
.ment of the products in its Research Within
,Reach series..Those products organize knowl-
edge about reading and mathematics instruc-
tion around questions asked by teachers. Iri the.
present project, we chose to organiie 'knowl-
edge around the questions asked during inter-.
views with thirty state, federal, and district
policy makers, and with a smaller sample of
parents and teachers.

The interviews were conducted during the
period when the Basic Skills 'Improvement Pro-.
grarn.was soliciting proposals for a grants com-
petition among' local school districts and plans
for basic skills coordination from the state de-
partments of education. It was not surprising,
therefore,, that many of the people who were'
interviewed expressed concerns or fears akout
how the basic skills might be misinterpreted
as a result of the language in the Basic Skills
Improvement Act, rather than asking questions.
Some 'af those interviewed feared that basic
skills would be seen as too narrow, thus exclud-
ing many of the skills that contribute to sUccess-
ful rather than just adequate functioning
in our society. Others believed that basic skills
should be narrOlw y interpreted.

BasS on the niterview responses, three re-
laterd problems were identified: first, there- is

I

II, f
.

. .. _

II. idespread disagreement on tie goals arid
metlfods of ,basic skills instruction; 'second,
there is not a clear understanding of the dif-
ferent approaches to basic skills instruction, so
there is no basis f®r thoughtful choice ,among
different perspectives, and, finally, there exists
an irfadcurate perception of the basic skills leg-

. istation'as emphasizing individual sk'ill's taught
in isolati n from other content. The interviews
also/rea concerns about kite relationship;
among the fo r basic skills areas and other parts-,
of the curriculum.

'After discussing the inter% iev, finqings with
a number of consultants, we chose to address
ttl. o questions in the project. (1) issues
shOuld be considered in planning basic skills
programs? and (2) What are the choices in plan-
ning basic skills instructidn? Our initial goal.
was to present thernajor issues and choices-and
to avoid advocating any- particular approach.
Our plan Was to find people to prepare papers
analyzing different approaches to basic skills
instruction and the 'issues to be considered in
developing a basic skills program, and, then to
have a -group of researchers and practitioners
use the papers as a resource for making sense
of the. various issues arid cholcs, much as we
hope school districts will do with the published
document.

c

We wanted to present descriptions and ra-
tionales for 'different choices in the,basic skills,
representing the different opinions we heard in
the interviews. We chose to have different writ-
ersers Prepare brief 'descriptions p-- a difficult task
in itself of what we perceived to bo the three
different approaches to instruction in each of
the four basic skills a subskills approach, a
holistic approach, and a balanced approach (a
blending of the first two). We also identified
people with special interests' in such areas as
coordination of ;instruction, classroom manage
ment, assessment, and program planhing and . .

asked filem to write about those issues as they'
related to basic skills planning and instruction.

Most of the "issues" papers worked out as
planned. several topics, 'however, proved, to be
too complicated to deal with in a short paper,.
without being more confusing than helpfttl. .. )

These papers focusing on motivation, pre-
..schoOl education, adult education, and bilingual

01.
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education 1- were remoked frorn'the collection.
The ,"choies"" papers and the choices-

themselves proved to be far more complex
than we had anticipated. Onlyrin the area of
reading were we able to find experts who would

between a narrow (SlabSkillS) And -a broader -4. :-
(holistic) definition of the basic Skills 'and
toward au emphasis on finding the richest mix, .

of .the twO.a mix 'which s responsive to the
need and concern's of the students, teachers,

advocate quite differtnt apgibaches, but it was .and parents. The introduction' to the two vol-
not 'a clear split between a subskills approach
arkd a holistic or meaning-fo4s approach. All of
the paper on reading emphasized the impol-
ta-nce of instruction 'in comprehension. In the ,4
areas of wrqen communication: 'brat commti-

. .nicaliari, and mathematics, however, we IN, eze
not able to 'find widely respected advocates
of,ppposing a'pproaches. Although the author
'agreed to place an emphasis on one approach.or
the- other, they would not agree to encourage
an eRclusivel5 .subskills of holistic approach.
Mn gy, argued that, in fact, this dichotomy ..di41
not reflect the'issues in these areas of the basic`
skills.

The approachlised involved ongoing review
and revision of the -papers, with each round tak-
ifig into account the comments and suggestions
of a.variety of:reviewer's. In addition to this
.cOnseusus-building approach to the p'apers, we
used a strategy of identifying the must impor-
tant assumptions , behind opposing positicans
ark testing them. _ by open critique. *''` This secc. .
..ond' strategy involved .a group of thirty-five'rp;
searchers and pracfitI0ers who worked with us
for three days to make sense of the chdices and
issues. This group> was responsible, iltimately,

' for major shift in our thinking abOut the choir-
, es that teachers have available to themas they

plan basic,skills ifistructiori.

41

4, 1.

The grotipAjogested strongly that the impor-
tant questiorinir school districts is not "Which
approach-4s the best approach?" but "How can
the teacher, school, or school district create a
basicskills program that will take advantage of
the strengths and avoid the weaknesses, of each
approach?" In other'words, "How can a school
create the richest mix of approaches?" We began
to move away from our emphasis on choosing.

'**The consensus-building and assumptions-testing
techniques used in this project were adapted from
previous work done by Edward Glaser and Ian
Mttroff, who confulted 'with us hi planning the
project., ).

times reflects that sh-ift in our thinking.

We have found this experience wifth,collab-
oration to be a challenging venture and a per-
sonally and professionally rewarding 'one. We-
hope the ideas presented here will lead to fur-
ther cooperation among practitioners,
ricakers, and researchers at the federal; state, and
district levels...This project rids' also impressed
us with the need fora possible new direction in
research on basic- skills, research tfiat looks at
the ways in tihich. educators cr4te miXes of
various approaches in order*,to meet the needs
of 'individtlar chi ldrerr in a variety, of situations.

Spencer Ward
National Ineitute of Education
Irinda Reed':
CFMREL,41nc.

Mr
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basic -Skills Issues. and Choices:,
.`An introduction, .r

. . , The papers in these volurnes.arp. intended td
provide -knowledge from researcher's, school ad,-
thinistratoes, and teachers'to help with planning.
filr and carrying .6ilebasic.skills' instryction..4s
'describe'd'iri the Preface and Foreword, Issues
ond Choices has resulted 'from a projevolv-,
ing district, state, and federal ectifcatiorill agen-
t . The topics of Rapers were chosen ),R re-.
souse o thige major concerns: (1)Should basic
skills be thought of as ininitnal comprencies or
as -sornethin4 more the", that? (2) Should bait
skills be taught in isblaknTrom each other-ard
from the re'st of the cofiN.- Ium er.integrated311--.
some .r.ray?'(3) WV can be dgne to-help assure
that 'an emphasis orrbaSic skills instruction will

"A lead to improv.emerits educational practice
and student outbmts?

7

.r

problems are with curren t basic skills instruc-
tion. This book attempts to identify' major issues
and choices facing planners, thus providing
common terms and a common background for
people involved in planning for basic skills
imprdvernent. , , .

improvement of basic.skills instruction
`.,requires clear and agreed upon goals, *istruc-

tional procedures and measures of student ac-
"`complishments: Chapters in the three sections

in Voliltne 1 address° general issues r9iated
tb instructional procedures and arrangements,

_ goals:and theplarming process, Papers in each
of the four sections in Valume 2 'highlight dif.-

,ferent approachesitto the 'speCIfic basic skills
areas writing, peaking and listening, matte:
matics, and reading.

,. In planning any basic skills program, de +i- The editors' notes preceding each sectioriand
signs must be made about what will.be taught, paper indicate major topics of the papers arid
how it will be taught, and how the students' .:'' how_ they. relate'td one another and to the basil
learning-will be as.sested, In most planning sit- skills planning, process. The rest of this intro-
uations professionals, parents, and 'others in - ductioriproxtes a larger vie* of how the pa-
volved in planninglave limited timg to spend pers relate to basic skillseplanning. Aisgliscus-,
reviewing resea:rab and , gathering. opinions sionis based ro'ii our analysis of the papers and
which would help in making these decisions. on recommendations frpr,n a grdup of 'thirty -five
This aillection of papers is intended to comple- a'dminigtratots,Nteachers, and 'researchers wlito
ment .basic skills planning at school building, Worked with us in 4.three-day meeting and in
district, and state levels by providing summa- many telephone contacts to make seriSikofthe
ries of major ideaS which should be considered -, issues and apps aches 'described in the papvs.

In the next four parts of the introduction we Will
indicate how the paPers relatp to: (1) the plan-
ning Process; (2) questions about baSic skills
instruction; (3) answering the questions; and
(4) approaches to basic skills instruction in each
of the four hasic skills areas. The final section of

in planning.
. One of the frequent problems in educational
planning is that the peolife involrd plan-
ning have different interests and even different
words for describing wh4 students should
learn, how they should be taught7a/t4Nrfhat the

-12
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the introduction will briefly summarize each of
the papers.

The Planning Prdcess

The planning of basic skills programs and of
all instruction in schools is best seen a an on-
going process. Just as teachers need regularly to
assess their students' progress, so schools and
school distrjcts need regularly to assess their
basic skill§ instructional programs.

Planning should not necessarily assume that
a new program or new approach to instruction
is needed. In many situations the best ap'proach.
to improdemeni is providing help to teachers in
carrying out a curient program. The too frequent
approach of initiating a "new" program every
few years discourages teacherswwho often are
not involved in making the decision. As Jay'
Samuels notes in "Characteristics of S.ticcessful
School Programs in Basic Skills," implement-
ing a new program requires about six years and.
significant training and support, effective lead-
ership and teacher involvement, Sa4e15 points
Out, are critical to both' the planning and the
change processes.

Although there ar urgent needs for improv-
Ing basic skills in ction,, evidence suggests
that we are not facing an emergency which
would justify throwing out what we have beeii.
doing. In "Literacy,Is Rising But So Is Demand
for LiteVaty," John Bormuth suggests that there
is no evidence. that reading scores in America
are decliniitgIgi the population as a whole, but
evidence does point to the fact that literacy is
increasingly important for sticcess in our soci-
ety. He argues that schools must give cloS'e at-
tention to the goal of pray- iitipg.effective literacy
instruction for all ,..stpent§.

These and other issues in thd planning pro-
cess are the focus of three of ttie papers, al-
though all df the papers contribute to planning:
In "Making Choices in Basic Skills Instruction:
Research and Thew'," Michael Kara discusses
the role of educatlinal research and theory in
basic skills planning. The Chapter by Gerald
Duffy, "Making Basic Skills.Choices: Values and
Constraints," ex-amines the values and practical
constraints which operate. on the planner and
the schbOl, ag decisions about basic skills in-
struction are made. Charles Allen offers a first-

I

hand perspective on some of the complications
that c\ni occur in planning in "At the Barri-
cades: 'A Cautionary Tale." Allen describeS a
curriculum planning effort in response to a state
mandate that students meet minimum require-,
ments before \graduation.

In .discussing the planning process we will
consider goals, or expected student outcomes;
instruction, or what happens in the classroom;
and assessment, or measuring of student
outcomes.

A crucial factor in planning is understanding
the relationship among goals, instruction, and
assessment. At first glance the relationship ap-
pears obvious. goals are establishedjnstruction
is aimed at reaching those goals, and the assess-
menrrtflects the degree to which the instruc-
tion has been effective in reaching the goals.
Unfortunately, these relationships are often,
confused. The processes of goal setting, instruc-
tional planning, and assessment planning may
he isolated and uncoordinated. School district
gOalS may be expressed in vague or general
terms that offer little guidance for instruction,
or testing programs, may be unrelated to the
'goals:kg' the school 'or to the instruction that is
provided:

An equally unfortunate situation is where
standardized tests are used without careful
thinking about the adequacy of the range of
skills Asted. In such a situation the tests may
also determine the goals and instructional pro-,
cedures used without professionals and parents
ever carefully examining what students need to
learn for effective functioning in the commu-
nity. Gorth and Perkins discuss in their chap-
ter, many states are establishing tests to be used
throughout the state. Often state assessments
are focused round a minimal set of skills. Al-

. *tholigh this can serve a useful function for the
state, it can have negative impacts at the school
and district. level it parents and piaenrcinals
accept 'the state competencies and tests without
asking. whether students it the individual com-
munity

.

or district need additional skills.

The matching of goals, insetion, and per-
formance is critical for the development of
effective basic skills programs. When schools
are criiicized as being ineffective, often there
may only be mismatching of these three ele-

1 °
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merits. Although it is unlikely that the goals of
the sch'ooli or its instruction have remained con-

, stant during the last 15 years, we know that the
standardized tests of student performance have
not been adapted to reflect changes either in
curricula or in individual courses taken by stu-
dents. What might be considered a failures to
teach may be the teaching of different things.
No amOunt of planning for curriculum change
will be seen as effective if the tests designed
to measure the results (In not match goals and
instruction.

Goals are often, stated in general terms. Ideal-
ly they are related to objectives, which in turn
are related directly to instruction. Where goals
are not linked .to objectives and translated into
specific terms, one cannot be sure if the goals
are being accomplished. Without the translation
to specifics, different people can interpret the0
goals in their own ways and potentially expect
quite different outcomes from instruction. With-
in a community, if there is disagreement Abut,
the goals- of a basic skills program, it is unlikely
that there will be agreement about the program's
success.

41P Coordination and interaction among goal set-
fing and planning for instruction apd, assess-
ment are important because the terminology
used to state goals is often open to many inter-
pretations tatil the implications of those goals
for instruction and assessment are defined. In-
teractive planning among those affected pro-
vides the option for changing goal statements
when it is seen how they translate into practice.

Pat Weiler in "Planning and Management of
Instrugion" discusses some of these same is-
sties, as they relate to planning at the classro6M
level including the effective involvement of
parents.

Questions about Basic Skills-Instruction

In attempting to make sense of issues and
choices in basic skills instruction, the thirty-five
consultants suggested a number of dimensions
on which approacheS to instruction differ. We
have adapted their suggestions into ten ques-
tions which fall into the broad categories of
goals, instruction, acid assessment. The ten
questions are selected to highlight important as-
pects orbasic skills instruction.

Goals
Instruction

1., What are the skills taught?

2. What is the order in which
instruction 'takes Place?

3. How are skills taught and
, practiced?

4. What kinds of learning ex-
periences do students...have'?

5, What is the setting in which
learning takes place?

6:1-1bw is the learning' situa-
tion structured?

7. HOw do teachers respond to
o students' creativity?

8. How are student "errors"
viewed?

9. How is instruction in vari-
ous skill areas or content
areas coordinated or inte-
grated?

How is'learning assessed?Assessment 1 .

Goals

What are the skills taught? The approaches
available for consideration here relate to the
number of different skills taught, as well as the

' types of skills.' In mathematics and oral com-
munication one approach would be limited to
one or a few categories of skills (for example,
those skills involved in computation or in pib-
lic speaking) and another approach would in-

, dude many additional categories of skills.
Types of skills might be distinguished (1) as
subskills (isolated skills) or holistic (meaning-
focused or problem-solving skil4) and (2) as
school skills (academic skills) or non-school
skills (life skills).

Some of the factors to be considered in setting
goals or deciding on skills to be taught, are dis-
cussed in four of the chapters. Robert Stump
and Nina S lz in "ifasic Skills for th World of
Work" repor \on surveys of and di cussions
with school sta , employers, pare s and stu-
dents about wh4t ills are needed in the world
of work. In "Skills f the Future," Lena Lupica,
suggests that rapid changes in cultural, ethnic,
and language Standards, in the compositionaof
the nation's workforce, and in the use of tech-
nology require a'broader definition of the goals

-
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of basic skills instruction iP students are to
sun ie in their Constantly changing communi-
ties. kViltium Gorth and Marc Perkins describe
husA, fire "state's ha\ e identifiAl and defined
minimum competencies in the* basic skills -in
response to legislative mandates in "Skill Defi-
nition in State Competency Testing Programs."
Georgine Loacker and Marcia Mentkowski de;
scribe the results of a ten-year effort by a cdllege
faculty to more carefully describe anA measure
the knowledge and skills they wished their
students to learn in "A Holistic View of Adult
Abilities:"

Instruction

What is tire-order in which instruction takes
place? Some educators would propbse a set and
inflexible corder while others would provide
much flexibility. Textbooks and district curricu-
lum guides often havea ma)or influence on the
skillS to be taught and the order in which they
will be taught,

How are skills taught and practiced? Skills
may be taught and practiced in isolation or in
the context of salving a problem or ceimmuni-
cating a message.

What kinds of learning experiences do stu-
dents have? Examples include learning by sim-
ple repetition or learning by solving' problems
or performing a task. More active settings might
include student involvement in school and
classroom governance and upkeep.

What is the setting in which learning takes
glace? Distinctions include Jearning only in
school settings andlearning in non-school set-
tings, as discusSecLbY Betty Beck in "Learning
in Real-Life Contexts.'

How is the learning situation structured?
Formal (highly structured) or informal (more
dependent on student initiative) structures are
compared, as are individual and group work.
In "Classroom Management. Making Time to
Learn Basic 'Skills," Linda Anderson discusses
the *research on classroom management and of:
fers concrete examples of effective and ineffec-
tive techniques used by teachers.

How do teachers itspond to students' crea-
tivity? Creativity may be encouraged or discour-
aged, either directly or indirectlyt49 the course
of teaching any of the basic skills.

ti

How are student "errors" viewed? Another
distinction is between' an emphasis on correct-
ing "errors" or using student responses as clues
to the students' reasoning processes. Regardless
of the emphasis on errors, 'consultarits agreed
that correction should be made in a ay that is
not destructive to the child's self-esteem.

How is instruction in various skill areas and
content areas coordinated or integrated? Each
basic skills area may be taught in isolation so
that it receives focused attention from the- learn-
er, or in conjunction with other curriculum, so
relationships with other curricuinm content are
seen and so that more than one subject may be
taught through a single learning experience..

Most of the papers in the "Issues in Basic
Skills Instruction" sectiIn relate to the question
on coordination or integration of instruction. -
They deal with the interrelationships among the
.basic skills, the relationships of basic skills in-
struction to ,cther areas`of the .curriculum, and
the relationship of basic skills instruction to
dealing with' non-school situations. Those pa-
pers are important in suggestirig how the entire

_ school experiente can contribute to learning
and reinforcing the basic skills, thus'increasing
the effectiveness and meaningfulness of basic
skills instruction and learning.

-Dorothy Strickland, in "Integrating the Basic
Skills through tie Content Areas,- describes a
framework for integrating the basic. skills, both
among the basic skills and -with other areas of
the curriculum. The collaborative effort by a
number of professional oiganizations to encour-
age an expanded view of the basics is described
by Marjorie Farmer in "The Essentials of Edu-
cation: A Broadpr View of 'the Basics.- John
Meehan, in "State Leadership in Basic Skills,"
and James MacLean, in "Forward to the Basics

Ontario Style," describe the planning and
implementation of programs developed at'the
state or province level, programs which empha-
sized integration of instruction across the basic
skills.

The use of real-life problem solving i&

the focus of Betty Beck's chapter "Learning in
Real-Life Contexts." In "What's Basic: A Con-
structivist View," Tom O'Brien provides a
theoretical framework for basic skills instruc--,
tion. That framework emphasizes the Child's

-L
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use of the basic fskills to 'make sense of the
world., O'Brien suggests that learning basic
skills be- integrated with the larger tasks of
learning to cope with and understanding the

of 1 d .

A.ssessment

How is learning assessed? This question in-
cludes issues of frequency and formality of
assessment. Decisions about ..how to monitor
students' progress have an important impact on
instruction and student learnitig.

In "Classroom Monitoring and Assessment"
Vito Perrone and Walter Haney discuss the im-
portance of both informal and fornial proce-
dures including record-keeping and horm-
refere'nced and criterion-referenced testing
for determining the progress .students have
made and for communicating effectively with
parents. Assessment is also often thought of as
formative or summative. Formate, or ongoing,
assessment is used every day in the classroom.to
monitor learning and to ake adjustments in
instruction as necessary'. unimative, or final,
assessment is done perio catty to assess the
overall instructional progra

Answering the Qu stions

The next section ofthe intro action will dis-
cuss each of the basic skill and use charts
to outline significantly d fer t pprOaches to
instruction. As backgroun tor use f that infor-
mation, we w ill provide here an orientation on

-how to use the charts in answering th ten ques-
.tions as part of planning basic skills ograms.

The charts indicate alternative ans ers to
each of the ten questions es seen from t 'o or
three approaches. The approaches help to clar-
ify selected components of instruction and
should help to focus basic skills planning dis-

a cussions. Three points shOuld be emphasized
before we discuss how tcruse the charts.

First, although the chaks characterize
Jerent "approaches" to instruction, we do not
consider any of these approaches to be exact
descriptions of what teachers do in the class-
room..The charts are, instead, designed to-high-
light different responses to each question. Thez.

responses given are not theonly responses.le.

.Second, most of the project consultants, par-
ticularly administrators and teachers, empha-
sized that instruction usually consists of a mix
of several approaches a mix that ma37 vary,
dependirr, upon the teacher, the student, and
the comnhnity. The mix will also vary'because
of different state requirements, different com-
munity needs, different available, teaching
skills, and differences in students.

Among the participants in the project were
several highly respected teachers identified by
the two teacher unions and several administra-
tors chosen by professional associationsand
state departments of 'education. They empha-
sized that educators in schools do not care a out
chooSing a subskills, d holistic, or any...cgiA
approach. They suggested that mot ea hers
use elements of each approach and that the im-
portant issues are how to design instruction that
is effective and that meets the needs of the indi-
vidual child and how to maintain the flexibility
to respond to changes in children's needs. They
agreed, however, that teachers may emphasize
or use more of one approach than another.

The third,point is that students may need to
'be exposed to more than one approach to in-
struction. The papers by Peterson and Resnick
suggest that different approaches to instruction
lead to different outcomes, and the papers by
Stump and Selz, Loacker and Mentkowski, and
Lupica suggest that student need the outcomes
from the two or three different approaches. In
addition, some students learn better when they
are exposed to more than one approach, and
some teachers teach better,using one or another
approach.

Most of the teachers, administrato rs, and
researchers who met with us for tAi'.ee days to
discuss these issues agreed with the idea that
schools should be encouraged to use a rich mix,
rather than a pure form of any approach. They
were not necessarily saying that they thought a
rich mix was the "best" instruction, They were
saying, 'however, that, given the realities of the
range of beliefs among parents and_among pro-
fessions, a rich mix was the preferred goal in
basic skills planning.

Such a mix would include availability in a'
khootifTratirt a-din-m=7d learning experl-
ences representing several approaches to basic
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kills instruLtion. Several consultants warned
how er, dgairist allow mg the mix to become
random and against /Ink ities associated with
an approach being dbne carelessly or in such d

d\ that the basic assumptions behind the ap-
proach would 1:44 x;iolated.,

, The brief statements in the next section and
the chart on each basic skills area are not defini-
tive statements.. They are... rather, attempts at
highlighting ideas in 'the papers. The charts are

, offered as tools which might aid in identifying
strengths. w edknesses, and places for potential
improxTment in instruction.

Within each basic skills area the ten ques-
tions on the chart provide a focus for examin-
ingctirre.lit -instruction, identifying lips in
xvhich instructiiiromght be improved, d de-
termining how to achieve the imp ov ents.
In reading the charts planners m t ask
for each qUestion What are the strengths
and, weaknesses of each approach? and, What
is being overemphasized or underemphasized
in our program? This would alert them to
strengths to be preserved and potential. prob-
lems to be corrected. With tHat information,
planners can determine how to achieve neces-
sary improvements.

Brief. overviews of each of the basic skills
areas follow. In writing, we have outlined the
characteristics of produCt-oriented instruction
and process-oriented instruction. In oral com-
munication, we have outlined the traditional
.approach, .a minimum competencies app oath,
and a functional approach. In mathemaiirs, 'we
have outlined an approach in which thefocUs is
on having children learn computational skills
and another in which the focus is on helping
children,to develop their ability to solve prob-
lems in ten different mathematics areas. Finally,
in readingip we have presented a subskills
approach and_a holistic, or meaning- focused,

I approach.

Writing

When most people think of the word "writ-
ing," they think of a piece of ,'.paper with words
phrases, sentences, or paragraphs written on it.
"Good writing" usually means writing that. re-
flects generally agreed-upon rules- (If grammar,
usage, spelling, vocabulary, and even handwrit-

ing. Actually, this is,the way that educators have
traditionally thought of writing instruction in
the classroom. The goal has been to have stu-
dents learn about the mechanics of writing in
an establisheil sequence. If they master the
mechanics and have.a reasonable ,amount 9f
practice, they will eventually become "good
writers," though perhaps not poets or novelists.
This approach to writing instruction focuses on
the final product of writing.

Over the past decade a group of fesearchers
and educators has begun to talk about writing as
a set of processes and 'to stress that.ortance
of having children learn to write eating a
classdom environment which ertco es risk
taking,- lots of writing, and building young
children's already extensive Icnow 9,of lan-
guage. Proponents of the processes ap roach to
teaching writing suggest that children be taught
to use four stages in their writing prewriting,
drafting, revising, and editing.

Prewriting is a period when children generate
ideas' , organize their thoughts =about specific
ideas, talk to other childrenland to adults about
their ideas, decide why they want to write (de-
termine their purpose), decide who they want to
write for, and generally build their motivation
to write. In the dra ing Stage, they put their
thoughts on paper; his might be a free-flowing
process, or the writi g might _be done using a
mental or written outline.

In the revision stage, the student might make
major cli,anges in the writing adding, delet-'
ing, or rewriting large portions, and possibly
reorganizing. It is possible that the'shident may
have an 'important new thougp,t, which will re-
quire additidnal thinking and drafting. ChAnges
in tone, focus, or point of'Qi.tievirs may occur, and
the student may give some attention to spelling,
grammar, and other mecliallical concerns. Revi-
sion may occur once,,twite, or several times.
Some pieces of writing might 'neyer please 'the
writer.

The 'editing stage-is thei time for students to
put the finishing touches on their writing. At
this point they pay close attention to vocabulary,
grammar punctuation, capitalization,, usage,
spelling, and handwriting. After all, the final
product is the physical representation of a great
deal of time and energy.

f
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In 1978, in response to a request from thelI.S.
Office of Education, the National Council of
teachers of English (NOTE) develop&I a state-
ment of "Standards for Basic Skills Writing
Programs." The purpose of the Standards is to
assist school districts in defining the content of
their instructional programs in writing. The
Standards recognize the importance of teaching
both the processes of writing and the conven-
tions of edited American English. They also
urge that sufficient tithe be devoted to writing
during the school day.

An important point made by the Standards is,
"Teachers with major responsibility for writing
instruction (should) receive continuing edi,ca-
tion reflecting current know ledge about the
teaching of writing." Many teachers may also
need to become more frequent 'Writers them-
selves in order to understand children's re-

. actionl to writing processes.

The Standards, a history of their develop-
ment, and a discussion of their implications for
classroom practice can be found in Charles
Suhor's paper, "NC' E Statement on Standards
for Basic Skills Writing Prograths.'"

What does inistruction which focuses on writ-
ing as a produet loOk like? Conversely, how can
we characterize an instructional prograrn which
has writing processes as its primary focus?

*Figure 1 describes, ch kind of approach in
relation to the ten questions we have discussed.
Again, (1) for any of the, questions, a writing
program may include major elements of both of
the approaches described, aS well as other
approaches, and (2) -the- answers. given fbjhe
questions represent samples within 'a range of
answers that could be given.

In addition to Charles SUhor's paper, Volume
2 .jncluOs thiee papers which are de,signecl to
assist school districts and individual teachers in
making decisions about writing_ instruction.
Vivian Davis .describes approathes to and prac-
tices for the teaching of mechanic in her ,

-Teaching the Mechanical Convent ns of Writ
ing." She presents some of the suggestions of \
educators and researchers about what should
be taught, in what ssequence, and using what
irjsIrtrctiornaf---apprea
established the best way to teach the mechanics

s..
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of writing. Many approaches are used, and are
effective.

Two papers -Lotus on leaching' writing as d
process. In ".The Movement toward Meaning-
Focused Writing," Robert Brown, Jr., discusseS
difficulties in writing and teaching writing,
how writing differs from conversation (the fact
that it does differ makes writing even hc r
for students to learn), and hdw teac I'S can
succeed in the classroom in spite all the dif-
ficulties inherent in the learni and teaching
processes.

Thomas Newkirk, in Writer as Exp'eri-
menter," describes the phases a child goes
through as he or she learn to write from
dral,Ving and writing using in unted spelling to
a mature phase in which writh 0,represents in-

/ formed commitment. Suggestio s for guiding
students through the prewriting, d fling, revis-
ing, and editing stages while they re going
through the learning process can found
throughout the paper.

Speaking, and Listening

Speaking and listening have always bee
integral part of the basic skills curriculu
Show and tell, oral reading, responding to
teacher questions, oral book reports, reciting of
poems or famous speeches, and, class play's are
faniiliar to all of us, and they are still present in
the language arts CurNculurn. Yet such activities,
as oral book repo"4 ancklisk playS are consid- =

ered special events in most classrooms, Ad,
there are not Many tittles each day that a child
a class of twenty-five 5T thirty children gets.to;
answer a teacher's question.

/

Most teachers do not teach oral commanic,,
tion as a'set of skills necessary for students to
function effectively' in society, as they,do read-
ing, writing, and-inathematical skills: Yet chil-
dren outside of the claSsroom, and most adults,
spend much more thrie-falking and listening
during The average d than. they "do reading,
writing, or solving mathenfatical- problems.
Goodoral communication skillS, are important,
and they can be taught. . .

In 1978, the Educational Policies Board of the
Speech Co unication Association (SCA), es-

speaking and listening competencies for hig



Goals
What are the skills
taught'

Instruction
What is the order in
which instruction
takes place?

Figure 1. Writing Instruction

Questions to be asked by planners for each category:
What is the current praati6e in our school district? What is overemphasized'? What is underemphasized?

Focus on Products
Handwriting, children are taught to write
with ease, clarity, and enough speed that
their handwriting does not restrict their
expression of ideas. Spelling children
are taught rules for spelling, the meanings
and pronunciations of words they are
learning to spell,and they are expected
to use the words in their own speech and
writing. Capitalization and punctuation
rules are usually taught in a predetermiAd
sequence from grades one through six.
Grammar and usage tense, agrvment
sentence structure, etc.

The sequence in which skills are taug
is highly structured, with simple conc
being taught before more diffiGIUlt con
cepts. Children are taught to write si pie
sentences, then complex sentences, para-
graphs, and essays. Order in teachi g stu-
dents to write for different purposes
usually from expressnie to narrative
persuasive.

How are skills taught Formal writing instruction usually bee ins
and practiced? after children can read. In spelling, ildren

are given a list ofrords eabftweek They
complete workbook exercises, us Ily
write sentences using the words, nd are
tested at the end of the week. In ruction in
the use of capitalization, punct ation, and
grammar usually occurs thro gh formal
lessons and written exerc es and through
analysis of and feedb on dtudent writ-
ing. These skills practiced through
completio orkbook exercises and
writ' ssignments.

'These lines represent other possible approaches to writing instruction.

Other Approaches*

I

Focus on Processes
Children are taught to understand writing procesSes and to
realize the need for flexibility. This includes prewriting skills, ,

drafting skills, and, later, revising and editing skills. They are
taught to read and assess the writing of otheri, particularly their
peers, and to be critics of their own writing. They are taught
handwriting, spelling, capitalization, punctuation, andgrammar
and usage as part of the editing process. Emphasis is on clarity
of meaning, so that the intended audience will understand what
the'writer is trying to say. -

1
IA/Ming instruction emphasizes writing as a set of processes:
At all levels instruction treats each part of the writing process
Practice in the techniques of prewriting (for very young children,
thiS might be drawing) and drafting comes first. Later, children
are taught techniques for revising and editirfg. The mechanics
of writing are taught as part of the editing process. Emphasis
throughout is on purpose for writing and identification of
audience.

Children are taught to write by having lots of writing expen-
,ences this begins as early as kindergarten. They are encour-
aged to verbalize their ideas by talking to the teacher and their
classmates. Assignments are broken down into smaltsteps to
help the students explore and organize the topic, decide on a
purpose.for their writing, identify and think abbut their audience,
and adopt a point of view. Studentslre taught the mechanics of
writing as they need to know them, most often during the editing
process. The student/teacher conference is used frequently as
a teaching and assessment strategy, usually during the revision
stage of a piece of writing.



What kinds of learn-,
ing expenehces do
students have?

What is the setting in
which re8rning takes
place?

How is the learning
situation structured?

How do
respond to students'
creativity?

How are student
"errors" viewed?

Figure 1.Wititing Instruction (Continued)'

Focus on Products
Learning.by rote, memorizing rules,
completing many exercises that illustrate
the same rules. Students often select
writing topics from lists provided by the 4

teacher. In many classrooms, students
receive one formal writing assigninent per
week. The audience for the writing is

'usually perceived by tt*tudent to be the
teacher.

4*

. Other Approaches

I.

Primarily in school, using commercially
published :'grammar books,"workbooks,
and often teacher developed worksheets
for practice. Attempts to motivate children
are made through giving them high-
interest topics,to write about and through
encouraging them to choose theii' own
topics Samples of student writing are dis-
cussed by the whole class and are often
displayed in the classrOom.

'Highly structured and formal. Most work is
either whole class instruction, individual
geatwork, or homework. 44

Although the teaching of the conventions
of writing does not usually encourage
students to be creative, an effort is made
to motivate students and to encourage
attempts at creativity, within the constraints
of existing rules.

Specific skill deficits are diagnosed by the
teacher based on identtfication of recurrent
error patterns. The child is given individu-
alized instruction and additpnal.praatice
worksheets to help correct the problem.
`Children with similar error patterns might
be helped irt small groups. ,

°

Foqus on Processes

When they enter school, children are already accomplished
language learners. Their previous experiences are the basis for
early writing activities. The child learnV to write by drawing; by
talking, by reading, and by being encouraged to write in a warm,
positive atmosphere. The teacher serves as guide; facilitator,
sounding board, but not always as the audience. Children are
encouragiltd write for their peers, parents, and other
audiences.

Primarily experience- based, using children's Own internal mot!-
vation to express themselves. Emphasis is on the students' -
personal expenerices in school and out of school. Open atmo-
sphere that encourages sharing of ideas with the teacher end
among students. .

t

The teacher serves as guide and facilitator in a relatively infor-
mpl atmosphere. Skills:13re learned as the children are motivated
to learn them in order to achieve clarity in their writing. Lots of
one-to-one (both student /teacher and student/student) inter-
action and lots of small,grop sharing and writing.

The entire focus of the writing program is to build and maintain
students' interest in writing. They'are encouraged to be as crea-
tive as they can be. The only constraint on their creativity is that
their ideas must be clear and their purpose accomplished with
the intended audience.' .

cErrors in student writing are viewed as a natural part of the
learning process, Risk taking is'encouraged. Most errors will
disappear as students mature. Those that do not will requite
guidance from,the teacher for correction: The teacher is more
concerned about students' understanding of the process and
purpose of writing than about errors in the-product. Uses the
product as basis of feedback on the process the studr used.

5.
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How is-instruction
in vanous skill areas
or content areas
coordinated or
integrated?

4

0

Assessment
How is learning
assessed?

4

Figure 1. Writing Instruction (Continued)
a.,

Focus on Products

Writing instruction is part of the language
arts program iri allxhools,Although writ-
ing is likely to be used in content area
courses such as science and social
studies, students are nausually graded on
their writing ability by teachers of those
courses. Writing in these courses is often
just a matter of answering lists of ques-
tions, although they might also require
occasional.written reports. Some content-
area teachers require the keeping of a
journal.

Student grades depend on their perfor-
mance on spelling tests, completion of
workbook exercises, and their perfor-
mance on tests to assess specific skills,
as well astheir grades oowriting assign-
ments. Evaluation of Writing assignments
reflects informed judgments about clarity,
content, anthe conventions of spelling,
mechanics, and usage.

O

°

Other Approaches Focus on Processes,

Because it is so important that students do a tot of wilting, they-
fie encouraged to write in all of the content areas, for example,
o keep jownals, to work and write in activity centers, to assist
in designing, writing copy for and building displays in the
classroom.

I

1'

L... /
Primary attention is given to students: ability to effeeKtely com-
rAnicate their ideas in relation to their purpose and audience.
Student/teacher conferences permit informal ongoing diagnbsis
and feedback to the student. Evaluation is based on complete
pieces of writing and reflects informed judgments, first, about
clarity and content and then about conventions of spelling,
mechanics, and'usage.

0.+O



school graduates. The list of recommendations,
which is included in Fred Jandt's paper, "Oral
Communication: Individual Skills Foctks," de=
scribes the competencies w li.ikhstudenN.must
develop in each of three areas. occupational,
citizenship, and maintenance. The competen-
cies within each area are categorized in' the
follOwing way:

1. Communication codes this set of skills
deals with minimal abilities in speaking
and understanding spoken English and
using. nonverbal signs (e.g., gestures
facial expressions).

2. Oral message evaluation the use of
standards of...appraisal to make judgments
about oral 'messages \or their effects.

3. Basic speech communication skills the
process of selebting message elements
and arranging them to produce spoken
messages.

4. Human relations skills used for building
and, maintaining, personal relationships
and for resolving conflict.

In 1979, SCA went beyond this initial set of
guidelines to develop, with the American
Speech-Language-Hearing.Asso'ciation,.a list of
'Standards for Effective Oral Communication
Programs." The Standards einphasite the every-
day needs of students, the classroom as a prac-
tical communication environment, and the ex-

. pansion of the aucKrit's repertoire of speak-
ing and listening behaviors. These Standards
are included in Barbara Lieb-Brilhart's paper,
"Standards for Effective Oral Communication
Programs." 'Lieb- Brilhart describes the devel-
opment of the Standards, assumption upbn
which they are 'based, apd tensions they may
cause iii the educational community as sehdol
districts.begin to implement them.

A pressing problem for educators in oral cosm-'
munication is the assessment of. student skills.
SCA has. provided guidance in the ,assessment
of'oral communication'skills in the formoof the
"Criteria for .Evaluating Instruments and Proce-
dures for Assessing Slitaking and Listening."
The criteria appear in Jandt's paper. Among
offer things, the criteria call for assessment at
(1) clearly distinguishes speaking-and listening
D rformance from readin and writin: ability,

and

.14 0-

(2) -emphasizes the applicaiion of speaking
and listening abilities in familiar`situations,
(3) jnvoltes situations allowing for a range 'of
acceptable responses, (4) is standardized and
has content N, altdify, (5)' avoids creating undue
stress or anxieiy, and (6) is, free of<Lwal,cul-
tural, racial, and ethnic steteotyping.

'In describing approaches to speaking and lis-
tening instruction, we will focus in Figure 2 'on
a classroorn,in which' an activities approach is
found, a. cliissroom where minimal competen-
cies arq taught, and a classrotim that focuses on
functional communication. In oral communica-
tion, there have not been clear,definitions of
these tliiree approaches, and other approaches
have been described. Regardless of the approach
or mixture of approaches used, all educators
need to become strongly committed to the de-
velopment of oral communication program

The institut+onaltzation of such progra
will require specific planning. Barbara Lieb-
Brilhart warns that ,

,

While assessment may be difficult: it is, also im-
portant that educators not use this as a reason for
leaving orpl communication out of the basic Ills
curriculum. In fact, as oral communication pro-
grams are being designed, more state and federal
agenciet, as well as research organization's, are
developing assessment procedures. . , . Test pub-,
lishers are also .participating in the development
of suitable instruments. Tough these activities
are helpful and encourage g, it,is important-that
ease of assessment. not determine the content of
the curriculum.lp. 44)§i

.School districts planning to implement an in-
structional program in oral cotnrnunication
based on SCA's speaking and listening co
petencies will find \valuable suggestions in
Clarice Lowe's paper, `Application of Minimal
Speaking and Listenirig,Conipetencids." School
districts Which are considering implementing

-a functional approath in the classroom will be
interested in reading Barbara Wood's 'paper,
"Oral Communication: Holistic Skills /Func-
tional Approach."
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Goals
What are the skills
taught?

Instruction
What is the order in
which instruction
takes place?

Figure 2. Speaking and Listening Instruction

Questions to be asked planners for each category:
What is the current practice in our school district? What is overemphasized'? What is unsieremphasrzed9

Activities Focus
The primary goal of the instruc-
tional program is to perfect
speaking as an art form in
formal activities such' as public
speaking, oral interpretation,
debate and drama. Very little
formAl instruction is given in the
elementary grades: Children
are taught to speak with ease
and clarity at a reasonable rate.
As they grow older, they must
pay attention to loudness, pitch,
and correctness. For oral book
reports and speeches, children
are taught how to organize their
ideas and the steps involved in
preparing for informative and
persuasiye speaking. Few oral
interpretation and dramaskills
are taught, although some chit-

; dren do perform.

Children are encouraged to
sneak in front of a group in
itindergarten,and the primary

ges to describe an object
would like to share with the

Others* Minimal Competencies
CommuniCation codes: listen
effectivqf to sp'oken English,

° use words, pronunciation, and
grammar appropriate for situa-
tion, use nonverbal signs appro-
priate for situation, use voice

, effectively. Oral message evalu-
ation: identify main ideas in
messages,-distinguish facts
from opinions, distinguish be-
tween informative and persua-
sive messages, recognize when
another does not understand
your message. Basic speech
communication skills: express
ideas clearly and concisely,
express and defend with evi-
dence your point of view, orge-
me messages so that others 1

can tinberstand, ask questions
to obtain information, answer
questions effectively, give con-
cise and accuratedirectioris,
summarize messages. Human
relations: describe Another's
viewpoint, describe differences
in opinion, express feelings to
others, perform social rituals.
Occupational, citizenship, and
maintenance applications are
taught for each of these skills.

J

*These lines represent other possible approaches to speaking and listening instruction.

. Information is presented so that
the student progresses from
simple to complex levels of
speaking and listening ability.
The learning experience pro-

ft,

Others* Functional
Children at all levels are given
experiences that allow them to
develop their skills in five areas,
which are functions of everyday
interactions: controlling, sharing
feelings, informing: ritualizing.
(skills, such as taking turns in
cdriversations, which help to
sustain our social relationships),
and imagining (fantasizing,
storytelling, etc.). Children are
taught to understand the impor-
tance of, respond to, and use
nonverbal messages. Childrep
learn how to select strategies
from their repertoire of skills,
how to implement the strategies;
and how to evaluate the results
of the communication.

Students at all levels, from pre-
school through high school, are
given practice in using five com-
munication functions (control-

:, 1 ling, sharing feelings, informing,
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Figure 2. Speaking and Listening Instruction (Continued),

Activities Focus
group. Developing attention
span and encouraging children
to ask questions begins at this
time. Throughout the primary,
intermediate, and middle
grades, children are given op- .

portuoities to perform in front of
theclass, with minimal formal

instructs During the junior
high s ool years, students may
be given basic instruction on
developing and delivering

'L speeches. Fgrmal instruction is
available to some extent in most
high schools, usually through
one;sernester electives.

How we skills taught For the most part, children
and practiced? primary and intermediate

grades are asked to perform
(show and tell, oral reading,
reciting poetry, etc.) without

v specific,instruction. Very young
children are encouraged in
show and tell through teacher
questions'. Developinslistening
skills in young children involves
teaching them to attend and en-
cburaging them to ask ques-
tions. As children get older, the
teac r may give guidelines to

A t cla as a whole. When chil-
dren b into give speeches
(usually junior high school),
they ar iven specific instruc-
tion organizing ideas, devel-
oping the speech, and oral de-
liverystrategies. Listening skills

*instruction tends to involve
having students listen for spe-
cific elements in a performance
and then asking them to re-
spond to the performance,

Ak

Others Minimal Competencies

vides a link between earlier
speaking and listening experi:
ences, with activities designed
to build the students' ability to
function competently in a wide
array of communication con-
texts. Activities designed to
increase students' ability to use
communication codes and basic
oral communication skills, to
evaluate oral messages, and to
build and maintain human rela-
tions are designed at all grade
levels.

Teachers teach the principles
of effective communication
directly. Teachers can empha-
size either skills practice or
behavior that requires the appli-
cation of the skills, or both. -

Focus is on expanding students'
abilities to understand and cope
with their environfinent. Empha-
sis on both conceptual and
experiential learriing-Host skills
are taught through activities
carried out in groups;the activi-
ties are followed by class dis- .

cussion led by the teacher. The
teacher tries to maintain con-
tinuity frorrractivity to activity
and to give students recurring
experiences, so that their learn-
ing will be ryinforaed.

Others Functional
ritualizing, and imagining). As
students get older and gain in
experience, they are encour-
aged to use a wider nety
strategies from their repert
they are expected to refine
to better express their sel
criteria, their performances II

become more Creative, and t ey
will be expected to use more
evidence to support their
evaluations.

The \functional approach in-
volves the use of exercises
which (1) focus on one primary
communication function; (2) are
practical and worthy of students'

-attention; (3) involve as many .
students as possible; and (4)
through effective discussion/
leadership techniques, encour-
age the students themselves to
provide observationd on and
evaluations of the exercise. The
fundamental approach in the
classroom is to provide exer-
cises that involve activities that
are highly familiar situations for
the students, where they can .
easily imagine what to say and
do. Lots of role playing is used.

or

)e)
1.0
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Figure 2. Speaking and Listening Instruction (Continued)
- , N.,

Activities Focus Others
What kinds of learn- Primary grades: show and tell,
ing experiences ci6 oral reading in unison, listening) -r- -1
students have? to teacher read or records:Pri-

mary and intermediate grades,
middle grades: answering
teacher questions or repeating ,.

after teacher, reciting iniclass,
paraphrasing' and sumffiarizing,
oral book reports, class plays,
organizing and delivering
speeches.

What is the setting in , Primarily in school. In the early
which learning takes grades there is frequently a
place? special place in the classroom

for show and tell. As children

Aft

N

How is the.leaming

grow older, oral performance
tends to occur in front of class-
mates seated at their desks.

When activities take place, they
situation structured? , are highly structured and for-

mal. Show and tell; for example,
involves each child speaking
in turn while the others listen
and then ask questions. Stu-
dent performances are also for-
mal situations. Because 25-30
students must perform, very
little time, if any, is given to
large group responses to
performances.

Small group activities may in-
volve unison reading, preparing
for a clast play, occasional role
playing.

.1'

A

it

*

1

\
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, ,

Minimal Competencies

Role playing, discussion and
small group activities are at the
center of the instructional
program. Some public
performance.

Children's own experiences are
expanded upon, but activities
are also designed by the
teacher to add specific new
skillsto the students' repertoire.
Activities increase in difficulty as
students grow older. Activities
may take the children into the
community, where they learn to
interact with a variety of people
in a variety of contexts,

The teacher designs specific
activities for students, which .
allow them to. practice existing
and new skills, give students
recurring experiences, become
mdre challenging as students
become more mature, and ex-
hibit a high degree of continuity
from activity to activity.

Most activities are carried out in
small groups, so that maximum
interaction can be obtairled.

Others

1-1
Functional

Learning through a process of
selectliaTammunication
strategies, implementing those
strategies, and evaluating the
effectiveness of the communi-
cation. Role playing, discussion,
student/teacher and student/
student interaction, and small

. group activities are at the center
of the instructional program.

Children's experiences outside
of school are used to create a
functional, meaningful learning,
base. Activities may often take
them outside of the classroom,
where they can practice inter-
acting with a Variety of people in
a variety of contexts.

The teacherarrahges the envi-
ronment to encourage as much
interaction as possible, designs
relevant, appropriate activities,
and provides adequate time for
feedback from peers and for
self-evaluation.

There is a great deal of work in
dyads (two students) and in
small groups.
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How do teachers
respond to students'
creativity?

How are student
-verrors" viewed2

How is instruction
in various skill areas
or content areas
coordinated or
integrated?

.

Aspessment
How it learning
assessed?

.

Figure 2. Speaking and Listening Instruction (Continued)

Vivifies Focus
,Students are encouraged to be

creative but are given limited
opportunities to do so.

r

Student performances before
.the class are usually uninter-
rupted. The teacher may then
comment on the performance
either for the benefit of the
whole class or in-a student/
teacher conference. Occasion-
ally students are asked to prac-
tice some more and perform
again. Often, students wait until
the next assignment to have an
opportunity to correct their
problems.

Oral performance, especially
oral reading, giving speeches,
and dramatic performances, is
integrated with reading and
writing instruction and occa-
sionally with social studies
instruction.

Ongoing informal diagnosis by
the teacher. Chi !dreg are graded
on their performances based

--
Others

.1

Minimal Competencies
Students are encouraged to be
creative. A constraint on student
creatiyity is the responsibility to
keep in mind the purpose and
goal of the communication and
the rights and responsibilities
of other participants in the
communication.

Teacher takes the role of guide
and facilitator, asking focused
questions of individuals" and
groups. Peer responses and- .

questions are also an important
part of the process.

The use of oral communication
skills is often directly related to
the use df knowledge gained
from content area instruction'

Ongoing informal diagnosis by
the teacher. Assessment em-
phasizes the application of

I

Others

IL

4

Functional
Students are encouraged to be
creative.A constraint on student
creativity is the responsibility to-
keep in mind the purpose and
goal of the communication and
the rights and responsibilities
of other participants in the
communication.

The teac er helps the students
evaluate themselves and their
peers when something seems
to be going wrong in a com-
munication. Students are en-
cou'iaged`to take risks. Though
students may benefit from
suggestions from the teacher,
suggestions Of this nature are
not often incorporated into
the students' communication
systems.

The relationship between con-
tent areainstruction and oral
communication instruction is
critical throughout the school
years. Content area teachers
can contribute to the learning
of speaking and listening skills
by developing activities which
relate content and oral corn-
munication skills to real-life
experiences.

Evaluation of student progress
rests in the gtudent/teacher
discussion of their observations

ti
)

. '
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on the infdiniedudgrrient of the
.teacher. As they grow order, ---
children are usually graded
through-thq use of_a teacher -,_
{developed -list of criteria.

.

-
Figure 2. Speaking-antWitening Instruction (Cohtinued)

0

- ,
Others

I I

I ' I :

Minimal competedcie.
pepking and listening skills in

fanilliarsituations. AsSessment
is u2dividualized,involving'
obser9ations, self-evaluation,
listdners' responses to riles-
sages, and formal tests.

0thers

1.

I I

Ji I
I

. I I

I__ I

-

I

Functional
:

/and analyses .sof classroom ef-
forts. Thetaacher's role is to
observe'anddeScribe communi-
cation, summarize communica-
tion, and lead discussion about
comparisons of communication
behaviors. The teacher leads
the students into making evalu-
ations of themselves and their
peers.

a./
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Reading
The century-old controversy among reading

researchers centers on the question of whether
children should be taught to read using a code-
emphasis Ol a meaning-emphasis instructional
approach. SuppOrters of the code-emphasis
theory argue, that children learn how to recog-
nize words through symbol-sound correspon-
dences (matching printed symbols to sounds in
oral language) and ultimately recognize words
with a degree of automaticity which permits
them to derive meaning from print.

Those who support a meaning-emphasis
instructional strategy argue that reading in-
struction should focus directly on the functions
of language and that the instruction should be
related to the child's own background of experi-
ence. The breaking of the alphabetic -code is a
natural outcome of this process.

How do these very different ,,instructional
strategies look in the classroon'i? Figure 3 de-

, scribes the characteristics of a code-emphasis
approach and those of a meaning-emphasis
approach.

The code emphasis approach to rtding is
described in more detail-in Douglas Carnine's
paper, "Direct, Instruction: A Bottom Up Skills

- Approach to Elementary Reading Instruction."
Carbine discusses research evidence on the,sub-
skills approach and outlines the ingredientsfor
a'successful subskilli program.

One Version of a meaning-emphasis approach
is the whole-language, meaning-centered pro-.

gram described by Ken and Yetta Goodman in
"A Whole-Language Comprehension-Centered
View of Reading Development." in impor-,
tarn contribution of this' Paper is the authors'
discussion of how to move from a basal-
reader-centered program;_to a whole-language
approach.
Does Either Reading Instructional Approach-
Work Better than the Other?

Unlike the other areas of the basic skills, read-
ing instruction has been the subject of debate
among researchers and theorists for over a cen-
tury. Teachers and administrators have decades
of experience based on research and classroom
practice to help guide the decisions they make
about reading instruction in the schools. Much

of the evidence we have, however, does not
point strongly in one direction or the other.

Lauren ''Resnick, in "Theories and Prescrip-
tions for Early Reading Instruttion," describes
the studies that' have been undertaken'to deter-
mine which approach is most effective. She
summarizes the evidence from those studies
-and offers suggestions for classroom practice.
Penelope Peterson, in "Direct Instruction Re-
considered," presents,/evidence that each ap-
proach tends to lead to the learningsof different
and equall:V important skills.

What Should Schools Do?
p

Clearly, schools should take action based on
their understanding of the students they serve,
the needs and preferences of the community, t
capabilities of staff, and the school's histor of
success or -1,ailure. In most schools, we would
find the use of elements of both approaches.
Harry Singer's paper, "An Integration of Instruc-
tional' Approaches for Teaching Reading and
Learning from Text," a description of one such
approach, will be useful to curriculum planners
who believe that an , integrated approach is

`necessary in order to meet the needs of all stu-
dents. Slinger describes a complete instructional
program which is'designed to develop reading
skills in children while providing language ex-
periences that develop comprehension skills.

,Similarly, Resnick describes a strategy called
"simultaneous teaching" which can be used to
ta1ce advantage-of the positive elements of both
approaches. Simultaneous teaching can involve'
the early introduction of a rich variety of written

terials in a code-emphasis program or the
multaneous . teaching, perhaps by, different

t achers, of an informal, language-experience
a proach and a structured, code-oriented
program.

In "Learning to Learn from Text: A Frame-
work for Improving Classroom Practice," Robert
Tierney and David Pearson discuss recent ad-
vances in our understanding of how readers
comprehend as well as the impOrtance of
students learning how to self-regulate their own
learnipg: They present guidelines by which a
comprehension-based curriculum can be estab-
lished and suggest ways teachers can lead
students toward independent use of readingr
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Goals
What are the skills
taught?

Instruction
What is the order in
which instruction

'takes place?

How are skills taught
and practiced? .

Ot

What kinds of learn-
ing experiences do
Students have?

Figure 3. Reading Instruction

Que,stions to be asked by planners for each category:
What is the currentpractice in our school district? What is overemphasized? What is underemphasized?

Code Emphasis
Subskills, e g , sound-symbol correspon-
dences, such as identification of initial and
final vowels, consonants, syllables, and
morphemes; dividing words into compo2
nents and then sounding them out; under-
standing syntactic relationships; building
a sight word vocabulary.

Letter, sound, and word recognition taught
first, comprehension skills become focus
after students develop automaticity;,pre-
skills of astrategy are taught before the
strategy itself is presented; high utility skills
are introduced before less useful ones;
easy skills are taught before more wmplex
ones. Skilled comprehension strategies
are taught beginning in the intermediate
grades.

Subskills are taught in a specific sequence
and are practiced until they are mastered
Complex skills are broken down into com-
.ponents. The teacher demonstrates the
steps in a strategy and then provides struc-
tured practice in using the strategy.'The
students practice uRal they recognize
anihen the strategy jeAalled for in a situa-
lion. a concentratedpre-
sentation of examples, with.review across '
several lessons. Unison reading; individual
oral responding, usually in small groups;
game activities.

Learning'by practicing the same skill over
and over again, gradually moving to more
and more complex skills. Most children
move through, the various levels of a basal
reader supplemented by high interest
reading materials.

*These lines represent other possible approaches to reading instruction

Other Approaches*

r

Meaning Emphasis

As in communicative experiences, student's acquire
basic ystihceun djngs of how language functions and is used. At
the same im as students are involved in "total" reading experi-
ences from the ginning, they become aware of what they are
learning in terms of language conventions and discuss strate-
gies they use as they read, write andexperience communica-
-tion. The teacher's task is to capitalize upon and encourage the
students to be their own informants.

Students are encouraged to bactive participants in their read-
ing experiences. Rather than be taught supskills they are pro-
Med experiences for understanding a variety of text read for
student self-initiated purposes. Students learn strategies and'
skills in conjunction with these pommunicative experiences.
These experiences can emanate from the students' initial writing
experience, from reading activities involving reading predictable
texts, simple directions, stories, etc., or from print-related activii.
ties related to everyday activities (e.g., grocery lists, responding
to signs and notices).

As children are j,nvolved in reading experiences for which they
have self-propelled purposes, they are encouraged to consider
the strategies they might use fr do not use to aehieve their -
reading goals. The teachers task ito encourage the studerit to
explore these learnings and try them or test them. Thus, skills/.
strategies are developed in conjunction with meaningful reading
and learning experiences.

Learning is primarily experience based, using children's prob-
lems/purposes to direct selection of texts or'using children's
own written materials. Within these contexts, learning occurs
through studetit discovery and exploration rather than teacher
direction. Practice occurs naturally asstudentsIest their strate-
gies in a variety of communication contexts. Practice involves

Oh.
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What is the setting in
which learning takes
place?,

'

How is the learning
situation structured?

How do teachers
respond to Students'
creativity?

How are student
"errors" vie Wed?

Code EmphaSis

Figure Reading Instruction (Continued)

<1

Primarily in school, using a commercially
published basal reader series and supple-
mentary materials. Many classrooms have
a reading corner where high-interest
books are available to the children.

gr...

Highly structured, with skills to be learned
in a speCifid order.

Some studerfts will not be interested.in
. leaming. The teacher can show them that

they can succeed in reading by designing
lessons effectively, and that there is a re-
ward in leaming to read by using extrinsic
rewards such as physical contact and by
eventually developing intrinsic motivation
in these students.

Children are divided into small groups
based on their ability. More time is gener-
ally spent with low- ability groupgContinu-,
ing diagnosis allows for restructuring of
groups based on needs of students.

Siudent creativity is not a focus of the
beginning reading program.

Sp,ecific skill deficits are diagnosed by the
teacher based on identification of recurrent
error patterns. The correction procedure
involves praise for correct responses,
modeling the correct response and leading
the child (responding with the child),,,,test-
ing the Child until he or she responds corp
rectly every time, and giving thVild a
delayed test later in the lesson.

OtherApproaches

(

ti

C

Meaning Emphasis

testing aszell as refining what is learned. Students are recog-
nized as Zcomplished language learners Who are apt to learn
when experiences are meaningful and goals fdrieaming are
self-propelled.

Children's experiences outside of school are used to create a
functional, meaningful base for learning. Emphasis on taking the
children into a variety of settings tabuild on their experience
base. Classroom materials are many, varied, and predictable
they grow out of the children's and teacher's interests.

The teacher' Serves as a group facilitator. The teacher arranges
the environment, provides relevant, 4propriate materials, and
provides timely experiences to facilitate learning. The learner
extracts from the environment those elements which are most
meaningful.

When language is functidnal, motivation to learn is high. Chil-
dren know when they.are successful because they have met
their own needs. No external a and system is necessary.

Teachers work with children i idually and in small groups.
Much time is Oen to self-select reading. Lessons tend to
focus on developing strategies forgetting meaning from print

z?,

The- entire focus of the reading program is to build and maintain
students' intereat'in reading. Students are encouraged to bees
creative as they can be.

Self-exploration of problems on the part of studentsis a critical
part of the learning process. Errors are acceptens a natural
part of that process. Students' own motivation to learn results in
the correction of errors. The teacher serves as a guide and
facilitator in this process.

4 f)



How is instruction
in various skill areas
or content areas
coordinated or
integrpted2 -

Assessnfent
How is learning
assessed?

11

Figure 3. Reading Instruction,(Continued)

Code Emphasis
This is highly individualized It is recom-
mended that teachers of intermediate chil-
dren incorporate reading activities into all
content area instruction, however, strate-
gies for reading content materials are .

seldom taught.

Children are tested, usually with informal,
reacling inventories, at the beginning of the
school year to determine their skill levels
and to place theln in the appropriate small
groups. For ongoing evaluation, teachers
use indiyrdual skills tests and have stu-
dents read aloud individually

Other Approaches

04

fl -
Meaning Emphasis

Content areas are integrated within a problem-solving curricu-
lum. Partictlar concern is given to the reading Of content mate-
rials in mathematics, science, and social studies-Students work
at the development of special strategies for reading and under-
standing these materials. Much emphasis is placed on written
and oral language use together with reading?--

Teachers observe and monitor the progress children are making-
in developing literacy. They observe students using language
and informally'apply.their knowledge of language development
to achieve an understanding of students' strengths and needs.
Teachers evaluate the program on the basis of evidence that
children have acquired and use comprehension strategies.
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strategies. Their discussion represents impor-
tant new directions for school reading programs
and also programs dealing with any aspect of
language learning, that is, oral and written.
Recent National Assessment of Educational
Prtigress (NAEP) findings about the decline of
higher level skills in adolescence lend weight to
this argument.

Mathematics

Instruction in computational skills has al-
ways been and continues to be the primary
focus of the mathematics curriculum. Over the
past several years, however, several mathemat-
ics education professional organizations have
developed lists of competencies which repre-
sent a new school of thought about basic
mathematics education.

The National Council 1of Teachefs of Mathe-
matics (NCTM), the National Council of Super-
visors of Mathematics (NCSM), and the Asso-
ciation of State Supervisors of Mathematics
(ASSM) have all issued statements stressing the
importance of mathematics in our society and
urging schools ,to teach such skills as problem
solving, estimation, measurement, prediction,
and computer literacy as an integral part of the
mathematics curriculum. Ross Taylor, in his
paper, The Mathematics Education Profes-
sion's View of Basic Mathematical Skills," de-
scribes the development of the NCTM publica-
tion, An Agenda for Action: Recommendations
for School Mathematics of the 1980s; the NCSM
"Ppsition Paper on Basic Mathematical Skills";
and- the "Report,of the Kansas City Coordinat-
ing Conference," which was co-sponsored by
NCTM, NCSM, and ASSM.

The NCSM position paper calls for the devel-
opment of ten skill areas necessary if students
are to effectively meet the demands of today's
society. The skill areas are listed below (notice
that computation, which includes the four basic
operations using whole numbers and decimals,
and simple fractions and percents, is only one of
the ten skill areas):

1. Problem solving

2. Applying. mathematics to everyday
situations

3. Alertness to reasonablenesg of results

(4 3

4. Estimation and approximation
5. Appropriate computation skills

6. Geometry

7. Measurement

8. Table.s, charts, and graphs

9. Using mathematics to edict
10. Computer literaCy

What are the differences betWeen an instruc-
tional approach with computation as its p4-
mary focus and one which stresses the building
of a broader mathematical competence? The
questions used in the previous sections will be
used in Figure 4 to characterize these-two orien-
tations to teaching mathematics. (Authors of the
papers were not asked to describe the charac-
teristics of "new" matfi, so that instructional.
approach is not dealt with here.)

SchOol districts that decide to expand their
mathematics program to include more of the
skills recommended by the three professional
mathematics education associations will have
to provide extensive inservice training. Teacher
education in this country often has not prepared
teachers to yeach many of these skills, and there
has never been a stiong, emphasis in teacher
education on developing children's critical
thinking abilities. An important part of a plan
fora revised curriculuin will be a staff develop-
ment component designed to increase teacheis'
mathematical knowledge, to decrease their
mathematics anxiety, and to offer constructive,
practical suggestions for moving from compu-
tation-oriented instruction to instruction that
h'as a problem-solving orientation.

In addition to Ross Taylor's ,paper, three
papers in Volume 2 w be useful for those
school districts reexami ng their basic.. skills
program. In "Basic Ski Is in Mathematics: The
Issue Regarding Computational Skills," Marilyn
Suydam discussA the history of the conflict be-
tween those who support a narrowly focused
curriculum and those who argue' for an ex-
panded view of mathematics education. She
ends her paper with a discussion of implica-
tions for educational practice, including ten
`.:Tenets on the Teaching of Computation."

In "A Child Is"More than a, Machine," Alan
Hoffer describes the importance of developing



Goals
What are the skills
taught?

Inttruction
What is the order in
which instruction .

takes place?

How are skills taught
and practiced?

What kinds offeam-
mg experiences do
students have2

Figure

Questions to be
What is the current practice in our school

Focus on Computation
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division with whole numbers, including a
mastery of the basic facts,tomputing with
.multidigit numbers, and avnderstanding
of certain generalizations related to com-
putation. Addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division with common fractions
and with decimal fractions.

Easier skills or'component skills are taught
beforemore complex skills. Ugual order is
counting, basic facts, additAon, subtraction,
multiplication, division, fractions and deci-
mals. The complexity of skills taught in any
of these categories increases as students
progress. For example, the notion of place
value is introduced early and continues for
many years.

Young children are taught piece value
through the use of manipulahves and visu-
als. Instruction in the basic mathematical
computational strategies usually follows
this pattern. The teacher explains and
demonstrates a strategy for the students,
usually has several students work a prob-
lem at the board, then has all of the stu-
dents work a number of the problems at '
their seats or for homework. Focus on drill.
UnderStanding of the-concepts is an out-
come of the ability to solve computation
and word problems correctly.

Emphasis on learning by frequent practice
rather than by insight, Learning by memo -
rizing facts, working many examples of the
same kind'of problem. Prima-61y paper-

----fandpencilectivities. Some early use of
mahipulativeS. Interaction -with teacher
primarily in large group settings.

'These Met represent other possible approaches tarrithematics instruction.

4. Mathematics Instruction

asked by planners for each category:
district2 What is overemphasized? What is underemphasized?

Other Approaches Fobus on Problem Solving
Problem solving, estimation, predicting, reasonableriess of
results, 'computer literacy, etc. Addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division with whole numbers, with common fractions,
and with decimal fractions are taught within the context of prob-
lem solving.

Order is flexible. Children come into school with the ability to
solve simple problems. This ability is expanded upon through
the use of word problems that involve addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, and fractions. Computation work thus
has e problem-solving flavor.

Skills are,taught and practiced through problem solving. Teacher
acts as facilitator and question-asker. Children are given ward
problems that involve use of critical thinking skills and compute-
tion. They apply their own strategies to arrive at solutions. Com-
putation skills grow out of their experiences with these problems.
Focus on developing an understanding of the concepts. Heavy
use of manipulatives and visuals. ,

Learning by solving problems teacher-assigned, student-
developed, and "real life." Emphasis oh-understanding concepts
reinforced by frequent interactions with teacher, who asks lots
of questions. Manipulatiiies ate always available to make the
abstract concrete.'

I A`



What is the setting in
which learning takes
place?

,How is the learning
situation structured?

How do teachers
respond to students'
creativity2

How are student
"errors" viewed2

How is instruction
in various skill6areas
or content areas
coordinated or "°
integrated2

Assestmenj
How is learning
assessed.?

Figure 4. Mathematics Instruction (Continued) r'
Focus on Computation

Primarily in school, using commercially
published textbook, workbooks, and work-
sheets for drill.

Highly structured and purposeful, with
skills to be learnedin a specific order

Teacher may divide the class into small
groups based on ability, so that extra help
can be given to low-ability students.

Student creativity is not a focus of the
mathematics educationprogram.

Specific skill deficits are diagnosed by the
teacher based on identification of recurrent
error patterns. The child is given inOvidual-
ized instruction and additional drill lb help
correct the problem. Children with similar
error patterns are helped in small groups.
Emphasis is on accuracy and on single
algorithmic path to solution.

t.
Integration with other instruction does
occur. For example, when a teacher sets
up a bank or a grocery store in the class-
room, children use their reading and oral
communication skills when they arein-
volved in the activity. Such activities may
be an integral part of the curriculum.

Students are generally pretested at the
beginn'
skill
OCC

tea

of the yearto determine their ,

vel. Frequent pager-and-pencil tests
throughout the school year. Many
ers do speed tests to assess stu-*

dent internaltiation of the basic malhe-
make! facts. Students hayelrequent
home*Ork assignments, which are usually
gradedty the teacher.

Other Approaches

-

4"

Focus on Problem Solving ,

Primarily experience based, using children's own intuitive abili-
ties to create a functional, meaningful base for learning. Stress
on solving problems that relate to the children's byes outside the
classroom. Many "real-life" problems may take the children
outside of the school.

The teacher serves as guide and facilitator in a relatively infor-
mal setting. Skills are learned as the children needlipare other-

' wise motivated to learn them. Lots of one- to- one.and small
group work, with small Npups based on children's interests.
Lots of student questions and interactioht are encouraged.

Skident creativity is highly encouraged:

Risk taking on the part of the student is a critical part of the
learning experience. Errors areaccepted asa natural part of this
process. While the student is learning a concept, the process he
or she uses to solve a problem is more important than the finals
answer. Because of the importance of estimation and approxi-
mation skills, it is important that the student not feel he br she
has to have the "right answer" all the time. The teacher's rote is
one of guide and facilitator. instruction stresses multiple alp,
rithrnic paths to solution.

The focus on probletn solving, on developing sIsillin'making
inferences, and on having children verbalize their underStanding
of mathematical concepts,,as well as engage in frequent dia-

IoRues with the teacher, means that reading and oral comtnuni-
4' cation skills play critical roles in the program. These skills are

continually reinforced and/or strengthened as children work to
solve problems.

Teacher observes and monitors the progress students are
making in developing an understanding of mathematiCal con-
cepts. Continual asking of questions and analysis of students'
responses facilitates this process. Paperand-pencil exercises
are used, but they are less important than a student's ability
to verbalize his or her understanding of a concept.

A r:
. -
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insight in children. Insight is the ability of a
child to draw upon his or hei knowledge and
experience to perform competently in an un-
familiaisituation. Hoffer offers, many examples
of how teachers can use mathematics instruc-
tion to help children develop insight.

Betty Beck suggests ways to include real-
problem solving in the school program in.
"Learning in Real -Life-Life Contexti." Real-problerh
solving means involving student; in actual
school or community situations which they
would like to see changed. Beck discusses evi-
dence shoWing that "there is more effective.
learning of both mathenatics and language arts
skills and inquiry skills when students learn
them together by cleating with real problems."

A Final Note

The discussion on tie preceding pages has
been offered as an overview of the papers in
Volunies an'cl,2 of Basic Skills Issties add..
'Choic s. It is not meant to be definitive, juSt. as

knove
4&aol w

erg are not mean? to tesent-all of the
...

q,wehayeactitfired areasgthey,
But -they4 0 serve as earting point:

for planninconutilt*es that Are, to pt
create a common base 'citkdowlefte from j.fifc

,1
to begin their work.

n
It

Ithoroving educational iTrograms'.can be-4
highly rewarding experience, but it can afro be°-
cOmpleX, time-consuming venture. School
tricts hopipg to improve the achievement of° '

their students must begin with a planning t't.

cess that involves the best and most appropriate o

people, a reasonable time schedule, and the
most'up-to-date- data and material resources. In
these Papers, we:offer school districts the com-
bined expertise of hundreds of educators and
researchers who have been involved in the im-
provempnt of basic skil* programs at all levels
of schooling. We hope that the results of this
collaborative experience will benefit the educa-
tional community. ft,

t

,
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Sununaries of the Papers

Volume 1

Issues in Basic Skills Instruction

Linda M. Anderson. Classroom Management:
Making Time to Learn Basic Skills. Because its

4purpose is to support instruction and to create
an environment for learning, effective classA
robin management is critical to the success
of any .basic skills instructional .program. 'In-
volving much more than discipline, classroom
management includes organizing the physical
environment of the classroom, scheduling and
pacing activities, organizing supplies and in-
structional materials, and monitoring Students'
progress, attention, and behavioi. The amount'
of time that students spend on learning tasks
determines the usefulness of management strat-
egies in various classroom settings.

Dorothy S. Strickland. Integrating the Basic
Skills, through the Conte Areas. If the bagic
skills are to provide studeMs with the means to
attain the information required for successful
living in modem society, then teachers, and ad-
ministrators must reorganize the curriculum to.
integrate the basic skills into a unified commu-
nications program. Such a program requires that
basic skills be applied in combination with one
another and that they be taught in a context that
is of interest and importance to the children.
This integration of skills .allows instruction to
take place in a holistic manner and provides for
the monitoring of basic skills objectives in an
Organized way.

Majorie Farmer. The Essentials 4EdUcation:
Basic Skills in Context. "The Essentials of Edu-

cation" represents a/joint effort by leaders in
over 20 major national professional educators'

, associations to develop, discuss, disseminate,
**and implement a working definition of educa-

tional interdependence at all levels of the edu-
cational process. Some of the implications of
this statement include: a definition of basic
ski14' that includes written and oral communi-,
cartdn; the teaching of language and reasoning
in all content areas; multicultural awareneir in
teaching; maintaining the natural interrelation-
ship between learning and interest; attention to
the physical environment and social context of
learning; and life-long learning for parents and
teachers. -

John L. Meehan. State. Leadeiship in Basic
Skills. The Pennsylvania Comprehensive Read,
irig/Communications Art Plan (PCRP) evolved
from a 1976 decision by the Pennsylvania Board
of Education to define quality education in
terms of basic skills. With advancing student
competence in reading and oral and written
communication as a goal, PCRP defined four
major categories of action: responding to-liter-
ature (heard, read, visualized, or dramatized);
sustained silent reading; written and 'oral
composing; and mastering language patterns
(spelling, syntax, meaning). Since its inception,
PCRP has been piloted in small rural diStricts_
and medium-sized, semi-rural districts, has
served as an intermediate unit for 12 districts
and 99 schools, and has served as a model for
hundreds of schools throughout the country

James R. MacLean. Forward to the Basics
Ontario Style. In an effort to involve teacher's,
students, and parents More actively in the inte-

A
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gration of basic skills with other segments of the
curriculum, the Province of Ontario, Canada,
adopted a curriculum model composed of care-
fully balanced components. These components
stress the individuality of the child and focus
on the following: aims and ob. ctives based on
knowledge of children's ' needs;
content selected from t environm nt; dynam-
ic teaching and learni processes derived from
the content; and the assessment of outcomes
in terms of effective ess, appropriateness, and
-relevance.

Betty M. Beck. Learning in Real-Life Con-
texts. Real-problem solving classes, where stu:
dents are involved in changing school or com-
munity situations that are important to them,
reinforce a wide variety of mathematical and
language arts inquiry skills: In these classes the
students, not the teacher, choose the problem to
be tackled, decide what factors need to be in-
vestigated, search out the facts, try out possible
solutions, and judge the effectiveness of their
results. Several assessment studies of schools

' that offer these classes reveal that participating
students are highly motivated, interact well
with their group, and display an ability to .
choose and apply objectively measurable rea-
sons for their decisions and to discern effective
solutions.

Thomas C., O'Brien. What's Basic? A Con-
structivist -View. In a constructivist view of
basic skills,1the goal of education is to cause
intellectual growth to take place by providing a

.structural framework of basic skills or opera-
tions such as class ifyingjordering, logically
multiplying, and inferring that enable the
child to construct and test relationships, 4
from which subsequent knowledge can evolve:
A classroom atmosphere based on a construc-
tivist approach to education allows the students
to develop an understanding of the. relation-
ships among environment, experience, and in-
ference and an ability to regulate their own
internal needs and perceptions within, the de-

, man ds of reality.

Issues in Basic Skills Outcomes
and Classroom Planning and Assenent

Robert W Stump and Nina Selz. Basic Skills for
the World of Work. A study sponsored by the

r
National Center for Research in Vocational Edu-
cation defines the three most important abilities
required for the world of work as follows: using
the reading, mathematics, and writing skills the
job calls for; using the tools and equipmEint the
job calls for; and getting along with others.
Results of the study suggest that the c tir. iculum
at every stage of elementary, middle, tulior,
and senior high school can focus on the devel-
opment of these essential skills and others (de-
scribed in the paper) necessary for adequate
perforfnance in the world of work. However,
this task requires close cooperation and partici-
pation from school personnel, families, and em-
ployers in the preparation of children for the
world of work.

Georgirie Loacker and Marcia L. Mentkowski.
A Holistic View of Adult Abilities. The faculty
of a midwest college undertook a ten-year pro-
Cess to define and measure the knowledge and
basic skills that they wished their students to
acquire and to assess effective ways to measure
the achievement of these goals. In addition to
thp practical information provided by the col-
lege curriculum, the study yielded the follow-
ing implications-for elementary and secondary ,

educators: students need early involvement in
the developmental education process; assess-
ment should be, diagnostic as well as evaluative;
students learn better in an environment that
teaches them how*to learn; developing the po-
tential of each student means that students
must be treated individually; and realizing im-
portant outcomes in eduCation requires a chre-
ifully planned educational process.

Lena Lupica. Skills For the Future. Rapid
changes in cultural, ethnic°, and language
trends, in the composition of the nation's work
force, and in technological leadership require a
broaoler definition of the basic educational skills
needed to survive in our society. Some skills
that focus on reducing daily tension a4id im-
proving the quality of life include: knowing -

how to cope with change; being able to antic-
ipate alternative future developments; knowing
how to learn; being able tp use computer, voice,
and visual equipment', having the ability to
develop effective human 'relations; and know-
ing how to be an effective citizen.

Vito Perrone and Walter Haney. Classroom
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Monitoring and Assessment. If teachers are to
be able to design instruction that successfully
helps children to learn the basic skills and
if communication with parents is to be effec-
tive, then teachers must use consistent, well-
organized informal assessment procedures
in-the classroom, in-addition to -formal proce-
dures such as norm-referenced and criterion-
referenced tests. Assessment must be done fre-
quently, so that it can inform decisions about,
instruction, and it muit..be relevant to the in-

include the following: assessing the local dis-
trict's position with respect to subject matter,
the learner, the teacher, and the learning envi-
onment; identifying those constraints which
ociety, special interest groups, and school man-

e ers place upon curriculum programs; and
is entifying the realities of the classroom -"vrhich

ect the implementation of any program.of

tio,

struction that has taken place.

Patricia Weiler. Planning and Management of
Instruction. If a child-centered basic skills pro-
gram is to insure continued.erat skill' devel-
opment and achievement, the responsibility for
the instructional process must be shared by
teachers, paraprofessionals, administrators, cur-
riculum ,specialists-, students, and parents. For
those who make up the instructional team,
responsibilities include preparing the instietic-
tional package, organizing the classroom, deter-
mining an appropriate diagnostic and eval-
uative process, and participating in inservice
programs. Parents support the program through
the use of learning games and selective tele-
vision viewing^at home.

Issues in Basic Skills Planping

. Migheel L. Karrlil. Making ChOices in Basic
Skills' Instruction: Research and Theory. In
planning a basic skills program that is based on
what the students need to learn, the collabora-
tive planning group needs an instructional
framework that includes Working definitions of
the words "basic" and "skills" and theoretical
bases for deternainingunits of learriing, content
and 'format of instruction, individual differ-
ences in students., and the role of social dynam-
ics. Possible instructional models for consid-
er&ion include a subskills model that focuses
on thejndividual components of instruction, a
holistic model that Places instruction in a whole
situation context, and a ,balanced model that
combines specific features of the other two
models.

Gerald G. Duffy. Making Basic Skills Choices:
Values and Constraints. Some issues consid-
ered by a collaborative program planning group
in designing a, specific basic skills program

a

harles E. Allen. At the 'Barricades: A Cau-
ary Tale: In response to a state mandate that

stus ents meet mivimum requirements before
gra. uation, one school district developed a
mat emetics curriculum based on the func-
tion 1 application of computation skills. Fo-
cuse" - primarily on those, mathematics skills
need d for, survival in the modern world, the
mate grouped specific tasks under eight
headings: banking, expenses, measurements,
mone prices, taxes, wage& and whole num-
bers. problems encountered in planning the
materi Is ranged from implementation of objec-
tives t the actual test format and word choices.

-S. Jay Samuels. Chaiacteristics of Successful
School Programs in Basic Skills. An analysis
of research studies that dealt with basic skills
programs during the past fifteen years indi-
cates that effective programs have a number of
characteristics in common. These components
include the following: strong administrative
leadership; high expectations and the belief
that the teacher can make the difference; teacher
aides used in aired( instruction; teacher train-
ing; specific reading objectives; instruction and I
materials relevanf,to goals; efficient use of time;
high intensity of treatment; and frequent evalu-
ation of stydent progress.

William Phillip Gorth and Marcy R, Perkins.
Skill Definition in Slate Competerwy Testing
PrOgrams. Programs from five states ----- Georgia,
Michigan, Virginia, Massachusetts, and New
York are described. TheSe states identified'

. and defined minimum\ competenties and basic
skills and considered a variety of instructional

'approaches before developing their particular
state programs. Four programs identified read-
ing, mathematics, and oral communication as

'basic skills subject areas, and the fifth program
e, also specified listening. The focus of program

objectives varied from functional to academic
skills. Two states combined both skills catego-

.
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ri4, but ,differjtd in the degree of emphasis
placed on one or the other. Three states required
a state test for omotion or graduation while
two states used rest results for remediation and
curriculum improvement..

. John R. Bormuth. Literacy Is Rising, But So
Is Demand for Literacy. An analysis of several
research studies that indicated a decline in the
literacy level in the United States reveals a need
for a clear definition of literacy and calls for the
identification of major flaws in literacy assess-.
ment studies. In contrast, a study based on
economic trends specific to literacy-related
expenditures ,concludes the following: literacy
is a major economic force in our society; a de-
mand for higher levels of literacy exists over a
broad portion of the population; and studies on

\ literacy must first ask what norms determine
whether or not a person`is literate.

Volume 2

Writing

Charles Suhor. "Nth, Statement on Stan-
dards for Basic Skills Writing Programs. Pre-
pared with input from professional asgociations
as well as from the staffs of several school dis-
tricts and universities, "The Standards for Basic
Skills Writing Programs" suggests a basically
holistic approach to writing instruction that
focuses on effective communication of the writ-
er's ideas in relation to his or her purpose
and audience. The practical implications of the
Standards require that commercially published
materials deal with the whole writingprocess,
that classroom drills be based on student writ-
ing needs, and that inservice for teachers pro-
vide techniques for increasing student moti-
vation, using group discussion, and .teaching
effective writing skills.

Robert L. Brown, Jr. The Movement toward
'Meaning - Focused Writing. Since most profes-
sional writers do not write the way that text-
books say that writing should be done, an effec-
tive approach ,tq writing instruction requires
rethinkfiig the traditional definitions of the
writing process. Such an approach focuses on
the cognitive processes involved in writing and
uses teaching strategies that stress the follr-
ing. prewriting, drafting, revi,sing, and editing
skills; student assessrpent through writing con

E.

ferences with the teacher or other'students; and
sentence-combining exercises for fluency and
syntax development. 11

Thomas Newkirk. The, Writer as Experi-_
menter. A meaning-focused approach to writing,
instruction assumes that'writing, is a natural ac-
tivity closely related to thought and emphasizes
allovving the child to explore,and experiment
with ideas. Based on a process of. Vewrifin
writing, and- revision, this approach prov, es
the student with:techniques for eyaluatinE(Writ-
ing, stresses the importanCe of reading student
writing aloud, employs. individual conferences
rather than class presentation, and focuses
on the assessment of content, thought devel-
opment, and communication before that of
mechanical or grammalical errors.

Vivian I. Davis. Teaching the Mechanical,
Conventions of %tiling. Effective teaching of
the conventions of handwriting, spelling, punc-
tuation, capitalization, and gthmmar requires
that these skills be taught within the conte34 of
the experiences ,of the individual student and
the writing process as a whole. Some tech-
niqu'es rfliSpeess effective written communica-
tion include following: individualized prac-
tice in handwriting; the test-study-test method
for spelling focused on -words needed in stu-
dent writing; dictation exercises, followed by
proofreading and editing in capitalization and
punctuation,: and grammar presented through,
student' sentence development.

Speaking and Listening

Barbara Lieb-Brilhart. Standards for Effective
Oral Communication Programs. While the
Basic Skills legislation includes oral communi-
cation skills in its definition of "basics,': several
assuraptiong and scpe Ptential conflicts merit
undectanding and consideration in implement-

. ing The "Standards for Effective Oral Communi-

.,cation Programs," preparedby the Speech Com-
municatio,n R'ssociation (SCA) and the AA!
ican Speech-Language-Hearing, Association
(ASHA) as guidelines in curricilium planning.
These assumptions are that'oral communication
instruction' is critical in teaching of the content,
areas, is worthy of instruction for its own sake
ineshould. be viewed as a separate
Conflicts can arise regarding such issues as the
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definition of communication, academic stan-
dards, teacher qualifications, and methods of
assessment.

Barbara .S. Wood, Ora CoMmunication:
Holistic Skills/Functional Approach. Onp in-

,

structional approach to oral language develop-*:
ment in childrei incorporates a functional view
of communication centered on five criticat func-
tions of everyday interactions; attempting to
direct or control the behavior of another; shar-
ing feelings; providing ideas and information;
ritualizing (greeting, thanking); and imagining,
or dealing creatively with reality. These com-
munication functions are taught through a pro-
cess that stresses the development of a reper-
Loire of communication strategies, that develops
selection criteria for choosing appropriate strat-

I

egies, that provides practice in implement -i
ing communication choices, and that offers
Methods that children can use to evaluate their
communication.

Fred E. Jandt. Oral Communication: Individ-
ual Skills Focus. After "effective communica-
tion, both written and oral" was added to the
wording of the Basic Skills Improvement Act in
1978, research 'specialists identifies nineteen
speaking and listening competencies as, basic
to two-person interactions, small group discus-
sions, and public speaking. A number of states
then- 'developed minimal competencies in
speaking and/or listening to be implement
either a statewide basis or as a local opti . The
approaches used by five states Vermont, Vir-
ginia, Oregon, Utah, and Massachusetts are
described here. The lists developed by these
states describe competencies in a, way that
allows their assessment through both informal
and formal means.

Clarice P. Lowe. Application of the Minimal'
Speaking and Listening Competencies. InAruc-
tion in basic communication skills can integrate
both conceptual and experiential learning in a
manner that facilitates the,mastery of a complex
grouping of skills callecicompetencies. An ap-
proach to teaching one speech communication
competency, that of "organizing messages so
that others can understand them," involves
activities such as topical and chronological
ordering that progrqss from simple to com-
plex levels of learning and also meet John

29

Dewey's four 'criteria for meaningful experien-
tial learning.

Mathematics

Marilyn N. Suydam. Basic Skills in Mathe-
matics: The Issue Regarding Computational
Skills. While the definitions of basic skills in-
struction in mathematics vary from txching

. computation skills exclusively to presenting
computation along with an expanded set of
mathematics skills, factors such as the needs of
daily life, tradition, achievement scores,- avail-
ability of calculators, and teacher capabilities
both stress the importance of computation and
call for the application of mathematics.skills in
a broader context. However, despite evidence
that drill-oriented instruction produces limited
outcomes, trends indicate a return to drill as the
primary mode of instruction. A need exists to -
define teaching methods that produce mathe-
diatical competency in children.

Ross Taylor. The Mathematics Education Pro-
fessions View of Basic Mathematical Skills.
Three professional mathematics education or-
ganizations have agreed on ten basic mathemat-
ics skills to be taught in addition to computa-
tion. School districts that are in agreement with
the statements of these organizations need to
reevaluate curriculum objectives, initiate appro-
priate curriculum revision, and ,provide staff de-
velopment. One school. district engaged in this-
process used the following procedure: defini-
tion, of objectives by a professional task force;
parent and community evaluation of standards;
administration and teacher evaluation of avail-

, able ktandardized tests; and development of
leapang activities that place mathematics skills,
inclUding computation, in a context of problem
solving.

Alan R. Hoffer. A Child Is More than a
Machine. Along with memorizing; drill, and
computation skills; a ood' mathematics pro-
gram emphasizes the teaching of insight, a spe-
cial human skill of seeing and understanding
problems. Insight demands' creativity and risk- -
taking on the part of the student and requires
that the teacher provide appropriate learning
experiehces in a supportive, positive, and en-
couraging classroom atmosphere. Competence
in insight provides the child with the ability to
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perform in unfamiliar situations, choosing the
acts required by the situation and eventually re-
solving the situation.

Reading

Lauren B. Resnick. Theories and Prescrip-
tions for Early Reading Instruction, The two
main strands of theory regarding the nature of
reading can be defined as reading as translation
and reeding as an autonomous language pro-
cess. Although Patterns in research indicate that
code-Oriented programs show better results in
the primary grades than do' language-oriented
programs, the need exists for consistent investi-
gation and trial of the langitage approach before
corrTarimm of the two methods is valid. At pres-
ent/ successful instructional programs include
both gtrategies successively. However, a more
effective approach presents the code and lan-
guage aspects of reading simultaneously.

Kenneth S. Goodman and Yetta M.Goodman.
A Whole-Language Comprehension-Centered
View of Reading Development. A whole -lan-
guage comprehension-centered approach to
'developing reading ability requires a child-
centered classroom where the focus in read-
ing instruction is on meaning, where learning
motivation is intrinsic, and where the,selected
reading materials appeal to the experience, con-
cepts, and interests .of the children in the class-
room. Specifics of Such a developmental read-

, ing program include periods of sustained silent
reading, a wide selection of books, emphasis on
The reading strengths of the students, and stu-
dent, self - evaluation as an integral part of the
assessment. process.

Douglas W. Carnine. Direct Instruction: A
Bottom Up Skills Approach to Elementary
Reading Instruction. Given that a child's capac-
ity for processing inforfnation and creating
meaning from the environment is limited, .a sub-
skills approach to reading instruction makes
meaningful learning possible. It reduces the in-
formation load, simplifies the learning act, and
-allows for mastery learning. Iniplementing such
a program. in the classroom requires the follow-
ing: knowledge of the essential skills or objeor
tives that makeup the reading process; program
design that involves evaluation and selection of
materials; presentation techniques that Moti-
vate, reinforce, and, assess; effective organize-

tion of classroom time; and individualized
instruction determined by frequent student
evaluation.

Harry Singer. An Integration of Instructional
Approaches for Teaching Reading and Learn-
ing from Text. Reading development consists of
two distinct phases: teaching student's how to
read printed words and then construct meaning
from them, and teaching students how to com-
prehend or learn from texts in the content areas.
The initial phase of reading instruction involves
the use of informal techniques such as reading
aloud to children or discussing books with
them, and formal techniques that include the
picture-story method, rebus method, basal read-
er, and individualized instruction. In teaching
students to learn from text, teachers can employ
single-text strategies, like the SQ3R method, or
multiple -text` strategies itat involve library
usage, concept techniques, and projects.

Robert J. Tierney. and P David Pearson. Learn-
ing to Learn from Text: A Framework for
Improving Classroom Practice. A schema-theo-
retic approach to reading comprehension con-
siders the nature and influence of the reader's
background knowledge, attem1ts a balance be-.
tween reader-based and text-based processing,
and stresses the importance of selected moni-
toring strategies. Effective instructional prac-
tices that evolve from this approach provide
the reader with the following: a relevant schema
fcista text; appropriate activation of this schema
prior to, during, and after reading; flexible pro-
cesses of activating, focusing, maintaining, and
refining an interpretation;'adequate understand-
ing of the text and purpose for the, reading; and
.awareness of potential applications.

Penelope L. Peterson. Direct Instruction
ReConsidered. An analysis of research on
the effectiveness of "teacher-directed" versus
"opeh" instruction indicates that the traditional
approach is slightly/ more effective, on the aver-
age, in increasing students' achievement in
basic skills. However, an open approach appears
to increase students' creativity, independence,
curiosity, and favorable attitudes toward school
and. learning. Because neither approach meets
the needs of all students, educators must incor-
porate both teaching app'Foaches in .a workable
combination, if a wide range of educational
go,kis iSqb be achieved.

t': 4
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Overview: Papers in this section review research and experience on managemerlit of the
classroom and coordination of instruction among the basic skills areas and between the
basic skills and other areas of the curriculum. In the first paper, Linda Anderson reviews
research on classroom ,management. Dorothy Strickland and Marjorie Farmer then each
discuss how basic skills instruction can be coordinated with and reinforced by instruction
in other curriculum areas. John Meehan describes approaches to more effective coordina-
tion of instruction which have been implemented by the state of Pennsylvania, andjames

IsMacLean de ribes the Ontario p'rogram. In the last two papers, Betty Beck and Tom
O'Brien provide a rationale and specific stggestions for coordination of instruction around
real problem solving situations.
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Classroom Management:
Making Time to Learn Basic Skills

Linda M. Anderson .

Institute foiResearch on Teaching
Michigan State University

4

Editors'. Note. Research and experience suggest that, regardless of the approach to instruction chosen, a crucial
factor in learning is the management of the classroom. In this paper Linda Anderson reviews research, on what
comprises effective management with emphasis (Ape Impact on time students are actively involved in learning
She provides examples of interactions of two different. teachers with their students to contrast effective and
ineffective approaches to management. She then revieWs the essential management skills and discusses im-
plications of the paper for staff development and administrative supports. Although Dr. Anderson's major con-
cern is with more effective instruction, moscof what she has written here also haS implications- for effective
discipline.

Most of the papers in this handbook are con-
cerned with decisions about basic skills pro-
gram content. he many different opinions
make it 'clear at these are not easy decisions.
For the ent, however, let us assume that
some decisions have been reached about what
skill's will be 'emphasized and What progranis
will be used to teach those skills. After the
approach has been selected, decisions must be
made about how to get the programs started,
in classrooms and how teachers will present
the'skills.

This paper focuses on basic skills instruction
in the classroom after goals and objectives have-
been decided. In particula'r, the importance of
the teacher's classroom management skilts is
emphasized. Effective classroom management
is critical tvihe success of any basic skills in-
structional program..

Classroom management involves Much more
than discipline and maintaining quiet. As dis-

cussed here, classroom management Trialudes
such teacher responsibilities a§organizing the
physical environment and student movement
through the room, scheduling and pacing vari-
'ous activities, organizing instructional supplies
and materials and arranging for their use in
way's that facilitate learning, keeping up with
student progress for the purpose of guiding in-
struction, monitoring students' attention and
behavior to ensure that they benefit from in-
structional activities, and attending to the many
routine details of school life (such as lunch
arrangements, storage of outdoor wear, and col-
lection of fees).

The purPose of classroom management is to
support instruction and to create an environ-
ment in which students can learn most easily. In
this sense the teacher is similar to a manager in
the business world. All managers are respon-
sible for seeing that group members know what
to do and how td do it so as to maximize the

57
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goods or services being produced. In the busi-
ness world, it is taken for granted that the man-
ager's role is necessary. Once decisions are
made about new designs or techniques, man-
agers are irivol% ed in the implementation of the
new plans. Poor management is considered a
serious problem in the business world, because.

4 it leads to decreased output and less profit,
no matter how 'good .the production designs
and techniques.

In a classroom, teachei's are managers as well
as planners and deliverers of instruction, liaison
with home and community, and sometimes
counselors. However, just as in the business
world, if the management is inefficient,. other
efforts will not yield the desired "product"
each student's learning and development, in-
cluding achievement in the basic skills.

In this paper, classroom management re-
search is reviewed with special emphasis on
ways that teachers manage students' "time on
task.- Other equally important aspects of man-
agement, such as grouping, are not touched on
here, because of space c.:onstraints.

Time on Task Research.

Research conduct in real classrooms sup-
ports the importance f management. One pur-
pose of these classroom studies was to relate
many types of day-to-day classroom occur-
rences to important student outcomes, such as
basic skills achievement and attitudes toward
school. ,s

The assumption 'underlying such studies has
been confirmed repeatedly: individual teachers
and what they do in the classroom make a dif-
ference in student achievement in the basic
skills. That is, some teachers' classes corisis-

. tent ly achieve higher on standardized tests than
might be expected, given the students' entering
achievement, and other teachers' classes consis-
tently score lower than expected (Brophy, 1979:
Good, 1979: Good, Biddle, and Brophy, 1975).

'Thus, the individual teacher and the way he
or sty teaches are important factors to consider
in improLing basic skills learning. This reason-
ing does not deny that curriculum and school
setting are also important factors but empha-
sizes that it is the teacher 'Who must "put it all
together" and bring the instruction to life.

Therefore, researchers have xvorked to iden-
tify those aspects of teaching that make a differ-
ence in student outcomes. One of the most im-
portant predictors of student achievement in tho
basic skills of reading, mathematics, and lan-
guage is the teacher's success at classroom man-
agement (Brophy and Putnam, 1979).

Why is classroom management such a potent
predictor of achievement? One explanation is
that a result of effective management is. in-

One of the most important predictors
of student achievement in the basic skills
of reading, mathematics, and language
is the teacher's success it classroom
management . . .

creased time in `which students are engaged
with instruction' or learning activities. The
importance of adequate "time on task" has
been demonstrated in many research studies
(Denham and Lieberman, 1980, Rosenshine and
Berliner, 1978). Good classroom management
prevents wasted time an'd minimizes diship-
bons that distract students from involvement
with learning.

It makes sense that students who are giveN,
more time for learning will be more _likely tb \
benefit from instruction. However, the quality of
that time is critical. One impcfrtant result of the
study of. time use in classrooms is the distinc-
tion between "scheduled time" and "engaged
time." Scheduled time is formally allotted to a
given subject or activity. 'Engaged time is the
time during, which a student actually is in-
volved with the content dui'in the scheduled
time. For example, a teache may schedule
thirty minutes a day for matte atics instruc-
tion and activities. Few students will spend the
entire thirty minutes actually engaged in mathe-
matics activities. All learners are distracted
occasionally, some spend time performing -nec-
essary routines (such as sharpening pencils),
and some are delayed in their progress because
they have questions about their tasks, All of
these factors influence fhe amount of engaged
time that occurs within the scheduled time.

How students spend their time in class, that
is, the amount of time they are engaged, is great-

',.)
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ly affected by the teacher's management of the
classroom. Resulting differences in students' \.
time use may be an important factor reflected in
differences in achievement scores, given adjust-
ments for beginning achievement. Hence, it 's
easy to understand the strong connections 0-
tween, effective classroom inanagemenrand s u-
dent achietemenf: Whit the teacher does to
establish and maintain the flow of events in the
classroom influences how easily and willingly .
the students can attend to, interact with, and
learn from the instructional activities.

TO illustrate this point, two examples are
given below of teachers nducting mathemat
ics lessons with similar sdents, similar objec-
tives, and similar access to resources (although
their use of the resources varies). Each teacher is
following the new school policy on teaching
certain basic Mathematics skills. Each is using
the .new curriculum program being piloted in

l't he school. ,-.,.

In each class, the teacher has scheduled ai
thirty-minute period, in which students are to
practice application of material .presented ear-
lier. As you read, think about how the students
use the tithe.

Classroom A ,

1:05 The students return from lunch. Sever-
al congregate around a friend's desk
and chat about an occurrence on the
playground. The teacher, asks them
three times to be seated.

1:10 Finally all students are seated. The
teacher passes out two worksheets to
each student. While doing so, she, cor-
rects some students for talking and
Stops to help another student locate his
book.

1:14 The teacher begins the explanation but
waits while two students sharpen their
pencils.

1:16 While the teacher explains the work-
sheets, students call out questions,
which she answers, and a few irrele-
vant comments. Once the teacher stops
to ask students in the back row to pay

,. attention.
. .

1:23 The teacher finishes the explanation
and tells the class to begin working.
She briefly returns to her desk and then
momentarily leaves the room to ,return

. forms 'td the office. About 'halt of the
students start. working.

1:25 The teacher returns from the office and
checks on a student. with his hand up.
He is confused, so she works with him
for ten minutes.

1:30 Seven students have finished and re-
main at their seats, chatting, with noth-
ing else to do. Seven otherstudents al-
ternately work on their assignments
and chat or wander about. Occasional-
ly the' leacher reminds some studentsto
be quieter, but this does not reduce the
noise or activity, level. To students do
not understand the procedures and
complete the assignment incirreetly
(they will not realize this until the next
day when work is returned). Five other
students work only the first few prob-
lems and spend the rest of- the time
socializing. They do not complete the
assignment.

1:35 The teachellooks up from the student
she is ftelping and announces that it is
time to leave for assembly. Students'who
did not finish their papers are instructed
to finish them at home.

Classroom B*

.1:05 The students return from lunch and
pick up two worksheets from baskets
before they go to their seats. (Before
dismissal for lunch, the teacher told
them to do this, ancrthen she reminded
them as they entered the room.) Some
students quickly sharrien their perkils
before being seated (according to estab-
lished routine).

1:07 All students are- in their seats with
worksheets and sharp _pencils. The
teacher begins the explanation. Ac-
cOrding to routine, the students hold
their questions until she is finished and
has worked an example problem. Then
she asks for questions. There are none
at this point.

* Some of the instructional principles in effect in
this anecdote are based on a mathematics 'teaching
model designed by Good and Grouws (1979).
Readers may consult this source for an organized
set,of.,suggeStions for.management of mathematics
lessons.
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4.11 , The students start working, while the
teacher circulates through the room,
looking at each.student's work.

1.13 Four students who are having difficulty
applying. the principles are called o'er
to a table, where the teacher reteaches
the concept or skill. The °titer students
are yorking independently. Occasion-
ally a student whispers to another one,
but then returns to Ark. The teacher

.periodically looks up from the small
. group to scan the room but does not

interrupt her instruction.

1:20 The teacher giv'es three practice prob-
lems to the group at the table and goes
to check on the other students' prog-
ress. She answers a few brief ques-
tions and discovers that two students
have not made much progress because
they have been drawing funny pictures
for each other. She separates them and
reminds them that unfinished work
must be completed during recess or
after school. They resume work.

. %.

1:24 After checking n all of the students
at their seats. t e teacher returns to the
small group rzhile they fibish their
problems. She checks the answers,
gives the Students. a short practice
assignment, and thin 7dismisses them.

1.25 As students finish the worksheets, they
go to the math center to choose another
activity. About half have chosen after-
work options in mathematics , and are

_worki ng intently on games or other
exercises.

1.30 The teacher reminds the students that
they have five minutes before assembly.
They start to clean up their desks.

1.3.5 The students exit, placing completed
work in the basket as they gp. All stu-
dents finished the assignment; some

students also did enrichment work.

Several poin-ts are apparent from careful read-
ing of the two anecdotes. Most important, In
classroom B more students spent more time at-
tively engaged with mathematics .content. ;In
classroom A only twelve of the thirty minutes
were used for active practice of the concept or
skill. Nearly the same time (eleven minutes) was
required to get students settled and supply

worksheets. The teacher's expla4tion lasted
seven minutes, half of which time was taken- by
questions she had planned to answer later in her
explanation and by the need to call for students'I
attention. 'Within the twelve minutes left for
practice, some students "played around," Some
did their work and then. were unoccupied, and-
others practiced incorrectly.
0,.

Students in classroom B.conformed with the
teacher's expectation that they follow routines
to use time efficiently and to concentrate on
their work during the time allotted. As a result,

' they spent More time engaged with appropriate
tasks. Those students not ready for the class as-
signment were quickly identified and given the
instruction they needed. Students 'wboorapidly
completed t r work engaged in activities that
reinfo other aspects of mathematis.

Two constraints are apparent from such class-
. room observations. First, teachers have a lim-

ited amount of time into which they must cram
instruction in many content areas as well as
many other school activities (such as assem-
blies). One result of the many required activities
is that the day is broken into shorter segrfients.
Tinsitions between instructional segments, if
handled inefficiently, can further erode avail-
able instructional time.

Second; teachers are responsible for many
students with varied needs. ThisAnust be'recog-
nized in instruction, of course; but it also means
that one aspect of a teacher's jobornust be "crowd
control," since the academic progress of any
student may be affected by other students' be-
havior. All students benefit when the prevailing
norm is that schoolwork is taken seriously. But
when many sludA,ks are "off task" much of4-ie
time, the result may be perpetual distraction for
almost everyone, especially those students
whose attention is most easily diverted.

These "universal" constraints imposed on
teachers need not imply a hopeless situation.
Individual teachers, through well-planned and
consistent ,management, can cope with many
constraints and create a productive classroom
environment (assuming some administration
support). When this occurs, a basic skills pro-
gram has a higher chance of sucdess, because
students actively encounter moreOf the content.

G. 0
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Essential Managenient Skills
The most important characteristics of effec-

tive classroom management, based on research,
in real classroomS, are summarized below.*
Most of this research was conducted in ele:
inentary classrooms, but recent work on man-
agement in junlor high schools (Emmer and
Evertson, 1980) suggests that the general prin-
ciples apply there as well, although specific
procedures, of course, vary.

One useful way to organize thinking about
management is,to consider what teachers must
do before instruction (preventive management)
as well as what must be done during instruction
(maintenance manageMent).

° Preventive Management. .A recurring theme
in management research is the value of prevent-
ing behavior problems through the initial es-
tablishment of an orderly and predictable class-
room (see, for example, the review by Brophy'
and Putnam, 1979). When management prob-.

lems are prevented, they do not consume valu-
able instructional time.

Teachers who are successful at preventing
problems begin by carefully teaching students
procedures and rules. This instruction is best
given at the beginning of the school year
(Emmer, Evertson, and Anderson, 1980; Evert-
son and Anderson, 1979). Procedures cover rou-
tine situations such as transitions to and from
the room and within the room, sharpening pen-
cils and getting supplies, getting teacher assis-
tance, when and how to attend to the teacher,
collectirig and returning assigned work, and
attending to personal needs (bathroom, water,
coats, and so on). Rules establish appropriate
activity, and .noise levels. Effective managers
enforce>, and maintain rules and procedures
through` requent feedback to the students about
their behavior.

,
*For more information on specific points, cdnsult
Anderson, Evertson, and 13rophy, 1979; Anderson,
Evertson, and Emnier, 1980, Brophy and Everts &i,
1976, Brophy and Putnam, 1979; Emmer, Evertson,
and Anderson, 1980; Evertson and Anderson, 1979;
Good and Brophy, 1978; Good and Grouws, 1979;
and Kounin, 1970.

40a

With early establishment of rules and proce-
dures, students learn how to behave in ways
that support learning. The objective is not peace
and quiet for its own sake, but a productive
work environment. One reason that the students
in classroom B had more time engaged in learn-
ing activities is that they followed several tithe-
saving routines (such as getting supplies ready
and holding questions until all information was
presented). They also knew the acceptable noise+
and activity levels. As a result, each student had
a better chance of benefiting from instruction
and practice.

Wititearly establishment of rules and
procedures, students learn how to behave
in ways that support learning. The objec-
tive is not peace and quiet for its own sake,
but a productive Work environment. ,

In addition to teaching students appropriate
behavior, the teacher mho is skilled at preven-,,

tive management also pakes'sure that the work
assigned to students is challenging enough to
be interesting but not so difficult as to be frus-
trating. Satisfying after-work options must be14available. C arly. one requirement for good
managemen is good instruction that provides
the students with appealing alternatives to "off
task" behavior. ,

Maintenance Management. After rules and
procedures are clearly established and students'
have bgen provided with appropriate learning

'activities, the teacher continues to play the
manager's role by regular monitoring and sup-
ervision. This is important for two reasons.
oFirst, credibility with students is maintained

nly if the teacher consistently informs the class
thibugh his or her actions that "I meant what I.
said," Second, regular monitoring reveals when
the teacher needs to adjust the flow of activities
to prevent problems that might arise from con-
fusion or distraction. Sometimes this necessary
adjustment is instructional; sometimes it in-*-
volves corrections for misbehavior or removal

. of distractions.
Instructional monitoring and subsequent ad-

,
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justment involve many non-managerial skillS
that are beyond the scope of this paper. How-
eN, er, .one important managemtnt task is to en-
sure that time is set aside and procedures are
worked out to allow the teacher to pursue in-
structional monitoring. Better manageis syste-
matically review students' work during thday.
It is. profitable to do this regularly when stu-
dents are working independently Teachers who
organize small groups may take advantage of
transitions between groups (or short stretches of
independent work in the small groups) to cir-
culate among other students. Frequent teacher
contact ensures that each student is "on the
right track." This is especially important for stu-
dents whose independent work skills or basic
skills are not strong.

One advantage to regular instructional mon-
itoring may be that students gain a greater sense
of accountability, which may in turn increase
their motivation to stay on task. Teachers can
increase this sense of accountability by regular-
ly returning work to students quickly or other-'
wise providing feedback on /progregt. Again,
this essentially instructional task is more easily
accomplished when the teacher, as a manager,

%schedules time and establishes routines to ac-
complish it.

Behavioral monitoring is performed confirm-
, ously by- better managers. A term commonly

used to describe teachers who are aware of Their
students' behavior is "with-it-ness" (Kounin,
1970). The "with-it" teacher frequently' scans
the room, making sure that students are pur-
posefully occupied. The great advantage to fre-
quent scanning is that many potential disrup-
tions can be stopped before they become prob-
rems (that is, before there is a ripple effect).
A less "with-it" teacher notices a disturbance
Only after it has gone so far as to distract several
students. Effective managers learn ro overlap
their attention so that they can carry on instruc-
tion and monitor behavior at the same time
(Kounin, 1970).

Thp teachers described in the above anec-
dotes differ greatly in' their attention .to both
preventive and maintenance management strat,
egies. In classroom A many problems arose be-
cause time-saving routines had not been estab-
lished. These problems were compounded by

, 1 I*

teacher failure to provide.either instructional or
behavioral monitoring. Teacher Iwas more suc-
cessful in allsthase aspects of management, as
reflected in the students' "time on task.". , $.. .-

These research findings reflect a sysjematic
verification of many teachers' own theories
about how to manage classrooms. The value of
the research is in the compiling and organizing
of important principles and the documentation
that these teacher skills do indeed relate to stu-
dent achievement in basic skills.

Implementation of then k management princi-
ples depends on the type orclassroom, the skills
an needs of the students, and the instructional
obj ctives. Specific management routines that
work best in an open classroom where language
experiences are encouraged will not work best
in a traditional classroom where a highly struc-
tured skills-based program is in place. What
works to encourage gdod behavior in first-
graders`will not work with sixth-graders. How-
ever, in all cases it is critical that the underlying
management support the instructional goals,
promoting the on the tasks that have been de-
termined to be important.

. .

Implications for Decision Makeis
Staff DeVelopment, It is not enough to define

basic learning skills, select a program, and then
assume that student achievement will re'sult
if the appropriate curriculum has been man-
dated.' Think about how successful that pro-
gram is likely to be if teachers find it difficult
to manage.

Many teachers are excellent classroom man-
agers who work very hard to ensure that stu-
dents learn the curriculum content; others are
not. Often, providing poor classroom managers
with new instructional objectives and curricula
without also providing them with management
training is to doom them and the new pro-
gram to failure.

Administrative Support. Recognizing the im-
portance of management may lead to adapta-
tions in ifiltructional programs. For example,
any program hat requires that the teacher spend
long periods concentrating on individuals will
succeed only if some assistance is provided for
monitoring the other students. If these duties
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arergiven to an aide, then he or she should be
carefully trained.

Other adMinistrative support is necessary to
ensure that teachers do not have to use much
classioom time to deal.with out-of- ss issues.
For example, the teacher in classroi
not have been able to use time so effe ief if
she had to monitor many children during lunch
or was delayed by a fight in.the lunchroom or by
a misplaced lunch box. Teachers must receive a
loud and clear message from administrators that
their efforts toward efficient use of instructional
time are not only appreciated but actively
supported.

Program Evaluation. In judging the success
of any basic skills program either present ef-
forts or proposed changes consider whether
results are attributable to the content of the pro-
grams or their implementation in classrooms.
That is, if student scores are not as high as ex-

.
pected, consider that, at least in some classes,
students might not spend their learning time
effectively. This means that evaluation designs
must include data collection on what actually
happens in classrooms.
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Integrating the Basic Skills
- through the Content Areas

Dorothy S. Strickland
Teachers College, Cohjmbia University

Editors' Note. In this paper Dorothy Strickland discusses important interrelationships among the four basic skills in
the development and ongoing functioning of the individual. She stresses the need toboordinateestruction ir#771ts,

basic skills and to coordinate basic skills instruction with other content in the curriculum. Both of these efforts, she
---------suggests, should relate the learning experience to situations outside of school. After discussing some ,of the

pr blems which interfere with the' interrelating of basic skills instruction in schools, she provides a framework to
elp eachers to make optimum use of instructional opportunities both to teacnitcl to reinforce each of the basic

What Are the Basic Skills?
Often, definitions of the basic skills are very

narrow. For the purposes of this discussion, the
basic skills are considered to include virtually
every means by which humans communicate:
reading' writing, listening, speaking, mathe-
matical problem solving, and computation.
When viewed as processes through which a
broad array of °content can be mastered, these
components not only represent the foundation
skills required for survival but also include the
enabling skills that produce mature indepen-
dent,learners.

The goal is not to limit students to a narrow
view of the basics but to broaden their view so,
that they regard the basics as a means to gaining
access to the information required for successful
living in modern society. This paper is intended
to help teachers and administrators reexamine
and reorganize the curriculum in order to in-
tegrate, these basic components into a unified
communications program.

How Are the Basic Skills Related?
To integrate the basic skills as defined, an

understanding of them as an interrelated means
of communication is important. At the heart of
any communications model must be the learn-
er's experiences, because it is these experiences
that stimulate the need or desire to communi-
cate. All learning is essentially an attempt to
make each new experience fit into an existing
construct of the environment. We /c-6ntinually
add to our store of knowledge and understand-
ing as we transform the unfamiliar into the
familiar, relate the unknown to the known.

The learner's experiences represent the con-
tent on which he or she focuses. In'schools this
may involve the. natural sciences, social sci-
ences, creative arts, and the functional content
of the survival curriculum. A broad range of
"essentials" should be included in the content
so that students become informed, thoughtful,
participating citizens; in addition, no content
of interest and importance to the learner Awed

0
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be omitted from e school experience. The pro-
cesses through which the learner attempts to as- .

similale this Content are the basic skills lit-
eracy, oracy, and mathematics.

*Literacy, oracy,''and mathematics involve the
use and intei113retation of symbols that represent
experience. The.* lity to decode and encode_
our experiences through symbols is a develop-
mental process that begins at birthThe learner
first engages in activities and then -can, discuss
those experiences (talking and listening), read
and write about them, and solve problems re-
lated to them. The same experiential base is
drawn upon, whether the communication is
through° print or speech. The liase can be used
as a point of departure for .studying topics or,
interest and importance to students .in conjunc-
tion with activities involving the full range of
basic skills.

Oracy, literacy, and mathematical problem
'solving involve the projection of meaning by
the learner. Readers and listeners bring mean-
ing to' the content or message in order that they
may comprehend it. Writers and speakers pro-
ject meaning as they attempt-to communicate
their ideas to others. 'Mathematical problem
solving also requires the projection of Mean-
ing in ,the form of prior knowledge and under-
standings about the concepts involved. On the
basis of these understandings, the leainer makes
decisions about appropriate procedures for
computation.

The range and quality of experience, or prior
knowledge; the learner brags to each new

learning 'experience critically affect compre-
hension and production. The time spent, for ex-
ample, in, preparing the learner for a task by
providing background in .vocabulary and con-
cept development will "pay off" in his or her
ability to understand and apply the content.
Generally, the more concrete those .preparatory
experiences, the better prepared the student will
be to tackle the more abstract communication
processes. Preparation that takes into considera-
tion all the basic skills involved in a task helps
tile learner gain access .to the content, compre-
hend it, and use it effectively.

Although listening is related to oracy and
reading to literacy, they share commori charac-
teristics as. receptive processes. The ability

to comprehend information to recall it, in-
terpret it, and apply it is essential to both.
Teacherswho help students become more profi-
cient readers help them become better listeners
as well.

Speaking and writing share common charac:
teristics -as expressive processes. Whether a
child composes through speech or writing, cer-
tain abilities are required. The ability to gather
information, select what is significanj to the
topic, orgaisitand present it with clarity and
a sense of audience are significant to the com-
posing process regardless of mode. Teachers
who help students develop these skills through
oral reporting, for example, -are supporting the
written composition process as well.

Mathe
e.

ics involves the basic skills of lis-
tening, speaking, reading, and writing. Under-
lying these abilities must be an understanding
of a specialized set of vocabulary and concepts,
as well as a specialized means of organizingand
analyzing phenomena. Competency.in language
is necessary to generate and analyze data for
mathematical problem solving anckAmputa-
tion? in other words, success in Inathemttics is
direttly related to oracy and literacy.

Problems Assotiated with
Integrating the Basic Skills

Two broad issues must be dealt with -when
teachers attempt to iNtegrate the basic skills.
Both p,resent numerous challenges tb the teach-
er. The first issue centers on those problems as-
sociated with the need to teach basic skills in
anIch the same, context as they are applied
not in isolation but in combination with one
another. For example, except for recreational
reading, we rarely engage in reading as a sepa-
rate communication skill. More often, we take
notes on what we are reading or use the mate-
rial for .discussion purposes or matmatical
problem solving. Thus reading, writing, mathe-
matics, and oral language are seldom used in
isolation from one another. These basic com-
munication processes are so interrelated that
.We,1110Ve fic)rn one to another with ease as We

approach daily tasks involving them.

In departmentally organized school pro-
grams, and even in most self captained class-
rooms, 'the basic skills frequently are scheduled

U)
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during separate periods of the day, with little
attempt to relate the content taught in one area
with that taught in the others. Reading, writing,
oral language detelopment, and mathematics
are planned for and taught as discrete entities.-
Such fragmented Planning tends to perpetuate
teachers and students' misconception that what
occurs during 'a,mathematics or listening activ-

- ity is distinctly different from the skills taught
during reading or writing activities. To the ex-
tent that this happens, students are less likely
to apply skills learned in One setting to, a new
situation.

As much as possible, the bas'he-sills should
be treated as a unified whole. This is the way
they are most often used in real-life situations
Greater coordination among departmental staff
in basic Skills instructional efforts and more
attention to coordination within the self-con-

ttained classroOm are essential. StudentS should
'purposely be given activities planned to involve
them in the use of two or more skills in combi-
nation, for example, listening and reading, read-
',Pig and writing, or reading, ,discutsing, and
then solving a mathematics problem.

4.

As much as possible, the basic skills
should be treated as a unified whole. This
is the way they are most often used in
real-life situations. Greater coordination
among departniental staff in basic skills
instructional efforts andemore attention to
coordination within ire self-contained
classroom aresessential.

a
Such activities will 'make both teachers and

studentstomore aware oihow the various skills
support one another. Sensitivity about the read-
ing skills required in'a mathematics lesson or
the kind of listening skills required tr) take notes,
for a written report is strengthened. Even' when
lesson are focused on one basic skirl', leachers
shout use every opportunity to help children
apply'other skills tow/he learning.

The second issue involves the integration
of pr ess and content. In real-life situations,
the w X we use language and math, is always
focuse 1 on content of relevance to us. Whether
the ne arises from the world of work or of

. ,
recreation, the basic skills wy employ are based
on our need to communicate and .to solve prob-
lem.. There is a need to bring this same kind of
re vancy into basic skills instruction by teach-
ing the basic skills through content of interest
and importance to children.

Most teachers are keenly aware of the prob-
lems associated with rpplication of 4he basic
skills in the content areas. In departmentalized
programs students are made to focus on a par-
ticular subject area, such as science_or..social
studies, with a specialist-teacher at specified
times during the week. Mastering the course
content is generally emphasized in these class-
es, w ith little thought given to instruction in the
priesses required to gain access'to and under-
standing of the content.

A
Even in self-contained classrooms fragment-

. ed scheduling.may result in the same type of
instruction. Often students receive reglal. in-
struction in study skill's in parallel settings
apart from the content area subjects. This may
be included in a developmental or remedial
reading program relying heavily on workbook
and worksheet exercises. The problem rests
with the application of skills. It is not unusual
for students to appear competent in skills in a

irtually content-free, narrowly confined situa-
tion apart from "real" content in which thqy are
interested (or at least for which they are respon-
sible), only to demonstrate an extraordinary
lack of proficiency in applying those very same,

-'" skills when needed. "_.

Greater coordination between basic skills (lit-
eracy, oracy, and mathematics) and content
instruction (physical jand social sciences, hu-
manities, industrial ts, and so on) is needed.
Students must be given opportunities to select
and apply appropriate skills under guidance, if
they are to use them as life resources. In depart-.
rnentalized settings, specialized-area teachers
must give sufficient time to theNasic skills in-
struction reqinred for students to gain access
to the content under consideration. Teachers of
reading / language 'its and mathematics should
know what topics are under consideration in the
content areas so that they can support their stu-
dentS' efforts. Students studying ecology, for
example, may be given help in locating and or-
ganizing relevant information and in preparing

0 ro
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oral and written reports. Similarly, charts and
graphs describing numerical data can be gen-
erated along with mathematical probjems for
discussion and analysis using the mathematics
skills being taught.

The basic skills are only useful to the degree
,that they enable us to fulfill our need to com-
municate about content that is significant to us.

..These processes reading, writing,,speaking,
listening, mathematical problem solving, and
computation merely facilitate our reception,
expression, and application of content. At every
level ofinstruct ion, process and content should
be integrated.`Th

Integrating the Basic Skills
The Basic Skills Integration Chart (Figure 1)

is designed to help teachers achieve integration
both among the basic skills and between the
basic skills and the content areas. -It has been
well received in staff development settings and
in classroom applications. Most teachers have
expressed the view that it offers an easy means
of ensuring full, integrated coverage of*the basic
skills through a thematic unit of work.

The various basic skills are depicted in tern*
.of. mutually supportive activities. Since most
teachers prefer to deal with actual activities
rather than lists of objectives or subskills, this
approach appeals to them.

In' row 1, box' 2, activities showing how
reading And writing support each other are il-
lustrated. Next, the interface betwgen reading
and listening is shown, then reading and speak-
ing, and so on. The grid presents the interrela-
tionships among the basic sjcills in a practical
way for immediate teacher use. By applying the
grid to a sTecific grade level and topic, the
teacher can generate a set of activities specific to
the needs of a particular group. An entire unit of
work can be built in'a way that accounts for both
content and basic skills instruction. To use the
,chart teachers are asked to

* 1. Decide on the grade level or levels to be
served.

2. Decide a content theme. Science or so-
. cial studies themes work best.
3. Decide on a limited number of specific

content and process goals and objectives.
.

a. Content goals and objectives relate to
the substantive material under consider-
ation. Example: Study of how archeolo-
gists contribute to our understanding of
civililation.

b, Process goals anci,olijectives relate to the
basic skills operations the students are
expected to develop. Examples: Use of
the card catalog (reading/study skills);
collection and organization of data to
make a bar graph (mathematics).

4. Use thf information in each box in the grid
to generate activities appropriate for 1, 2,
and 3.

Figure 2 shows an example of how teachers
can use the Basic Skills Integration Chart to
organize a set of integrated activities around a
theme. Posilive-autcornes associated with using
the chart include the following:

Teachers are forced to think in terms of pro-
cess apd content simultaneously. The activ-
ities they plan emerge as the result of a
purposeful effort to integrate skills. They
are not activities planned for activity's sake.
Teachers not only know what they plan to
do but why.

By purposely- merging process and content,
teachers can reduce the constant problem of
trying to find time in the day for all that is
considered important.
If the students have been properly moti-
vated, there is built-in interest in the appli-
cation and development of the basic skills.
Desire to get at and apply the content prb-
motes basic skills instruction.
Identifying at least some of the objectives in
advance helps teachers to focus their activi-
ties on specific skills or subskills for which
they may be accountable.

At a time when accountability for specific
skills is stressed, teachers can engage chil-
dren in interesting activities related to top-
ics that naturally emerge in the c.lassroom
and still feel in control of systematic basic
skills instruction.
Specific subskills may be accounted for by
bieaking down any one of the commu
cation skills presented. For example, if a
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teacher wants to Concentrate on ora
ing as the type of speakin vity tote
stressed in a particular unit or theme, the
following subskills might be emphasized
and evaluated. organizes information well,
speaks clearly, and has a sense of audience.,
Some of the activities slotted into the
"Speaking" boxes in the grid would allow
piactice in and demonstration of those
subskills.

.

Conclusion sat
Integrating the basic skills requires curricu-

lurii implementation that not only stresses the
. ...

:la

°

,

teaching of reading, writing; mathematics, and
oral language-in conjunction with one another
but also emphasizes that they be taught through
content of interest and importance to the learn-
er. Every opportunity to interrelate instruction
in the communication processes with one an-
other and with the social and natural sciences is

-critical.
A 'approach that helps teachers to plan for

i egration allows instruction to take place in
a natural, holistic manner: At the same time,
a ministrative requirements for monitoring ba-
sic skills objectives in an organized way can be
satisfied.

...
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, . Literacy Oracy , Mathematical
,

'Communication
7 t

Reading Writing ,, Listening ' Speaking

4

Problem Solving
and Computation

ciiicii
ro0

Cc

.

.

.

Reading serves as
model and stimulus tob
written composition.
Children read each
other's material and that
of professional writers

Listening to literature
read aloud strengthens
auding skills for enjoy-
ment and for special
purposes. Reading and
listening are receptive
pliecesses-dependent on
comprehension.

r

Reading provides mate-
real and models for oral
composition. storytelling,
reporting, dramatic
readings, poetry.

.Reading provides ac-
cess to information

: requinng mathematical
solutions or attention.
Reading involves the
interpretation of tables,
charts, and graphs.

.

.

cnc
:..=

Written composition
produces charts, stones,.
booksitor classroom use
as reading materials...

.

...
.

.

.

.
.

...

.

. .

.

.
Written composition may
be read aloud or tape
recorded for others to
enjoy and gain infor,ma-
MI from.

e

.

Professional- or child-
authored materials may
be read aloud. Notes
may be used as basis for
oral reports. Writing and
speaking require ability
to select significant ideas
and organize with clarity
and sense of audience.

-
Alritten composition may
involve taking a set of
circumstances and com-
posing a written problem
for solving. Information
written in narrative may
be condensed into
simple tables, charts,
graphs

cnc
C .4

. r.

Listening to literature
read aloud motivates
(e,ading and adds to
one's store of informa-
bon and enjoyment.

Listening to stories and
reports provides the
basis and stimulation for
written composition

,.

.

.

Critical listening to
spoken word strengthens
ability to reason and to
respond orally Listening
provides model for oral
composition.

Listernng to a set of cir-
cumstances can lead to.
learning how to proceed
toward a mathematical
solution

.
.

cnc
3k-
ro

a
cn

Stories and poems may
be read aloud or drama-
tized. Oral reports,
descriptions,,and ex'pla-
nations may be aided by
written notes, Discussion
may provide impetus for
further reading. _.

.

Storytelling oereporting
may be the outgrowth of
or stimulation for
composition.

.

o

.

Reporting, sharing, and
discussion provide mate-
nal for various types of
listening.

.

..

.

'

Oral descnption of a set
of facts or real-life cif-
cumstances may lead to
a discussion of alterna-
bye ways to apprqach
mathematical problem

- solving.
, s

al cc o
3
A g...
E E

o
.o C.)
e .g.
a. rs

,

. .

Problems
,
and examples

may be read for analysis
and problem solving.
Graphs, charts, math
examples may be
analyzed.

ChildreI.n write their own .
sto problems for others ,story
to solye. Sentences may
be written in words or in
itymerals and math .
signs. .

. .

.

_ Purposeful listening to
solve a problem may
lead to mathematical
solutions and the use of
mathematical principles
to make predictions,
estimating.

. ._

Discussion of everyday
situations may be trans-
ated into mathematical
terms for problem solv-
mg. Children may orally
compose problems for
others.

.

.
-

.

Figure 1. Basic Skills Integration Chart.
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Grade 5
Topic: King Tutankhamen

.
,

Literacy
.

Oracy
Mathematical

Communication

Reading Writing Listening Speaking.
Problem Solving
and Computation

CU

-J

o)
c
Ti

...aI)
cc

t

The learner will read the
telegram sent by Lord
Carnarvon and write his
or her own original
version

The learner will read a
description of the death
mask and draw a picture
of it for sharing and
discussion.

The learner will read
about the wooden aril-
des found and discuss
their possible uses.

The Isramerfoil reads
time line in order to
determine in what cen-
tury Tut reigned.

cn

7.;=
3

.

The learner will write a
story describing the first
day of discovery

..
.

.

.

Thp learner will write an
original cinquain pow
about King Tut to share
with the class.

.

.

The learner will take
notes on the kinds and
uses of jewelry found in
the tomb and report
orally to the class

. , .

The learner will help to
create a mail order cata-

' log of items selected
from King Tut's tomb and .

, write ralated problems
4 for others to solve.

RCUr-
0

'

orc
'E

The learner will listen to
an explanation of the
mummification process
and then read th'e ac- .

count of King Tut's
mummification

The learner will listen to
the description of the,
game items found in the
tomb and write about
what games he or she
would have placed there

.

'

.

;

The learner will listen to
the explanation of how
each'article was re-
moved and then discuss
Itie process.

,

.

The learner will listen to
an account of the num-
ber of hours spent un-
covering the treasures in
the antechamber in order
to compute the hours
into days and to create
problems involving clan-
power and wages

orc
ac
or

co

The learner will discuss
OPand dramatize the dis- -.

coverers' dialogue at the
exposition of the burial
chambenand read fur-
ther on articles found
inside

-

/
,..

The learner will report
orally on items placed in
the tomb for Tut's after-
life and then write a story
stating what he or she
would have put in the
tomb

'
The learner Will explain
orally the use of a
pomander in demonstrat-
ing mummification and
then answer questions' .

and discuss thephanges
that will take place

,

,,

.

i

The leainer will orally
give the dates of major
events in Tut's life to
determine the Boy King's
chronologic age at a
given event

,

0

Figure 2. Use of Basic Skills Integration Chart. (After Linda Derrig, teacher, Seattle)
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The Essentials of Education: Basic Skills in Context

Marjorie Farmer,
Executive Director, Reading/English Language Arts

The School District of Philadelphia

Editors' Note. The Essentials of Education statement resulted frOm work by officerstnd members of (nest of the
professional associations immediately concerned with classroom instruction. This statement is different from the

statements of standards in mathematics, written communication, and oral communication in Volume I in that it
addresses the need for involvement of all aspects of the curriculum in basic skills instruction, rather than suggest-
ing specific content to be included in any one curriculum area. In this paper Marjorie Farmer reviews the concerns
that led to the drafting of the statement, the statement itself, and some of the implications for practice She closes
with a description of the important processes of coordination that have evolved as the associations attempt to
make,the statement meaningful in schools, classrooms, and communities.

"The Essentials of Education" is a statement
of the interdependence of thebasic skills of lan-
guage reading and oral and written cornpre-f sr
hension --5; and mathematics problem solving,
and logical thinking with content the arts,
sciences, humanities, and technologies in
contemporary education. Since the spring of
1978, leaders of over twenty major national pro-
fessional educators' associations have been
working together to develop, discuss, dissemi-
nate, and implement the concept of educational
interdependence, not only in curriculum and
classroom instruction, but in interactions
among educator's and in communications be-
tween the school and the community.

The impetus for`this 'effort was the participa-
tion of several association presidents in a Con-
ference on Basic Skills sponsored in March 1978
by the United States OffiCe of Education and
attended by over 300 people representing gov-
ernment, industry, and parent and community
groups, as well as educators a( all levels, edu-

catitnal iseachers, and evaluation specialists.,
Through three days of reports, recommenda-
libnsand discussions, these association leaders
became increasingly concerned over the pre-
vailing view about present and potential basic
skills achievement levels, especially for poor,
minority, and immigrant children. They be-
lieved that this point of view, evident in many
of the basic skills programs described and dis;
cussed in the conference, grew out of certain
powerful but unspoken assumptions about the-
learning potential of such children and the pro-
fessional effectiveness of their teachers.

-Meeting and corresponding over, the next sev-
eral, months, the association leaders identified
and discussed some of these assumptions. It
was out of this questioning and sharing that the
decision to develop a position statement, repre-
senting the collective view of those profession-
al 'organizations, emerged. Five of the assump-
tions', all common to basic skills programs
across the country, are included here, each with
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the common-sense response that guided thede-
velopment of "The Essentials of Education."

.
Assumption /, The basic skills are reading
and computation.

Response. Teachers of reading and the En-
glish language arts know that students cannot
achieve mastery in reading without instruction
and practice in all of the interrelated language
activities. Their overall goal is to develop in stu-
dents the ability to communicate effectively in a
variety of situations through spoken and written
language.

Similarly, mathematics teachers agree that
thg "basic" competency in mathematics is not
simple computation. Students must develop
their capacity to use reasoning, to manage ideas,
to gather and organize information, and to see
the relationships among related items.

The: basic skills keys. to other learning
and to intellectual development are the skills
of "using language and other symbol systems"
(including reading, written and oral language,
mathematics, the visual arts, and musical nota-
tion) and "the ability to reason" (for example, in
problem solving, applying scientific principles,
comprehending text, and writing), and they are
best taught and learned in the context of signif-
icant content'.

Assumption #2. The basic skills of reading and
mathematics)have to be mastered at a "min-
imum competency" or "grade-equivalency"
level before students havgtime Qr ability to
study literature, sciences, arts, and humanities.

Many students who are taught in programs
based on this,assCimption are given sharply lim-
ited Access to literature; they read "reading
exercises" and controlled vocabulary readers in-
stead. Science courses for these students may be
reduced in scope and content because it is as-
sumed that they need to spend more time in
mastering skills before they attempt to read sci-
ence textbooks. The arts and physical, education
activities are also likely to be reduced to make
way for longer periods of reading instruction.

Response. All of us know that ive learn ,to,,
read, to communicate, and to work out Prob-
lemg as we deal with ideas and information that
pre interesting and important to us. Many "re-
medial" programs ask students to learn skills

,

before dealing with content. Many "remedial
reading" students continue in their pattern of
failure or of minimal (and often temporary) mas-
tery because the teaching is not connected to
their personal need to know answers, to enjoy
honest intellectual- achievement. Planned use
of language spoken and written would
provide the needed practice in communication
skillg, while giving these students access to the
literature, carts, sciences, and technologies of
their world.

Assumption #3, Children of these socially dif-
ferent groups, that is. poor, minority, and immi-
grant children, are less able to, master the basic
skills and less interested in learning. They dif-
fer in these ways from their age-mates in more
favored socioeconomic groups and from earlier
immigrant groups.

Response. Most of these students actually,
demonstrate a high level of communicative
.competence even loquacity in their home
language, using familiar linguistic styles and
structures. Many of them are more successful,
too, at understanding the language of their
teachers than their teachers are at understand-
ing the speech and writing of these students. We
can learn from our students to use more fully
our own natural capacity for understanding and
communicating acrossbarriers of language and
culture.

Basic problem-solving skills are demonstrat-
ed in many ways as these young people develop
lifeskills that sustain them in complex and dif-
ficult situaTions, making it possible for them to
survive in environments that are often alien, un-'
supportive, or actively hostile. These problem-
solving skills will serve these children well in
their efforts to acquire the structured competen-
cies of mathelnatics.

Assumption #4. With limited resources for,
public education, it is necessary to choose be-
tween teach' gowthe basic skills and teaching
such "frill as the arts and such "adv. anced
stuctie3" r s the sciences and technologies.

Response. In fact, neither skills nor "frills"
can flourish in the absence of the other. Children,
learn what is interesting to them, what fills
them with wonder, and what provides them
with a growing. sense of control over their lives
and their environment:
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Assumption #5. The children of the poor and
of minority groups are best trained for a restrict-
ed range of vocations, for specific jobs 'rather
than for changing, expanding, life-long careers.

Response. Many of these children are actually
able to reach levels in their careers beyond any
that their parents or teachers could imagine for
theni. These children need to have the oppor-
tunity and encouragement to imagine and to
dare to do new things, to develop a clear sense'
of the future and,of their own possible role in it.
Literature, the sciences, and physical education
can all play significant roles in this exploration
of self for these children; they must be encour-
aged, through these disciplines, to test their
own powers and possibilities.

* * *

Building on the discussion ()tissues such as
these, the association officers and their succes-
sors worked over the next two years to develop
a statement on whtch -they could obtain agree-
ment froin the members of their organizations
and which their Membrs wbuld be willing to
support actively. Durirrg this period of time, the
number of subscribing associations grew from
an original half dozen, mainly in the basic skills
areas_the arts, and the sciences, to sixteen, rep-
resenting a full range of instructional, supervi-
sory, and administrative educators. In 1981, this
numberhas grown to twenty-three. The full text
of "The Essentials of Education" is on the ext
page.

Organizations for the
Essentials of Education

The officerrand staff executives of the
subscribing associations have met and worked
together sin 1979 as The Organizations for the
Es-gentials o ducation, with the 1980 presi-
dent of the tional Council'of Teachers of En-

,glish, Alan es, serving as first chairperson.
Task forces hive been organiii, within this
coalition grou to carry out the purposes of ex-
panding the natio dialogue on what is essen-
tial for a balanced e cation, and to influence
educational prictice an upporting legislation
throughoutefhe country. The bscribing associ-
ations are listed below:

American Alliance for Iflealth,
tion, Recreation and Dance

Physical Educa-

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages

American Theater Association
Arts Education and Americans, Inc.
Association for Education Communications and

Technology
Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development
Association of American Publishers
Council for Basic Education
Home Economics Education Association
International Reading Association
Modern Language Association
Music Educators National Conference
National Art Education Association
National- Association of Elementarr School

Principals
National Association of Secondary School

Principals
National Business Education Association
National Committee for Citizens in Education
National Council for the Social Studies
NatiOnal Council of Teachers of English
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
National Education Association
National Science Teachers Association
Speech communication Association
As the work of the task forces Al ci the ac-

tivities of member associations have developed
and expanded, dissemination concepts, activi-
ties to promote the statement, and a growing
number of resources in print have contributed
to certain manifest changes in the ways many
schools are viewing basic skills.. These changes
have been expressed in a broader understanding
of the interrelationships among basic skills and
of the interdependence between skills and con-

cepts. Solve of the in)lications of "Essentials"
concepts for curriculum and instruction are
summarized below.

Implication #1. Title 1I ESEA leOslation has
redefined the basic skills to include Written and
oral communication as well as freading<nd
mathematics. Programs funded under this legis-
lation have been encouraged to refer to the
redefinition of the basic skills which has
been developed by the professional associa-
tions. The basic skills will be seen increasingly
as communication competencies and reason-
ing competencies.

Implication #2. The:expansion of the "read-
ing in the content areas" approach to include
the teaching of la uage and 'reasoning in allt--4.-ta)
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1. The Eisentials of Education

Public concern about basic knowledge and the
basic skills in education is valid. Society should con-
tinually seek out. define, and then provide for every
person those elements of education that are essential
to a productive and meaningful life.

The basic elements of knowledge and skill are only
a part of the essentials of education. In an era domi-,
nated by cries for going "back to the basics," for "mini-
mal competencies, and for "survival skills." society
should reject simplistic solutions and declare a commit-
ment to the essentials of education.

A definition of the essentials of education should
avoid three easy tendencies to limit the essentials to
the three R's" in a society &tat is highly technological

and complex, to define the essentials by whais tested
at a time when tests are severely limited intwhat they
can measure, and to reduce the essentials to a few
skills" when it is obvious that people use a cornbin,

tion of skills, knowledge, and feelings to come to terms
with their world. By rejecting these simplistic tenden-
cies, educators will avoid concentration on training in a
few skills at the expense of preparing students for the
chahging world in which they must live.
IL 'It

Educators should resist pressures to concentrate
solely upon easy-to-teach. easy-to-test bits of knowl:
edge, and-must go beyond short-term objectives of
training for jobs or producing citizens who can-perform
routine tasks but cannot apply their knowledge or skills,
cannot reason about their society, and cannot make
informed judgments.

What, then, are the essentials of education?

Educators agree that the overarching goal of educa-
tiOn is to develop informed, thinking citizens capable of
participating in both domestic and world affairs. The
developmerft of such citizens depends not only Opon
education for citizenship, but also upon other essen--.
tials of education shared by all subjects

Thai interdependence of skills and content is the
central concept of the essentials of education. Skills
and abilities do not grow in isolation.from content all

subjects. students develop skills in using language and
other symbol systems. they develop fh-e ability to rea-
son: they undergo experiences that lead to emotional

and social maturity. Students master these skills and
abilities through observing, listening, reading, talking,
and writing about science, mathematics, history and
the social sciences, the arts and other aspects of our
intellectual, social and cultural hentag-e. As they learn
about their World and its heritage they necessarily
deepen their skills in language and reasoning and ac-
quire the basis for emotional, aesthetic and social
growth They also become aware of the world around
them and develop an understanding Sand apprecia-
tion of the interdependence of the many facets of
that world.

More specifically, the essentials of education include
the ability to use language, to think, and to communi-
cate' effectively; to use mathematical knowledgeand
methods -to solve problems; to reason logically; to use
abstractions and symbols with power and ease; to ap-
ply and to understand scientificlmowledge and meth-
ods, V0.'1-flake use of technology and to understand its
limitations; to express oneself through the arts and to
understand other languages and cultures; to under-
stand spatial relationships; to apply knowledge about
health, nutrition, and physical activity; to acquire ,the
capacity to meet unexpected challenges; to make in-
formed value judgments; to recognize and to use one's
full learning potential; and to prepare to go on learning
for a lifetime.

Such a definition calls for a realization that all disci-
plines must join together and acknowledge their inter-
dependence Determining the essentials of education
is a continuing process, far more demanding and
significant than listing isolated skills assumed to be
basic Putting the essentials of education into practice
requires instructional programs based on this knew
sense of interdependence.

ducators must also join with many segments of
ociety to specify the essentials, of educalion more
ully Among these segmenti are legislators, schobr

boards, parents, students, workers' organizations,
businesses. publishers, and other groupS and indi-
viduals with an interest in education. All must now par-
ticipate in a coordinated effort on behalf 9f soci ty to
confront this task Everyone has a stake in th ssen-
tials of education.

U
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curriculum areas can be expected to kie more
widely supported in school organizanon. For
example, Philadelphia, a major urban school
district, now requires that each school develop
an academic, achieverbent plan based on "the
teaching of the basic skills through all subjects
of a balanced curriculum" (The School District

',of Philadelphia, 1980, p. 6).

cyntinuipg career development, and mutual in-
terdependence are supported by the "Essen-
tials" statement.

A Local Example
In Philadelphia, leaders of local affiliAtes

have been meeting thrOUgh 1980 to promote
Implication #3. Increasing attention must be pOlic understanding and discussion of "The

given to understanding the language and ail- Essential's of Education" and tileincrease the
tures of those we teach, so that we can more strength and effectiveness of tlleir individual
accurately gauge the linguistic power and range associations. Their work is guided by the prin-
of our students, and so we can pliLto fully ciple on which the "Essentials" statement is
engage t1 se abilities in our teachinrEthno- based the principle of interdependence.
graphic studie*of language and learning sup/ Their first objective to promote public un-
port this work. derstanding Of the interdependence of elements

Implication #4. One of the best ways to con- in a balanced education for all learners has
serve resources of time, staff, and funds is to led to a cooperative endeavor with a major pub-'
maintain the natural interrelatedness_ of _learn- lic radio station, which emphasizes classical
ing and interest. We are learning to diew on < music. A series of three-minute public service
children's natural interest in how things work announcements is being prepared for broad-
and how things grow. We are also becorriing cast, each establishing a connection betweenthe
skilled in drawing on the astonishing quantity arts and specillements of acadertic, intellec-
of sophisticated learning available ksur stu' tual, vocational, or career knowledge or skills.
dents through television and othe7Piechnolo= For example, music educators, librarians, and
gies. Out-of-school resources are brought into teachers of reading and English may suggest to
the schools in such programs 1s Television parents selected literature for children and
Reading, a program sponsored by Capital Cities young people literatute rel4d to music and
Communications, Inc., in w ich the scripts of the arts. Teachers of the language mathe-
popular television shows ar rovideas as read- matics, science, physical educatiA, business
ing material, with, teachers' guides to support education, 'social studies, foreign languages,
instructional us; Newspaper-in-the-Classroom,' 'and the arts are working on the project, with
sponsored by the Educational Swy,Wes Depart- help on production from teachers, of commtini-
ment of the Philadelphia Inquir?kr; and Parent cation technologies. All are rediscovering their,
Partnership, a comprehensiire effort of the own pr ssional interdependence as well as
ScItool District of Philadelphia. the int ndence of their teaching special-

:,
Implication . The importance of attention ties in t ools.

to the physic vironment and to the social The second major objective of this local
context of lea is strongly supported by the `:Essentials" consortium is to develop mutually
"Essentials" statement and by the subscribing supportive programs in prOfessional association
associations. School staffs
their instructional importa
sus, and, best of all, neither of these is a cost
item for schools,
4)

Implication #6. Parentsand teachers, as well
as students, can gain a new serve of their own,capacity to learn, grow, and change, and to see
this learning as rooted in their own strengths
and as defining their own changing roles in
society. The concepts of life-long learning,

n be reassured pf leadership. Officers of the associations have co-
e by this consen- operated in the preparation and presentation of

official statements at meetings of groups con-
cerned with legislation, funding, and support
of education. For example, presentations have
been made before the .local Board of Education,
at the state department of education, and at
regional public hearings on regulations of the
Department of Education..

In addition, the officers J these associations

1- ,
'
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are developing plans fdr leadership develop-
ment workshops thai will provide opportunities
for sharing ideas, especially about successful

sepractices designed to increase t number of
members in the association and inspire mem-

..bers to be active in the association's activities.
,In this effort, as in their dooperlitive effort to
promote "The Essentials of Education," officers
see an opportunity to involve teachers in their
own career development. Teachers will make
the decision to participate in these associations
when they see clearly that this work will help
them teach more effectively and with greater
personal satisfaction, and IA hen they realize
that the associations will work actively to
effect needed changes in the conditions of their
work and in the attitudes of their LolleNues
and students.

-. .

The overriding purpose of the local consor-
tium is to provide a structure through which
professional groups can ptactice,-,disseminate,

IF and expand the shared understanding of how
clucation can best serve this changing society.

Its central concept of interdependence is essen-,,.
tial not only for 'real learning in the schools but
for the building of the human "community,
which is the ultimate goal of education.

.-Conclusion
The word essentials was chosen by the first

group 'of planners after much reflection and dis-
cussion. It is intended to convey an understand-
ing of the essencethe "beingthe nature of
learningmeaningordermaking connec-
tions ar44ng separate elements of experience,
shaping our own lives, understanding our per-
sonal power to experience our lives fully, and
realizing the opportunities we have to contrib-
ute to the lives of others.

"The Essentials of Education" is an evolving
redefinition of education as a comprehensive
social process, involving all members of society
as well as education professionals in ways that
enhance the unibue contribution of each to the
interdependent communit .
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State Leadership in Basic Skills

John L. Meehan
Senior Adviser, Communication Arts

Bureau of Curriculum Services,
Pennsylvania Department of Education

VIM

Editors' Note. John Meehan describes the development of a- state program which coordinated reading, writing,
and oral communication instruction. He uses four short case reports to illustrate the use and effects of the state
program in schools and ends with a list of assumptions and recbmmendations based oh their experience As with
the Ontario example in the next paper, PennsyiVarlia was chosen because of its efforts to coordinate instruction in
basic skills. Although the author is describing activities in one state with its special traditions, staff resources, and
staff beliefs, many of the principles underlying this state program are being used or can be used in other states

Any discussion .of a department of educa-
tion's role in improving baiC skills must be
placed in several contexts: the department's
function as an arm of the executive branch of
state government, its operational leadership as
expressed in its working relationship with
school digtricts, its response to national trends,
and its administration of federal programs.

As an,arm of the executive ,branch of the gov-
ernment-a department of education ensures that
school districts comply with the laws pertain-

. ing, to education. These important reguilatory
responsibilities involve monitoring schoOl dis-
trict compliance with school law, 4d-a rich tra-
dition of communication with and assistance to
school districts testifies to an important second
role, service. The emphasis -On service is re-
flected" in the work of curriculum specialists,
who publish cultisulum guides, sponsor and
conduct teacher and 'administrator workshops,
and visit schools, dot to conduct evaluations but
to observe exemplary, programs and provide

. consultant assistance.

With the "back to basics" movement and
widespread criticism of publiC educatian,Thany
state departments of education, disenchanted
with service-style leadership, began developing
lists of student competencies, competency tests,
and gradn5tion reqUirements, all dramatic steps
toward ,a strong regulatory type of leadership.
The Pennsylvania Department of Education has
been influenced by this 'new leadership style
and the national trends associated with the back
to basics movement.- Its response to both has
found expression in four Pnajor efforts aimed at
effecting school improvement, particularly in
the area of.basic skills.

In 1976 the Pennsylvania Board of Education
announced its intention to revise the state's ten
goals of quality education to emphasize basic
skills. (The Educational Testing Service devel-
oped the original ten goals of quality education
for the slate in the mid-sixties. They resulted et.
from a survey of business leaders, the public
and educators and clearly reflected the spirit of
the sixties the first goal was "self-esteem.")

--e
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In 1979 the revision task was confpleted (lists of
the ten origithal goals and the twelve revised
goals follow this paper). The first two of the new
tvs elle -goals addressed basic skillsras defined
12. Congress in Title II of Public Law 95-561:

, Quality education should help -every student
acquire communication skills of understandi
speaking, reading, and Writing.

Quality education should help every student
acquire skills in mathematics.

State Efforts to Improve
,Basic Skills Instruction

To assess achievement in each of these goals,
the state developed d battery of tests for grades
5, 8. and 11 to provide schools with an idea
of how they compare with other schools in
the state as well as with schools that have simi-
lar community, socioeconomic, and educational
prOfiles. At first' school districts partici-
pated voluntarily; recently the tests were made
mandatory.

Two separate Department of Education proj-
ects reflect he national trend toward the devel-
opment of student competency statements: Proj-
ect 81 and the Student Ciutcome Project. The
pri ary goal of Project 81, which began in 1976,
was to identify life-role competencies, that is,
competencies young people need to succeed as
adults. Over a five-year period, ten model
school districts and two intetmediare units were
to identify life-role competenCts, build a cur-
ricular program to teach them, and explore al-
ternative requirements for graduation. In 1979
the Department initiated the Student Outcome
Project, which involved representatives from
twenty-five pro,fessional organizations, Project
81, and the Department of Education in the
preparation of a statement about the. attitudes,
know ledge, and skills students can be expected
to acquire during twelve.years of schooling. A

orking draft of these expectations has been
completed. The final products of both projects
w ill form the foundation for new curriculum
regThlations organized not according to tradi-
tional content designations but in terms of the
twelve goals Of quality-education. It is not clear
at this time whether the outcomes of t,hese
pruieGts w ill also lead to specific graduation
requirements.

L

These efforts, as well as the Basic Skills pro-
gram discussed on the following pages, are
being coordinated through the Department's
nevvest 1 dership. program, School cOnprOVe-
men pace does not permit a description of

w this program came into being, but itsfrole
in linking previously separate-projects and ac-
tivities 6ppears crucial in providing for effective
state leadership.) The School Improvement Pro-.
gram requires each school district to develop a
five-year, long-range plan with ap action plan
for each of its schools. Department staff have
been assigned to school districts as field rep-
resentatives providing both services and re-
sources. This is a statewide coordinated effort to
achieve quality education. ;4.

.

In addition to these four major efforts, Depart-
ment staff are administering two fe eral pro-
grams.grams. Right to Read and Basic S lls. These
programs have provided content leadership in
wading and oral and written communication Tor
the Department. In response to Title II of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (Basic.
Skills), a state plan was developed around two
programmatic frameworks, one for mathematics
and one for oral and written communication.

The School Improvement*Program re-
quires each school district to develop a
five-year, long-range plan with an action
plan for each of its schools. Department
staff have been assigned to school dis-
tricts to provide both services and re-
so u rces. This is a statewide coordin'ated
effort to achieve quality edycation.

'he framework for mathematics has just been
completed and is being distributed to school
districts. The framework for reading and oral
and written communication has been available
since 1977 as the Pennsylvania Comprehensive
Reading/Communication Arts Plan (PCRP).

Histiry -of PCRP

PCP's development, implementation,' and
impact illustrates how federal leadership (Right
to Read and Basic Skills programs) and state

I

r ,';
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leadership, throUgh its management of these
federal programs, have provided and continue
to provide school districts with services and re-
sources that stimulate curriculum_development
and improvement. .

In 1975 the U.S.Dffice of Education required
that each state in The. Right to Read program
prepare and submit to Washington compre-
hensive state reading plan. At first we were re-
luctant to do so. The task seemed gargantuan
and superfluous, diverting us from other more
important tasks. We obtained copies of other
state 'plans to find out jusrwhat a comprehen-
sive plan looked like. This further, discouraged
us because those we looked at were without
exception huge compendia of systems, PERT
charts,' committees, objectives, competencies,.
and activities concerning reading that covered
hundreds of pdges of.print. Two things particu-
larly bothered us about these state plans. They

TOEsu-sectrlely ,on reading gild did riot address
the otheer languageharts of listening, speaking,
and writing; and while apparently comprehen-
sive, they seemed to lack conceptual center.
Thus, by looking at 'what others had done,' we
began lo put together ideas concerning the con-
tent and format of PCRP. These ideas crystal-

,

lized into four simple principles:

1. The plan would include all of the language
arts, not just reading.

2. The plan would be written in a style that
could be read and understood by any lit-

. orate person.
3. The plan would address certain important'

educational issues, such eas evaluation,
testing, accountability, leadership, and cur-
ricillutn balance.

4. The plan would be brief and it would be to
the point. .

In 1976, a consulter/1 undertook the work of
writing such a plan. He conceived of the plan as

. a framework'aild identified its goals as fq) to
a'dvance -student competence in reading and
listening' and in oral and written expression,
and (2) to nurture .positive attitudes toward
reading and the effective use ok,langu4e. Ex-
cerpts-from, the-plan are included here to pro-
vide readers with an understanding of the plani

. and Orf the role 'it Plays in state leadership in
basic skills. .

PCRP.proposes processes for advancing its goals
under the active leadership of the principal of
each sdhool in the state. Its main elemdnts have
considerable support from experimental and
other research, butjts implementation must be re-
sponsive to the uniqueness of each school.

, It is a zjan. of shared.. accountability from
administration to the staff, -from the staff to ad-
ministration, and from both to the students and
community. The administration provides for
the staff a flexible plan (PCRP) for continuous
strengthening of the curriculum and the resources
for implementing it. including materials and a
staff development pi/0'gram. the staff, in turn.
brings its collectiveenergiegand wisdom to im-
plementing.plementing. evaluating and improving the pro-
grafn. The more limited notion of accountability
as scores on a series of tests, with the teachers
alone being accountable for improving them, has
pro'ven bankrupt in recent years and has damaged
the collaborative potential of the administration.
and staff working in concert.

The schoolwide and classroom management
objectives for both administrators and ,(by infer-
ence) teachers are set forth in PCRP's four major
categories of action:.

1.The institution 'or improvement of preschool
through adult reading/communica'tion arts cur-
riculum based on four experiences (each using
and cultivating the basic skills of listening,
'speaking, reading: and writing) whiclistudents
cannot do without if they are to develop opti-
mally the arts,and skills of language:
a. Responding to,literature (heard,+ead, visual-.

ized, or dramatized)
b. Sustained silent reading- of self-selected

books "
c. Coni9osing:;oral and written ',
d. Investigating and mastering language pat-,

terns: sound /swelling, stntax, end meanings.
2. The institution or improvement of a curricu-

lum-related and standardized test evaluation
design for management of instruction: proper
placement of students, diagnosis of student:
needs and measurement of student progi.ess.

3: The institution or improvement of informal
measures-of student growth'in interaclionitalk-
ing together) skills, writing skills, study skills
and positive attitudes toward reading:

4pie institution Or improvement of systematic
methods for obtaining teacher observationand
evaluations as ,a prime basis' for the continual
evaluation and developmenfof the curriculum.
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The completed state plan (PCRP) is a 42-page
.cloCument that has, since its publication, served
as the philosophic foundation for all related
educational programs, projects, and activities
throughout, PennsOvania and within the Penn-
sylvania Department of Education.

On December 5, 1977, PCRP was introduced
as a ,"working paper" at a statewide Right to
Read conference, where it was analyzed and dis-
cussed by representatives from schools, colleges
and universities, and professional qrgani
tions, After considering The many sugges ons
offered, we revised, edited, and then printed the
plan for general distribution. After PCRP re-
ceived the endorsement of the Commissioner of
Basic Education, we conducted a number of in-
house seminars so that all department staff in-
volved in basic skills programs were not only
informed about PCRP but also had the oppor-
tunity to thoroughly understand it. We also in-
volved department staff in a two-year informa-.
tion program aimed at introducing and explain-
ing PCRP to all Pennsylvania administrators
and teachers.This two-year effort included state
conferences and iavorkshopS, as Well as the rede-

Outwork within the Department of Educa-
tion brought people together and resulted
in working relationships with other offices-
that had not existed before, including Early
Childhood, Adult Education, and Title!. .

signing of the state's Right to Read Leadership
Training Program and its related' technical
assistance program: We further promoted PCRP
by contractirrg for pthlications- that expanded
on key elements of the plan or that served as
vehicles for examining curriculum and'instruof
tional materials according to the plan's princi-
ples and major categories of action. .

Our work within the Depactmerit of Educa-
tion brought people together and resulted in
working relationships with other offices that
had not,existed before. The Early Childhood Of-
fice eettployed PCRP in both its workshops and
its,publications:The AdultEducation Office en-

%gaged us in their planning and workshops and
distributed PCRP to all its adult basic education

centers. Title I staff were interested in but
skeptical about the use of PCRP curriculum pro-
grams with' Title children. Together our
offices planned an effectiireness study in six;'
Pennsylvania schools. In the study subskill in-
struction is deemphasized, and Title I teachers
are trained to instruct their students in oraFand
written communication as well as reading: They
build their instructional program around the
four critical experiences of the plan. To date re-
sults have been promising. Eventually PCRP
should effect major changes in -Title I instruc-
tional programs.

PCRP in the: Schools*
Since the introduction of PCRP late in 1977,

hundreds school districts throughout the
country have impleMented all or some of the
plan. This year our state directory lists over one
hundred PCIIP schools. Three, implementation
reports are described below (two from districts
and one from an intermediate unit). Each of the
authorA of these reports played a major role in
the activities they describe.

PCRP in a small rural district. Thiiw small
rural community is located in northwestern
Pennsylvania, far removed from the Department
of Education,

Our initial introduction to PCRP was at a Ight to
Read Academy on Curriculum conducted by the
Department. When a staff, member from the De-
partment suggested the possibility of being in our
area, we asked for an informal pfeseptation to our
superintendent and to selected staff. Sustained
silent Leading; the second critical experience, was
seiected as the goal to be implemented in grades
kindergarten through twelve the next year.

-*The following persons contributed account of dis-
trict activities. flecause of space limitations, the
editors were not able to include ail oI'them: Dr.
Heidi Gross, Readiog Supervisor, Norristown Area
School District, Norristnwni PA; Dr. Patricia A.
Guth, Administrative Assistant for Curriculum,
Penridge School Distrfct, Perkasi, PA; Evelyn E.
Kahle, Director of Elementary ,Edwation, Kane
Area Elementary School, Kane, PA; Dr..Marion
Rosecky, .Project Director, Project CARES; Chefter
County Intermediate Unit #24; and Fran Sabo and
Andrew Zahratka, Directors of Language Enrich,
meet Activities, Norwin School District, North
Huntingdon, Irivin, PA.

Ci 0
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Embracing the plan's underlying concept. which
suggests that children learn by doing based on
past experiences, we could easily move foward
a learning model encompassing the holistic
approach.
A state Right to Read Conference enticed us to
pursue the plan. and an administrator at each

olevel took a course n PCRP implementation at
the University of Pennsylvania. As a result of this
training; all teachers in the district were exposed
to the plan. Because the state had 'given us the
option elf implementation. it seemed wise to give
that choice to teachers. Approximately half the
volunteers solicited.at the elementary level chose
to implement the program.
The goal oithe first group was to learn as much as
possible about the four critical experiences and to
incorporate each of these on a daily basis as soon_
as feasible. This group chose to meet ever, other
week after school for instruction andAliaring.
These sessions of administrators. and teachers
working together o% et an extended period, have
pro% ed beneficial to the. success of the program as
w ell as to total staff development.
At the start of our second year. another group of
interested teachers was invited to join us. Because
of the influence and success of the program. near-
ly all teachers are now involved.

-PCRP in a, medium-sized, semi-rukal district...
This district of 5570 students and 344 piofes-
sional staff is located in a semi-rural commu-
nity. The, district's effOrts to implement' PUT-
took place between 1978 and 1980. .

The district's Administrative Assistant for Curric-
ulum re% sewed PCRP prior to its final draft. When
PCRP was disseminated by the'State Department
of Education. the administrative assistant con-
ducted awareness sessions 'for all administrators.
department chairpersons. and reading staff mem-
bers. They indicated a commitinent to provide.
leadership and support for the development and
implerrientation of the program in the district.
Awareness sessions were also crinduCted for the
staff members of each building; .

A district task force was nrganizedcto plan the
implementation of P,CFP ill the district. =The task
force. composed of two elementary teachers. three
secondary teacher's: a reading' teacher. the, lan-
guage axi's, supervisor. anti the administrative as-
sistant. parOeipate.d in a Right.to Read/Acadeiny
sponsOred by t.he'State De=partment of Education
during gebruhry 1978. The task force planned the
integration of the four critical areas of the PCRP

alLaVeas of the school curriculum.
K.

ci

In May 1978 the task force sun, ed the total staff
to determine those skills considered important in
each of the four critical areas. The survey indi-
cated that the critical areas were included in vari-
ous phases of theoinstrnctional program. A needs
assessment was than conducted to determine the
teachers' perceptions..of the students' perfor-
mance and of the need for staff development pro
grams. The results indicated a need for inservice
training in the areas of composition skills and
studv skills. During the summer of 1978. the task
force prepared materials which provided specific
-directions for all staff members in each currid-
ulum area Fegardini the teaching of composition
and study skills.
During the- 1978 -79 school term. staff develoP-
inent acti% ities infolved developing an in-depth
understanding b all staff members of PCRP and
of the district's plan. Suggested strategies for
teaching composition skills and studs skills w ere
disseminaled to all staff ,members. On Novem- ber
10. 1978. a staff development program on imple-
menting PCRPiwas conducted for all staff mem-
bers. during which eight consultants presented
workshops on effective strategies for. teaching*
communication skills in 4-areas of the curricu-
lum. All administrators received' spe'cific training
in the teaching and ,supervision of language arts
through t4e.county intermediate unit's Right to
Read pro,, m. .

in 1979 staff member were trained -in the Indi-
vidualized Language Arts Program. which is
imethat improving written composition skills.

The content area teachers were trained in strate-
gies in the teaching, of, reading and composition
designed to improve students' achievement in the
content' areas through language 'arts skills.

The task force for PCRP Meets on a regular basis to
evaluate progress and plan activities for fully im-
plementing PCRP.

PCRP. in an intermediate unit. This county
intermediate educational unit serves a total of

,twelve districts and ninety -nine schools encom-
passing up6an, suburban, and rurdarea's. The
intermediate (mit has developed a program to
support the implementation of PCRP and is
piloting it in seventeen school's. The inter,
mediate unit staff offers a wide range of services,
to teachers to support their teaching of the four
critical experiences.

4.
Planhing and implementing PCRP activities in
each pilot school is done through a building tead-
ership team. The building principal. several

-

co
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teachers. reading specialists. and others serve on
the team and provide leadership in their building.
In the first year of the anticipated five-year
project. the teams developed their .own individual
school plan. attended three 1:eaderSlip Acad-
emies and a thirty-hour insery ice urse on PCRP,
w ere provided w ith weekly. suppo t services from
the CARES (Communication Arts Resources and'
Educational Sery ices) staff, and kept a log of ac-
tivities. problems. and successes.

<

Each school team was unique in the ways it in-
volved the students. faculty. and parents. One
LA hoot srpt up a schooh ide program of sustained
reading and writing The team broughin district
administrators to read literature aloud to students
to emphasi.ze_t,fie value and importance of daily
reading, and they set up a schobl "publishing
house to encourage student pride in writing.
Many pilot schools. have ',Pd.opted- another
school to help that school implement PCRP,

Among the many results obtained in this fifst year
through extensive documentation and evaluation,
several important feathres emerged.

1. Students improved their competencies antkit-_
titudes in reading and writing when exposed ti)
PCRP, activities by k enthusiastic,- infomell
teachers, . .

2 The implementation process (using the bulid'-
irlg leadership team approach) cari'-iTirit in
almost any school setting, Initially, secotdaiir-
schools, have greater difficulties -in adapting...-.

crucial assumptions relating to administrators,
teachers, students, the -schpot environment,
and the community. Briefly;Stated, the,fae as
follows:

Principals are thekturricuium leaders of the
schools they serVe.-The; shape the program. .

with their teafilCing Staff. They know 'and
understand ,frat i',happening in classrooms.
They are dtredly'involveel With planning
service ands.. tbrou..0 itTieIvice. keep them- ,

selves abreast of theitieS, research, promising
practices."Oid sueeeSsful programs. They par-
ticipate in and endorse all decisiongrelatecl to
thei.r:schoors.educational prOtam.

QAality :education depends- on how 'well
. teachers

4
umake, use of the reso,Tes students

bring_ to the Barring situati.oh. These re-
sources inc4u-de their' lhguage, attitudes,
understandings, perPtions, and study skill's.

PCRP to
/
isohool schedules and..prhilosophies:A."

4-

3 The principal's leadership is crueigilo suCcess-
ful implementation. If is the ptincip413".corp--
mitment to 'and Ainders1Sndiiiii -Of the undetz
lying ph ilqsnii.hy of. PCRP- thatjeterminesguc-
cess in making lonkterm:c.currictinkrishang

4: Using the PCRP holistic.-ffarnevs;ckfo iFnpi
instruction ,In readipg and writingprovjcle
effective way to authentically tntegra4e the.la
5614e'aris in, 14.grhdas and Ivan subjects.

The most purr fnaKbe that
VCRP.i-iinplerneo tOttir,,,Nfoligh. :state; And'`

brough.c.iihOlit a muc(1.- .

-
needed "s,...0.0nefaiite-.e.fforc of st(Ide,nts;A:farents.
firachers,.pr.i.nCJoals,./ppatiinhj, uouks. state-and

.agettcies4. and; university
fa-cuttyto.y4rd flip -cgpicrinrii4o1 of 'impIos,,,ed-

t-. tots i'.e skills for'ail.91.trdDrrtse. <i" _

Nrfl

-4-s they rniture ;etutlents. take on increas- .

) *i)g reponsibIlky and initiative for their own
I arming,. They are actively .inyolved daily in
reading and %%oiling so that these activities be-

-- tome habitual, part of t pattern of their daily
1 i vms,

Ilse school nd t classrodms make up the
ru .where formal. educa-:physical e

-tion. takes :=To establish an appropriate.
-
learning enN?ironment requires more than just
'adequate' facilities .and educalional interibr
..decoration. The corretitineni of the principal,.
teachers Students, Atl community. must be
pervasrvemofOnly in Clas-grooms but through-
outstewhole school, It must exist in the corn-

auni01-i-Sn.styles.employed. by te.acliers, ancL
students among -themselves and with each

-4. ether .-The school must be "a community. of
learners.- , 46.

mrhunity and parents are' informed About
and participate in school programs. Without
community insistence a school will hot realize
a quality program. That insistence will not.
he -forthcoming if the-comrnimity is not thor:b
oughly informed and oontirtua.4
ways thatfoste;priile.,commitment, anfi open `-
.discussion. Parents understand school'

;
wiThiatrons.. ,

. ,
lirinfa of -PCRP..

.Q1pviitie:c1.-'atftne.' fO'emph9Sike
.1';. .

-., ?' it% 1.

4

4 .

ptpgrain and extend and iupp.ortfit at.hoine .,
their own commitinent lo reading-and writing..
and to assisting their. childrfn when tttgy: arcs

. in .need:.' .

4
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. ,

Theleadership role of the Pennsylvania De:
partment of Education in basic skills as it has
evolved from our -Right to Read program and
PCRP- can best lie expressed by-the' following
-five principles.

First, state leadership and service should tr
rarely take the form of a mandate; rather it
should focus-attention on key curricular and in-
structional, issue,* in a manner that fosters dis-
cussion,

.
inqUiry, experimentation, and research.

The role of the Department of ..Education is to
create 'dynamic centers thought and action

assthrough the 'kinds' of assistance that make
schools 'more responsible, More independent,'
and better able to pursue .their goals wit,hbut
specific direction from above. .

Second, school Clistricts and the communities
they serve have the final responsibility for pro-
viding a quality eduCation for their children.
This responSibilityfinds its concrete.expression
in each schoo) building and in every classroom.

Tiird, quality'education is more than thesum
, of the courses offered. It is a, prOgram whose

wholeness is evidenced. in each of its parts and
their interrelaledness. especially in the basic
skills.In.such a program students have strentv'*,
'senseof how each course has a part in helping

them realize the goals their school and com-
munity have established for them.

Fourth, basic skills will not be mastered if
they are taught, only in some classes by some
teachers and reduced to a number of subskills.
A quality, basic skills program recognizes the
interdependence of skills and content. Specifi-
cally, reading, listening, and the effective' use of
language must be'attended to across the .cur-
riculum, not only as skills to be taught but as
skills to be applied in the learning of the content
of all disciplines.

Fifth, literacy involves ,more than becoming
an astute consumer or reading at the fifth-grade
levef. Literacy involves ability in and regular
application,of each of the language arts.
Is possessing the'skills and attitudes needed to
further.oneself.

These principles cannot be ignored if states
are to achieve effective educational leaders*.
The way they conceive of basic skills and their
place in the curriculum, the Way they define
literacy; the degree of their commitment to
quality., education for everyone, and the 'way
they perceive theideadership role will dramati-
cally shape the destiny of public education in
the 1980s.

I 4
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Pennsylvania State Department of Education

The Twelve Goals, of Quality Education , .
Preamble ,. . ,. , .

The constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania states, "The General Assembly shall provide for
the maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient system of public education to serve the needs of
the Commo Ith.",,This provision mandates a quality education for each child in the Commonwealth.riS-4%,

The schools- hay the primary responsibility for the achievement of the goals of quality education as
established by the State poard of Education, but they must work in close and continuous cooperation
with the family, community and other appropriate social, religious and governmental institutions to insure
the highest possible achievement of the goalS.

To foster achi6enient of equality' education, the school environment should be safe, attractive and
orderly; promote a willingness to work for objectives, stimulate a readiness to continue learning through-
out life, and encourage the fullest possible educational develdpm40 of each student.

To foster achievement of a quality education, the School program shoruld reflect the following goals.

I. Gdals

Cornunication Skills
Qualify education should.help every student acquire communication skills of understanding, speaking,
reading-and writing.

- Mathematics. .
Quality education should help eVry stwient acquire skills irimathematics.

Self-Esteem - 0
. .

Quality education should help every student develop self-understanding and a feeling of self-worth.
Ahalytical _Thinking
Quality education should help every student develop analytical thinking skills.

Understanding Others
Quality edtkation should help every4tudent acquire knowledge of fferent cultures and an appreciation.
of the worth of all people. r
Citizenship ,

s

Quality education should help every student learn the history of the nation, understand its systems of
government and econornicsand acquire the values and attitudes necessary for responsible citizenship.

Arts and the Humanities .
. ,, .. .. ,

Quality education should help every student acquire knowledge, appreciation and skills in the arts and
the humanities. ,

,

Science and Technology - . .

Quality education should help every tUdent acquire knowledge, understanding and appreciation, of
science and technology. . -- ..

--- Work '

uality education should help every student acquir* e the knowledge, Skills and attitudes necessary to
ecome a self-supporting member of society.

,-FaMily Living .,.

Quality edUcatibn should help every student acquire the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for
successful personal and family Jiving.

Health ,
. ...1

Quglity education v6duld help every st nt acquire knowledge and elevilbp pectices necessary to
maintain physical and emotional well-bei . %.4

.

Environment .
..1 . .

Quality education should help every student acquire the knowledge and attitudes necessary to maintain
- .. .the quality of life in a balanced environment. ,

.)

.
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Pennsylvania State Department of Education

The Original Ten Goals of Quality Education

Self-Es
'V

Quality e ucatton should 'help every child acquire the greatest possible underitanding of himself or
herself and appreciation of his or her worthiness as a member of society.

Understanding Others
Quality education should.help every child acquire understanding and appreciation of persons belonging
to other social, cultural and ethnic groups.

Basic Skills
Quality education should help every child acquire, to the fullest possible extent, mastery of the basic
skills in the use df words and numbers.

Interest in School ant/ Learning.
Quality education should help every child acquire a positive attitude toward the learning process.

Citizenship
Quality education should help every child acquire habits and attitudes associated with responsible
citizenship .

Health
Quality education should help every child acquire good health habits and an understanding of the
conditions necessary for maintaining physical and emotional well-being.

ri
Creative Activities
Quality education should give every child opportunity and encouragement to be creative in one or more
fields of endeavior. -

Career Awareness
Quality education should help every child understand the opportunitie him or her to prepare for
a productive fife and help each child to.take full advantagd of these opportune les.

Appreciatigg Human Accomplishment
. .

.eQuifity education should help every.ohild to understand and appreciate as much as possible of human
achievement in the natural sciences, the social sciences and the humanities and the arts.

- ,

Information Usage- ..
Quality education should help every child to prepare for a world of rapid change and unforeseeable
demands in

.
which continuing education throughout adult life should be a normal expectation.

A

o

A
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orward to the Basics Ontario Style
.

James R. MacLean
:Researc'h and Evaluation Branch

Ministry of Education, Ontario
Toronto,' Canada

4

Editors' Note. In a search for programs in which basic skills instruction is co dinated throughout the curriculum,
we learned of work being done in the Province Of Ontano. In this paper James acLean provides background and
rationale for including educational expenences in which students simultaneo ly increase their knowledge of
several of the basic skills as well as other instructional content in coordinated ns !Oat experiences, often
focused around problem-solving situations. He also reviews' Ontario's experience in planning with parents and
professionals for curriculum revisions. These revisions, planned over a two-year period, were based on the beliefs
'that different children learn differently and that /fig in today's society requires adaptability and capacity to
analyze and solve problems skills often net seen as educational priorities.

,Parents have expresised concern about the
_behavior, the attitudes, and the skills *wired
Ty their children in schools since the time of the
ancient Chinese, Greeks, and Romans. Parents

\...,today are no less concerned.,Alanned about the
apparent deterioration of the basic skills, par-
ents are placing increasingly heayy demands on
the schools for a' more effective educational
systeM.

But what is the'respon-sibility of the schools
with respect to these concerns? Parents' judg-
ments are often based on vaguememories of
their own school experiences: they assume that
a more efficient application of the principles
popular when they were young ill provide the
best education for their children. In. crises, too
many parents, and school administrators_ and
teachers'as well, tend to want to emphasize the
practices that caused the difficulty in the first

The fact is that the school's responsibility is
to prepare stliderits to live in today's society..041M.1.1 ,.,

p
Adaptability and the capacity to _analyze hrid
solve problems have not been educational prior-
ities in previous generations. They are,now (On-
tario Economic Council, 1976): We cannot hope
that such skills will come naturally to our citi-
tens as they reach adulthood these skills are
diffiult and painful for adults to learn, because
they require an entirely new way of thinking. It
is during the. preschopl and school yearS that
children must develop and sharpeit these corn-.
plex skills, which are Basic For survival in our
rapidly changing environment. '

;
Over a period. of seven years,the government

of Ontario has attempted to reshape its' school
system to meet the challenge of the twenty -first
century. With a school p6pulatio,n of just under "

2 million and a teaching force of about 100,000,
organized into some 150 school districts spread
throughout the proVince (415,d00 squaremiles),
the task of designing' and implementing sub-
stantial curriculum changes. ryas a formidable
one.,,, 111
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The Process of Change

For generations Ontario' schools were orga-
nized on the "getting ready for" principle
grade 13 readied students C. university; grade
12'prem'ed them for grade 13; even kindergar-,
ten was designed to get children ready for grade
1. In 1970 the Ministry of Education announced
its intention to begin a .major updating of its
curriculum policies, beginning with t e pri-
mary and junior divisions of the school s stem
(children 4 to 12 years of age) and follow d by
re% iews of the programs in the intermedie e di-
vision (students 12 to 16 years of age) and tie
'senior division (16 to. 19 year olds). The first
tasks w ere to collect data on then current prac-
tices in the schools and,on the expectations of
parents and the general public and to identify
trends in other provinces and countries.

., A multimedia presentation designed to elicit
reactions and to stimulate recommendationg.4
was shown to over 700 audiences ofttudents,
teachers. administrators, parents, trustees, and
university and teacher college personnel within
a period of two years. Simultaneously. research
contracts were awarded to the Qntario Institute.
for Studies in Education and to other investig&
tors to collect information on elementary schoM
curricula in Ontario and elsewhere..

Next came the formation'' of the largest
and most representative curriculum committee,4
ever organiked -in the 'province. Sixty people,
including teachers, principals, superintendents.,
,parents, and college and university ,profes-
sors: were appoinled to analyze and interpret
the data collected and to revise the curriculum
guidelines. develop appropriate suppo t mate-
rials, and design strategies to imple ent their
recommendations.

Organizing the- large committee so that the
energy and expertise of each member could be
efficiently applied to the task was a major prob,
lem. In addition, the pressure of deadlines and
the Tact that school 'personnel serving on the
committee were given only fifteen days of re-

, lease timc--made it clear that full-time Ministry
'personnel- would have to be responsible
much of the coordinatiorVand synthesizing of
data. Five education officers were assigned to
draft reports and to:make' reviisions after each
curriculum committee meeting. Paralleling the

development work, an ongoing publicity cam-
paign informed the public of proposed changes
and the reasons for them. The committee pre-
sented its report to-the Deputy Minister of Edu-
Cation in March 11973.

In 1975, after a series of validatioV exercises
and further, revisions., the Ministrt officially
released the material in two documents. The.
Formative Years set out,:the goals of the new
program and the Ministry's expectations of lo-
cal school districts with respect to those gbals.
Education in the Primary and Junior Divisions
provided an extensive philosophy and rationale
for the program and described how the goals
might be achieved in an integrated and child-
centered framework. The government of Ontar-
io pledged to support an educational program
that enabled each child to pursue education

'with satisfaction and to share, in the life of
the community with competence, integrity, and
enjoyment.

Rationale for a New Cdrriculum Model
. In the Report of the Pf Curriculum Revision
C,Qmmittee (4975.), the curriculum revision corn-.
mittee outlined four assumptions on which
their recommendations were based:

1. Curriculum is a cycle or comptx system in
which every part depends on the other and is
concerned with all those experiences of the
child for which the school is responsible.

2. A curriculum guideline is a plan or map for the
teacher. not a course or a program. 14 provides

_the rules but does not dictate the variety of
moves that may be made.

3. Principals and teachers, within the frarpework
of general aims and objectives, must have free-
dom to decide what is best now for the pupils
in their classrooms, with regard to the choice of
specific

i

objectives, materials, learning experi-
ences. nstrtictional methods, and evaluation
procedures.

4. Many sectors of the cbmmunity must be in-
volved in defining the overall objectives of the
curriculum and in assessing its outcomes for
children and for thefrmunity. (p. i}

After intense deliberation on such questions,
as why we offer certain content and,experiences,
what content should be identified, how it
should be organized, when it should be present-.

T. .

0

4
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ed (timing and sequence), and where facilities
and equipment were needed, the committee de-
cided not to use the Tyler curriculum-develop-,
ment model (Tyler, 1950), which it had been
considering, and designed instead a model
which represents a powerful strategy for devel-
oping a curriculum- appropriate to youn
dren's needs (Figure 1*).

As shown in Figure 1, the buildin of a cur-
riculum is a complex proce'ss invo g inter-
related 'and carefully balanced components:

'14 Aims and objectives are based on knowledge
and beliefs about children's and society's
needs-and the school's role in meeting those
needs.
Content reflecting the aims 'and objectives is
selected from ,the environment and exists to
p rovide!, significant learning experiences. It is
much more complex than subject matter (or
textbook.

*The figures used in this paper were developed by
The major author's of the Report of the PJ Curricu-
lum Revision Committee: Mr. James R. MacLean,
Miss Sylvia M. McPhee, and Dr. Griffith Morgan:
The copyright; for the figures is held by the authors.

.

Teaching/ learning processes, derived. from the
content, involve the child and the feacher with
the content in that dynamic, reciprocal rela-
tionship tha in fact the Only real curric-
ulum. The cal significance Of the way
in which children in the primary and junior
divisions think and learn led to the introduc-
tion of the subcycle of interaction: the child
nature and needs; the teacher strategies and
resources; and teaching / learning processes:-
Assessment of outcomes is concerned with the
effectiveness of the decisions made and ac-
tions undertaken in the teaching/learning ex-
perience as Well as with the .appropriateness
and relevance of objectives_ _

In view of the model developed, there seems
little purpose in desCribing the content only in
terms of the traditional subjects, which are often
arbitrary divisions of know) Oge that -cut across
kinds and levels of reaming 4nd do' not account
sufficiently for children's,needs, interests, and
styles of learning. Too often, the subject ap:
proach separates the skill from the idea, or the
learning from the application in real-life situ4
tions. In extrqmes, the child can come to believe
that learning is simply a series of arbitrary
activities',

Adis
and

Ot5jectives

People Symbols Things

Environmen
Content

Teaching/
Learning

Processes

The Child
Nature

and
Needs

I

The Teacher.
Strategies

and
Rbsources

Figure 1. The nlany facets of curriculum building.

Assessing
Outcomes
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Figure 2. Web of related knowledge.
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Children learn because of their own purposes
and interests. They learn major concepts, skills
and strategies, and themes and topics that
bridge "subjects.i'and'areas of knowledge."
Children observe, discriminate, classify, order,
judge, and estimate. They listen and talkThey
evolve their own communication, symbolism,
and language forms and acquire more-effeClive
ones..They make factual ,ctservatfo'ns of their
environment: try out experiments on their own
terms; apply their knowledge of loCation, place,
shape, measurement, and number, and discuss
what they, are doing with teachers or with
friends. A child dealing with a topic in environ-
mental studies or with a problem of measure-
ment in mathematics draws on a Wide variety of
ideas, competencies, and ways of looking at the
world in order to create a meaningful web of

' learning (Figure 2).
ChilciFen integrate learning, whatever the se-

quences or methods used. The oc,ganizafion of
experiences' can, however, help a child to' see
relationships Land pattern's in learning as well

..)

as di? reasons-for acquiring skills and when to
apply them. Although.a completely integrated
program, would be the ideal Jearnirig situation,

. the public and a sizeable number of teachers
would not accept it. The committee chose to
organize content into three major areas: commu-
nicatjop, the arts, and environmental studies,

Communication includes the whole range of
expressive and receptive language, symbolism,
and graphic and numerical forms of communi-
cation. Tile arts 'involves activities that focus
on the child's response to people and things and
to the world of 'color, shape, sound, order, and
pattern. Environmental studies introduces the
child to the physical, biological, and social rela-
tiohships of the world. in time and space (strtic-
lure, relationship,, location, change). This in-
cludes the _concepts and methods of science and

. mathematics, the study of sociology, geography,-
, and histOiy, and independent study- and re-

search skills. The child setk these; not as sub-
jects, but as meaningful aspects of his or her
interpretation of (he environment.
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Because thb co mitten viewed curriculum as
having-reality ords.-.i,n the interaction between
pupi.ls and the lea'rning enterprise and between
pupils and teachers, the model stresses an inter-
play between the child's learning styles and the
teacher's strategieg and resourcesFigure 3). By
enlarging the teaching /learning processes cell
(see Figure 1), we list some of the forms of
child-environment interaction and match these
with the roles children assume in their learn-
ing. The interactions are ordered, rottghly, from
top to bottom on a scale from environment-dom-

,inated to child-dominated. Training, memoriza-
tion, and imitation suggest major pressure from
the environment, to which the-chi-ld-res-pontis
Play,, exploration,, and experiment suggest,pri;
mary initiative by the-child in engaging the en-
vironment. The three interactions in the center'
suggest a balance between the two.

The significance of the teacher's role in the
various forms of the child's interaction with the
environment is demonstrated by extending the
cell again to show the correlation between child
roles, teacher roles, and outcomes,(Figure 4). In
addition, we can see how the'assessment of out-.
comes completes and begins the teaching/
learnrocess: .

The curriculum in Action

The Minister of Education expressed the
Ontario government's commitment to the-cur-
riculum in this manner: .manner:

The turriculum will provide opportunities for
each child, to the limitof his or her potential, to
(1) acquire the skills fundaniental to his or hero
continuing education; (2) develop and maintain
confidence 'apd a sense of self-worth; (3) gain the
knowledge and acquire the attitOes that he or she.
needs for active participation inanadian society;
and (4) develop the moral and aesthetic sensitiv-
ity necessary for a complete and responble life.
(Ministry', of Education, 1975b, p. 4)

.

Determining the, effect the goals should
have on the daily7xperiences of children in our
schools and identifying and assessing the nec-
essary conditions for achievement of these goals

4.0 is not easy. The goals are so interrerated that it
is imPossibTe -to choose one and list the kinds
of experience needed for its fulfillment. Also, a
single leariiing situation can contribute to the
achievement of several goals. The best approach

PEOPLE SYMBOLS THINGS
ENVIRONMENT

,CONTENT

TRAINING SUBJECT
MEMORIZATION(_4 PERFORMER

1. IMITATION 1.---)APPRETITTCE4...L
) PARTICIPATION Lc--? GROUP MEMBER 4.--)

DIALOGUE (), PARTNER/PUPIL 4-4.
MAKING, CRAFTSMAN
EXPERIMENT LtLA SCIENTIST
EXPLORATION 4-0 SEEKER

L PLAY ACTOR

CHILD
NATURE

and

Figure 3. Interplay betimen child's learning
methods and teacher's strategies and resources.

may be to consider the characteristics of those
schools that have demonstrated success in at-
taining the goals.

Characteristics of-Good Schools -
The school's first priority °should be to ae-

knowledge each child as an individual. This can.
be demonstrated in many ways. First, to know
each child better there must be close and con-
tinuing liaison, with the home. NOt only must
the teacher know about each child's out-of-
school experiences in order to Plan appropriate
learning opportunities at school, but all those
who care about the child can profit from sharing
their 'observations and understandings so that .

the child's growth is aided supportive adults+
with common goal. knowl dge that preschboj
experiences 'set 'expectation , motivate and re-
inforce individual styles of learning, and affect
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language patterns enables. the teacher to plan
prOgrams that take advantage of the home influ-
ence. On the,other hand...understanding of the
,teacher's objectives for their child helps par-
ents to, reinforce and extend the learning taking
place in school. This partnership in the process
of education is nal to all students from the
beginning to'the end of their formal schooling.

From the appreciation of each child's indi-
viduality comes an understanding of his or her'--
basic needs for security and a feeling of self-
worth. Teachers should apply this understand-
ing both'to classroom organizatipn and to their
personal interaction with children. Several
school enironment features demonstrate this
conCerir-f6r the security and self-worth of chil-
dre. Birst, there Must be teachers who care for

'children and show that they care, by respondi,ng
to each 'child's unique ability, phy$ique, and.

:personality. Acceptance, leading to the growth
of mutual trust and respect, is the key to meet:r
ing these basic needs. It is shown in the objec-
tives chosen, the tasks set, the materials avail-
able, and the miles applied. One outcome is that
children are willing to risk uncertainty, to'make
mistakes and to learn fro them.No longer are
they threatened by the lit answer the fir'st
time" ,attitude that has dapped effective
education for years. An agiative display of
children's work, the choice of books and other
Learning materials, and the use of space both
inside and outside the classroorh all contribute
to this essential teacher-pupil relationship. John
Rackie describes it best: "The children feel free
and relaxed and at are same time in thd care of
someone they respect and to whose authority
they can trust thernSeive;" (1964, p. 57).

Aid chitdren do not learn in the sametway.
FrOm the time they begin trying to make sense
of their world, they exhibit different strategies
for gathering information. Some strategies are
reinforced by success: Others are, discarded or
modified when fOund inappropriate for solving
problems. Paients who have raised "more than
one child are well aware of thwide differences
in temperament among infants. Childrda rangd

-. from the very active everi diapering them is a
challenge to the docile and easy to manage;

. from the child whose, rest and hunger periods
are predictable and easily accommodated in the
family schedule to the one who seeps dedicated

to disrupting ant and e'very routine both day
,

.1nd night. The variations in itlention, per-
sisti'mu,' responsiveness. distractability, and
adaptability of young children are well known.
The adults is to create an environ-
ment that enables the child to interact 9:5 that
these basic temperaments can be...developed
constructively. Out-iand--out confrontation be-
tween adults andhildren commonlyresults in
serious behavioral and emotional problems. The
reacher has a major responsibility to find out as
much as possibl9 about children'sbasic natures,
competencies, and learning styles when they
come to school. Respimsibility for meeting.
these Basic needs must be shared by the school
and:the home.

thbse .fundamental differences, It

makes little s nse to expect all children to learn
to read, to le
and especiall,
Classroom in the same way and at the same time.
And it is vital that the purposes of teacher-
planned programs an& expectations for''each
child be undergtood by the parents. This under:
standing cannot be achMed thrQugh, l'eport
cards, parents' nights, or annual ten:m*81.We
parent-teacher interviews. Without a solid part-
nership based on genuine concern for the well-
being of each child, schools' and communities
will continue to waste their energies 61aniing
each other and creating additional anxieties for
children. Ways to bridgea the communication
gap that so frequently exists must btfouna.

Assume that the school and thee home have
accepted, the individuality of each child and
have stopped trying to mold the child into that

n mathematics, to learn to write,
o conform with the rules of the

mythica
an older
have ke

.

"average" person or into the image of
ther, sister. or cousin anal tat steps

en a shape an environment bpth-

r

at sch ol and,a1 home that accogimodates differ-.
ent learning Sryles 'ara-pcfs The next 41lie-

. -

step is to examine what- motivates a-Child-to _ '
learn. 4.)

Many pd
gets results,
tines are autrpmatically performed% the house:
hold or. classroom' s quiet. Parents and teachers

''ratist, realize that children learn little of value
from such e*periences 'except how to please.
Chcldrenraised.this way do little that will help:
them explore and expand their own capabilities

.

is and 'teachers think cbercion
that is, order is `rhainta ed, rou;
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or develop the self-reliance and resourceTulness
needed for the management of change in our
society (see Manpower Services Commission,
197'7: Qntario Economic Council, 1976: UNES-
CO. 1973).

Participation is a better way of involving chil-
dren in learning. It allows them to invest part of
themselves in the task. But participation cannot
be unstructured, accidental, or "free choice"; it
requires a very complex structuring of the pro-
cess rather than the content. The following il-
lustrates 'a simple learning activity sparked by a
frequent happening in many families:

Child Mom, may I have 35c for an ice cream
cone?

,Mother: Let me see if I have enough change.

Child. : Oh. 'you have lots of money! I can see a
quarter, four dimes, three,nickels, and six
pennies.

Mother Now, show me hovy, many ways you can
put the money together to get the exact
amount for the ice cream if I give you allr
this changes

This kind of respoNse to a child's question will
help the c14 learn how to learn. Almost any
oc asion can be used to stimulate thinking in
ehiklren, In the case *Ye, there is no single

."right2.B.astrer.Th-e-";ituation, which is real
for the child. gives the adult an opportunity to
observe the child's problem-solvirrg strategies -
and, with further questions, to lead the child to
a deeper understanding. of number and an ap-
preciation of patterns. There need tie no sense of
failure or frustration, because the coins are on
hand to be arranged as desired,.and the solution
does not have to be written down, within a spec-
itied time. In short, all of the conditions neces-
sary for meaningful learning are met. The situ-
ation is of interest to the child, is significant
mathematically, involves real objects, requires
some action by ,the child, allows for, different
levels of solution. builds on past experiences
and leads to'new and more powerful kinds of
thinking, and encourages the growth of self-
confidence, perseverance, and competence.

It must be admitted that cire, as adults, have
riot often followed the interests of children in
stt,uctu.ring learning' situations. Believing that
"father [Mother, teacher, or some other signal-

,
cant adult( knows best!" we have neglected the

most° poNA erful motivating-factor, one that is in-
trinsic to the. child: curiosity. More than 2000
year4 ago, Plato offered this ad% ice,: "Enforced'
exercise does no harm to the bod,, but enforced
learning' will not stay in the mind." Donald
Hebb of McGill University claims that "the
brain 'craves information as the body craves
food." This statement has been confirmed many
times, bath in formal research studies (see
HMSO. 1967, pp. 128-150: Yardley. 1973, p. 29)
and in daily interactions between observant
adults and active, growing children. The chal-
lenge lies in applying this knowledge ,to plan-
ning and creating -an environment both at
home and in school -in which real ,learning
c,an. flourish.

Many factors that schools c-an.do little about
influence children's learning. Foremost among
these is parents' ambitions or their hopes for
their children. Too often; this has been in-
fluenced or shaped by false Asumptions about

.inherited. intelligence, aptitudes, and person-
alitielaifficulty in mathematics,' for example,
may be excused because the-parent al,s,ashaddif,
ficulty with mathematics as a child ("Don't
worry, I was never any good at it either."). Such
a parental attitude assures that the child will
carry on the family tradition.

.° Variation in intelligence accounts for less
than 25 percent of the differences in achieve-
ment among students (Kellmer Pringle, 1969,
p. 151). In addition, most of our assumptions
about the capabilities of young people are based
on crude measures of :intelligence. Yet one of the
Most destructive outcomes of test scores is the
thoughtless assignment of labels, such hs "slow
learner," "retarded,' or even "dumb."

The influences thgt significantly 'affeCt the
way children learn are (1) level of aspiration of
the parents, (2) degree'of acceptance felt by the
child, (3) quality and kind of motivation, (4) ef-
ficiency of learning styles, and (5) general abil-
ity. All of these influences must be considered
and applied in assessing the special needs of
each child.

The Issue of Basic Competency

It Makes good sense to structure learning sit-
uations that take full advantage of the major
influences that affect children's learning. Al-

(Z
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t. children learn to read
mathematics b doing

pity of such learning may
les taken from mathemat-.

difference.
notion of "arithmetic
has been desCribed as

then dividing by the num-
one experiment children
short 'pieces of lumber.

ars, and a stopwatch and.
sk of determining yhich.car
children. about nine years

ore ingenuity and precision
an the teacher anticipated.
length of the lumber and de-

e (two bricks under one end),
sTied with merely one trial but
y. Several "judges" verified
d no unreasonable outcomes..
ime greater than the slowest,
ected. Tenths of a sectind, or
alt with naturally without any
struction. Subsequently, both,
sldpe of the ramp were var-

dren were Satisfied they had
,st car. The amount of highly
with addition and wit,h divi-
g of the thinking and under-
rred, would have been diffi-
in any other way.

The influences that significantly affect the
way children lean are (1) level of aspira-
tion of the parents, (2) degree of accep-
tance felt by the child, (3) quality and kind
of motivation, (4)efficiency of learning
styles, and (5) general ability. All of these
influences must be considered and
applied in assessing the special needs of
each child. .

Contrast this with a common approach to
teaching, that is, giving a few examples to de-
velop the algorithm and then assigning a great
deal of practice. The outcome,-at least for many
children,' is mindless performance of a ritual,
arid fundamental misconceptions go unnoticed.
For example, a student who multiplies 1/4 by 1/2
and 'gets 1/8 as the answei,is correct. However,

may.

if, when asked to identify the largest fraction,
the student unhesitatingly answers 1:8

it"when you multiplyou always make it larger,"
he or she has a serious misunderstanding of
fractions..

.
Current practices designed to secure. "mini-

mum competencies" are of no help either. The
tradition in mathematics teaching of regarding
mistakes simply as things to be corrected must
be abandoned. Mistakes, and even correct an-
swers, should be taken as an invitation to ex-
plore the learner's thought processes. Only by
remoN ing the barriers created by these false
interpretations can we ease the anxieties and
frustrations that many students" ;experience
when dealing with mathematics.'

Evaluation Volicies ,e
. .

It has been more than tin year's.since any stu-,
dent in Ontario has beth.subjectetl,t6 e&rnal

fflsaminationg. At various times in'this intecvial
there have been waves of protest about 'droP-;,
piA standards and the inability of graduates to .. -
demonstrate mastery of the basics. Despite solid
research evidence (Ministry of Colleges and
Universities, Ontario, 1977) that the marks pres-
ently provided by the schools are better 'Vedic-
tors of success at university than our former
gra-de 13 provincial examinations, "A" level
scores in Great Britain, or college entrance
examinations in the United States, pressures
mounted for some form of provincewide assess-
ment activity.

Careful investigation revealed that many of
the evaluative prayiceSrboth in the past and In
other _jurisdictions have served neither to imt
prove educational policy nor to stimulate end
extend student learning. There is little evi-
dence, for example, that the mere introduction
of large-scale assessment programs to allow'
simple comparisons of student or school Fier-
forMance will assist students, teachers, qr ad-
ministrators. At best the effects seem neutral: at
worst, harmful. Ironically, many of these testing
programs have not even succeeded in their ini-
tial intention of reassuring parents or reducing
public criticism.

In November 1976 the Minister of Education
announced a program, the Ontario Assessinento
InstrumentePool, to improve the ability of all
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c7
thuse engaged in 'ublic education to perform
the evaluatie and reporting tasks for which
thet w ere responSible. One of thefirst steps was
to provide a w ide variety of assessment strate-
gies that have been carefully prepared, tested,
and refined to correspond to the goals and ob-
jectives of education in Ontario. Techniques are
being developed to ensure that the data collect-
ed will be used wisely and efficiently to Am:
pTove educational processes, whether these be
individual student programs or the broad pro-
viucial policies that support and regulate such.
prOgrams. ,

..Banks of test .items are to b
.neut of th,* program. Tfie guid

. CdTritulum.giveleachers the
itv to, Adapt ,their prOgramg t
dents. 'No- single test or srua
theon),eutionai sense can
of itein,banKing. It,allOwg't

,,adrniniStrator fOase'lect
tines to be assessed atid,pr
signed ,for those o jeCtiv
will have been roughl
be calibrated so that us
be'made between differ
In addition, because no
outcomes can be asses
Pool will contain othe
struments, including
the reliability' of cla
structured interview
ence materials that
assessing student gr

,. . ing, speaking, writing, music, and art; and (3)
method for assessing student growth in affec-
tive,areas such as attitude's toward others, self-
image, moral development, and, self-discipline.

a major cyrupo-
lines for the new
ecess,iry`
the needs bf stu-

1 group .Of tests in
atch the 'flexibility

e feachpr, principal,
e particular objec-°

vides lest items de-
s. Because the items'

pretested, they'Will
ful comparisons can

nt groups of students,
all important learning,

ed.'by written.tests, the
types of assessment in-
methods for improving

srobm observations and
(2) methods and refer-

ill provide.standards for
Wth iR areas such as listen-

Every effort is being riiade to convince teach-
ers that the Ontario Assessment Instrument Pool
will be used to help them improve their
judgments about student achieverhent and the
quality of their progiamS. The Ministry of Edu-
cation, of course, has the ultimate responsibility
for ensuring the provision of appropriate educa-
tional services and for establishing the general
nature of these services. The Pool will -be used

" by Ministry personnel to monitor the effective-
ness of provincial policies and programs and
to make judgments about what further develop-
mentS" or refinements are necessary. Data for this

1

latter purpose,will be obtained from a represen-
tative sample of students rather than from all -
students in all schools. If, as interrded, the Pool
meets the needs of the various participants, the
Ministry will not have to add to this any routine
assessment of individual students for account-

,ability purposes.
(

We hope that this polic5r on,evaluation will
prevent the repetition of other situations in
which assessment prdcedures Way effectively

--,stifled what were promising curricular inno-
Vations.- The inclusion of evaludibn in the
curricuhim cycle and, our attempt to., make it
compatible with programs that stress an inte-
grated approach to learning rnay,welleriable us
to succeed in developing:schookg that, in the
words of James L. Hymes, Jr.," let a child be now
the,veq most that a child can be, so that twenty
yeah from now and 'all through his life he can
be the-very most a human can be" (1978).

4 ,
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Learning in Real-Life Contexts

Betty M. Beck*
Education Development Center

Newton, Masstichusetts

S

°

EditorAote. One appryach to coordination of instruction so that two or more basic skills are taught together is to
arrange instruction aroOd problem-solying situations. Such situations often also require learning science or social
studies concepts. In this paper Betty Beck describes the development and use of curriculum focused around Oft
solving of realistic problems. She discusses outcomes and some of the issues associated with initiating such
cocOdinated instruction.

In 1967 a group of highly respected educators,
mathematicians;athematicians: and scientists met in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, to consider the possibility
of integrating mathematics and science instruc-
tion in the elementary school. Participants
stressed the importance of instruction that is re-
levant to the child's interests and needs:

in applying the ... "scientific method" to' interest-
sing situations in everyday life, one may hope to
remove some of the academic flavor of mathemat-
ics and science. The use of everyday situations
may 'encourage children who resist abstraction or
are impatient to see the relevance of what they are
learning..., An integrated mathematics-science
program should tend to make it feasible to have
every child get most of his practice in arithmetic'
through handling numbers in which he has a real
interest, that is, numbers which 'lie has Sound in
his own experimentation.--(Cambridge Conference,
1969, pp. 30.13)

As a result of this conference, the National Soi-
price Foundation supported the docurnentation
and evaluation of classroom use of the scientific
method to solve students' everyday problems.
This type of instruction became known as real-
problem solving.

In the mid-1970s. parent and community
groups .,begari demanding a 'greater stress on
,mathematics and language arts skills in the
schools. Professional educators were concerned;
because- they also saw the need for continued
emphasis on inquiry skills skills that enable
students-to think critically and solve ,problems.
The evalliation of teal-problem-solving classes
has shown dint there is more effective learning of
both mathematics and language arts skills and
inquiry skills when students learn them together
by dealing with real problems:This paper will
elaborate on real-probletri solving, indicate how
mathematics and lansuage arts skills, as well as
inquiry skills, are learned within the cpiltext of
working,on real problems, describe the7evalua=
tion studies which have, been completed, and
suggest Ways that real-probleni solving can be
included in theschooPprogram.

a.

*I wi§b to express appreciation to Earle L. 1,omon and
others who contributed to the ,development and
refinement of these ideas.

..--
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Real-Problem Solving
Problem solving means different things to dif-

ferent people. For some, problem solving means.
. finding solutions to the word problem's found in
most textbooks. For ethers, 'problem solving'

`means. working on hypothetical .problems that
may never really happen- in real life or on prob-
lems presented as.case studies that,have no di-
rect relation to students' lives:,.

Real-prdblem salving as described in this
paper means student involvement in 'school or
community .situations they would like to see
changed, for example, the school lunch program
(students dislike the food, have to wait in line too
long, or think the lunchtoom is too <crowded),
traffic near the school, or theft or vandalism in
the school. Working on such problems is highly
motivational and requires a wide range of in-

.gully skills: defining the problem, deciding on
venues of investigation, collecting`and analyz-
ing data, communicating and making decisions,
evaluating possible solutions, and implementing

.- the chosen solution. This long-term process
utilizes a wide variety of mathematics and lan-
guage arts skills skills that Can be learned and
practiced repeatedly as. the students move from
stage to stage within the process.

Dr. Robert Gagne defines cognitive skills as
"the internal controls which make [the student]
an efficidht learner, an efficient `rememberer,' an
inge7ious problem-solver." He states that these
cognitive skills "are not learned quickly. .

stead, they probably undergo continued refine-
ment'and sharpening as the individual acquires t
greater experience ... [A] teacher . :. must pro -
vide many opportunities throughout the course
of instruction for [the student] to encounter, for -
mulate.and solve problems of many varieties"

.(Gagne, 1971, p. 522). 4,
,

Real problem solving kas been used succeSs-
fill13? at -all age levels .(Unified Sciences and
Mathematics, for-Elementary Schools [USMES] .

Curriculum, 1976-1977). The students,' not the
tedcher,,Nchoose the.problem to be tackled, de-..
ride What faclors need to be investigated, search
out the facts, try out possible solutions, and
judge the effectiveness of their results. Primary-
gradp students may work on problems such-as
finding the best way to the schOol library, the

.1)

t,

bes1 way. to pass out supplies o r'assign jobs in
the classroom, or what animals can be kept
successfully, in the classroom. The type of in-'
vestigations and the level at which they are car-
ried out varies with the children's age and
abilities'. Likewise, solutions that are acceptable
to the students vary with the sophistication of
the students.

Skills Involved in Real-Problem Solying

Table 1 described activities thatmay occur a*s
students work on one or more aspects of a
school lunchroom problem (USMES Curri'cu;
lum, 197-6), along with the inquiry skills and the
mathematics and language arts skills learned.
and practiced _during these activities. Not all
'classes will participate in all of the activities
listed the students decide which aspects of
the .problem are important to them and collect
information only on those aspects.

The ,teacher facilitates the real-problem-
solving process by proyideg time for discus-
sion and small-group investigations, by asking
questiOn's to stimulate students' thinking and
encourage comprehensive work,and teach-
ing specific skills as they are needed. The
teacher als6 makes written resources available
to help students with data collection and
analysis (USMES Curriculum, 1974 In addi-
tion, people from the community can be asked"
to help the students with their work. In this ex-
ample the school dietician, health organiza-
tion personnel, archilecis, and others could be
contacted4

Real:Problem-Solving Evaluation

The evaluation of real-problem-solving
. classes has focused on three areas. subject area

skill's, problem-solving 'processes.- and student
attitudes. The evaluation reported on Here was
carried out by groups at Boston University, the
University of Minnesota, Michigan State Uni-
versity, And'the staff-of the USMES Curriculum
project. .

Subject area skills. Studies by evaluation
teams from Boston University were baskl on
pretest and, posttest scores on a standardized
test. In. 1972 -73 and 1973-74, comparisons on
the Stanford reading compreheasion and

Of

t,
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.. . . .
. . . . .

table I. School lunchroom problem. . . . .

.Activity
----

, . .
. .

Inquiry Skills .

,

In fhe initial session, students identify possible impor-
tant aspects of the, lunchroom problem (unpopular
food, crowded tables, too long a wait in Jirie, litter,
etc.). Session maybe repeated after observations
and/or student questionnaire.

.. .
.Identifying and `defining the problem
(LA,-S, SS) .

.

. c

Classes may decide they need to find out what foods
students prefer, what the state nutritional require),"
mentS are, how long students.wait in line, scheduling
of classes in lunchrOom, etc.

. 1

Deciding on information and investigations
needed (LA, S, SS) .,

.

-

Classes may be split into small groups to design and
carry out the various tasks: As the groups report their
progress to the class, students may see the need for
new information (what foods are thrown' (Jilt, num-
lion al, value of different foods, measurements for a
scale drawing of the lunchroom).

.

Organizing to obtain needed information
(LA, M, SSS)

. .

.
.

. .. . .
-,

,

Investigations carried out. (1) design and administra-
Lion of student surveys, (2) interviews with dietician
and lunch4Qmom. personnel, (3) research into nutritional
vaLeg of foods, (4) interviews witrprincipal, (5) mea-
surement , of. waiting times, dimensions of room,
tables, benches, etc., (6) unting of portions of dif-
ferent foods thrown out, I er on floor.

Questionntre design (LA)
Sample deterMination (M, SS)

.

Interviewing,(LA) .

Research (LA, S)
Piocedure design (S)
Measuring (M, S)
Counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication (M)

:
. .

Data analyzed and repo ed to class: (1) bar graphs
made and percentages calculated from data on sur-
veys, food wasted, (2) histograms made and medians,
calculated of timing data, (3) interview and research
dala organized, (40 scale map made of lunchroom.

Graphing (M, S) '

'Percentage calculation (M), .

Statistics (M)
Organizing and reporting (LA)
Geometry (M) .

Inference (M, S, SS)

.

4.After disc ussion, classes may present reports and
.

recommend changes u? food, lunchroom "arrangd-
ment, or scheduling to the principal and obtain per-
mission for a trial of proposed, changes.

- . ...

Report writing '(LA) .

Communicating (LA)
Setting up. trials (S, SS)
Data collection. and analysis (M, S, SS)

.

.
% ..........___

LA, language arts, M, mathematics; S, science; SS, social science. .

svi. . , -

t

mathematics computation subtests were made
beti,veen classes `with real-problem-solving ex-
perience and classes with no experience. The
1973-74 results showed that most of the real-
problem-solving classes attained somewhat
higher posttest mean scores, adjusted for pretest
differences, in both the reading and -mathergat-
icssubteSts (Shann, 1975). The 1974-75 testing
included six subtests. reading comprehension,
mathematics computation, mathematiCs
cation, mathematics concepts, science, and
social science. On all six posttest measures the

,--
\I

overall real problem; solving, class mean was
t

higher than the overall control mean. Although-
these overall differences were small, the trend
favored the real-problem-gng classes. In
addition,' the report on,,the 1974-75 testing
,points to an especially noteworthy trend "favor-
ing teal-problem-sOlving classes in the seventh
and ighth grades. While the real-problem-
solvciag ,groul) exhibited continued growth in
each of the six subfest areas, the control group
exhibited less growth or even showed a decline
in performance" (Sharin et al., 1975, p. 124).
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Three other types of basic skillS- investiga-
tions in real-problem solving were made. At
Michigan State,University a nine-week in -depth
study was made' of every mathematical topic
arising in four classes working on four different
problems. It was found that almost- every'
Mathematics skill that could be associated witht,elementary scho o came up in the real-problem-
solving content d that many came up fre-
quently (Krairojananan, 1973). A 'study at the
University of Minnesota compared students'
knowledge of basic economics according to
fO'ur treatment groups: real- problem solving,
contrived-problem solving, dikussion/work-
book, and control. At the conclusion of four
weeks, the Test of ElementM Economics was
given to each group. Students in the two
problem-solvih groups had significantly
(p :05) higher scores than the other two groups,
with.. the real-problem-solving group higher
than the contrived-problem-solving group (Ellis
and Glenn, 1977). -

The final investigation of subject area skillsIs
was based on data collected in 1976 from,fifty
teachers in thirty-two communities. These
teachers recorded which skills were. learned
in each real-problem-solving session.- When
grouped into, categories, the results were as
follows: 67.1 percent of the sessions employed,
mathematics skills; 65.9 percent employed lan-
guage arts skills; 62.3 percent employed social
science skills; and 48 percent employed science
skills. Correlations were made.between sessions
offering exercise in subject area skills and the
inqUiry processes being used. Ten problem -
solving proc ses were divided into three
categories:

Discu's'sion

a. Identifying and defining the problem
b. Deciding on information and invrestfga-

_

bons needed
c. Determining what needs to be done first
d. Deciding on the best way to -obtain the

inforMation needed

2. Investigation .

a. Carrying out the datacollection
procedures

b. Detecting flaws in the data-gathering
process or error's in the data

iss

c. Organizing, analyzing,' grid interpreting
the data

d. Suggesting possible solutions based on
.. the data collected ,,

e. Tr:Ving out various solutions and evaluat-
ing the results

3. Implementation

a. Working to implement the solution' de-
cided on by the class

In this'study two issues we're investigated:

1. How 'm much is the probability of instruction
in each of the four, skill categories in-
creased or decreased in the presence of
each of the ten problem-solving proceSses?

2. What is the probability ... that this in-
crease or decreise shows ur !. as a result
of chance alone? (Education Development
Center, 1978'a, p. 32)

..

It was found-that instruction in each of the
subje'ct area skills was,more likely (an increase)
in sessions focused on some problem-solving
processes and less likely (a decrease) rn sessions

`focused on other problem-solving prOCesses.
pw-_For each f the tin problem solving processes,

however, there was a net gain in basic skills
instruction. "One of the most striking features
is the -sttong effect ... which investigative
processes seem to have on mathematical in-
struction" (Education De% lopment Center,
1978a, p. 34).

PrOblem-solving processes. A unique ap-
proach to examining problem-solving-process
ability is the situational test developed _hy_Dr.
Behlard Shapiro of 66ston University. A small
but real problem involving choice of variables,
observation, and decision making is given to
one or more subjects at a time. The subjects are
observed while they are dealing with the prob-
lem. Then they are asked some structured ques-
tions. Because each test administration can take
no more than one-half hour, subje'cts' persis-
tence and refinement of procedures are not
measured. In the first situational test, ' the
Notebook Problem, a student is given three
notebooks with differing numbers and sizes of
pages, quality 9f paper, color, -and price and, is
asked to recommend the best for quantity pur-
Ehase by the school. Pens, pencils, erasers; and a

1



ruler ace available to the student,'and- the price
is stamped bn each notebook. The process vari-
'ables 'tested are 'IN hether the student used
(1) measurable or ponmeasurable reasons for
selection or 2) opinion. suggested tests. or
actual- tests. The test was adininiStered Sepa-
rately by Boston University staff in 1971-72
(Shapiro. 1674) and by University of Minnesota
staff in 1976 (Ellis and Glenn. 1977)..,The Boston
University test sample consisted of students in
fifty-three-classes from gradeis two through six
in seven 'school districts,'which were chosen for
variety in socioeconomic conditions, and geo-
graphic locations.. The University of Minnesota
sample was limited to one school district.

Both groups found that the number of objec-
til measurable reasons given for selecting a
partictilar notebook increased significantly after
students had had experience working on real
problems. The Boston University report con-
cludes, "it' `Could- appear that in -terms of the
two independent' variables studied, the [real-
problem solving] experien-Ce had, irrespective
Of problems or teachers involved, a marked and
positivU effect on students' problem- solving be-
havior" (Shapiro, 1974, p. 13).

Aso

. . the ideal role for real-problem solving
in the school is a combination of ttko
emphases: real-problem solving can be /
used for both development of the ability to
apply quantitative skills and development
of student responsibility and initiative.'

The Rencil Problem, a variant of the Notebook
Problem, \vas administered by the USMES Cur-
ricultjrn project staff in 1976-77. The problem
involved hating students recommend to a
principal which of 'six national brands of pen-
cils §riould be purchased. Four schools of dif-
ferent sizi, geographic location, and racial/
ethnic composition were chosen for extensive
study. Because of time and budget constraints,
the Pencil Problem was administered only once,
near the end of the'sehool year. The .test was
given to groups of three students each, random-
ly *Iced from classes in the same sckol
accorditig to whether the students had engaged

in real problem. solving. On three outcomes
(number- of factors considered., number of in-
vestigations carried out, and reason used to con-
vince others) students who had Ivorked.on real
problems did better. than those with no experi-
ence (Education Development Center. 1978b).

Two othei- typed ?f evidence collected by
Boston University staff bear on problem-solv-
ing process attainment. When an instrument to
measure types of student-teacher and student-
student interaction was administered, the re-
sults showed that in real-problem-solving
class-4 students suggested many more ideas
and changed the subject or made random com-
ments many fewer times than in control classes.
The second kind of .evidence resulted from
analyses of classroom activities. results showed
more small-group, IA ork and group changes in

Val-prbblem-solving classes than in control
classes (Shapiro, 1972). ,

Student attitude. The evaluation of student
. attitude offers evidence of the motivational

aspect of seal-problem sol\iing. This was inves-
tigated three times: in 1972-73 with 900 stu-
dents in Lansing. Michjgan:in 1974-75 with 85
students in Edina: Minnesota: and in 1976;77
with. 600 students in. four schools in different

p,e6Araphic and socioeconomic situations. The
results are significant in their similarity. A
large majorityotstudents (92% to 98%) thought
that realvoblem solving was fun, few (4%
to 12.5%) found it boring, about half (45% to
53%) ,thought that real-problem solving was
hard work.

-
In another part of the 1976-77 study, a longer

questionnaire was adminiOtered to students in.
both real-problem' solving and control classes.
The questionnaire focused on attitudes toward
(1) working on real problems and- producing
effective solut-ions, (2) ,group interaction, and
(3) specific problem-solving activities. In all
three categories students with over twenty
-real-problern.solying class sessions were more
positive in their attitudes than other students
(Education Development Center. 197

Real-Problem Solving and the
School Program

Much of the focussof the twd 1976-77 studies
was on four schools in different parts of the na-

I1 kJ
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tion (Education DeKelopment Center, 1978a,
19786). This in-depth examination revealed that
the 'intelligent and enthusiastic support of the
school principal is the most important require-
ment for the implementation. Of real-problem-
solving work in a school. addition, because,
the studies included the administration of
a problem-solving instrument (the Pencil Prob-
lem). an evaluation of studept altitudes, and

correlation of -the skills learned with the
problem-solving processds taking place, the're is,
evidenCe that the role given to real-problem
solving in the school curriculum affects the type
'of learning achieved.

In one large city schoOl which used _real-
problem solving to complement a strong and
hiohlv structured -basic skills program, students
sco ed higher than average on quantitative
pro lern-solOng outcorne3 but lower than aver-
ageon attitude outcOrneln contrast, in another
large city school.: which" foctyed real-problem-
solving Ivork on the development of student
respQnsibilityand' sense of school Ownership.
students scored higher than average on attitude
outcomes and lower than average on quantita-

.
as a team for teaching Teal-problem-solving
activities..

In a survey of 160 teachers:who had ieal-
probletp solving as an iu'structional strategy, 54
percent of the teachers felt that `real - problem
solving was a useful support far the mathemat-
ics program, 57 percent -fielt that it provided
useful support for the social science program,
74 percent felt tlyt it enhanced the science

ogra.m, and 43 Nrcent found it --useful'in the,
language arts program. The survey also showed
that 68 percent of the, teachers used real-prob-
lem solying as. part of more than one subject,
And 5.6 percent used it for more than two
subjects..

tive problem-solving outcomes' -

From these studies. it can be seen that the
ideal role for real-problem solving in the choo-1
curriculum is acombirration of two emphases:
real-problem solving can be us'e'd for both de-
velopment of the ability to apply quantitative
skills and development of student responsibil-

t ity and initiative.

Because real-problem solving is interdiscipli-
nary 'some adjustments in the time devoted to
the traditional subjecrareas maybe necessary in
order to make real-problem solvin; an integral
part of the school-day. As. much as one fourth
to one third of the time nohnally spent on
mathematics, language arts, science, and social
science can be'safely assigned to, real-problem-
solving activiies, because of the large amount
of both subject area skill and inquiry skill learn-
ing that takes place during these activities. In
some schools this re-allotmeht of time has been
successfully accomplished trough team teach-
inein other schools teachers in self-contained
classrooms rearrange .the normal schedule by
themselves. Other , teachers use back-to-back
scheduling of classes to allow them to operate-

.For real-problem solving to have an optimal
value in the school program, content schedul-
ing in the various subject areas should be done
with reason and forethought. Because all activ-
ities in real-problem solVing are initiated by
students" in response to the prolikm, it is dif-
ficult to ,state unequivocally what activities will
take place and what skill` will be learned.*How-
ever, lists are available of activities that have
been used to solve many, specific problems
(Shapiro, 1972).

Initiating Real-Problem Solving

Real-problem solving requires different
teaching strategies frorp those used for' many }-
traditional learning modes. The teacher acts as-a
coordinator rather than an activities director.
This Tequires fleiibility, good questioning tech -,
niques to encourage good problem-solving pro-
ces-ses, and the ability to work With sevbral
small group's of students, each of which.may be
wooing on a different aspect of a problem.
These, slrategies come naturally to teachers
.whose classes have been involved in student-
clTrecte'd ,projects. All that is -needed is arm

overview of the basic -philosophy, of reol-
p'roblem solving, discussion of real-problem-
solving strategies that have worked well for
other teachers, and a review of the 'available
rdsources. Other teachers can obtain firsthand
experience with real-problem solving through
inservice workshops Irovided by education
departments in many' universities. Whether
teachers attend inservice workshops or not, it is
important that they meet regularly to discuss.

1
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difficulties they,are having'anii to share their
successes.

Conclusion
-.

Learning in real-life .contexts real-problem-
solving .offers'students the opportunity to de-
velop inquir3iirskills whiTe learning and apply,

. dig mathematics and language arts skills. The
first real-problep-solving project is not easy
the cla8swork is not as structuredas most other
work, and spe'cifiC.skills are not tatight accord-

.to a dime, schedule. But the results are well
-Worth the effort and, with the supporrof the
school :princip* and the community, much can
be accornplished.'
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-What's Basic? A Cohstructivist View
0:

ThOM8 C. O'Brien.
Director, Teachers' Center Project

'SOuthern,Illinois University at Edwardsville

Editors 'Note. Much research on child
.
development haS implications for how children learn and how they can be

helped to learn. Thomas O'Brien dielvs upon that research, indluding,t9 work of Puget, to highlight factors to be.-
considered in-basic skills ingtruction.'0'Brierren2phasi4es that indivioldals each have their own personal construct
don which determines, wha ; see' and learn and that learning involves revising orthose constructions (or
constructs). O'Brien also+emphisizes the distitAtion between, the learning of isolated facts and the learning of '-
general principles. He suggestethat .actSve4?Articipation ,in problem solving is the mosIgeffective way to help

dichrldre.nrevise-theirsonstructs.-This-concept.of constructing personal structures of the wbrldis consistent with the
. discussion .of schema th.erry.in the Tiernh and Pearson p er but draws upon a different research tradition'\' , !N . : . , , .

, %- . f --t.
.Did you ee the film ,Casabla ca? Or The,

Deertin ter?. Didyo,u see them 'with a friend? M,
cviTe and f,almOst alvyay.come away'. fro,rn it film
with diTfejeut reactions.."It was about-war," she

of The, rfeerhupter. ;It was' bgut .human
nature," I said. .."It was;aboutcfrieridshie she
said. ".It was historically inaccurate," I said. To
this day our impressions of this film differ, al-'
beit with 'some points; of agreement.'

.
We do agree, however, about ,Casablanca. v>-e;

saw -the- film for the ,third time recently. As
usual, we agree that 'we'saw very different films.
Moreover, we, agree that each of us 'saw a 'very
different CaOblanca from the Casabldrica we'
remembered.

Issues to Consider,
in Thinking aboiy Basics

Constructioils
People do npt mereity store what they expe-

rience. We -ale not cameras or photocopy
machines. What weThko is interact with the

world. We screen\reality. We act on it.,,We in-
terpret il. Wemodify and ro-forri(it according to,
the networks of ideas we have already formed. .

134 the things of the worldact 'an us, too:
Wren we see Casablanca, tor:exam`ple, the old
networks of ideas about gov.ernMent, about

.Humphrey Bogart, about war, change to incor-
porate-the new information we efgage. So.it is
With all our dealingswith the world.r'Such a view a colistructivist view -L. sees
people as active, not flassIvein dealing with
reality, It sees knowledge as a construction, net
an acurati.lation. It sees people 'riot ascon-

...trolled by stimuli but as controllers df the stim:
irr.the.Se4e that they select arid interpret

and' ie- foriji the stimuli. It'sqes,ideas as complex'
networks growing and alit,,,,,not as straight
lines. It sees people's main' intellectual activity a.'
as organizing, a:nd it sees the organizing, from
the newborn's touching and seeing and sticking
actions to the Physicist's elaborate equation'
making, as tending toward coherence, stability,
economy, and generalizabil4 Finally, it sees

1 I.#
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the human mind a§ not satisfied when it has
achieved coherencebut as actiI.ely searching for
and creating novelty to, engage,, dissonance to
conquer, risk to lake. The mind is an organism,
not a mechanism.

It's as though we should all, children eS-
pecially, be seen as Swearing sandwich boards
saying "Under: Construction," or even better,
"Under Construction Self-Employed." But
that is notilt all to say that parents and schools
have nn role to play. They provide the raw
material experience from which the con-
structions are built. And they must match the
building materials to the builder. ,
Developmental Aspects

When I was4five years old, I made a tie raik
for my father. The tie rack I &you'd construct
now would be very different. Similarly, the men-
tal constructions one makes from age to age are
-Very different. They are different in amount, of
course .experience accumulates with age. But
they are also different in kind, and it is this dif-
ference that has interested.resedrchers over the
past sixty years.

.

The 'research is far too lengthyand detailed 10
report here; one can only hint at its richness.
The research ranges from the actions and co-
ordinations of the n?wborn to the growth of lan-
guage and organizing principles (number, time,
causality, etc.) in ydrfrig and school-aged ch*
dren to the logical abilities of older adolescents.
It generally concerns the questions, "What do
'people make of the world?': ,How do they or-
ganizethe things of the world that they experi-
ence? How do they organize the things that they
know already? And how',doesc this organizing
develop? Insted of asking about the .effect of
the stimulus on tie organism (the usual ques-
tion), the research asks about thereffect of the,

, organiSm on the stimulus.
The method of research is often surprisingly

simple. Much of the research inxolves careful
observation of individuals as they solve .prob-
lems. How does the infant reach for a rubber
duck placed near his right hand when he al-
ready holds a rubber frog in his right hand and
his left hand is free? He drops ,the frog and
reaches for the duck with the right hand. Until
about 6 months of age, infants rarely reach,

-

across the midline (Bruner, 1973, pp. 254-258).
How does the child formulate the rules for
a game of marbles? How does the seven year
old infer how many candies are hidden if she
saw ten originally, some were taken, and
she now sees three? How do four year olds,

, seven year olds, and twelve year olds answer the
question, "Why do clouds move?" How do the
ten year old and the eighteen year old define,
',:propaganda"?.

The results are often striking. In one protect
(Infielder, 1969) children aged five to six years
were shown either a drawing of a bottle or an
actual bottle partly filled with colored fluid.

An hour later, a week later;and six months later,
'they -Were asked to draw what they had seen.
Commonly, children drew situations that they
had not seen and could ever have seen,
because they could not existoin the real world.

. Such findings (and the abundant) make
it clear that the mind is not a camera, that the
mind selects, interprets, and reconstructs what
comes to it in terms of its ekisting. mental net-
works. Moreover, the findings show develop-
mental change."In the research cited, 30 percent
of children progressed at six months (without a
new look,at the bottle), 53 percent remained the
same, and, in general, correct drawings after one
week remained correct after six months.
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Flow of Events
The research sixty' years worth in various

cultures on a wide range of issues with the same
general results suggests that a construction is
at once the coordination and elaboration of pre-
vious constructions- and the ,springboard to
future constructions. Some of the main events
in the development of thinking are described
below

From raugthly 'birth' to twenty-four Months,
the child constructs and coordinates actions
(looking,reaching, grasping, looking and reach-
ing, etc.) that progress from being ends in them-
selves to being means to ends of purposeful be-
havior; begins symbolic and representational
thought and action (imitation of people or
objects no longer present, symbolic play, dFaw-
ing, and language); and constructs one 'of the
milestones of intellectual growth, the notion of
object permanence. This notion that an object
exists independent of a petknigs observations or
activities is one of the fundamental supports
of rational life. (Imagine what life would be like
if objects were thought to lose their existence
when we ceased contact with them.)

just as the two year old is different from, not
merely more than, the newborn, so is six or
seven year old qualitatively and quantiitatively

different, from., the two year old. From tWo to
six years, the child constructs a wide variety
of abilities, the most extraordinary of which is
the acquisition, elaboration, and coordination of
language and communication.skills that enable
him or her to interact more fully with the world.
What an incredibly complex job this is!

F. the, child still has a 16ng way, to go.
During the school_ years still new advances
of fundamental importance take place. One of
childhood's dominant characteristics is ego-
centrism, the view that one's concepts, percepts,
and points of view are the only ones possible
and thus are shared by the whole world. (Ego-
centrism is ddminant in, but by no means con-
fined to, childhood.) The following examples,
both from research and from everyday life,
should be familiar:

While driving to a picnic we get lost. The six year
old points to the car in frourof us. "Follow him,"
he says. "He's going to the picnic." "Why?" "-Be:
cause we are."

Two children scrapping in the schoolyard are
called by the teacher. Each tells her story. Each
sees no sense at all in &w other's story. ,

"Jane. do ,,ou have any sisters?" "Yes, Sue."
"Does Sue have any sisters?" "No." Or, "Do you
have any enemies?" "Yes," "Are you an enewy?"
"No."
Second-grader John writes "fohn' at the top of all
written school assignments, despiUF the fact that
there are four children named John in the class.
He knows who he is.
Egocentric monologue is "conversation" with no
listener, no git e-and-take, no wmmunication.
Egocentric dialogue is "conversation" with a lis-
tener but with referents dear only to the speaker.
You. telephone your friend and the friend's child
answers. Who is This?" .'ou ask "It's me." The
child knows w ho he is, so obi. iouslt a ou must
know, too.

It seems that young children are unable to con-.
sider a point.of view* other than their own.Later,
they are able to admit an alternate point of view
but are unable to coordinate it with their own.
As they meet and engage various points of view,
especially those moderately different from their
own, children develop this coordination.

'Coordination plays a dominpnt role in other
affairs as well. It is not only concerned with
one's view vs. others' views. A series of classic
experiments shows this. Fill two jars with col-
ored water as shown: 0 01

A 'B B'.

Then .pour B into B' as shown and ask which jar
has more.

B'
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c .

As with the earlier construction of object in-
variance, over the elementary school years the
child constructs the 'notion of the invariance
of properties (in ttis case, volume) of objects.
Younger children commonly say that B' has
mor , although they freely admit that when B' is
you ed back into B the .volumes are the same.
Th tend to be dominated by how thins look,
to c nter on-one dimensipn (here height) rattier
tha to coordinate dimensions, and to have no

sen e of reversibility.

following less formal observations of
school -aged children are familiar to parents and
teachers:

4

Hold up five fingers. Child counts. "One, two,
three, four, five." Hold up the same five fingers
and one finger of the other hand, and the child
starts over again, "One; two, .." Five is one
issue, six is ayother,

Young childrin are often not willing to admit that
a person can live in Chicago and in Illinois orthat
a person can be a doctor and a mother.
Playing tic-tac-toe, young children are often
incapable of coordinating offense and defense.
Further, children \c_ire often unable to -attend to

4 hvo alternate es sirn-Napeously. X Rill often play
as sho n ignoring the chance fur a double kill.

Original situation

X

0 X

0

Child plays

X X
0 X

O

Rather than

X X

0 X

O

Play "I Am Thinking of a Person:" a version of
Twenty Questions. At first. children's questions
are likely to be unrelated to one another or incon-
sistent with available information. In time, Oil-
drdn move from atornistic questions ("Is it Miss
Jones?" "Is it Helen Smith?") to questions involv-
ing classification ("It is a male?") and which are
consistent with previous information.
Play "I Am Thinking of 'a Number." The number
is between 1 and 100, and children are allowed
only qiilotions such as "Is it greater than ...?" or
"Is it less, than ... ?" Children will gradually con-
struct transitivity; if the mystery [limber is known"
to be greater than 50 7Is it greater than 40?" is a
wasted question.

The period of elementary school coincides,
with the child's construction of thought opera-
tions in which concept triumphs over percept
in, which children d4center from their own
point of view, and in which coordination of
variables and the reversibility of argtiments be-
come established. .

With adolescence begins -the period of the
possible. The child becomes increasingly able
to deal with all the possible variables and Com-
binations of variables in a given situation
("Here are five differently colored liquids. Two
or more of the liquids can be combined. One
combination of the liquids will be colorless.
What 'combination?"). The child is also able
to construct the scientist's all-things-but-one-
being-equal argument and can transcend the im-
mediate hefe-and=now by creating objects that
cannot possibly exist. (In assessing the effects
of variables influencing a, pendulum, bob
weight, string length, angle of arc, etc. the
adolescent can effectively create a zero-length
pendulum string by running successive trials
with different weights but with string length
kept constant.)

Thinking does not stop developing in ado-
lescence. Some researchers are at work on even
higher levels of deelopment. However, many
adolescents are firmly rooted in concrete ex-
'perience or are only at a beginning stage of
the period just described. The "Four Island
Problem," adapted here, was fully solved by
only fourteen percent of high-school students
(Karplus, 1970).

Pretend that you are going to take a vacation trip
to some islands that are new to you. You are par-
ticula-rly interested in four islands: Bean Island,
Bird Island, Fish Island, and Snail Island.

1 II
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You' have to determine whether you can travel
between these islands by plane. You ask a travel
agent first whether it is possible to travel.,by plane
between Bean and Bird Islands. The travel agent
says that (1) peple can go by plane between Bean
and Fisk Island's. but he is not sure whether this
is"ci direct route or a route with stopovers, and
(2) people cannot go by plane between Bird and
Snail Islands.
From ,this information you must determine

bethery ou can fly between Bean and Bird Is-
lands. The possible answers are "Yes, for sure,"
"No, for sure." and "I can't tell from the two
clues."
You next ask the travel agent whether you can go
by plane between Fish and Bird Islands. He gives
you the two clues again and now adds that he can
say for sure that people can go by plane between
Bean and Bird Islands; again, he does not know
whether this is a di;ect route or a route with stop-
overs From this information, figure out if you can
go beilween Fish and Bird Islands. The possible
answers are "Yes, for sure," "No, for sure," and "I

'can't tell from the three clues."
Your third and last question is whether you can go
between Fish and Snail Islands. Use the informa-
tion y.ou already have to answer this question.
Again, the possible answers are' "Yes, for sure,"
"No. for sure,:' and "I can't tell from the three
clues.-" . ,

Memory'and Knowledge
An increasingly common view holds that

there are different kinds of memory, for ex-
ample, memory in the strict sense (I remember
that George-Washington was born in 1732) and
memory in the wide. sense (I remember that
jar's capacity is not determined merely by its
height). In addition. , there are different types of
retrieval, for example, recognition (Didn't I see
you at the picnic last week?), recall (Who was
the twelfth president- of the United States?), and
reconstruction (31 x 20 is 626, because 30 x 20
is 600 and 31 is one more than 30).

Related to these distinctions is the distinction
between knowledge- in the narrow sense and
knowledge in the broad sense. A child can
"learn" number facts, for example, by rote and
can probably, in the` short term at least, recall
them. is unlikely, however, that the child will
be able to reconstruct the number facts if her
strict memory fails. (An almost universal teach-
er complaint is, that children return from sum-

mer vacation remembering little of what they
learned in June.).

On the other hand, if the child constructs
number facts in a relational way (2 + 3 is 5
because 2 --1- 2 is 4 and 3 is one more than 2),
she can reconstruct the 2 + 3 if need be. She
can use memory in the wide sense to help.
Moreover, knowing that 2 + 3 is constructible
suggests that (1) knowledge is something other
than random facts to be stored, (2) it is some-,
thing one has control over, and (3) old knowl-
edge is capable of being combined to make new
knowledge.

Factors Leading to Intellectual Growth

Knowledge in the wide sense is a person's
collection of organized, processes brought to
bear on the'environment. Four factors contrib-
ute to knowledge development: maturation, ex-
perience and activity, social transmission; and
self-regulation.

Maturation is necessary for development but
is clearly not sufficient by itself. Not all eleven
year olds (or two year olds or forty year olds)
have the same quality or quantity of thinking.

Experience is a major factor, especially ex-
periente and activity involving manipulation
and interaction with objects. (One definition of
thinking is "interiorized action.") When a child
Sorts beads, for example, he is beginning the
underpinnings of classifying. When he counts
blocks in various configurations, he learns. that
the number of blocks is independent of a partic-
ular configuration. (Why is so much of school
work limited to paper-and-pencil tasks?)

Social transmission is important, especially
as it involves give-uptake and genuine ,ex-
change of ideas, information, and viewpoints.
In engaging points of view different from her
own, the child alters her mental networks fo in-.
corporate the input.

Self-regulation, where the child (or the adult)
engages a' new situation, assimilates it, and ac-
commodates his mental networks to it, is most
central to learning. Intellectual development is
a form of adaptation, and learning in the wide
sense is prcAroked adaptation. The match-up
(better, moderate mismatch) between the new
situation and a person's present mental net-
works is critically important, as is the context in

u
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which the new situation occurs (Wason et al.,
1572): This is here teachers and parents play
their rolel, lest children be left to the random
events of everyday life.

ti

What Is Basic?

What, then, is basic in a child's school edu-
cation? Perhaps it is helpful to distinguish
between knOwledge in the narrow sense and
knowledge in The wide sense and to realize that
the two can be mutually supportive. (They can
also be mutually indifferent, even destructive.)

There are ,dangers at both extremes. Knowl-
edge in the narrow sense can amount to lists of
'trivial or atomistiE facts or to a surface layelof
:`right wprds" with few, if any, underpinning.
:And the notion of knowledge in the wide sense
can be -so airy that it has no substanCe, gives
no direction to educators, amounts to vague
though well-intentioned generality.

I strongly recommend a wide view of what
is basic. We should see self-regulation as
basic. That is, children should be prepared
to deal with the problems that arise in their
world, even though much of their future
world is unknoWn to us at present. Further,
they should be self-sustaining. They
should, in general, develop an internal
roadmap of the world that is coherent and
stable and useful and opef to new growth.

I strongly recommend a wide vie(' of what is
basic. We should see Self-regulatiot as basic.
That is, children should be prepared to deal,-
with the problems that arise in their world, even
though much of their future world is unknown
to us at present. Further, tjutiThould be self-
sustaining. They should not wait for nutriment
to come to them but should be able to find their
own. They should, in general, develop an inter-
nal roadmap of the world that is coherent and
stable and useful and open to new growth.

Perhaps the most ambitious attempt at retie=
fining basics in the history of American educa-
tion was the curricular revolution of the 1960s.
The chief characteristic of the "new curricula"

was an emphasis on the structure of the various
content areas. This approach has been discarded
for a variety of reasons (for example, teachers
were rarely encouraged to engage the structure
to make it their own, there was'a wide gap be-
tween the adult content specialist's idea of a
discipline's structure and the interests and men-
tal networks of young children, and the "new
curricula" reached children largely as knowl-
edge in the ndrrow sense). But structure should
not be discarded, lest we have mere bits and
tricks.

' Robert B. Davis, a 1967 introduction to the
Madison Project, states a position in math edu- ,

cation that captures the best of what the "new
curricula" tried to do.

If we devote grade 1 to addition facts up ton0,
grade 2 to addition facts up to 100, kid so and
we are putting one foot in front of the other, left,
right, left, rights ... This approach is weak in
power. . r

If,' instead, we seek those basic mathematical con-
cepts, techniques, and attitudes which play im-.
Portant structural roles in the development of
subject, we have a far rnore powerful afrpro ch.
Cartesian coordinates, introduced (say) at grade 2,
give us an ability to relate any arithmetic or alge-
braic problem to a geometric one, and vice versa.
For all the rest of our' lives we shall be able to
Unify algebra and geeThetry into a single coherent
subject. This is power.
Once we learn such basic structural concepts as
variable, function, mapping, and so on, we'have a
strong structural framework to which all of our
subsequent mathematical learning can be related.
This, again ispower! Here we are building cogni-
tive structures that,,can well serve as fdundations
for improved structures in the future. (p. 9)

A constructivist is likely to be more con-
cerned with the child's construction of thinking
abilities than with the discovery of the structure
of content (or with the passive storage Of struc-
ture). Perhaps Davis's statement should be re-
vised as follows:

If instead, we seek those basic operations, tech-.
niques, and attitudes that play important struc-
tural roles in. the child's intellectual growth, we.
have a far more powerful approach. For the rest of
his or her life, the child will be able to continue to
build a coherent roadmap of reality, one that en-
ables the child to construct and test relationships,
to infer, and to withstand the seductive domi-
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nance of percept over concept (or propaganda
over fact)._ This is power. Once the child learns
such basiC operations as classifying, ordering,
logically multiplying, inferring, and so on, he or
she has a strong structural framework from which
subsequent knowing can evolve. This, again, is
power! Here we are building cognitive structures
that can serve as wellsprings of improved and

,

more complex structures in the future.

In general, I suggest, the goal of education should
be to cause intellectual growth, not merely to
teach children the facts, rules, procedures, con-
ventions, and nomenclature of narrow knowledge

What are the components of this intellectual
growth? They include those operations listed
above and, more generally; an ability to organize,
to coordinate, to pull into coherence the disparate
entities of environment, experience, and infer-
ence, and to regulate between one's internal.net-
works and the demands of external reality. In
classrooms this would all for children to be in-
volved in issues that gene an ability to discern
relevant from irrelevant; to stinguish between
necessary and plausible and erely possible; to
generate, to exhaust, to test, and to cancel alterna-
tives; to. know, given a situation, the necessary
conditions and the sufficient conditions and the
difference b`etween necessary and sufficient; to
rlve problems and to generate new ones; and

0

to inquire and to become, self-sustaining in that
inquiry.

To call for such ati approach is to' say that
static kno*ledge; pat answers will not suf-
fice for children who will speqd the greater part
of their lives in the twenty-first century, and
whose children will be alive in the -twenty-,
second century! .

A constructivist approach is by no means at
odds with traditional content areas, though it is
at odds with the view that knowledge is static.
The approach is widely, though unofficially
(and often surreptitiously), espoused by Ameri-
can teachers, and it goes to the heart of what it is
that really is basic in the education of children.
Brearley captures this concept in the'following.
words:

The main work of the school esurely the foster-
ing and developing of me tal life, enabling
children to experience more fully and consciously
all that life has to offer. This large, overall aim is
to be achieved by an infinity of steps small. The
material we provide, children can 'seldom be
thought of as an end in itself but rather as a means
'through lit hich effective thinking and feeling are
fostered. (1969, p. 7)

See the classroom activities following the list of references.
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Classroom Activities

Below are some locally developed classrbom activities
that show a constructivist point of view in action in that
they ca for the 'construction and testing of relatigis
and alternatives Do not merely read them. Do therh,
preferably with group discussion; then extend them or
adapt them to local situations.

1. A monkey went from tree to tree as shown Where
did he start? Where did he finiSh? (Problems of this
sort can lead to serious mathematicaistudy. No less,
they get children involved with trial and error as a
problem-solving tactic, with alternative searching,
and with the beginnings of a concept of proof.)

OrN
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(By Dr. Jerzy Cwirko-Godycki, Warsaw, who used this
problem at the Eighth Annual Teachers' Center Resi-

* dential Course, August 1979.)

2. Can you change a bird into a horse? (You can
change a cat into a dog by going cat .Cot .cogA.-
dog.) In changing a bird into a horse you can change
or add one letter at a time. All the. words you use
must be real words. The dictionary is the referee.
Here are some others to try:

cat .mouse/ dadfather
love.despise mom .mother

(By Teachers' Center participants from East Sit. Louis,
Illinois. Included in SEEDBED, vol. 1, no. 2, available
at cost, $1.00, from the Teachers' Center Project.)

3. Here are some headirts for lists:
Things that Py

Things used in cooking
Things found in a kitchen
Things associated .with Christmas
Things that are often hot
Things used for transportation:

.

Make up some headings like this. Thenpair the chil-
dren in your class. Give one heading to one of the
children in each pair. His or her task is -to ,name
things that belong on the list (without using any word
given in the heading). Thesecond child's task-is to

guess what the heading is. Then children exchange
roles with a new heading.

(By Teachers' Center participants from East St Louis,
Illinois. Included in SEEDBED, vol. 1, no 2 )

4. Flere is a figure drawn on inch-square graph paper.
What is the area of the shaded square?

(By.David S. Fielker, London, who iised this problem
at the Seventh Annual- Teachers' Center Residential
Course, August 1978.)

5. (5ne child builds a building from blocks, one block at
a time. The building is hidden from a second child.
The first child gives a verbal description of his or her
actions, and the second child's task is to construbt
an identical building. (The descriptions can also be
given in writing.)

(From Elizabeth Thomas, East St. Louis, Illinois. In-
cluded in SEEDBED, vol. 1, no. 2.) cs

6. "There are lots of hice on my street." Strange sen-
tence, isn't it? The plural of mouse is mice but the
plural of house is not hice. Write some strange-sen-
tencesOf your own. Try them out on classmates and
see if the children can figure them out.

(From T.C. O'Brien, Solve It, Chicago: Daigge r/ETA,
1977)

7. Pretend that you have just moved into your neigh-
borhood and want to be prepared for emergencies.
What phone numbers would be useful to have? Get
together with some friends and make. up an emer-
gency telephone directory.

.(From TIC. O'Brien, Solve It, Chicago: Daigger/ETA,
. 1977)

8. The right cube is the same as the left cube, but the
t artist was in a hurry and didn't finish his work. Finish
it for him.

(Frgm T.C. O'Brien, Salve It,
1977) '
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9. When children do write, they often feel that they're
writing only or the teacher's approval or disap-
proval. The teacher doesn't read it. She%only marks

. it,' said a second-grade Canadian childwho had just Left
written abeautiful story about a bird building a nest. x top
Thus, children learn quickly that writing is a distaste-
ful chore, not a chance to communicate ideas.

4

"The main job of a teacher concerned with children's
writing is to invite the 'expressive mode.' It is im-
portant to create trust between writer and reader,
something that is often accomplished when a child
knows that what is written will be read, respected,

- and responded to. Children should be encouraged
to take risks in their, writing, not just Produce 'Didk
and Jane' sort of pep. .

"Children's writing was successfully encouraged'in
To &onto schools by setting up a, mailbox syitem,
whereby children 'write notes to one another (and to
the teacher) in some twenti-minute period during
the day.'The mail, addressed, is placed in t class
mailbox and delivefed, without theteacher's inspec-

. tion, at the end of the day. A situation like this will
. -draw out the most reserved of children. ,

44.
"Teachers are under constant pressure to make
children conform to adult grammar rather than to
encourage fluency of oral and written language. Cor-
rectness of grammar is important, but it should foil,
low, not precede, fluency.- Emphasis on grammar
can stifle, fluency completely.

."One way ofencouragirtg correctness of grammar,
as well as introducing-new vocabUlan4andtringing
aboUt good writing habits (the fluent use of descrip-
4ors, etc.) is for teachers to read quality books to
children at least half an hour each day. This is a
must for Toronto teachers who work with me. .:

"Children can enrich themselves and one another by
writing bOoks for the school' library. Artistically tal-
ented children can illustrate the books. The books,.
bound safely in hard cover, go into the library with a
card catalog entry. To make, the child-author know
hers succeeded, as wellies to get the books more
widely known, children's books are farmed olitoCca-
sion Ily to teachers in the school not the child's
ow teacher whose job it is to read the book and

ite a short note saying something like, 'I read your
hockey book, John, and I like it very much! John;
will carry that note with him,throughout the school
year and the teacher will tell °the( childr'en. about°
John''s book.."

(F' John H. Bates, Toronto, included in SEEDBED,
vol. 1. no_ 1.j- -

10. Herleare two multiplication grids. Complete them..

Lett
atop 3 5

4

7

20

21 0

Left
x top

Left
x top

0
7 0

16.o
4 0 32

(From T. Q. O'Brien, Puzzle Tables, Cuisenaire
pany of America, Inc., 1980.)
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OverView: Papers in this section provide background to help schools and school districts
determine what skills students are to learn and how they areio kassessed. The first three
papers by Robert Stump and Nina Selz, Georgine Loacke(and Marcia Mentkowski, and
Lena 'Lupica expire from different perspectives the skills needed for success in work
and adult life, nowttnad in the future. In the fourth paper; Vito Perrone and Walter Haney
describe different approaches to assessing student progress and analyze some of the
strengths and weaknesses of those approaches. Pat Weiler's paper deals more broadly with
planning and assessment of instruction in the classroom.
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asic Skills-for World of Work

Robert W. Stump
Form ,rly with the National Institute of Education

Nina Selz
National G nter for Research in Vocational EduCation

4

I

In designed
,..

Editors' Note. In is paper Robert Stump d Nina Selz summarize results of several studies desi to identify
important skill knowledge, and attitudes eeded in the world of work, The information is presented here as
background for persons planning basic skills rogrqms which, among other things, might be expected to prepare
persons for the world of work. The data *frigge t wh:at skills are .needed and how home, school, and work must

f ,.cooperate in teaching or reinforcing the skills.

Teachers, parents, students, principals,
school boards, and everyone vitally concerned
with maintaining and improving the high qual-
ity of our nation's schools face a tremendous
challenge in responding to recent federal leg-
islation calling for basic skills improvement.
As the various papers in this handbook demon-
strate, there is no clear-cut path to success. Byt
we can identify a reasonable starting point
basic skills improvement must -begin .with the
fundamental, question, "Whqt are the basic
skills?" We will address this diuestion in terms
of the basic skills needed for the world of work.

Traditionally, high school curricula range
from vocational training .tor a specific job to
college preparatory courses for a liberal arts

'11' education. In between are general curricula and
pre-professional education..At the one extreme,
specific skills training in vocational education
i7S,seen as too narrow and not sufficient prepara-
tion for the-forty years of work that students can
expect to face after leaving high school. At the
other extreme, liberal arts graduates are some-
times viewed as well educated but incapable of
doing anything practical in the-work world.

This paper v01 report on a project-funded
,by the National Institute of ,Education at the
National Center for ResearCh in Vocational Eau-

' cation. The project's starting point was.'lhe
uestion, "What are the basic skill's for the

world of work?", The answers we found are de-
scri ed here with implications for improving

bast skills instruction.

What A e the Basic Skills?
.A very c

work is'that
U,S. Bureau o
have reported t
people change
month period (By

mmon phenomenon in the world of
eople change jobs. Studies by the
the Census over the last ten years

at at least nine to eleven million
ccupations within a twelve-.
ne, 1976).

We reasoned th
change occupation's t
there is ample data to
up .to age 50-59), schoo
students with the skills
useful across a wide var
These are called transfera
pational adaptability skills.

t if people are going to
roughout their lives (and

ggest that they do even
should be equipping
nd abilities that are

ty of occupations.
e skills or occu-
Our iriiiial task
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was to identify these skill's and abilities. We
approached the task in several ways.

Our first step was to talk with employers and
working adutts,iLa series of meetings atrois.the
country. We began each meeting by asking par-
ticipants tb answer three questions:

1. Since you started working full-time, how many
different jobs Ilve you held?

2. Considering all the different jobs you ,have
held, which were the two most dissimilar? .;

3. In spite of the dissimilarity, were any of your
skills 'and abilities useful in both jobs? Which
ones?

The number of different jobs held rangqd
from two jobs to one hundred and included a-
full range of blue-collar and white-collar jobs.
Employers and working adults easily identified
a great number of skills and abilities- useful in

-very different jobs. A summary of these respons-
es is given in Table 1. In addition, although' the
question asked respondents to identify skills
aFid abilities, the responses were quite diverse
and included all elements of performance in
the world of work (knowledge, skills, and atti-
tudes). The frequent mention of altitudes snot
only confirmed a prevarent notion that one's at-,
titudes are basic to success in the world of work,-
but if also suggest that when terms like lack
of skills or unskilled workers are used to de-
scribe recent school graduates, they might mean
more than the surface meaning implied by the
terms. Although knowledge was sometimes
mentioned by itself as a -factor, the concern
was almost uniformly with the capacity to per-
for-1, skills and abilities,- and with attitudes
associated with performance: No distinctions
were made in the importance of the three cate-
gories.of transferable skills listed in Table 1, all'
three being considered essential for success 16
the world of work.

As shown in Figufe 1,_adequate performance
in the world of Work can be pictured as a tri-
angle. Each side- represents one of the three
components of performance, each of which is
potentially transferable. The triangle illustrates
the interdependence of the three if any one of
,the sides of the triangle is roved, the other
two will collapse.

Our second approach to the task.of identify-

Figure 1. Requirements for adequate
perfOrmance in the world of work

ing the basic skills needed for work was to loo
at pr6ious research on skills and abilities co
mon to many jobs (Sjogren, 1977; Pratzner, 1978;
McKinley; 1976), Thse studies differed in the
level of detail and the range of. occupations
or jobs that they examined.?the results can be
summarized by looking at one study conducted
in Canada (Smith, n.d.). The study was based
op a survey.of representative skilled and semi-
skilled jobs (blue collar and clerical) throughout
the economy. Workers and supervisOrs were
asked to idAntify job performance requiren3ents.
The skillitcategories included mathematics,
communication (written and orall; interpersbir-
al and ressoning. Table 2 suMmarizes thb s ills
iiieach of the categorieS that are common to he
jobs. Table 3 does the same for the tasks that
common for supervisors of t ./.

, Looking at these lists, it is easy to ee things
that are included in most school c icula, for
example, multiply and divide; know plurals,
prefixes, and suffixes;, and read notes, letters,
and memos. Students are often tested on their
Performance in these areas. In addition, how-
ever, these jobs live in common many perfor:
mances that are part of the school experience

, but may not receive explicit attentjo in the
curriculum or testing in school, sucl-Pas give
directions and information, participate.in groupS
discussion, read forms, establish task priorities,
and determine relevant information for problem
solying.

i15
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Table 1

,

CciltiPosite List of Transferable Stag Identified by Conference Participants*
d

6

7

Intellectual/Aptitudinal . Interpersonal Attitudinal

_. Communicating (44)
Problem solving (17) - . .
Analyzing/assessing (15)
Planning/layout (14) .

Decision making '(13)
Creativity /imagination /innovation
Problem identification/definition

...Managing one's own timd 4
Basic computation A

-----'Logical thinking , .
.

-Evaluating
Abi to relate-cliMmon' knowledge

o _,sfer epees
Co ins ith the fd;bor market and

Job ov ment
Unders n thers '''

,Synthesizing A

Marshalling av ebleiresou
``Accommodat ig ructfiple dem
Judgment .(

Foresidlit .7=1
,,,

Trodble shooting . t ,
Job awareness 4 -,
Mechanical aptitude*
Ving
Accounting
Implementing
Self-ufiderstanding, awareness,

actualization --- .
tuatonal analysis,

Assesng environments/situations
Understanding human system-

interactions
Organizational savvy
Condeitilialization -t- -

. Generalization
0;4

Goal setting
Controlling
*Quantitative thinking ` .

Dealing with work siftratx91
Finance

:Teo! usage '
Bookkeeping
Artistic) ability ;
Business sense
Tolerance of ambiguity

2
f.

Working with, getting along With, '
or reldting to others (28)

. Managing,.directing, or supervising
(1a)

Empathizing, or being sensitive to
other's- ,

Teaching, training, or instructing
Counseling s
Motivating
Gaininracceptance, or building

-rapport '
Helping or coopgikting
Cultivating cooperation
Selling .

Accepting supervision
Delegating
Instilling confidence

Team building,
)

_,

Diligence, or a positive attitude
Thward the value czf. work (11)

Receptivity/flexibility/adaptability
Determination/perseverence
Acceptandeiappreciation/cOnCern

for others
Respionsibility
Willingness to learn
Ambition/motivation
Selfconfidence
Self-discipline
Pride
Enthusiasm
Patience -
Self- actualization
Assertiyeness
Honesty
Loyalty
Reliability
Risk taking
CorripromilIng
Kindness

0

:,
. *Items are listed in approximat9 order of frequency,within each category. Most frequently mentioned items are

followed by a figure in parentheses to indicate relative frequency, thus, "Communicating" was mentioned about
44 times as often as "Tolerance o ambiguity. ; , , -

D.D.ource. Sjogren, Occupairontlly Transferable Skills and Characteristics. Review of Literature and Research
Columbus, Ohio: The Center for Vocational Education, March 1977, p.i
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Table 2

Content of Core Skill Clusters of Nonsupervisory Occupations in Generic Skills Projects

Skin Areas

Matheniatics Communications 'Interpersonal Reasoning.

1. Read, write, and count whole
nUmbers.

2 Add and subtract whole numbers.
3 Multiply and divide yvhole numbers.
4. Solve word problems with whole

numbers.
5. Round off whole numbers.
6. Read and write fractions.
7 Add and subtract fractions
Q. Multiply and divide fractions.
9. Solveovord problems with fractions.

10. Compute dollars and cents.
1.1. Read, write, and round off

decimals
12. Multiply and divide decimals
13. Add and subtract decimals.
14. Solve word problems with decimals.
,15. Read and write percents
16. Compute percentage. °

17. Determine equiValents.
18. KnoW order of operations.
19. Solve word problems (mixed

operations).
20. Do quick calculations.
21. Compute averages.
22. Read graduated scales.
23. Perform operations with time.
24. Operate calculator

1 Know plurals.
2. Know prefixes and suffixes
3 Contractions and abbreviations
4. Use dictionary
k Synonyms; antonyms, and

.homonyms.
6. Meaning from context.
7 Use books.
8 Comprehend oral communication

literally.
9 Interpret oral communication

10. Pronounce words'ords correctly.
11. Use good diction and word choice.
12. Speak fluently.
13. Organize ideas while speaking.
14 Ask the six W questions.
15. Give directions or information.
16.,Use the telephone.-
17. Literal comprehension of reading.
18. Interpretive comprehension of

reading.
19. Read forms.
20. Read notes, letter's, memos
21. Read charts' and tables.
22. Read manuals.
23. Write phrases on forms.
24. Write ntences on forms.
25. Write sentences
26. Write short riates,
27. Take notes.

4

1:Attend physically
2. Attend cognitively.
3 React to others
4. Elementary one-to-one

conversation.
5. Task-focused conversation
6. Express point of view.
7. Personable conversation
8. Participate in group discussion.
9. Respond to information or

directton't
10. Give instructions

.11 Demonstrate.
12. Monitor
13. Give directions.

1. Obtain information about tasks,
materials, and equipment.

2. Obtain information about methods
and procedures.

3. Obtain information about
sequence.

4. Obtain other job-rela
information. _

5. Recall theories or principl
6. Sort Objects.
7. Estimate time.
8. Estimate weight
9. Estimate distance.

10. Sequence tasks.
11. Establish task priorities.
12. Set goals..,,,
13. Deterinine activities to reach goals.
14. Decide about alternatives
15. Set criteria.
16. Set priorities.
17' Analyze situation.
18 Make deductions.
19. See cause-and-effect relationships.
20. Identify possible problems...
21. Set priorities in terms of diagnosis.
22. Explore possible methods.
23. Ask probing questiOns.
24. Use senses.
25. Determine relevant information fyr.,

problem solving.
26. Arrive at alternative statements.
27. Select statement.

.

28. Determine alternati4solutiOns.
29. Select alternative_

Source Sjogren, D.D. Occupationally Trar4ferable Skills and Characteristics. Review of bterature and Research. Columbus, Ohio: The
Center for Vocational Education, Mach 1977, p. 15.

'I
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Table 3

Content o'Core Skill Clusters of Supervisory Occupations in Generic Skills Project

Skill Areas

Mathematics Communications Interpersonal Reasoning

1-24. Same as nonsupervisory
occupations.

25. Compute ratios.
26. Compute proportions.
27. Compete rate.
28. Compute prin pal:
29. Measure weight.
30. Measure distance.
31. Measure capacity.
32. Know geometric forms and

figures.
33. Computation on angles.
34. Draw/sketch geometric forms

and figures.
35. Compute perimeters.
36. Compute areas.
37. Compute volumoes.
38. Read grapha.
39. Read scale drawings.

.40. Read assembly drawings
41. Read schematic drawings.
42. Draw graphs.
43. Measure from scale drawings.
44. Draw to scale.
45. Solve`algebraic formulas.

1-27: Same as nonsuperyisory
occupations.

28. Evaluative comprehension in
listening.

29. Evaluative comprehension in,
reading.

30. Write
31. Write
32. Write
33. Write
34. Write
35. Write
36. Write
37. Write
38 Write

paragraphs on forms.
paragraphs.
form letters.
single paragraph letters.
internal memos.
business letters.
information reports.
recommendation reports.
technical reports

1-13. Samas nonsupervisory
occupations.

14 Attend covertly or unobtrusively.
15. Persuasive conversation.
16. Prepare group discussion.
17 Present information or directions

to group.
18. Lead group discussion.
19. Maintain groups.
20. Prepare oral presentation.

. 21. Giva factual information in oral
presentation.,

22. Get attention and response to
oral presentatiOn.

23. Give a conceptual oral
presentation.

24. Give a persuasive oral
presentation.

25. Get reaction to oral presentation.
26. Establish training program.
27. t valuate instructional

communication.
28. Demonstrate to others.
29. Give praise.
30. Give discipline.
31. Prepare evaluation repoits.
32. Prepare for interview.
33.. Ask closed questions in interview.
34. Ask open questions in interview.
35 Deal with confrontation situation.
36. Interview custorriers/clients.
37. Interview job applicants.
38. Negotiate.

4,

1 -30. Same as nonsupervisory
occupations.

31. Sort data.
32, Rate objects.
33. Rank objects.
34. DeVelop classifications.
35. Estimate area.
36. Estimate capacity.
37. Estimate cubic measures.
38. Estimate costs.
39. Plan and coordinate activities

and sequences.
40. Outline plans.
41.1dentify resources.
42. Estimate resources.
43. Determine critical activities.
44. Make a detailed plan.
45. Make resource requisitions. -

46. Monitor results.
47. Dltermine standards of quality.
48. Determine standards of quantity.
49. Determine standards of

completion.
50. Establish priorities of standards.
51. ExerCise authority and

responsibility.

Source: Sjogren, D.D. Occupationally Tran;ferable Skills and Characteristics: Review of Literature ,and Research. Columbus, Ohio:
The Center for Vocational Education, March 1977, p. 16.
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Q Our examination of the available research and
our conversations witH employers and working
adults convinced us that it is possible to0en-
tify skills, abilities, and attitudes that are com-
mon to a number of occupations. Many of the
skills and abilities identified are taught in
schools. However, many may not now be taught
or tested through regular school curricula. A
particular concern is that the kinds of attitudes
needed to survive in the world of work are not
emphasized in schools.

With the increasing interest in oral communi-
cation as a basic skill area, it is important to note
the prominence of such skills in these data. In
Table 1 items at the top of the lists of intellec-
tual and interpersonal skills invollik oral com-
munication. In gable 2 oral communication is
prominent in both-the communication and in-
terpersonal columns. Even more impressive is
the predominance of oral communication skills
in the long list of additional interpersonal, skills
needed for supervisory occupations indicated in
Table 3.

Are All Skills, Abilitiesan Attitudes
, .

Equally Important?

Although research poi ted out what skills,
abilities, and attitudes are common to many jobs
and Can be considered bsic requirements in the
world of work, we suspected that all skills, abil-
ities, and attitudes are not equally important.
We were also not certain what the' public-con-
siders the school's responsibility to be in teach-
ing them.

The National Center for Reseal& in Vocation-
al Education conducted four national surveys to
determine the opinions of several groups con-
cerning the relative importance of many of the
skills identified in the prior studies, as well as
who was thought to be primarily responsible for
teaching them. The four groups we surveyed
were the general public (a household survey),
employers, elementary and secondary' school
teachers, and eighteen-years-old high school
seniors.

To determine skill importance, we asked, "If a
person did not have this ability, how well would
he or she do at work?" Respondents were en-
couraged to use their knowledge of the world of
work rather than of a specific job. The possible

answers were, "Do well at work,'" "Have some

l." If the opini respon-
dents

at work," and "Have great deal of
difficulty at wor
dents was that someone would have a great deal
of difficulty, we classified this as an important
ability to be taught and learned.

The survey also asked, "Where should a
person be taught this ability?" The-possible-re
sponses were, "At home;" "In school" (with no
indication of hat level of school), "On the
job," or "Som here else" (that is, not at home,
at scho , or on the job).

The responses of the general public to these
questions are summarized in Table 4. They are
listed in order -of importance, beginning with
those abilities without which an individual
would have a great deal of difficulty at work.
The three most important abilities were found
to be (1) using the reading, writing, and mathe-
matics skills the job calls four, (2) using tools and
equipment the job calls for, and (3) getting along
with others. ,

The entire rank ordering was about the, same
for teachers, employers, and students, although
the actual percentages differed from gfoup to
group. There were greater differences among
the groups as to where specific abilities should
be taught. This can be seen clearly in the partial
listing of the responses of all four groups in
Table 5.- A filll report of the results of these
surveys is available from the National 'Center
(Selz et al.; 1680).

In the- opinion of the general public, all the
abilities in Table 4 are important.,In no case did
more than' one quarter of the public think that
people would do well at work if they did not
have any one of,,these abilities. The differences
were in terms of whether or not the-individuals
would havd "some" or '1a great deal" of diffi-
culty. It should be emphasized that the highest
ranked skill is "Use the reading, writing and
math skills the job cdlls for." Thus, although not
stated explicit y, the concern is for applied or
functional ski s as used in the world of work.

On airsr ills there was a spread of :opinion
about where the skills should be taught. In some
cases, such as "Use of reading, writing and
math" or "Dressing and acting properly," there
was a clear preference for one area over the
others' However, even in those instances, 20

I
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Table 4 .

Responses of General Public to Occupational Adaptability Survey Questions
of Importance and Responsibility

In order to get along in the world of
work a person should be able to ...

Use the reading, writing and math
skills the job calls for

Use tools acid equipment job
calls for

Get along with others
Deal with pressures to get the
job done

Follow rules and policies
Have a good work attitude
Do parts of job one may not like to do

Follow job safety and health rules
Hold' a job that matches one's

interests and abilities
Get a job for which one has the

training and background
Get information about what is

expected of you when starting
a new job

Work without supervision,
if necessary

Fill out forms as required by law
or employer

Percent reporting that if an
individual were not able to db this,

they would have a great deal of
difficulty-at work. ^

,v
Dress and act properly
Deal with unexpected things that

happen
Know what kind of work one -wants

to do
List job interests, skills and

experience for an employer
Tell others what you are doing qr

what you want done
Know' if one wants to own a

business or work for someone
IntervievV fOr different job positions

when necessary
Manage one's own time and activities
Know one's rights as an employee
Know where to.look for infoimation

about jobs one has or would like
to have ,

Figure out a better way to get
things done

Know when one's own work is
being dsQe Well

54

52

51

48

48
45

44

43

Percent reporting that this ability
should be taught at

Home School On job Elsewhere

3 82, 13

4 26 67 2

75 15 5

33

37

58

31

20

37

35

33
32

32

29

29

29

28 ,

28

28

Aikti= 27

26

24

24

17

19

17.

13

13

41

41

19

48

64

40 39

60 24

4

5

2

3

3.

5

8

19 67 . 7

4 56 29

80 9 7

50 7 12 28

21 55 15

4 55 26

31 23 33

16 22 42

4 47 28

62 17 13.

5 ,13 71 .

7 46 . 12

27 25 37

33, 18 43

3

. 8
2

6

5

t
11

6

, 13

16

5

6

30

8

3

continued on next page . . . -
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.
Table 4 (Continued)

.

In order to get along in the world of
work a person should be able to

Frereent reporting that if an
individual were not able to do this,

they would have a great deal of
difficulty at work.

Percent reporting /hat this ability
should be taught at

Home School On job Elsewhere

Understand wages and deductions
on ,oneis.paycheck or stub 24 7 39 48 4

Get support from others to change
things that need changing on
the job 23-4 13 12 60 9

Use materials and knowledge of
other people to develop job
interests ?3 7 41 , 42 5

Learn new skills 'to get a different
job or position 22 3 41 44 8

Decide how and when to leave a
job for another job 22 13 10 52 17

Understand the extra's or benefits
offered at work 22 3 14 78

Ask for a raise in salary 21 8 . 11 69 6

Get promoted on the job 20 3 12 77 3

Use what, one already knows to do
anew or different job s

o Be a member of a union or
professional group 19

08

, 5

22

11*
53

66

10

3.:
Do thingS at work in a new way

when one gets the chance 18 11 13 64 6
FigUre out the cost of using one's
*own car or public transportation

in getting to and from work 18 30 35 21 10
Tek4hances that may result in . 4

rewards
jr Persuade others to one's way_ of

thibkirig

15

15

28

32

16

23

.37

17

10 '
14

r

.

4
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4

FulliSet of Responses of All Four Groups Surveyed on the First Seven Skis Listed in Table 4*

Table 5

.

..
t
.-

w

,c1 t
=C? ;
(5 co

. "
Where should a person be
taught this (most important
place5? .

'

Where do most people
actilly learn this'?

If a person did hot have
this ability, how well
would he/she do at
wprk?

. .

. H S , J E' H S J E DW SP
,

' GD
. _

Use the reading,
writing and math skills

1.
2

3
2

82
89

13
8

, 0
0

3
1'

69
73

24
24

1

1

6
4

34
. 18

54
77

the job calls for. ',... 3 3 87 8 2 3 78 T7 ? 17 22 60.

4 2 90 8 0 0 76 24 0 6 18 77

Use tools and 1 4 .26 67 . 2 4 15 77 2 7 38 52

equipment job calls 2 1 29 67 1 1 13 84 1 3 21 75

for 3.s. 5 25 64 6 4 19 71 5 15 27 56

4 3 30 65 1 0 18 81 1 1 28 71

.
Get along with others 1 75 15 5 4 50 29 11 6 9 37 51

2 72 23 1 2 32 51 8 7 4 23 . 72

3
4

58
79

25 .

13
8
8

7
2

38
42

,, 40
33

10
21

10
4

20
2,

, 30
25

49
73

Deal with pressures 1 33. 17 4 5 20 14 55 6 41 4

to get the job done 2 27 27 38 4 15 28 46 9 2 33 64

3 27 27 38 8 16, 26 49 7 11 36 52

.4 39 25 - 32 3 , 15 14 65 5 0 43 55

Follow rules and 1 37 19 41 2 23 23 48 2 8 39. 48

policies 2 51 30 18 1 20 45 32 2 4 . 33 61

3 . 34. 28 31 4 23 34 36 4 17 30

4 , ° 59 , 18 22 0 25 23 50 1 5' , 36 55113:

Have a good work 1 58 '17 19 3 43 19 -1 4 10 40 4
attitude

..

'2
. 3

4

'71
.'54
80

21
22
10

5
17
7

2 ,

5
0

40
42
53

31
24

7

21
27
33

6
6 'i,
5

3
.18

2

30
32
344 .

65
48
'62

Do parts of job one 1 . 31 13 48 3 ' 1'8 13 60 4 4 46 44

may tiot.like to do
.

2
3'

43
27

23 .

19
32
43

2
10

14
17

24
18

58
56

3 2
10

39
45

57
'43

. . .4 50 11 , 36 2 21 7 69
_8

'3 ,2 52 46 '

.

1, General poptilltioo; 2, teachers; 3, qtddents; 4, employers. H, Home; S, in school (any level); J, on the job;
E, elsewhere. DW, do well; SP, have some problems; GD, have a great deal of difficulty,

*Percent giving each response on the three questions (perceniages not adding up to 100 due to no response or .

rounding error)

1

z

4
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.

='\-, -percent _of tho se .sursieyed thought ills
should be taught in:the other two areas..

Some persons may see the data in Tables
and 5 as suggesting that one :or another of the
three home, school, or 103 h.:. e resp
sibili,ty for teaching a parti skill: The data
do not support such a con ion, The respon-
dents were asked to choose only one or the three
locations °and could not indicate two pr three
-locations or ao shared responsibility among all
three. The significant spread on almost every
skill reflects the lack Olagreement on the sole
responsibility of any location for teaching the
skills. The presence of the spread of opinfon,
morebver, does not support any one area being
given, or taking, sole responsibility-for a partic-
ular skill.

Another possible misperception is that the
data in Tables 4 and ,'5 suggest where the skills
should be taught. It must be remembered' that'
the data are thd result of an opinion survey; and
theA is no research which indicate that any
one site is best.. The authors believe that an ef-
fective preparation for the world of work would
require those in the home, the school, and the
work settings to ork together.

Improving Basic Preparation,
for the World'of Work

Teachers, admisirators; employers, and par-
ents can -Ilse the-results of these studies in a
variety of ways to improve the baSic preparation
of students for the.world of work. Keep in mind
that the information presented is based on re-
search and surveys from across the nation. Since
we found very few differenCes among geograph-
ical regions, or between rural d urban areas,
there is a good chance that wha is reflected here
is true in your ,community. vertheless, we
mould encourage you to verify these result's
Dally,

Such verification need not be elaborate or,
expensive. One approach.would be to use/the
accompanying tables and available docurrfents
to stimulate discussion among teachers,,, par-, .
ents, employers, interested community leaders,
and other resppnsible individuals. Their reac-
tion would be a barometer of the extent to which
local needs are similar to or different from those
reported here. Such discussion's will also lead

to a better understanding of some of the skills
involved and the school can teach or rein-, .
force. them:

-.If the skills, abilitr4s, and attitudes discussed,
are as important to doing well in the world of
work as our studies indicate, they probably have
a place at every grade level and in most subjects.
This would be especially true of some of the
communication and reasoning skills listed in
Tables 2 and 3. Teachers and students need to be
aware that these skill?, abilities, and attitudes
can bg learrisd and used in a variety of classes.or
subjects. Mile acquiring the knowledge of an
academic subject, students are also developing
these more fundamental skills.' For example, or-

Perhaps the most critical and least -

understood event in the transition from
school to work is how students do or do
not transfer what they know and can
do in a school setting to what they do on .

the job.

ganizing ideas while speaking is a skill which
is both learned and used in such'subjects as.En-
glish, history, alid science. Students also need to
realize that skills learned in one context can'be
used ip %ther settings. .

perhaps the most critical and least u'nder-
'stood event in the transition from school to
work is how students do or do not transfer
What they know and can do in a school setting
to what they do on the job. School, community,
and business leaders in a discussion might
focus on the similarities and differences be-
tween the use of skills in school and on the job.
For example, the basic reading, writing, and
mathematics skills are important in both work

*and school, and the public 'expects these to be
taught and learned at school. But reading on the

'job may not be the same as reading in the class-
roOm. What is read and why it is read may differ
drastically between school and Work.

lising mathematics-on the job may also be
quite different from its use in school. For in-
stance, in school, word problems are often used
to teach application of mathematicS skills to
practical situations. The word problem is writ-

,
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ten, and it contains, all the facts the student
needs, with a minimum of extraneous informa-
tion. On the job, \however, instructions 'and
information are exchanged verballc, all of the
pertinent information may riot be given, anc' in
some situations, extraneous information is more
abundant than the impottant facts (for,example,
dealing with an irate, customer: over a bill).
Thus, on the job it*,rna be as important to know
what figures should be used, and where to get.
them, as it is to be able to do the mathematical
operations once the u4mbers are available.

. . students should be given the oppor-
tunity to practice important job and school
skills in different contexts, and they shoulelt Tb
be made aware that they are transferring -

skill use and performance from one task to '
the other. . . .

Our suggestion, based on thbse and other
studies> is that students be given the opporfu-
nitv to practice important ,job and ,school shills
in different contexts, and that they be made
aware that they are transferring skill use and.
performance from one task to the other (Selz
and Ashley,-1978; Brickell and Paul, 1978). The
practice itself will help students become more
proficient, and the conscious practice of apply,
ing the skills in differentsituations,,will make
them better able to transfer the use of -these
skills to the many weltk and non-work situations
they will face as adults.

Finally, there is the issue of shated,respen-
sibility. Our survey clearly showed th.at the
American public thought responsibility for

, teaching these important world-of:work skills is
shared among schools, homes, and employers.
Shared responsibility requires cooperation
among the responsible parties if the task
preparation of our children for'the world of
work is to be done properly. The community-
wide discussions mentioned earlier-might be a
good forum to address the issue of-shared
spohsibility. The emphasis should not be on
who is to be blamed for failure if there is any
failure but rather on how the three parties can

Ivorklogether for the adequate leaching-of skill's
for the world of work.

In summary, our studie to dare suggest that
preparing today's student for the-world of _work

d lo uss nown set of important and
essentia abr itiOs. hat can be part of the school
curri ulum at alm st every stage of elementary,
middle, junior, and high school. The task .re-
quires close cooperation among school person-
nel, farMiies, and employers to make sure all the
abilities are attended to."-If the three groups(
work together more closely, OUP students our
children can only benefit.
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Editors' Note: In this paper Georgine Loacker and Marcia Mentkowski describe the procedure used and the
results of efforts over more than ten years by a college faculty to more carefully describe and measure the
knOwledge aheeskills they wished their students to learn. During these ten years, the college staff have searched
the literature and talked to mapy persons with similar concerns. This paper should be particularly useful toschools
that are exploring ways to coordinate instruction among the basic skills and across the entire curriculum. Although
the, material presented here deals with college students, it may be helpful for staffet the elementary and secondary
level to see how the college staff have been able to define goals that in many cases cut across the traditional.
subject areas. This account also provides a case study of how significant changes can be made in instruction and
assessment. The changes were made slowly, in small steps and with much interaction among the faculty. 0.

-

Educators in the eighties will confront a
. diversity of questions. Some of the most im,por-

tent of these questions are

Can society count on educationgl institutions
to prepare persons competent to live in and
contribute tO society?
What do educators intend as the result of edu-
cation? What should students be able to do
with their education? %

What are some basic abilities students must
demonstrate to graduate from our schools?
How are these abilities defined? What is their
place in education?
How can we be sure our students actually
have these abilities when they graduate? -

How can we be sure that the abilities we select
make a difference in later life?

For ten years, the Alverno College faculty has
been grappling with these questions. We have
discovered that each answer we find raises a
myriad of new questions for us. But these ques-
tions keep returning us to the underlying ques-
tion of the meaning and, significance of educa-
tion for adults. In this paper we will discuss our
identification of desired student abilities, how
we teach and assess them, and what we are do-
ing to find out if what and how we teach makes,
a difference. Finally, we will draw some impli-
cations flor the teaching of abilities at elemen-
tary and secondary levels, for we believe that
education from the earliest years'up to and be-
ybhd college can benefit from continuity.

Identification of Compqtencies
A concrete milestone in the Alverno faculty's

inquiry into ducational goals came in 1970,
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when our president challenged the faculty by
asking, "What are you teaching that is so
important, that students cannot afford to pass
it up?" During that academic year, each de-
partment in the college described and defended
to the entire faculty its contribution to un-
dergraduate education. The discussions which
followed that exercise resulted in a faculty,
consensus that the demonstrated value of any
learning experience , lies in the outcome for
the student. We identified four broad expected
outcomes of a liberal education communica-
tions, problem solving, valuing, and involve-
ment. During the next year, the faculty charged
the curriculum committee with breaking the
'four- outcomes into more detailed gomponents.
In the .third year,. a smaller task.force, in dia-
logue with the faculty, shaped the expanded list
of eight outcomes into a curriculum. In the fall
of 1973, the entering class began its college ex-
perience with an outcome-centered curriculum
focused on developing student abilities in eight
major areas of competence:

1. Effective communications
4,2. Analysis
3. Problem solving
4. Valuing
5. Sfiective social interaction
6. Effectiveness in individual/environment

retaiionships
7. Involvement in the contemporary world
8. Aesthetit respon iveness

These eight areas of competence have been,
since 1973, the basis for -Organizing the
curriculum.

The faculty see these areas of competence not
as discrete skills but as interrelated qualities
characterizing the liberal y educated adult. We
define thents'qualities o e erson poss'es-
sion of them involves usin . They encom-
pass both knowing and dbing:,knowledge and
skill. Students become proficient at using these
competences across a wide variety of settings
and situations. Students are disposed too `'use
them, are;notivated to use them, and have cer-
tain attitudes and self-perdeptions associated
with the competences.

For example, students wqh the ability to
communicate effectively unNrstand the parts

of effective communication (know ledge) and
use these parts in their own communication
(skill). In addition, such students use their
ability habitually, IA' ever Writing, speak-
ing, reading, or list. idisposition). They
take special care to municate effectively
(motivation) and believe in the Importance of
effective communication(attitude). Moreoier.
they see themsell es as communicators (self-per-
ceptions) who have certain strengths and w eak-
nesses in communicating and are 1N vrting to
refine their performances in a varietl1/4 of con-
texts, both personal and professional.

In order to help students develop their abili-
ties to a point of identifying with them as their
own characteristics, we have redesigned our
educational framework. We see each academic
discipline both as essential content of those
abilities and as an area in which the student
develops the abilities. In other words. we he-
lieTe students learn biological and historical
dAta better because they analy'ze them and com-
municate them. At the same time, students be-
come better analyzers and communicators by
exercising those abilities in varied fields like
history and biology.

We came to realize that no one of the eigh
areas bf competence we identified as the out-
comes of a liberal education can be tapht or
learned directly in a single experience. Nor can
they be divorced from the liberal arts curricu-
lum of which they are /tlig-outcomes. The facul-
ty; therefore, further analyzed each competence
into a sequence of six levels at which students
would be expected to demonstrate their abilities
as they progressed through the undergraduate
curriculum.

The first four levels of each competence are
....

phtown in Figure 1:' Those four levels are to be
mastered in the first two years of college; They
represent this college's definition of basic skills
for success in adult life. Levels five and six
are more specialized applications of the compe-
tences, to be mastered in the student's area of
concentration in years three and four.

.._

c We identified these competence levels by ex-
amining the existing curriculum in each of our
disciplines. Traditionally, each department
had described its curriculum as a structure of
knowledge, beginning with basic general .;on-
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Figure 1. Phe'first four level's death competence

cepts and progressing toward more complex
an/d specialized studies. In revising our curricu-
lum. ve orked from the assumption that there
is alsa progreSsion of competences implicit

. in the molement froth introductory survey to
advanced' seminar. Rather t redefining our
fields or creating a whole ne curricular struc-
ture. IA e directed our efforts ward. discerning
the developmental patteins lready embedded
in our discip &ines.

ssessment of CompelencJes

After we had identified tyre competences and
articulated their sequential levels, the question
became.."HoW can we tell how far along a stu-
dent is in developing these competences?" It

would be pointless, we realized, to.bave spent
so much time and effort identifying and artic-_
ulating our educational goals unless we were
willing to Make a similar investment in assess-
ing their attainment. Thus we arrived-at assess-

ment as a natural and crucial part of our ap-
proach to liberal education.

Once we had come to see our purpose as help-
ing Students develop their abilities, we needed
tools to evaluate student performance, tools that
would not simply ask: "What do these students
know?" but, "What can they do with what they
know?" This led to r4o,re difficult questions
than traditional paper-and-pencil testing meth-
ods could probe: We could no longer rely on
seeking right answers, or asking for repetitions
and reformulations 16f memorized information.
Our ass\vsment techniques would have to chal-
lenge students to show their developing 'abili-

ties in the best and broadest manner of which
they were capable.

Our outcome'centered view of education also
considerably ckiepened our understanding of
the tv classic functions of testing to creden-
tial an to diagnose. We needed assessments re-
liable enough for us to stand accountable before
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other. educators, both inside and outside our'
college. We also needed assessnients sufficient-
11, specific and detailed ttr the,students and
their instructors to plan further learning expe-
riences effectively. Yet we could never afford
tolose sight orihe ultimate raison d'etre, for
assessment: to provide the students; at each step
in- derejopment, with fuller and moreinclivid:4
ual profiles of their emerging combinations of

_gifts, skills. and styles enabling each student .

to become an independent learner.

%.

It would have been pointless, we realized,
to have spept so much time and,effort
identifying and articulating our educa7
tional goals unless we were willing to
make a similar investment in assessing
their attainment. Thus we arrived at
assessment as a natural and crucial part
of our approach to liberal education.

Finally, I've had come to focus on outcomes by
acknowledging that learning's. value lies mats.
enduring impact on the learner. This reflected
our longstanding intention to foster. habits 'of
mind and action that would shapes and enhance
our student's' lives and environments beyond
the college experience. Our assessments, then,
would have to piovide,,stimeiassurance that the
allilities students showed were at some 'peribt
becoming personalized, part of their habitual
ways of handling situation's in theirpei.sonal
and sociaas well as.academic and profession-
al. lives. And w.realized that within thet-e---
veloprnental perspective we had established;we
Would need to make assessment itself a teaching
tool. We accomplished this by' making assess-
ment techniques and criteria public and explicit
and by presenting the results to the sluden0m-

, mediately and in detail in a structured feedback
situation. v.

We decided_ ifth the following procedure
(which is still irigeffect).4 At thebeginniv of
each course, the instructor spells out the course
goals in the syllabus, including the Competence
levels a student shouid be ready tb demonstrate,
as a- result of the course experience. In -the

"

wllabus, the instructor relates the particular
materials° and assignmerds_to the course goals.
The syllabus also specifies the assessment tech-
niques that will be used and enumerates the cri-
teria upon which the student's' Work will be
judged. Dking the course, as soon as possible
after. each assessment, the students receive de-,,
tailed feedback on their perforniances in terms

./*of the overall course goals and the specific,crite-.
ria set forth th.the syllabus.

Integration*of Co etences, Assessment,
and Instruction

Inevitably, we realized that whatever is true,
of our assessment of student competence must
also be true of the learning experiences we pro-
Vide. Th4s faculty members have had to rethink
the course work in their disciplines to specify
which levels of competence could be contracted
for ih any given course. the faculty has begun
to specify-how course content is to be integ,rated"
with the competences, rather than taking for
ranted that-competences*are developed if the

student "really 'knows the subject matter." In
this rethinking process, faculty members have
begun to design and im.plerne.nt learning strafe-
gips thayinsure student optcornes. ,

%hal all of this means is that the students are
working in aious Ways to develop, .whether
from tile vantage point of an introductory litera--
Lure course or,an advanced psychology-coins
the capabilities that will later character* them
as comiletent adultsoutside the college setting.
If they are taking an introductory course in shtrt
ficton', for example, students learn not t6 leap

'to unfounderand.irrespon-sible interpretations.
They learn-to observe literary data as carefully
as biological,specimens under a microscope or
hiiman behavior in 'the psychology ,lab. When

'they derive inferences from those facts, students
learn how much evidence is. necessary before
they can 'draw responsible conclusions., They
learn how -to 'bring stories into meaningful re-
lation with' their own lives and with ,life in
genera'.

it'
Students' conclusions about a story are es

much a reflection of the process of testing and
-learning to understanAd their own values as they
are a response to.(til values of the author and of
the Characters-in the story. At the same time that

.
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they are reflecting upon the value systems of
Others in relation to their own, students are be-
coMing increasingly sophisticated in the use of
communications techniques b3, Learning to ex-
press more complex conclusions for-41idiences
less informed, as well as for their peers and their
teachers.

,

'The context for learning might be a group
problem-solving situation or an individualanal-

e ysis. The assessment migtt consist of a simulat-,
, ed public defense or an arraignment of acharac-
ter in a given story. Such an assessment would
be designed to elicit behavior that would enable
studerits to.demonstrate levels of critical think-

. ing, communication, and valuing ability.

The holistic nature of the abilities being
developed and assessed in such a situation sug-
gests what we aim for throughout the curricu-
lum. We see these abilities as attributes of the
individual not simply abilities specific to a
task or situation. AlthoLigh students learn and
decnonsti-ate these abilities in specific settings
like a chemistry lab or a simulated corporation,
they shoUld be able to transfer and adapt them

' to a -variety of situations. -Thus, students must
learn competences and be assessed for them in
multiple settings. Students must also be able to
demonstrate abilities in external situations
that is, to people other than teachers and peers,
and in. contexts, where they have learned them.
In specific instances, therefore. ILUdents are as-

, sesskl by teams including busiAs and profes-
sional persons fromthe cOmmunity, alumnae,
and students.

Because human abilities are integral parts of
the whole person, they operate in concert. How-.
ever, at times = especially in initial stages of
development we render them more manage-
able by separating them for the learner, teacher,
and assessor. Students who cannot draw' infer-
ences from their observations, for ,example,
need to work precisely and spebifically at mak--
ing such inferences. That is why we have speci-
fied the abilities we require our students to
develop as separate though overlapping are-as of
behavior. That is also why we have analyzed the
desired competences into levels and component
abilities.

The sequential levels of the abilities are
cumulative in both experience and assessment.

Each level builds upon and includes the prior
levels, and students have frequent opportunities
to further evaluate aigl refine abilities which-
-they have already demonstrated. Indeed, we co-
ordinate our instructional efforts to insure that
this occurs. As they undertake to specify in-
creasirfgl complex relationships among world

.events (a developing level of involvement in the
contemporary- world). for example, students,.
must-begin' interweaving the separate historical
Uackgrounds of such events a Sophistication
of their proven mastery of a prior level (the abil-
ity to explore a single event's historical con-
text). Prior levels of ability' are thus not only
reinforced, but are drawn into more and 'more
complex uses.

At the same time, learning and assessment
.look, beyond the level at hand. In each course
or individual learning experience, and in each
assessment situation, we attempt to elicit from
the students the Tost advanced performances of
which they are capable. For eKmple, while
Ifeepin,g journals to find and make explicit what
their values are (first level of valuing), students
are likely to explore their actions, their aesthetic
preferences, or their religious heritage. They

,might record reflections on various products of
our, _technological age, from modern medicine to
transistor radios. The instructor would examine
the journals 'according to the .criteria. for the
first level. In addition, the instructor would
point out where the students have discerned eg-
pressed values in artistic t nd cultural works
(second level) or have inferred value problems
implicit in technology (third level). The feed-
back would thus show students where they are,
already developing abilities beyond those for
which they are seeking validation,

The unlimited possibilities for exhibiting
competence are even more evident at the ad-
vanced levels. Here the students help design
or select highly complex assessment situations,
often in.' professional or other field settings,
which challenge their abilities to the fullest.

The criteria by which the student's perfor-
mance is judged are necessarily specific to the
level for which validation is sought. But with
precise observation as a basis, the assessor can
offer feedback on the broader implications ofa
student's performance. In recording exact infor-.

1
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matiorf about a student's performance, assessors
may be called on to judge whether a given ele-
ment is present or absent, to quantify its fre-
quency, or to use a rating scale. They are always
expected to note illustrative examples. Ih both
qualitative and quantitative measures, however,
we take care not to place a ceiling on the degree
to which.a student may excel in demonstrating
the criteria' involved. Indeed, our constant em-
phasis in teaching and assessing is to encourage
students to go as far as they can with their de-
veloping abilities at ex/city opportunity.

The fact that the abilities and their assess-
ment are by nature integrated is most apparent
at the advanced levels. Early assessments are
fairly limited, in order to foLus the student's at-
tention (both as a performer and as an assessor)
on a particular element of a single ability. By the
time students are working at advanced levels,
however, we are looking explicitly at several
abilities operating interactively.

When nursing students are ready to attempt
advance,c1 levels in problem solving, they invite
instructors into the field setting for clinical
co-assessment. At such a time, students may
choose to seek validation for social interaction,
problem solving, and valuing at the same time.
Their written nursing care plans for clients re-
cord their command of'problem solving as ap-
plied to nursing. As nursing students deal with
their 'Clients face to face, they carry out their
plans for problem solving and also display their
interactive ,abilities. In diagnosing patients'
needs, assigning priorities to these needs; and
evaluating their plans and their effectiveness,
students also apply their abilities in valuing.
Based on information from the students' nurs-
ing care plans, the co-assessors' careful records
of clinical performance, and the, students' own
critiques of their work, we can assess students
in all three competences: social interaction, val-
uing, and 'problem solving.

In like manner, English students seeking
to demonstrate/abilities at advanced levels are
given week-long simThlatiofi exercises. At this
level they must be able to analyze, respond to,
and evaluate complex litdrature that 'represents
a variety of writers and historical periods. They
must also be able to extend to human experi-
ence in general their understanding of the many

points of view that they have encountered in the
context of their experiences with literature.

For example, working two to three houf a
day with several peers as the staff of a fictitious
community cultural center, students might han-
dle a variety of problems. While planning an
upcoming literary festival, they might be asked
to step in as emergency substitute teachers in
adult classes on Elizabethan plays. They may
have to deal personally (on videotape) andln
writing with a benefactor's repeated attempts to
influence the poetry selections for the festival.
Oh short notice, they may be sent to appear on

o radio talk shows (also videota Fled) to respond to
citizens Who call in to crifiCize city plans for
razing a block of 'tenements in order to expand
the center.

The effort to rethink our ideas and change
our practice,- however difficult and
demanding, has resulted in our becoming
more effective in recognizing the upper-
most levels of potential for the adult
learner for we deal in maximum rather
than minimum competence.

In a variety of ways, these English students
are called on to apply their literary knowledge,
their ability to define and defend criteria for
judging works, and their understanding of the,
impact of literary art on itsltudience. At the
same time, they must frame and deliver com-
plex messages to varying audiences using sev-
eral media. And they must draw together a va-
riety of works in terms of their commonalities
and contrasts. The written, sound-taped, and
videotaped records of the wee)Cs.work thus pro-
-vide an ample basis for assessing the students'
abilities in three different competence areas
aesthetic 'response, communication, and analy-
sis. hi addition, we see this assessment experi-.
ence as an integral part of instruction and ex- -
pect the students to learn during the experience
and to use-feedback from the experience to help
direct further learning.

Beyond enhancing the immediate value of
our assessment techniques, our insistence op a
holistic focus has helped to remind us of the
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surprising variety of was in which a gk en abil-
ity can be demonstrated. Our students' mriad
variations upon the theme set lk a given instru-
ment continually broaden our areness of
what to look for, as \Veil as provide concrete
evidence of our students' own unique, develop
ing styles. We are thus enabled,'as assessors, to
appreciate a w ide'range of possible ddfinitions
for "successful performance.- We also learn
more about how to design our assessment ex-
periences toelicit the richest possible response.

Does What and How We Teach
Make a Difference?

How successful ha\ e our efforts been to
define the holistic abilities of adults and to

4 teach and assess them? We have established an
evaluation' arm in our curriculum to insure its
continued development. Our Office of Evalua-
tion has taken 'the responsibility4 of conducting
a number of research and evaluatioh studies
to examine the extent to which the abilities
leartiticl in a college make a difference in
the future personal and professional success
of its graduates. These, studies, funded by the
National Institute of Education, are designed
to validate the selection'of expected outcome
of college and to illuminate how a college
education can affect the development of adult
competences.

We are also cotoperating ith professional
,groups off campus to build a bridge from the
college to the actual work situations our gradu-
ates, will enter. We are interviewing outstanding
professionals in a number of work settings. We
ask them to tell us what they do and to identify
the capabilities they think are necessary for citut-,
standing performance. We are beginning to cre-
ate descriptions orthose abilities that describe
the outstanding nurse, manager, and educator
three 'career fields heavily selected by our grad-
uates. These descriptions will be used by our
faculty members to review their own decisions
about which abilities are important in a,given
field, and to further develop instructional and
assessment tools:

We are also building complex profile;rif both
personal and professional development in the
college years and in later life. We interview stu-
dents after each year in college. We find that we

o

can assess many outcomes of the college experi-
ence through in-depth interviews outcomes
such as increased self-confidence, creativity,
internalization and integration of competences,
and the ability to transfer learning to personal as
w ell as professional settings. We are assessing
students on a variety of measures other {ban
those de eloped by, our faculty. By monitoring
and describing student growth in tams of mea-
sures developed by others, we can begin to
check on our success in preparing students for
life after college. .Our gvaditates seem to per-
ceive themselves as lifelong learners who take
responsibility for their own learning. This effort
has helped us begin even more comprehensive-

thoSe so-called intangible outcomes that edu-
cators expect to result from education.

The effort to rethink our ideas and change our
practice, lthwever difficult and demanding, has
resulted-in our becoming more effective in rec-
ognizing the uppermost levels of potential for
the adult learner for we deal in maximum

-rather than minimum competence. We also con-
centrate on eactil individual student where
that student is!, where that student chooses
to go.,

Implications for Elementary and
Sec pdary Programs

We believe our experience holds several
implications for elementary and secondary edu-
cators who are struggling Lvith many of these
same issues

0

First, we believe that the earlier a student par-
ticipates in an educational process that is de-
velopmental,the better.

Second, we believe that assessment best
serves students from the start, when iri ad-
dition to providing evaluation of their prog-
ress it operates as a diagnostic tool, helping
to form the teaching process.

Third, we believe that students learn better
when their develoPment involves, as soon as
possible, learning how to learn.

k

Fourth, by identifying abilities and assisting
students in 'developing them, we believe that
we can better understand personal and profes-
sional potential in the individual.

1 '7' -1
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Finally, although we are just beginning and
we still have far to go, we have observed what
we believe are important outcomes at all lev-
els of education the intangibles of educa-
tion, which transcen-a our list of competences.
They can be enhanced by a carefully planned
educational 'process..
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Skills for the Future

Lena Lupica
Educational Futures Consultant

Editors' Note: In government and private industry, groups of experts are concerned with forecasting the future. The
forecasts of thcise futurists -have implications for what we should do in the present to be prepared for the future. In
the first half of this paper, Lena Lupica reviews the forecasts for changes in the society's demands of school
graduates and for changes in schools. In the latter half she discusses six categories of skills which are needed in a
changing world and might be considered basic.

Throughout the United States, a "back-to-
basics", movement ha's. taken hold which, if
taken at face value by school administrators and
school boards, may cause serious problems in
preparing children for their adult lives. Why
should the.basics reading, mathematics, writ-
ing, and now, with the new-federal legislation,
oral communication be so emphasized at this
point in history?

The `popUlarity of the back-to-basics move-
ment appears to have a number of explanations.
It is a cry to reverse the low achievement test
scores received by students in the last fifteen
yearS.* The cry, "Back to Basics," helps quiet
the complaints of college professors who argue
that many entering students are lacking in basic
reading and writing skills. In many ,instances,
the movement is a demand to "cut out the

U.

(.r

*Although it is clear that stAndard achievement test
scores have fallsn steadily in the last fifteen years,
the causes for lFieir decline are uncertain. The edu-
cational innovations of the 1960s are not the only
possible reasons for the declines. Other factors such
as vthe effects of child-spacing, early childbearing,
and the influence of television have been given as
plausible explanations for the low test scores.

frills," along with the educational innovations
encouraged in the 1960s, and to reduce the cost
of educafion. Fueled by the general taxpayers'
revolt especially against high property taxes
which support loal school district's the
movement may reflect the fiscal conservatism -
currently predominant in our Society. It may
also be considered a request for a simpler, less
complicated life and 'a return to traditional'
methods of teaching (that is, teacher-directed
lectures and authoritarian discipline). Whatever
the reasons for its popularity, the back -to- basics
movement should be viewed with concern, be-
cause it will not adequately prepare individuals
to live in the future.

By using the tool of trend forecasting and
analysis, the need to teach student's other basic.
skills becomes apparent. The futuie cannot be
predicted with, certainty; nevertheless, reason-
able forecasts of developing'trends in the social,
political, economic, and technological fields
can be made. Analyzed together, trends in these
areas willhelp surface emerging issues and so-
cietal needs. ,A biief view of a few major en-
vironmental trends demonstrates the need to
teach individualsthe additional skills of coping
with change; anticipating alternative future de-
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velopments. knolA ing how to learn; using com-
puter, voice, and visual equipment; developing
human relations skills, and learning effectike
citizenship' skills.

Major Trends

We live in an age of rapid and accelerating
change, an age of increased complexity, in a
wor w i ini e resource?.. his rapid change
can be placed,in perspectivaif we look briefly at
how humans have 'progresse.d technologically
over time.'It took our ancestors hundreds of
thOusands of years to move from the hunting
and gathering stage to the agricultural, stage, ap-
proximatelk ten thousand years to develop and
spread agriculture through most of the world,
to hundred y ears to develop a scientific and
industrial cik ilization, and less than fifty years
to bring about an electronic revolution that pro-
cesses and sends information around the world
instantaneously. The next revolution, in the
biomedical field. may occur in lesss.than thirty
years and may alter our perceptions of life itself.
SLience and technology, the driving forces for
many social changes, w ill continue to have an
increasingly' significant impact on our life-
styles, our, survival needs, and' oUr values.

Science and li however, are not the
only factors 1, hich change our lives. Social fac-
tors such as exponentiaLpoPulation grow th pat-
ferns (incremental growl similar to that of in-

.. -terest on savings accounts) also play important
roles (Pirages and Ehrlich, 1974,. p. 3). From the
beginnings of human life to 1650 A.D world
population reached 'half a billion. By approxi-
mately 1850, to hundred years later, that figure
had doubled. By 1930, a period of eighty years,
it had doubled 'again, to.reach two billion. By
1975, a scant forty-fik'e years,' world population
reached four,billion. The Population Reference
Bureau shows a current annual world popula-
tion growth or2.05 percent, an increase of 172
indicOduals per minute .(a total population
doubling timepf forty-one years) (Little and

. Roth,_ 1979, p. 8). According to current conser-
vatik e United Nations projections, world popu-
lation will reach 5.8 billion people in the year,
2000, 9 billion people in 202$:, 11 billion in
2050 and, level off.at around 14billion by 2075
(Little,and Roth, 1979, p. 9). A higher estimate
given in a report of the House Select Committee

on Population, of the United States' Congress
.states that if present population growth rates
continue, there will be 8 billion people on earth
in the year 2018, 16 billiOn in 2058 and 32 bil-
lion in 2098. Population growth patterns will,
of course, influence housing needs, food needs,
production capabilities, environmental pollu-
tion, and future economic growth rates.

Although the United States has reached
below zero population growth, the Tore' rapid
population and economic growth rates in for-
eign countries will place pressures on Ameri-
cans. These pressures may come in the form of
demands from tleveloping nations for goods,
natural resources, improved health, better edu-
cition, and guarantees that they can keep their
cultural identities. Unless developed nations
can formulate a policy of interdependence rath-
er than the present policy of self-reliance and
isolationism, the international scene will see
much turmoil in the next twenty.years. Our edu-
cational 'system can improve the international
situation by teaching skills.in interpersonal re-
lationships and e'mbhasiiing cross-cultural un-
derstandings, the interdependence . of nations,
and the value of international Cooperation. ,

The interdependence movement is directly
affected Gy the economic 'growth policy. "T'he're
are limits To the earth's natural resources,
cially when humans use some material (for ex-
ample, fossil fuels such as coal, gag; an oil) at
much faster rates than nature replenishes them.
By social choice and political action, most in-
dustrialized countries are moving away from
the concept of unlimited, Careless growth. In the
United States, the movement toward mbre2eco-
logically compatible"! growth, or "sustained"
growth, is demonstrated in the personal choice
of smaller families and a birth rate below zero
population growth level ("Human Resources,"
1980, p. 9); in community opposition tonew
power plants, shopping- ,centers,. dams, and
highways; in political action such as mandated
standards for land reclamation after strip min-
ing, and pollution-abatement laws-, and per-
sonal lifestyles directed toward simplicity and
the use of appropriate technology (renewable,
energy-efficient, recyclable, and non-polluting
technology). The educational system can pre-
pare individuals for an ecologically compatible
growth environment by teaching coping skills.

z
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Movements toward interdependence, cooper-
ation, and "sustainability," coupled with grow-
ing concerns for human rights, the assimilation
of the Post World War II ''baby boom" genera-
tion into the Ivorkforce, and a shift. in values
will have an impact on the quality of work life.
Some businesses are realizing a need to demon-
strate social responsibility both in the work,-
-place-and-in-the-eommunity..They see American
productivity eroded by increased job stress,
lower motivation to.work, _poor health, escapist

e' drinking and drng,habits, increased labor turn-
oveli and absenteeism. A large propOrtiOn of
the population and the workforce in the United
States ' ill be in the prime age category (25-44)
in the next twenty years°("Human Resources,'

'1980, p. 12). By 1990; they will be approximate-
ly 80 million in number, 30 percent of the popu-
lation and 50 percent of the labor force. These
people will be more educated than past gener-
ations, and many will hold values that show
concern for individualism over conformity,
diversity over uniformity, experience over mate-
rialism, persons over institutions, participation
overauthority, and quality over quailtity.

Our educational system can improve the
international situation by teaching skills in
interpersonal relationships and empha-
sizing cross-cultural understandings, the
interdep9ndence of nations, and the value
of international cooperation.

Many in the present work force are begi9ning
to re-volt against jobs broken down to their sim-
plest elements, assembly-line work, specific
and detailed job classifications, organizational
inflexibilities, and, standards set by manage-
ment alone. Some are beginning to change the
work environment by demanding_ worthwhile
and meaningful, work, a chance to grow in a job,
a share in managing their job and work envirorf-
ment, a stake in the organization, and a place on
the board of directors. Modern workers appear.
.to be genuinely concerned or the quality of
items produced or services rendered. Such con-
cepts of freedom and. democracy emerging in

1 (.1
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the workplace indicate a likely change-in the
future orking enviromqnt and in the, skills
,Ivhich -must be learned ichnol.

These are not the only trends which will in-
fluence our educational ,s'ystem and determine
the skills needed by people in the future. A bri4
sentence or two on other trends will further em-
phasize the importance of providing appropri-
ate basic skills to meet future student needs:

1. Young people (16-24 years old) entering the
labor market after 1985 IN, ill find advance-
ment into middle management positiOns dif-

. . ficiilt. Such a situation will require revised
dcare'expectations and thoughtful career

planning.
2. Cultural diversity will-continue to 1-,,ruty' The

overt aclv'ocaCY7 of beliefs which only ten to
twenty years'ago were frowned upon demon-
strate this continuing trend. The adoption of
alternative liftsryles is also indicative of this
trend., More people are living alone. Single
parenthood is tin the rise. Laws are being
pdssedAto safeguard the rights of children.
There is growing acceptance of mixed racial
and religious marriages. And corporate fam-
ily and communar life are becoming more
popular. Only 'about 15 percent of the popnla-,
tion of the United States remains itt the tradi-
tional family unit with `two parents and two
children ("Household ...," p. 28).

3. Ethnic and language diversity is rising with
the migration of Mexicans and the acceptance
of Vietnamese and Cuban refugees into ,the.
United State.

4. More' women are seeking paid positions. By
1990, 60,4 percent of women in-the Unlited
States may by in the work force an increase
from the ,current 50.7 percent.

5. There is evidence that the United States
is losing its position of technologicaLleader-
ship to such.countries as Japan and West Ger-
many. U.S. Power in the future May lid pri-
marily in its ability to.control and to manage
information.

6. There is a movement teyard"educatiOnal
packaging" and -more" use of technologies,
such is holowyhic technilues, voice /video
technology,a and computer-basecrinslruction
systems which. help diversify; the educational

1 ,
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process and allow Americans to become an
oral/visual society.

Basic Educational Skills for a
Changing `World

What do all these changes mean for a child
who is trying to live in this world of rapid
change and to prepare for adult life? In the past;
stress and disorientation appeared to be prob-
lems of adults. However, the insecurities of
world in transition are now causing symptoms
of these same conditions among a large number
of children. What basic skills can children learn
to help them reduce the daily tensions they feel
and improve their quality of life? It atIpears that
there is need for a broader definition of basic
skills to include:

Coping with change
Anticipating alternative future developments
Kdowing how to learn
Using computer, voice', and visual equipment
Developing human relations skills \
I:earning effective citizenship skills

Ob

Coping with Change. To develop the ability
to cope with change, individuals must be mu-,
tioned against striving exclusively for mastery
of a very limited set of knowledge and skills.
Ongoing change in work and society require
that most p ons be prepared to make major
changes in heir lives /changes often requir-
ing some v rsion of lifelong learning. Eugene
Schwartz in his book Overskill shoWs that
excessive specialization is self-defeating. Civil-
ization cannot' he saved by a group of highly
trained specialists who do not understand.other
fields or even themselves.'

Diversity and openness 'to change are essen-
tial ingredients in creating, a personal coping
mechanism. Those who are diversified will
have fewer problems in finding new occupa-,
fions when their old jobs are repjaced by auto
oration or are eliminated (Bowman and-Pulliam,
1974). Openness to change involves a willing-
ness to take risks, especially the risk oLlearning
about oneself. Coping skills, for example, may

, inc de stress-management technique's such as
relax ion and biofeedback; effort.S to attain

-underganding and a positive self-concept
through values clarification, human interaction
workshops, and psychology curriculum; efforts

'

to learn the value of other people by accenting
the concepts of cultural pluralism and global.
interdependence; and efforts to master tech-
niques for anticipating change, seeking alterna-
tives in one's personal future, and transferring
the knowledge to more general developments
in life.

c..
Anticipathig Altern'ative Future Develop-

ments. LearnineCoping skills is irectly related
to anticipating possible future developments.
We must educate students to study future pbs-
sibilities by making them aware of major issues
and developments that are highly probable, and
having tihem analyze the short- and long-range
problems and opportunities these issues will
raise. Through this process, they can learn to
deal with uncertainties and tolchoose Wisely
among alternatives.

According to Alvin TQffler (author of Future
Shock)', the habit of anticipation is more impor-
tant than specific bits of advance informatiOn.
After all, we are in general much less shocked
by, and much better able to cope with, situations
which we ha'e considered in advance than we
are with developments which are totally unex-
pected. If we think through six alternative pos-
sibilities in advance- and only one of them oc-
curs, we are still better able to cope than if we
had" considered'none of the possibilities. Thus,
successful coping may well lie in a sense of the
future, because people can, then better prepare
for any dislocations and stresses brought on by
rapid change (Kauffman, 1976).

Knowing How to Learn. The skill of learning
how to learn wakvaluedtby the late aithropc&-
gist, Margaret Mead. Knowing how to learn is a
process skill, while knowing what to learn is a
content skip. In the future, we Will need indi-
viduals who hSve been trained to think rtther,
than to remember. ,Increasingly, the information
one learns in school may become dated, irrele-
vant, or useless. Further, students will hot be
able to memorize the Vast amounts of informa-
tion generated by extended computer capaci-
ties. E,dtIcators' must realize that 80 pei.cent Of
factual material is forgotten within the first six
months after it is memorized (Miller, 1978).

0

Thus, our cpntinuing effectiveness resides in
our ability to learkhow to find, obtain, and use
information resources which provide the latest

]t is 0
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data necessary for solving problems or' taking
advantage of opportunities. These process skills
help learners think analytically and intuitive-
ly,- which in ttfrirhelps them organize their
thoughts, define problems or opportunities, ask
the proper questions to reach solutions, under-
Stand relationships and connections among ma-
terials, skynthesize information in a holistic
manner, and choose the beSt solution(s) among
the alternatives. Process skills also provide the
learner with the ability to observe and recognize
inconsistencies in data, propagandechniques,
advertising strategies, and consumer product
information. It is through the skill of learning
how to learn that we may preserve what Buck-
minster Fuller (architect, scientist, and inven-
tor) thinks is "natural and instinctive in hu-
man beings' an insatiable desire to learn"
(Hostrap, 1975).

Using Computer, Voice, and Visual Equip-
s ment. Individuals will continue to seek and to

communicate knowledge in the future, but in-
creasingly it will be stored in electronic form
`rather than in books. Computerg and voice and
video cassettes are competing with the written
word as a new means to store and send informa-
Ijon. The p'resent:generation Of computers can
store more information in less space and com-
municate more quickly than any form of printed
matter. It is hoped tha,t the next generation of

4 computers will be still faster, lighter, cheaper,
and more reliable. Common sense, the expense
of paper, the lack of space, efficiency, and com-
petition will force, m#.1ibraries, businesses,
and government agencies to store in computers
the increasing amount of information generated
in our society. The rapid proliferation of knowl-
edge is intensifying the shift from the pro-
ductio'n economy representative of an industrial
society to the service economy representatiVe of

.44

a post-industrial society.
As 'this process continues, the demand for

people with computer literacy --- the ability to
)inderstand the basic functioning of a computer
and to use a computer terminal will grow.
Cuhently, .50 percent of all occupations in the
United States are in some way connected with
the accumulation and processing of informa-
tion. EarWoseph (staff consultant and futurist at

^.. Sperry Univac, Division of $perry Rand Corpo-
ration) estimates this percentage rimy rise to

80 or 90 percent ,of the entire work force in
the United States by 2029 (Business Week,
September 3, 1979).

Technological advances in data processing
and the movement toward a service-oriented so-
ciety are having an impact on skills presently
considered basic. Low-cost calculators have' al-

., ready eliminated the need to do mathematical
computation. Now, with an understanding of
mathematical processes and the operation of
a calculator, .most individuals can function in
society without some of the basic skills of math-
ematics. Furthertiore, they may function more
efficiently than before and have increased time
for leisure activities or work. Might not writing

Individuals will continue to seek and to
communicate knowledge in the future, but
increasingly it will be stored in electronic
form rather than in books. Computers and
voice and video cassettes are competing
with the Written word as a new means to)
store and send information.

and reading Skills be similarly affected by new
technology? The Kuizwell Reading Machine (an
experimental computer designed to help the
blind) scans pages, recognizes letters and
words, applies phonetic rules, discerns phrase
boundaries (using syntactical and vocabulary
knowledge), identifies stress and accent marks,
and synthesizes it all into words and sentences
as it goes along (Hoover, 1979). At the IBM York-
town Heights Research Center in New York,
researchers are trying to produce.a voice-driven
typewriter which will grapple wtth uncon-
strained, natural language. According to Rex
Dixon, IBM's, speech- processing consultant, "a
usable continuous-speech-recognition system
working with talkers, natural grammar and
large vocabularies may be ready. in 15 or 20
years" (Hoover, 1979).

Voice and- video equipment is also in a state
of constant improvement and miniaturization,
Video cassette systems can be attached to tele-
visiw sets to tape programs for replay at a
lateirdate. Systems have beer; developed to tape
a program on one channel while the viewer
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watches another channel and to tape programs
when the viewer is not able to be present for
them. Another more elaborate visual system'
currently under research is holography, a sys-
tem that projects three-dimensional forms.

In the voice department, tape cassettes have
been produced which are the size of a match-
box. It is only a matter of time before. these in-
struments are within the buying' power of the
average American. They are already within the
purchasing range of scZiools and businesses and
can be used to improve service and learning.
Needless ty say, students can be better prepared
to work with these devices.

D eveloping Human Relations Skills. The
benefits of new voice, visual, and computer
technologies are extensive: however; the use
of these devices may also have social disadvan-
tages which reduce face-to-face communication
and produce alienation among individuals with:
in 'American society. Development ,of hu-
man. relations skills-, especially _interpersonal
communication skills, can act to reduce the,neg-

-ative6 i7-Abnc-f of c unication techrfolboies.
The eftViasis pla .4'clifreadiri and writ) g

has at -time s,:plirdeA educe. S to the value of
listening and d-Speakig skin, Yet at -the heart
of good human interactiOn is As °Irbjlity ,to
communicate verbally tci-'&prland share
thoughts, needs, and wants. gducdtA Lan pro'
vide conscious and dirett efforts tohelp sty-
dents organize, describe, and, when tre'cessary,
sell their ideas orally. St4dents nee M practice
such skills in nonthreatening envirohinents
and to begin at an early age Tether than:Waiting
to team these skills when a' job, interpersonal
relationship, or another important, concern is at
stake.

The ability to relate well to others is vital for
anyone who works with people. The movement
toward a post-industrial society, heightens the
value of thiS skill, since good huinan relations
and communication skills are needed to provide
services antto mans e people.

Improved oral communication and human re-
lations skills will also contribut to students'
ability to cope with future social an hnolog-
ical changes and value shifts, since t ey be
better able to express the changes they feel or
see. In turn, such self-expi-ession reduceg aliena-

tion and The possib e discomfort of communi-
catingrideas or meet ng new peop e.

Learning Effective itizensh Skills. Ameri-
cans are corning to t reali .ation that the de-
cisions and policies ade today will have a
.long-range impact on
instittit'ions, our corm*
tion sts.tems, our technnlogic

our social
informa-

ations, our
natural resources, our helief systems, and even
our concepts of the nature of life. In'response to
this realization, citizens;are demanding a share
in t'he decis -making process and are holding
their iostit s accountable for their actions,
even to the t of cr new institutions
and organizations w re the Id ones no longer
function for.their benefit. F r example, holis-
tic health clinics have .gaine popularity as a
means of preventing illness and reducing health
Costs.

The power structure in the United States is.."
changing, making citizen, participation more
important. Our society is becoming decentral-
ized; thus, increased interest and participation
in goveinment is growing at the grassroots level
and decreasing at the national level. Toda'cr,
national, legislation is sometimes tritten with
the mandate that federal agencies conduct local
public hearings on issues under their considera-
tion. For example, the Office of tsschnology As-
sessment in Congress and /the Deparment of the
Interior in the executive/ branch must include
public participation in their studies. Students
today can be better prepred to take part in the
decisions of their community .local or nation-,

, al, personal or public 'by learning citizenship
skills.

A number of citizendhip skills can be taught
and praCticed in The educational environment.
Thee include learniAg practical methods of
participating in government and community
decisions (that ig, who to approach, how to
make contact, and how to organize an intelli-
gent response to an issue); learning techniques
for reaching consensus; deVeloping leadership

:skills; 'learning. the arts of compromise and
reconciliation; and recognizing the ways in
which different people within the community,
society, or culture are interdependent. One of.
The most imp Ft §k' is of citizenship is the
ability to keep ommbmication channels open
among all interested groups. :This makes re-

4.
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evaluation of the goals and objectives set by cit-
izens infinitely easier {a valliable outcome in
light of accelerating change).

By developing citizenship skills and combin-
ing them with a future consciousness, we are
creating a citizenry ready for the future a citi-
zenry which recognizes that many problems re-
quire work with politicians, business people,
scientists, and educators to achieve effective,
long-range solutions (Bezold, 1978).

Conclusion
The rapid, complex, and pervasive nature of

today's change has created a period of transi
tion a period in which new basic skills, in
addition to the three R's, are needed for surviv-
al. The educational systeth can successfully
help Americans move through the ,transition
from an industria?to a service and information-
oriented society by setting curriculum priorities
which reflect emphasis on skills needed for the
future.

Some courses necessary for the develoartfent
of these skills already exist in the education-
al system; others could use more emphasis.
Among the existing courses are the sciences,
economics, government, cross-cultural studies,
psychology, sociology, debate, competitive

. sports, foreign languagemusic, and English.
Additional emphasis could be placed on studies
of the environment and resources, future stud-
ies, the biological sciences, computer science,
social change, communications, communica-
tion_technologies, international development,
cooperational sports, and the citizen as a force
-for change. Most important, the curriculum
emphasis must evolve and change to meet new
basic-skill needs reflected in an ongoing analy-
sis of.societal trends.
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Editors' Note. This paper deals with, 9ne of the crucial elements found 'in effective schools. According to the
studies reviewed later by Samuels, the most important finding related directly to instruction was the importancre of
regular'assessment of definable and assessable skills with use of the assessment data to influence instruction This
is sometimes interpreted to mean that' there must be a subskills focus. The research, however, does not confirm
that. The writers of this paper and several other writers (including Goodman, Taylor, Jandt, Newkirk) indicate that
other important skills can be assessed and the findings used to inform parents and to direct instruction. The
underlined phrase above has three major implications: (1) assessment data must be collected frequently enough

to be useful in directing instruction; (2) data must belavailable ilninediately so as to influence decision making; and

(3) the data must be celevant to instruction. Vito Perrone and Walter Haney emphasize that assessment data must
be Yelatedto what has been taught and what is to be taught. For more formal testing, this is usually thought of as
criterion- referenced testing. For informal assessment, the teacher should be able to see and discuss with parents

;the relationship of the assessment t?o, instruction.

Introduction
,

An important challenge for teachers and
schOols is to communicate more clearly what
their purposes are'in-relation to the basic skills;
how they propose organizing to support those
purposes; what procedures. they plan to use to
assure children's acquisition and growth in the
basic skills; and how they will report to parehts.
While this is not a new challenge, it needs great-
er attention if schools are to regain the con-
fidence of the parents and communities that
support them. And the "greater attention" is
ultimately dependent on thousytful, well-orgat
nized assessment practios.

We wish to make clear at the outset that
assessment needs to be addressed broadly, in

9

schools, encompassing more than basic skills
concerns;. hOwever, for the 1purposes of this
paper we-will focus our attention on assessment
of the basic skills as traditionally defined. Our
discussion is organized principally around
(1) informal assessment procedures, including
record keeping, and (2) norm-referenced and
criterion -` `referenced tests. Our suggestions are
directed, primarily at individual teachers and
are related to the classroom. In closing our
discussion, we have directed some attention
to ways in which assessment might serve to

.bolster a school's overall improvement efforts.

Informal Assessment and Record Keeping

We begin, with informal assessment and

14L
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record keeping because they have considerable
potential for helping teachers become very
aware of children's development and for giving
direction to teachers as they plan ongoing in-
structional programs. Another reason for begin-
ning here is that teachers often make use of such
information but have not been as confident
about how to make use of it in an overall assess-
ment program.

In schools which have made`a consistent,
long-terrir-commitment to careful record keep-
ing (and this is not yet common), teachers can
learn a great deal about the §tatus and, pace of

'their children:s growth in the basic skills from
the reports of pious teachers. The report OR a
child prepared y the previous years' teachers
might intlude lists of books read, samples of
writing over a period of time, examples of math-
ematics concepts and applications which the
child understaAds, results of reading inven;
tories conducted on an indilclual basis, and1
summery evaluation statements about the var-
ious skill areas. (We have refrained from
commenting at this time about scores odstan-
dardized tests. The kinds of reports under dis-
cussion, however, would include all available
test scores.) These kinds of..records and no
attempt was made to be all-inclusive should
proyide teachers with some important insights.
about where children stand in relation to the
basic skills and suggest a broad array of starting
points in relation to curriculum.

In order to gain more personal understapd-
ing, as well as to establish baseline data for the
year, teachers,,might administer a variety of in-
formal assessment instruments and exercises in
the basic skills. In the area of reading, for exam-
ple, teachers might use one of the published
inforinal t'reading inventories '(Silveroli, 1973,
or McCracken, 1972) or an inventory that the
teachers themselves might develop (using a pas-
sage from a popular trade book enjoyed by chil-
dren at the relevant grade level) todetermine
how well a child reads, ihe kinds of dgficulties,
if any, which the child experiences, and so on.

, This kind of assessment' activity typically re-
quires a child to read a passage silentlyAescribe
orally what the passage is about, read the pas-
sage orally to the teacher, and then adt1 orally to-
the earlier lescription. Each published form in-
cludes a scoring mechanism based upon the fre-.

a

quency of errors, which permits the teacher to
categorize the child's reading levet. A useful as-
pect of the published inventory is that parents
can duplicate the process, gaining as a cot,ise-
quence some of the same insights as the teacher.
Another procedure to examine reading ability
is the Miscue Analysis, developed by Ken and
Yetta Goodman (1972), a linguistically based
assessment activity which focuses on compre---

. !tension and gives teachers some direction in
relation to subsequent instruction. This assess-
ment process provides teachers with excellent
information about' the reading,.strategies that a
child brings to print material.

. . . teachers who document children's
learning through carefully organized
records tend to become more knowledge-
ableabout children and learning. They
become the "students of teaching" that
schools need and parents desire. Teachers
who are able to describe children's learn-
ing in great detail are teachers who are
trusted, who can help establish and main-
tain parental confidence in the schools.

In the areas of mathematics and writing,
a variety. of assessment .activities, constructed
arounclothe curriculum materials and content re-
lated to the particular grade levelstf the chil-
dren, can be developed easily by. teachers. In
mathematics, these m,ight include,a sampling
of math symbOls, computational exercises, and
problem-solving activities undertaken in 'a
conference setting with the teacher. In writing,
children might be asked to engage in several
different activities, permitting the teacher to
gain some understanding of the child's use
of language, range .of expressiM' and so on.
Brenda Engel's Handbook on Documentation
(1975) and Informal Evaluation (1977) provide
a large number of examples of informal assess-
ment in all of the basic skills areas.

After some baseline information about chil-
dren's skills, interests, and learning styles has

'been collected: it is important for teachers to set
up a record- keeping system that requires peri-
odic input on individual development during

I"1 4
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the course of the year. Such a 'record would in-
cludearesults of assessment activities of the type
descrit ed above, samples of the child's %vbrk in
writing and mathematics, lists of books read
and understood., and audio tapes which demon-
strate the child's reading or language abilities.

These records, which show growth in basic
----s444-1.1s-o-verthe_course of a year, and which are

cumuldtive over the years the child is in the
school system, should assist teachers in their
instructional planning, for example: in making
decisions' about grouping patterns or determin-
ing enrichment needs. These efforts can also
assist teachers in identifying children with un-
J.Istial difficulties in reading, mathematics, and
writing children who may well need addi-
tional assistance. Aiding the learners, after all,
is the principal reason for maintaining careful
records.

The records can also serve as the\ basis for
periodic-conferences with parents, as-% ell as for
written- reports to parents. Too often in their
conferences 'with.parents teachers have insuffi-
cient concrete information on which to build
constructive' interaction. The rtcom -keeping
process might also illustrate for parents a way
that they can follow their children's progress
more closely,

. ,

In additiOn to thg benefits discussed above
in relation to systematic record keeping, it is..
our experience that teachers who have begun to
document children's learning through carefully,
organized records tend also to bec me more
knowledgeable about children and learning,
They become the "students of teach ng" that
schools need and parents desire. Teac lers who
are able to describe children's learnin in great-
detail are teachers who are trusted, ho can
help establish and maintain par tal co fidence

Art
in the schools.

Standardized Tests
Schools typically make use o some kind

of formal testing program in which orm-refer-/ ericed or criterion-referenced tests arc adminis-
tered in the fall or spring. Typically s h tests
assess children's skills in such areas as r ading,
language arts] spelling, social studies, mathe-
matics, and science. The most widely used stan-
dardized Pests in schools are norm-referenced;

examples are the Metropolitan Achievement.
Test, the"StaVord Achievement Test, the Cali-
fornia Achievement Test, the Iowa Testqf Basic
Skills, and the Comprehensive, Test of 'Basic
Skills. These norm-referenced tests are designed
to measure children's achievement relative to
that of other test takersi,who were part of a na-
tional sample (norm.) population. We will focus
most of our attention hero/on riorm-referenced
tests, since they are' so heavily ufc?riii schools.
.Criterion-Eeferenced tests, howt6erare increas-
ing in popularity.

Before we discuss the uses of norm-refer-
enced tests. we 'believe it would be instruc-
tive especially for parents to comment
briefly on the forms in which test results are
reported. Inthe.process, we will point out some
of the problems of interpreting the results of

-norm-raterenCed tests in °order to assure suffi-
cient understanding to attend to the rising con-
cerns about the misuse of such Jests.

. Norm-referenced test result( are reported
as (1) percentile scores, (2) stanine scores, or
(3) grade-level equivalency scores. The score of

correct answers (the raw score) out of 80°
it s on the language section of a very popular
achievement test (19,4 version) taken at the
endof the seventh grade may be converted to
a percentile score, of 52. This indicates-that
52 per&mt of those who took the test

less

part
of the norm population scored 43 °Hess and -'

r .

48 percent scored higher than 43.
Stannic ..scares, unlike percentile scores and

grade -level equivalency scores, are suggestive
o( a range ((or this reason test publishers are
increasingly epdouraging their use). A stanine
score is developed by organizing percentile
scores into nine groups. e% stanine score o
5, encowassing 20 percent of the percen
scores, is considered average; 40 percent of toe
scores will then 'fall- above this average and
4'0 percent below. On the test Mentioned above,
tlit percentile score of 52 falls whin the fifth
stanine, along with all percentile scores be-
tween 40 and 60.

The grade-level equivalency score is derived
essentially by assigning to the median raw score
of a seventh-grade norm populationla grade-lev-
l equivalency of 7.0. Scores above and below
the median are assigned grade-level equivalen-

, A L)
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cies above and below 7.0. These assigned grade-
level scores represent an estimation, nothing
more. The score of 43 on the language section of
the test under discussion (taken at the end of the
seventh grade), which converts to a perCentile
score of 52 and a stanine score of 5, produces
a grade-level equ,ivalency score of 8.3 (eighth
glade, third month).

The publisher of the test from which the fore-
going derivations are taken lists a standard
error for the language section as 3.9. This stan-
dard error indicates that two thirds of the time
one could expect a raw-score fluctuation of 3.9
for a given student. As the test manual (Stanford
Achievement Test, 1976) notes, "We could
expect with about 68 percent certainty that the
true score (for a student with a raw score of
43) would fall between [39 and 47).- This is
between the 44th and 60th percentiles, or sta-
nine 5; the grade,-level equivalency range, on
the other hand, is 7.2 to 8.9. The point of all of
this is that the scores are very imprecise; one
has to be very careful in attaching too much
importance to them.

Of the three derivedscores, grade-level .

equivalency is the most commonly used,
even though it is the.most misleading. Test
publishers now regularly point out in their
manuals that grade-level e uivalency
scores are being questi ed as an
appropriate means of i derpreting the test
performance of individuals and groups . . .
In some cases they admonish users not to
report grade-level equivalencies at all. :

Of the three derived scores, grade-level equiv-
alency is the most commonly used, even thokigh
it is the most misleading. Vest publishers now
regularly point out in their manuals that grade-
level equivalency scores are being questioned
as an appropriate means of Interpreting the test
perforMance of individuals and groups. They
suggest further that "grade equisYalents are not
an equal-unit score scale . _statistical computa-
tions based on grade-level equivalency values,
are not, strictly, speaking, legitimate (Guide-
lines, 1973). In some cases they admonish users
not to report grade-level equivalencies at all.

1Vhat kinds of assessment information can a
teacher or parent derive from the results
of a norm-referenced testing program? While
scores are reported for each child who has takv
a particular test, teachers need to be cautious
about how the information is used. Three major.
problems exist. First, single test results never
give exact assessments of an individual stu-'
dent's level of learning. They always contain a
margin of error. If children are tested on more
than one occasion, their scores can' easily vary,
often by twenty or thirty, .percentile' points, in
terms of national norms. Second, one must al-
ways consider whether children have actually
been taught the material covered in the test they
were given. Research onlesting, not surprising-
ly, shows that students tend to do better on tests
which are related to what they have been taught
than on tests which cover material_ they have not
been taught. The third point to be ept in mind
is that all of 'the most commonly used stan-
dardized tests rely almost ePttirely.on multiple-
choicrouestions. This format is used because it
is quick and easy to score. But it has limitations.
With the multiple-choice format children need
only pick out the correct answer to a prOblern.
from a set of answer choices. Just because par-
ticular children can recognize spelling errors on
a standardized test, we cannot assume that they
can write a correctly Spelled letter. And children
who read very well may select -wrong" answers
from among the limited choices-available for a
halt of reasons which may have little to do with
their ability to read.

Recognizing these problems, teachers should
interpret individual test results in region tosall
of the other data Which has been recorded-about
each child. It is for this reason that ,WTe began
this paper with a discussion of informal assess-
ment aril' tecord keeping. if a test corroborates
other information about an individual child,
teachers have additional direction for develop-
ing a 'responsive' educational program for that
particular child.

It is at the group level that the norm-refer-
enced test data have greater potential. Much of
the individual error tends to wash out at the
group level. If the norm-referenced tests were
well chosen at the outset -in other words, if
they contain objectives closely related to the ob-
jectives of tir teacher and the school teachers

t'
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can use the test results to assess strengths and
weaknesses in their instructional programs. If,
as.a group, children score lower than the norm
on problem-solving items, fol. example, teachers
might reexamine their instructionalprograms
in mathematics. Have they given sufficient at-
tention to this area? If the average for mechani-
cal skills related to reading'is at the 80th percen-
tile but the average for reading comprehension
is at the 55th percentile, teachersmight have a
basis for examining their reading program. Are
they giving too little attention to meaning? Are
they providing children with a broad enough
range of material to read? These are important
questions.

Given some ot the problems in deriving indi-
vidual data from norm-referenced tests, increas-
ing numbers of schools are beginning to rely
upon criterion-referenced tests. In many cases,
these tests are created at local levels and include
questions developed to test loCally identified
learning objectives. Rather than being con-
cerned about how a student's5score (or a class-
room's average score or school's average score)
deviates from the norm, criterion-referenced
tests focus on how far a student's score (or
a classroom's average score or school's average
score) deviates from a fixed standard. The stan-
dard (the criterion) is usually fixed atthe local
level. Teachers and pgrehts might agree that
children:in the sixth grade should answer 70
percent of the questions relating to fractions
correctly. Those who answer 70 percent or more
of the items related to fractions correctly have
met the standard. These tests provide teachers
with additional inforniation about what ari indi-
vidual can or cannot do. Because, such tests are
typically developed locally arqund objectives
thought to be important, results on these tests
are not only good vehicles, for examining the
local curriculum, but'they are helpful in Adig-
nosis, For example, a student who has not mas-
tered addition of fractions but has mastered ad-

. dition of whole numbers can be identified for
specific instructional assistance in addition of
frotions the precise area of difficulty. The
results on such tests can thus be linked directly
to instructional activities. ,

While norm-referenced tests are almost ,en-
tirely multiple-choice in formats criterion-refer-
enced tests often take iv different direction.

'; '
1 0,

They might set forth holistic task& such as,
"Demonstrate 3 ways of completing an electri-
cal circuit" or "Write a letter of applicat n, de-
monstrating knowledge of correct form.' But, as
with norm-referenced tests, teachers s ould be
careful to use the results in consort with all the
other information that has been recorded.

The School as a Whole
The foregoing discussion focused on individ-

ual teachers and elassroonis and stressed careful
record keeping. Testing was placed within the
larger context of the ongoing documentation of
children's basic skills learning. Teachers may
draw upon this larger context of documentation
for reporting confidently to parents, and for
structuring what they do with individual chil-
dren to enlarge their growth in the basic skills.

The school, as a whole, also needs to address
some of the same evaluation issues. How teach-
ers document children's learning in the basic
skills, what kinds of records individual teachers
maintain, what kinds of assessment activities

How teachers document children's
learning in the basic skills, what kinds of
records individual teachers maintain, what
kinds of assessment activities are used,
how teachers will report to individual
parents about their children, and the
school's overall objectives for basic skills
learning should be outlined explicitly for
the school community.

are used, how teachers will report to individual
parents about their children, and the school's
overall objectives for basic skills learning
should be outlined explicitly for the school
community. The school can sumrharize a variety
of classroom data for parents and community on
an annual basis. For example, how many books,
on the average, were read by children at various,
grade, levels? What percentage of children at
each of the grade levels mastered the learning A.
'objectives in mathematics,- reading, and writ-
ing? What steps were taken with children who
were having diffiCulty meeting the learning ob-
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jectives? How did parents respond to their chil-
dren's experience in school generally and in
the basic skills specifically? (This information
might be derived from parentinterview s.) What
were the group results on criterion-referenced
or norm-referenced testing programs?

While such information would be useful to
the community, it can also be useful to the mem-
bers of the school stiN, providing a base for re-
examining their collective efforts. 4f the stat'i
members note areas where children tend to be
having particular difficulty, they have a basis
upon which to plan remedial action. By review-
ing 'common data systematically, they can be
assured That their judgments are rooted in an
empirical base and are not'based upon random
observations..

Summary
In this brief paper we have attempted to place

before readers a case for" evaluation. We believe
that evatuation is basic to the growth of pro-
grams, teachers, and children. While we offered
,some cautions regarding standardized tests, we
also suggested ways in which they can be used
constructively. Our larger 'concern, however, is
to support systematic documentation that is Th-
tegral to the instructional process. We recognize

4

the burden that a careful documentation pro-
gam related to the basic skills places upon

.teachers. However, e are convinced that the
benefits are greiter than the burdens. Teachers
will grow in their professionalism through such
a process, children will be better served because
their needs will become manifest, and parents,
who will begin to receive more specific infbr-
mation about their children,' will have a more
concrete basis upon which to share in their chil-
dren's education.
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plahning and Managemeji of Instructi

Patricia Weiler
Director, Teacher Cepter Resource Exchange

American Federation of Teachers

Editors' Note. Whatever the state or district plan for basic skills instruction, in the final analysis the teacher must
make plans for the classroom. In this paper Pat Weiler provides general suggestions about hdw to plan and how to

, manage instruction. Emphasis is on parental involvement and regular evaluation (diagnosis) of student progress.
While the Anderson paper focuses on moment-to-moment management of classroom interaction, Weiler focuses
on decisions about what skills or content will be taught when, how a,nd to which students.

The goal of the planning and management
of instruction is the creation of child-tentered
programs that minimize unnecessary activities
and confusion and maximize the productivity of
all involved. This can be achieved in a resource
room with a few students, in a special skills lab

. or a self-contained classroom, or by team teach-
ing. Planning and management of classroom in-
struction are the cooperative responsibility of
an instructional team of teachers, paraprofes-
sionals, administrators, curriculum specialists,
parents, and students (Glasser, 1979, p. 24). To
emphasize the teacher's role as team and class-
room manager, the term "teacher-executive" is

- -fyused. ..- .
Teacher-executives plan organized systems

for routine activities and guidelines for carrying
.t..r.. out thortasks. These plans must be understood

and agreed .upon] by both parents and students.
The classroom'S' physical environment is orga-

.4 nized to provide easy access to instructional re-..k
soiirces. Curriculum design allows each student
to. succeed and become an independent learner
(Brophy and Putnam, 1979,p. 191). 4

_

Recent teacherleffectiveness studies demon-
strate the importance of precise basic skills cur-J,

riculum planning. Objectives to be mastered by
students are identified and made clear to both
students and their parents. These can be.objec-
jives of the district basic skills curriculum or of
an adaptation planned by the school curriculum
committee. 'Regularly scheduled newsletters,
progress reports, grid, above atl, daily home-
work assignments provide an important link in
the communication chain: Teacher-executiyes
realize that they must educate the family, not
just the child,

Planning for Instruction
The best instruction planning results when

there is input frpm air members of the instruc-
tional team aridfrom curriculum materials. Stu-
dents and parents can provide input by becom-
ing actively, involved in the planning prcicess
or by responding to surveys. At a minimum,
teachers' impressions astuclentand parent con-
cerns and interests should be assessed. Groups
or individuals involved in planning are more
likely to prov. ide support later for the teacher
and other classroom staff.

ran
Because instructional team members are busy

and the planning process is complicated, teach-

t5
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ers and principals should take the primary re-,
sponsibility for arranging the planning process.
Successful planning efforts have included the
following:

1. Instructional Package. A curriculum com-
mittee, representative of the instructional
team, prepares an instructional package
based on state, district: or school objec-
tives. Components of the instructional
package include basic skill expectations
in mathematics and language arts for each
grade level, entry and exit tests, resources
and materials for instruction and reinforce-
ment of the skills, and student profiles for
recording auil reporting to parents.

2. Classroom Plans. Before school begins in
the fall, teachers and paraprofessionals
meet in subject area groups or grade-level
groups to - prepare detailed classroom
plans. Teacher members of the curriculum
committee assist teachers in the use of
the curriculum guides that have been pre-
pared. Teachers have an opportunity to
discuss individual programs with the prin-
cipal and the curriculum specialist as well
as with special education teachers and re-
source teachers who will be involved in the
instruction of individual students.

3. Diagnostic Process. Before ,schoCil starts,'
teachers will aN plan a diagnostic process
which they will use to assess instructional.
needs of their class as a whole and of indi-
vidual students and to monitor students'
progress. Planning for this process will in-
clude developing procedur.es for diagposis
and monitoring which are tailored to the
instructional- content and to the student
popplati4h.

4. Parental
times on
inform'
tional
proc
me

s.

volvement. Parent rePresenta-
e, curriculum committee assist in

g Cit\her parents about the instruc-
rogra'm and involvingthem in the

Presentations at school board
ings, special parent/teacher confer-

es, and individual after-school sessions
rqide the: links necessary for success.

When possible, daily opportunities for pa-
rental assistance can reinforce the instruc-
tional program. Programs such as "Dial-a-
Teacher" (United Federation of Teachers)

give parents and students access to imme-
diate assistance after school and support
classroom instruction.

5. Planning Time. Monitoring the instruc-
tional process, adapting strategies to meet
individual needs, Plan-Mpg with support
personnel (counselor, social worker, special
education teacher), and coordinating pro-
grams with'other teachers of the same sub-
ject area demand a great deal of time.
A pyofessional development program that
provides for adequate released time for
planning during the school day helps to
ensure Improved student achievement.

The instructional plan for each classroom
will reflect the teaching style of the teacher-
executive and the paraprofessional and the in-
structional needs of the students. Although
most schools are still organized according to
grade levels, curriculum committees and indi-
vidual, teachers must strive to develop contin-
uous progress programs in which instruction
progresses from each student's current level of
development.

'Management of Instruction
The instructional team must weigh all of

the alternatives in designing a °classroom man-
agement progrAm. Management of instruction
includes considerations of how decisions are
made about the skills and content taught at any
given tjme and how the classroom is arranged.
This can include decisions about how students'
level of development will be assessed; the
collection and handling of information about
student progress; how grouping will be used
in the classroom, including, the use of learning
stations; the use off reading, writing, and mathe-
matics laboratories; 'coordination between the
classroom teachers and resource specialists in
planning for the needs of special children; the
use of incentives to motivate children; relating
instruction to, real-life situations; the use of
media in the classroom and at-home; and the
role of parents in the implementation of the
curriculum.

All instruction should provide the best op-
portunity for the student to learn at his, or her
own Pace. Any or all of the above arrangements
or approaches might be used, depending upon

153
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what is to be accomplished and upon student
and teacher needs. Classroom arrangement
choices for just, one day might include total
class instruction, small group interaction, in-

.
structional centers, and individualized instruc-
tioirTne choices of approa'ch to what is taught
and when can fall anywhere on a continuum
from highly organized to informal.

A continuous-progress curriculum has stu-
dent-focused instruction as a primary objective.

,The diagnostic-prescriptive approach a high-
'ly organized approach fhat, usually focuses on
individual skills can assist the teacher and
paraprofessional in planning instruction de-
signed to meet the needs of all their 'students. Its
basic elements can be seen in most instruction
and can be used in managing a subskills-orient-
ed instructional program as well as a holistic
program. The use of a- diagnostic-prescriptive
approach assumes the existence of a plan with
specific objectives and means of assessing their
achievement.

Student .information s,,O-uld be relevant and
kept up to date. Skill mastery can be recorded
on individual profile forms in student folders or
on wall charts in the classroom, visible to all ,
students. Skill inventories based on classroom
instruction and on criterion-referenced tests are
designed to determine skill strengths as well as
deficits and can be constructed so as 'to identify
progress on clusters of skiik-.;"

Students can be grouped for instruction ac-
cording to their.skill level as determined by the
inventory. Paraprofessionals, as members of the
educational team, can provide individual and
.small group instruction to students to assist
them in deficit areas as well as to reinforce skills
they have mastered. Planning for this support is
facilitated by; a variety of instructional materials
that ensure mastery of these skills.

When diagnostic instrwnents show lack of
progress or regression, it may be important to
assign the student to a reading or mathematics
lab (see Office of Education, 1979, pp. 9-23,
29 -37). If the lab is set up within the school,
classroom teachers and lab teachers can plan to-
gether to gear the lab instruction to mastery of
skills necessary for the student to continue to
achieve in the classroom. Less difficult enabling
skills may be the necessary link for continued.

academic growth of the student. Increased in-
struction from the teacher may benefit the stu-
dent significantly, Reinforcement through home
activities can also facilitate skill T-nast.ery.

, If the regular classroom is viewed as the least
restrictive environment for handicapped chil-
dren, the special education teacher and the reg-
ular classroom teacher must plan together to
provide an effective instructional program for
those children. The skills program identified
in. the Individualized Education Program (IEP),
a plan developed for each special education
student, focuses on coordination between the
regular classroom teacher and the resource spe-
cialists and materials available to the teacher
(resources for classroom teachers are available
from the Ameridan Federation of Teachers,
Washington, 15.C.).

Although most schools are still organized
according to grade levels, curriculum
-committees and individual teachers must
strive to develop continuous progress
programs in which instruction progresses
from each student's current level of ,

development.

Classroom programs can provide many
opportunities foj stude is to reinforce skills
through small group or ndependent activities.
Learning stations can beiset up to help students
practice skills or learn inFlependently (Forte and
Mackenzie, 1972). Individnal student learning
styles are identified and kept in an individ-
nal.student profile. Knowledge about learning
styles and students' learning pace can guide the
teacher in planning small group and indepen-
dent activities.

`Incentives for continued achigvement are im-
portant and differ according to students' levels
of development and personal interests. Sonie
teachers have successfully used tokens as incen-
tives. The child accumulates and trades them
for prizes or free time (Engelmann, 1969). Other
teachers develop contracts with students, in
which thetstudents agree to master skills in a
giAren period of time, depending on their learn-
ing pace. The reward may be the completion of
the contract and the teacher's signature to mark
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the event. Positions of responsibility within the
classroom may provide inceVive for',some stu-
dents. Other students may enjoy being named as
checkers, w ith the responsibility of checking
other students' work, and so may assist in
peer tutoring (Kaplan'et al., 1975).

Motivation for learning is closely tiedto re-
cent concern regarding competencies necessary
to participate fully in society. Students must
be taught reading and mathematics skills in the
context of everyday life situations. "The curric-
ulum must be dewed ed as a r #flection of life, not a
compartmentalized distillation of a publisher's
dream" (Lo io, 1978, p. 18). Relevance is a key
factor to b considered by teacher-executives.

. Field trips and parent-child activities reinforce

the instructional progfam. begun in the class..
room. Daily instruction should relate to local,°
national, and world events. Familiar objects
used in everyday situations should be brought
into the classroom when space and budget
permit.

A growing number of teachers and parents
find that television can be used as a tool for
learning. Teachers prepare students for. home
television viewing by providing background in-
formation and by proVidircg the, connection be-
tween television programs and resources avail-
able in the. classnfm or the school library.
("TV Notebook and Study Guide" is published
monthly in AFT's American Educator) Parents
can also suNort learning at home through

as.

.- Instructional Management Checklist

A successful (reading) progr4rn is not. a static
one. It is in a continuous state of change, growth,
development and refinement. Maybe in the light
of this there are no successful instructional (iead-
ing) programs, only programs in a continuous
quest for sbccess.

Shirley Jacksbn

Organize the classroom for efficient use of resources

Use diagnostic instruments to place individual stet/dents on an instructional level
where they will succeed

Use prescriptive activities that take the learning style of the individual student
into consideration

Group students for instruction; those who have like needs can be grouped
together for seminars

Use a variety of learning experiences to reinforce skills that have already been
mastered

Involve students in the responsibility for classroom management (personal
record keeping, checkingepapers, etc.)

Use all The resources available to students in the school (counseling and social
service Support personner,.reading lab, math lab, science, etc.)

Reward decision making ajii independence through positive reinforcement

Monitor evaluations (tests) closely and incorporate strategies for, developing
clusters of skills'

Involve students in planning classroom activities, tasks and centers

Incltrde parents and significant-others in planning and evaluation

O
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games and other activities presently being de-
veloped by federally funded projects that use
television as a means for increasing individual
students' skills in the basics_of reading, writing,
critical thinking, and mathematics (forexample,
Southwest Educational6Developmenf 'Labora-
tory. Austin, Texas gifides K -5: WNET/Educ,a-
t ion Department, New York State . grades
K and 6-8; and the Far West Laboratbry for
Educational Research and Developthent, San
Francisco grades 9-12).

Parents can make a, most significant contri-
bution to continuity of instruction by ensuring
that children attend school regularly and `arrive
on time. Parents must be informed of student
progress and curriculum development regularly
throughout the school year. Continued support
through reinforcement of Ain mastery in t
home and community make a difference in the
student's academic performance (Snow, 1976;
p. 49). 1-lome paks,- with guides to activities
developed by teachers and parents at school-
community workshops, help parents reinforce
clAsroom in truction (Rich, 1978). Parent and
child can p ticipate together in using familiar'
objects in t e'home and community.

The Administrative Role
Administrative support provides for continu-

ity in schoolwide management procedures and
curriculum, ensures that necessary resources
are available, and encourages home-school rela-
tions. When prinCipals, teachers, and parents
cooperativelyy, plan, the principal effectively as-

_
sists teachers,as they create an exciting learning
environment. Although effective principals are
not often acclaimed when teachers have ade-
quate supplies and classroom resources and
when there is continuity in the curriculum,
these factors do contribute to imprOved'student
achievement, and administrators should be ap-
plauded for fulfilling their responsibility:

hiservice Education
A long-range inserVic.pplan is an integral part

of a successful curriculum program. Districts
may consider establishing a teacher center or
similar ongoing staff development program, set
up so that ;teachers, administrators, school
board members, Id university faculty can col-

laborate in the development of an inservice,pro-
gram. Such a program can give. teachers, who
are often isolated by individual school struc-
tares, a chance to work cooperatively with other
teachers and paraprofessionals to develop flew
skills and to explore new and different areas of
specialization to assist them in assessing the
changing needs of students and designing rele-
vant instructional programs and materials.

Conclusion

Programs which are trying to create a child-
centered environment and a curriculum whiCh
will meet the needs of students at all levels
of achievement often psing a diagnostic -
p ptive approach exist in thousands of
school districts across the country. But, much
more needs- to be done. Every basic skills pro-
gram can be exemplary and can ensure contin-
ued student growth and achievement if empha-
sis is placed on planning for local needs'
and effective management of the instructional
process.

1 5:;
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Overview: The first two papers in this section provide a map to help guide the reader in
basic 'skills planning. As with a highway map, these two papers provide only general
'direction and identification of major landmarks. The reader will need to consult other
papers for details and may need to seek.assistance from persons familiar with the planning
process. The first of these, by Michael Kamil, emphasizes questions to consider in plan-
ning questions which will help to identify important decisions to be made. Gerald
Duffy's paper suggests more specific steps in planning. In the third paper Mir* Allen
reports 'on one school district's experienCe;in planning a minimal competency program and
'describes some potential .challenges and pitfalls in such planning. The last three papers
discuss .broad and fundaMental factors to be considered in basic skills planning. Jay
Samuels reviews research on factors found in effective schools and makes specific recom-
mendations t what a 'program must include to assure its effectiveness. William Gorth,11*it
and Marcy Perkins ummarize the approaches that five states have used in defining and
developing basic skills competencies within their competency testing programs. In the final
paper, John Bormuth reviews and critiques evidence on levels of literacy. He finds that
levels of literacy in the populatiOn as a whole are rising. Although agreeing with the need
for more attention to literacy instruction, he cautions that planning in a panic may lead. to
weakening, rather-than strengthening, instruction.



Making' Choices in Basic Skills Instruckon:
Research, and Theory

Michael L. Kamil
-University-of Illinois at Chicago Circle

Editors' Note. In this paper Michael Kamil has drawn from the other papers, the synthesis meeting, and his own
research on models of reading to outline questions and ideas to be considered in reviewing andplanning basic
skills programs. He discusses the role of educational theory and research in basic .skills planning and suggests a
theoryrof instruction which serves as a basis for seven questions. Kamil suggests that these questions should help
to focus and organize. issues to be considered in the planning procvs, As we prepared the summary and analysis
of these papers, the seven ques ?ions also helped to determine ibt dimensions used for describing different
approaches to basic skills instruction.

Theie are no simple answers, regarding. the
content and approaches to basic skills instruc-
tion. Like so many contemporary problems, the
issues involving basic skills instruction are not
only complex but are also based in deep-rooted
beliefs about how the world ought to be and
what 'the schools ought to be doing with chil-
dren. At bottom, however, is a truly basic ques-
tion: What, after all, are the basic skills?

On the one hand, the notion still peilists that
the basics, are the traditional 3 Rs reading,
writing, and arithmetic. On the other ha id,
there is an ever-growing group of futurists who
warn that the years to come will demand other
"basics" that reading, writing, and arith-
metic will not be nearly enough. Similarly,
some blame basic skill deficiencies on a lack of
emphasis on :phonics and computation, while
others point to an. ever-increasing body of re-
search and experience which indicates that
much more than phonics and computation are
involved. And, while some place great empha-
sis on controlled, efficient, and specific instruc-
tional strategies for promoting greater basic

4

s ills learning in our children, others argue for
a strong 'commitment to preserving the spon-
taneous childhood exploration emphasized in
less constrained learning environments.

With the many choices and the lack of clear
answers, we might how to avoid making any
decision. However, tWs one choice individual
school districts do not have. They must specify
the nature of the basic skills when they plan
instructional programs and, now, when they
apply for Title II funds.....

This paper and the next, written by Gerald
Duffy, are designed to help program planners
make choices About basic skills instruction
what to teach and how to teach it. This paper
examines the contributions of research and the-
ory. The Duffy, paper examines the values and
practical constraints which operate on the plan-
ners (and the school) to furtheroshape the choic-
es to be made about basic skills instruction.

To illustrate the stages of decision making,
we have pictured the process iof making basic
skills choices as a funnel (Figuit1). The funnel

i GO
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s ows graphically how the clarity and rational-
ity of a basic skills program increases as choices
are made. Beginning vl, ith a large number of
vaguely understood and apparently wireLited
.options, these two papers suggest ways that the
conffision, uncertainty, and potential conflicts
can be reduced, narrowing the field of choices.

J

We believe it is preferable to begin with the
broader assessment. An initial planning focus .

which considers only the four basic skills may
lead to plans which do not match. those of
the community or the school, and which do
not fit into the remainder of the school cur-
riculum. .

The program which results from such a rational , The Duffy paper and'this one plunge directly
.

decision-making proc- ess takes into account the into the middle of the basic skills planning pro-
wide variations in student needs, as well as pa- ,

"cess. It is assumed that a survey procedure like
rental and professional values, and yet is'unde ,.

that presented in the Stump and Selz paper has
standable, viable, and coherent. . already been completed. In situations where no

When planning a basic skills program, ve Survey has been made, the planning process for
can, start either with the four basic skills ar as the basic skills program shotrld begin with the
specified in the federal Title II legislation (pea identifiCation and analysis of the basil skill§
ing, mathematics, written t ommunication. alad 'components of the existing curriculum and a
oral communication), or we cab begin with a study of various factors within the community
broader assessment of ,what students need to, which should influence the planning process.
learn. If we opt for the t econd choice, we must A review of these faCtors will help in the-de-
then determine how instruction in the basic termination of what, if any, changes should be
skills can contribute to outcomes relevant to made to best meet the needs of the community
such student needs. and its children.

et
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The first ingredient in developing a program
which meets the needs of the,community is a

. collaborative planning group, whose task it is to
identify, examine, and bring to resolution/the
conflicts between the values and constraints
which govern curricular decisions in the school
distiict: Such a group should include teachers,
content specialists, central office personnel,
board of education members, parents, and
particularly in the cases of adolescents
students.

The collaborative planning group must per-
form four analyticaltasks. It must (1) examine
the values of those arrived, since these values
will becoMe the foundation for curricular prin-*
ciples; (2) examine the current instructional
pbgram: (3) examine the constraints operating
on the school system which determine what the
curriculum can and cannot be; and (4) deter-

.. mine what can reasonably be expected of class-
room teachers. The results'of these deliberatiops
by the collaborative planning group are then
used in developing a basic skills program for
the district. In short, ari-effective basic skills
program must be built upon a careful analysis
of what is Acid what isjickappropriate and pos-
sible for a particular district. A collaborative
planning group charged 'with assessing the dis-
trict's position can provide planners with the
framework needed to create an appropriate ba-
sic skills program. The functioning of such a
group is described more fully by Duffy.

Before such planning group can accomplish
its four tasks, the members need sowne frame-
work for organizing their ideas about instruc-
tion. This instructional frameviork should in-

, -dude working definitiont, theoretical bases,
and instructional models. In this paper, we

tl> attempt to provide some possible definitions,
theories, and models. However, it is first neces-
sary to take up the place pf educational research
as a basis for informing inStructioal choices:

The Role of Educational Research
in Basic Skills Planning

For planning groups. trying to choose among
basic skill's options, a review of the relevant re-
search literature often proves fiustfating. A not
uncommon expectation is that there will beta
"best" method, dr group of methods. The sheer

0

volume of seemingly contradictory results often
leads practitioners to reject the research litera-
ture as even a partial, solution to their difficul-
ties in selecting methods of instruction. While
it is true that some research findings can be
difficult to interpret, there are others that are
unambiguous. A few examples: The more indi-
viduals praktice the better jhey will be (or be-
come). Or, motivation is necessary for learning,
Or, meaningful material is' learned better than
non-meaningful material. While these results,
taken in isolation, are unambiguous, they are
not unrelated. Practice appears td lead Id greater
competence, but if the student is motivated and
the material is meaningful, the practice is more
effective. Such interrelatedness gives some idea
of the complexity of instructional research.

.In attempting to weigh and 'Interpret the re-
sults of instructional research, planning groups
should bear in mind the following limitations of
such research?

First, research on instruction is often con-
ducted after the model of the natural sciences in
laboratory conditions. It is difficult to bring
appropriate populations, teachers, and settings
into the laboratory. The recent concern over
"ecological validity" (the question of a study's
validity or appropriateness in the situation to
which the-Fesults will be applied) is a reflection
of this situation. It would appear easier to derive
specific direction for instruction from educe-
final research that is co ducted in actual class-
rooms. Laboratory staies present difficulties
when the results are transferred, without ad-
ditional verification, to the school setting.
Similarly, research ,studies in reading using
nonsense yllables or single words are difficult
to trans into.educational practice.

Scientists have been reluciant to do research
outside the laboratory because of the problems
they encounter in controlling all of the vari-
ables. The use of co*puters may make it tech-
nologically possible to measure, if not control,
extremely large numbers of these factors. If this
15ecomt true, studies will come closer to.eco-
logical validity (Bronfenbrenner, 1976).

Second, practitioners often Took to researcfi-
ers with the expectation that they will devel-
op entirely new and different techniques that
will be "the answer." At best, researchers

O
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can only hope to verify the efficacy of existing'
techniques, rejecting those of little value. As re-
search methods become more attuned to ecolog-
ical validity, the testing dfmethods will become
more precise. Researchers will know why Spe-
cific methOds do or do not, should or should
not, work.

Third, 'many research results appear contra-
dictory because different researchers are dealing
with different variations of the 'same problem.
Replication studies (studies performed' more
than once by different researchers) can provide
greater certainty about the findings, but unfor-
tti-Otely, few examples of, such replications are
presently available.

Fourth, the differences in performance
should be instructionally important as well as
statistically significant. For example, many
studies of word recognition find statistically
significant differences that are of the order of
milliseconds. Such differences do not represent
any -usable (or even noticeable) differences for
the classroom teacher. On the other hand, in-
structional methods vepy different in, appear-

- ance often do not produce statistically signifi-
cant differences in achievement.

It is not the purpose of this paper to review all
the research on learning and teaching. Planners
who need help with this task w11 find that sev-
eral good integrative reviews are available.
Those listed in the reference section offer infor-
mation about specific instructional qUestions.

Planners should be advised that the direct in-
structional guidance available from research is
limited by the relative lack of research that is
ecologically valid, replicated, and conducted on
appropriate populations,-and which shows in-
structionally important differences. Aside from
the cautions derived from these considerations,
there is a useful rule of thumb: Research is to
be believed or trusted if there are few (or no)'
contradictory studies, or if there is general
agreement about the findings among respected
researchers and practitioners.-,

There is reason to hope that we will even-
tually be able to find the artsWers we heed from
research. For the moment, however, curriculum
planners may use these rough guidelines to se-,
lect from the mass of research findings and data
which aye available.

How Can Definitions Help? .

Definitions are at the root of the basic skills
controversy. One person's definition of _reading
or mathematics dictates what that person's "ba-
sics" will be, Someone who defines reading*or
mathematics differently will specify different
basics. However, definitions also, provide a
potential solution to some of the basic skills
problems. By carefully examining the defini-,
tions which distingUish the basic skills alterna-
tives, we can clarify 'the issues and build a foun7,
dation upon which to make choices. In short,
the basic skills controversy becomes somewhat
less messy if we can make some sense out of the
definitional issues.

. . . definitions provide a potential solution
to some of the basic skills problems:43y
carefully examining the definitions which
distinguish the basic skills alternatives,
we can clarify the issues and build a
foundation upon which to make choices.

Let's approach the definitional task by look-
ing at the terms basics and skills. In our discus-
sion we will consider a skill as a set of behaviors
and knowledge which can be applied to a spe-
cific. situation either to understand or to
change the situation. The presence of a skill or
skills is shown by a demonstrated ability to Per-
form an intellectual or physical task. It is as-
sumed that-skills can be learned, forgotten, and
re-learned. It is also assumed that a person may
possess a particular skill, but distractions, anxi-
ety, or confused direction may interfere with the
demonstration of that particular skill in a given
situation.

There is no great controversy over the term
skills, but when we consider the term basic, we
'are confronted with a paradox. everyone seems
to believe that basic skills are an essential part
of the educational endeavor, but there is_intense
controversy over what 14asid means.

Much of the difficultyli the definition,
of basic arises because peop e have different
sources for their definitions.The dictionary
uses such terms as fundamental aria essential in

6")ki
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defining ))osiC..For most people, basic skills in-
,

dude the skills IA hich are essential for function-
ing in society and for learning Rther skills. The
controversy continues when we try to deter-
mine what is and isn't essential.

The federal Title II 'legislation includes the
familiar reading, writiog,and arithmetic as ba-
sic skills, and adds oral communication. Plan-

. ners would be well advised to work through to a
consensus on defining basic skills. This 'is an
Jrri portant preliminary step and should be taken
before planners take up the consideration of the
role of theories and models in narrowing in-
structional choices.

How Cali Choices Be Io.formed by Theory?

Educational research is the enterprise of dis-
covering what variables in a situation influence
desired outcomes. Although research cannot
guarantee answers about basic skids instruc-
tion. it often suggests the kinds of questions that
should be asked.

One of the goals of 'research is to create the-"
ories which will identify what is important in a
situation and suggest ways to change a ituation
for the better. Theories in education dotot have
the same validity, formality', or rigor. as those in
the physical sciences? Often, our present under-
standing is not sufficient to provide a theoreti-
cal model of an educatibnal_process. Reading
proIides a good example of this difficulty. The
closest we hace come to'a theoretical concep-
tion of reading is that the reader translates print
from a text into meaning (comprehension). We
do not know whether the reader's comprehen-
sion processes begin w4 the text and move
through the senses to the mind, or Whether they
begin in the mind and proceed toward the print-
ed symbols.

. Because there is no firm, unequivocal evi-
dence about the nature of the reading process,
different theories have been formulated to repre-
sent, identify, and order the component process-
es that researchers believe are vital to reading"
The theories are best taken as informal guides
o thinking about reading, rather than as 4ien-

ti ically proven statements. This qualifies, but
does not negate, their usefulness in instruction,
for informal theories can often be very useful for
the, purpose of making choices and decisions.

Models determine and define the teaching/
learning process, even when teachers are not
consciously aware of acting on the basis of such
.models. Every teacher operates with at least an
implicit model of reading. The decisions teach-
ers make are a function of their beliefs about
reading. However, research has.also indicated
that teachers' decisions are not solely the result
of translating these implicit models directly in-
to practice. Rather, the implicit models teachers
act upon are modified by a number of external
classroom conditions. Among these are individ-
ual student characteristics (general ability, for
example), the materials available, and the need
for.efficientclassroom management. Formal, ex-
plicit theories of reading typically do not deal
with such environmental variables.

This paper will not considei specific research
data, bLit will examine some tentative instruc-
tional theories in order, to arrive at questions
which should be asked in curriculum planning.
We will first consider a. theory which proyides
an outline of the major aspects of instruction.
We Will then suggest the types of questions
which can be derived from that theory.

Taken together, the following three state-
ments define and delimit the instructional pro-
cess. They will represent our general theory of
instruction.

1. Learning results in changes in how an indi=
vidual understands the world or changes in
the individual's behavior.

2. Instruction is arranging the environment
so that learning can occur. It is influenced
by interactions arnonthe beliefs and skills
of parents, teachers, students, and others.

3. Performance is applying learning to a
given Situation.

The following questions, derived fromthe three
basic theoretical statements above, should,be
asked by planners before decisions are made
about basic skills instruction. The answers will
shape the program, including materials, man-
agement systems, and instruction. Staff devel-
opment also will ultimately depend on the an-,
swers to these questions.

These questions are derived from the first
theoretical statement:

()?
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What are the units of learning? Since learning
results in changes in knowledge, decisions
about instruction must deal with these basic
units. The tradition,of cognitive psychology
provides a long list of possible units, includ-
i.ng schemata, lists, networks of associations,
or processes. Educators have suggested skills
or facts as basic units..
What should be the content of instruction?
Each content area is defined by a model that
specifies the components to be learned. It also
specifies the arrangement of the Components
(as a hierarchy or as a sequence, for example).

These questions are derived from the second
theoretical statement:

What should the formht of instructio n be?
Among specific issues suggested by the.sec-
ond statement are questions about whether
learning should be inductive or deductive,
the amount of practice and repetition neces-
sary, and the types of motivation and rein-
forcement thought appropriate:- Some Of these
questions may be dictated by external con-
cerns for example, the types of materials
available.

When should .instr uction be given? Two-
issties are important here developmental
appropriateness and sequencing of subject
matter. Instruction should not be, given until
children have reached the level of cognitive
development which enables them to learn the
subject matter.' Sequencing will ultimately be
determined by the content.
What is the role of individubl differences in
instruction? Should instruction- be individ-
ualized or should it be conducted in groups?
Learning rate, learning style. and disabilities
are all pertinent to this issue.
What is the role of(social dynamics in in-
struction? Important here are questions of
effect, teaching styles, and intorpersonal re-
lations. Classroom environment can strongly
influence instruction.

This question is.derived from the third -theo-
retical statement:

Hot% should learning be evaluated? The third
statement suggests that performance defines
evaluation. Tests and management systems
should be.chosen with this in mind.

Three Models of Instruction
The present curricular controversy appears to

be between an instructional model x/xith a focus
on skills in isolation, and a model with a focus
oti.the meaning and context of skills. We will
refer to the firstonodel as subskills and thesec-
and as holistic. AlthoUgh there are advocates for.
the pure forms of these instructional models,
the common practice is to use a modified ap-
proach. For the/sake of our discussion, we will
Speak of this approach as a "balanced" model.
This third model is not just a mixture or "aver.
ageof the other.two. It adds an element of the
interaction between the other, two models. We
will take up each model in order to distinguish
the natine of' the assumptions about perfor-
mance, learning, and 'instruction peculiar to
each.

The conflict ovqr basic skills instruction is a
reflection of the very different models of perfor-
mance, learning, and instruction which people
have in their heads. In most cases these models
are not clear to those involved in the contro-
versy: It is our belief that it will be far easier to
resolve the controversial questions in program
planning if all of thOse involved are fully aware
of the theoretical bases for their positions.

Although planners must make choices, our
emphasis here is riot, on choosing one of the
three perspectives, but.on raising'the awareness

. of what it means to base a decision on one of
these three prevalent models. We are not, there-
fore, concerned so much with advocating a sin-
gle "best" perspective as with presenting the
widest range of possibilities. It is hoped that
this paper will help delineate important issues
and goals in hasio..sills instruction. As a result
of the -discussion Of models here, a school may
decide either to modify its existing programs
or to implement new ones. The discussion here
and under the subsequent section will highlight
distinctions among what we are calling holistic,
.subskills, and balanced rn,oadels.'

In the subskills model, the primary empha-
sis is on the child's learning individual skills
through dtecrinstruction on and extended ex-
pelience with each skill in isolation. The expec-
tation is that the use of those skills to convey

. and receive meaning and solve problems w;11 be
mastered subsequently.

e
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In the holistic model, the child is believed to
learn through experiences inyolving conveying
meaning or sulk ing probleins. The expectation
is that the individual skills 'will be astered
in the process, without removing th m from
context.

There are several' characteristics of these
models that con be used to classify t em. First,
they can he identified by their in hating fo-
cus the assumptions they make a out the na-
ture of learning and instruction. Holistic models
assume that the content of instruction is not
separable into component skills for. teaching or
learning. These models generally assume that
when skills are taught or used in isolation, they
are qualitatively different from what they, are
when used in a whole-situation context. For ex-
ample, a holistic model of reading assumes that
the- initiating focus is on, meaning. It also as-
sumes that readers "predict" meaning and use
the text only to verify the predicted meaning.

The' conflict over basic skills instruction is
a reflection of the very different models of
performance, learning, and instruction
which people have in their heads. In mo't
cases these models are not clear to those
involved iri the controversy.

A subskills model. on the otheg hand, as-
sumes that the initiating focus of learning is on
the individual -components of the process. By
learning each of the component skills, the child
can learn the entire process. In reading, such a
model assumes that the student learns letters,
proceeds to words, phrases, 'sentences, and so."
on. Bk combining all of the component skills,
the student arrives at the meaning of the text.
Almost all programs which emphasize mastery
lecirriing contain some subskills assumptions.
Those -programs_ kv .ch involve skills manage
ment syst(trUsie have such assumptions.
(In reading,. these are often referred to as code-,
emphasis.)

The third type"of model is called a balanced
model. Here, learning and instruction are be-
fit:yeti to be initiated both holistically and from
a subskills,_ perspective. The two processes are

assumed to be mutually facilitating. The holis-
tic prediction of meaning helps to make the
identification of component parts (by use of the
subskills) easier. At the same time, the identifi-
cation of some of the component elements fad',
itates the prediction of meaning.,

Learning does not occur withdut some
knowledge or the correctness of responses.
Every model contains some assumptions about
what are acceptable responses in specific situa-
tions. In mathematics, for example, a holistic
approach might pride positive feedback if the
student obtains tie incorrect answer by an ap-
propriate method. A subskills model might only,
give positive feedback for each correct step in
the process, so teat positive feedback occur
only when the answer is correct.

Using Models to Make
Instructional Choices

The questions about instructs n discussed
previously were derived from our riginal three
theoretical assumptions about instruction. We
then added the context of three models of in-
struction holistic, subskills, and balanced. In
this section we will place -the instructional
question in the model context. We find tharthe
particular model used will determine the 'an,
swers to the instructional questions. The Use of
such a procedure will help planners in.theitask
of specifying programs consistent with a partic-
ular approach. Where appropriate, two levels of
instruction will be considered. At one level Will
be the individual ski)l areas; at the other will
be the entire curriculum. Answers will differ
according to the level; 'for example, answers
provided for reading will be more specific than
those prOvided for the curriculum as a whole. It
is important to obtain an answer to every cites:
tion, even though such answers may not aliivays"
be readily apparent.

It is necessary here to inject a word of caution.
In most of the model comparisons' discussed
here,. we noted that the balanced model, com-
bined aspects of the' holistic and subskills

els. This does not mean that tli balanced
mo el is automatically the "best." If a school is
strongly committed to either the holistic or the
subskills model, the eclecticism inherent in the
balanced model can'be inefficie'nt -or detrimen-
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al. With this caution in mind, let us turn to.
the Instructional questions we identified earlier.

What are the units of learning? For subskills
models, learning is related to relatively small
units, which are then arranged to produce larger
units of warning. Holistic models, typically
specify larger units of learning, more directly
related to one another. Balanced models often
do not specify the units, but they are typically
combinations of the two types. (This same anal-
ysis ig true at'the content level as well as at,the
curriculum level.)

What 'should the content of instruction be?
In basic skills, some of the content is predeter-
mined by the definitions. For the entire curricu-
lum, holistic models suggest thbt the various
skill areas be related to one another. Subskills
models indicate that each area could be taught
separately. Balanced models provide some mix
of separation and integration.

What should the format of instruction be?
Here again, there ale differences among the.'
classes of-models. SubskiH.models often stress
drill, practice, and repetitiOn. Motivation and
reinforcemenGere often seen as external to the
child. Holistic models place much less empha-
sis for tione).on Wining in the context of drill
and repetition. These models view motiyation
and reinforcement as necessarily intrinsic,. Bal-
anced models view instruction as a combination
of-these factors. For the entire curriculum, the
formats suggested by each model would be the
same as they, ace for separate areas of the
curriculum.

When should instruction be given? The an- 2.
swer given by Most holistic models to this ques-
tion is, when the child is ready. Specific compo-
nents are not stressed, so these is usually little
or no emphasis on the sequencerof instruction.
Subslills Models usually, but not always, have
highly structured sequences 9f instruction.'De-
1;elopmental approPhateness" is also, of course,
important in subskills models. Balanced models
stress giving both subskills and holistic instruc-
tion interactively from the beginning.

How,should instruction be evaluated? Evalu-
ation procedures aredictated by the answers to

"all of the previous questions. Holistic instruc- Finally, there must be consistency between
tion, for example, cannot be fairly evaluated Instructiortal goals and methods of evaluation.
by skills management tests. Nor can subskillg- This sounds trivial, but, in fact, it is not. A Pro-

instruction be fairly evaluated by holistic in-
struments. There are no unique evaluation tech-
niques for balanced models. Rather, a combina-
tion of evaluations appropriate for holistic and
subskills approaches is dictated. It is obvious
here that a consistent match must exist between
instruction and evaluation. If the Match does
not exist; instruction and evaluation are both
doomed to be ineffective.

WI$at is the role of individual differences in
instruction? Holistic models stress individual-
ity ail respect for individual differences. The
child is actively involved in decision making
for instruction. While the subrskills model can
also stress individuality, the decision-making
procedure is not typically under the student's
control. However, progress is expected to vary
in rate from student to student. Balanced Mod-
els again combine aspects of both.

Consistency s,

It is vitally important, particularly in dealing
with complex programs, for the planners to be
consistent. Three types of consistency can be
identified. First, teachers, planners, and admin-
istrators must have consistent expectations
about instructional programs, That is, all of
those who will plan and implement a new pro-
gram should use the same criteria in evaluating
the results of the program. If expectations are
differen4, the same results will be judged di -M
fer_ently. This consistency of expectations a
hedge against needless programmatic changes.

(
A second type of consistency is that of under-

lying theories. There must not be conflicts or
incompatibility between the general theories on
which instruction is to be based, or between the
general theories and the instructional models.
For example, if the model of learning' is holistic,
but ,the underlying theory is that instruction
should be directed to .development of individ-
ual skills, difficulties will arise. A program
must be based on consistent principles if it is to
be successfulAt is a prime function of the plan-
ner to ensure that the principles underlying a
program are consistent.

( .4
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gram based on holistic teaching should not be
evaluated from a subskills point of view. The
teaching materials themselves should have a0-
propriate evaluation instruments. The reverse is
also true: evaluation materials determine what
teaching materials are appropriate.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have seen how program

planners can use definitions, theories, mod-
els, and research findings to shape decisions
on instructional .programs. In the Duffy paper,
some of the more practical values and con-
straint affecting choices among options will be
discussed.

After reading through the papers in this yol-
ume, particularly those describing the instruc-
tional options, program planners may be moved
to ask Whether any Aombination of these op-
tion's can be used? The answer' (unfortunately)
is "yes and no." While it is possible to select
any combination of these options. it may not be
either advisable or desirable to do so. The crust
important considerations are that the options
chosen must not conflict with each other, with
instructional goals. the available materials,
or With teacher orientations and competencies.

Recent work by Duffy and his colleagues
(Duff and Metheny, 1979) suggests that teach-
ers base their instructional decisions on some or
all of these factors: Planners must take particu-
lar care to involve all levels of instructional per-
sonnel in all planning stages of a prOposal, for a
successful program must take into account the
fact that instructional decisions are necessarily
made in the Light of the reality of the classroom
situation. Staff development, materials acqui-
sition, and classroom management are integral
components of decisions, Asurely as are re-
search findings and theories and models of the
instructional process.'

o
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Making Basic Skills Choices:
Values and Constraints

Gerald G. Duffy
Michigan State University

Editors' Note. In this paper Gerald Duffy has turned to the other papers.and.the synthesis meeting discussions to
provide general suggestions on steps to take in the reviewing and planning of basic skills programs.: Duffy
proposes the use of a collaborative planning\ group and suggests that the planning group must determine
community values, analyze constraints, consider the teacher's situation, and examine how all three interact and
influence a basic skills program.

Ideally, the program planning process in-
cludes,an analysis and assessment of the existing
school program and a comparison of that pro-
gram with school and community expectations.
Actual program planning tends either to be
overly determined by existing. programs zto be
done almost in isolation of existing progrargs.
We hope that some of the ideas presented in
these papers will facilitate the review and assess-

. ment of misting programs and a similar review
of school' aid community needs. The entire col-
lection of papers is intended to make available
the outcomes of research to help guide the re-
view, assessment, and, where appropriate, redi-
rection,of programs,

All planning should take place within the con-
text of a collaborative planning group, whicii
should be made up of respected and openl
identified representatives of the various groups
which have a stake in the instructional process
and its outcomes. This paper will describe some
of the issues that such a group must consider and
how research might contribute to the planning
process. Although the emphasis here is on col-
laboration and the involvement of representa-
tives from many groups in planning, it should be

noted that the writing of a plan is often best done
by one or two people. The writing itself should
be based 9n the work of the planning group and
an ongoing review from that group..

Role of a Collaborative Planning Group
!tA first step in planning should be the estab-

lishment of the collaborative planning group,
vrhich should include school personnel from all
levels and, if possible, parents. This group
should meet .on a regular basis (1) to assess the
local district's position with respect to subject
matter, the learner, the teacher, and the learning
environment; (2) to identify those constraints
which society, special interest groups, and
school managers pl upon curricular ,pro-
grams constrain which restrict the school
district's options; a d (3) to identify the realities
of the classroom hich affect the implementa-
tion of any program. This planning group, in ef-
fect, regularly "takes the pulse" of the local
school district, clarifying and modifying those
educational principles which form the corner-
stone of the district's curriculum. The existence
of the planning group helps to ensure that the
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best ideas -of various groups are contributed to
the planning process.
f

Tasks of the Planning Group:
Determining Values

Making choices among the basic skills is a
value-laden process. The problem is not so much
whether particular models have been established
by empirital inquiry to be "best," but, rather,
what the group believes concerning \what the
basic skills ought to be and what impact schools
should haVe on children. To choose among these
Options. the school district's collaborative plan-
ning group must first identify what it values
about school and schooling. These values then
form a basis for the principles upon which the
basic skills programs will be built.

The holistic/subskills debate described in the
Kami I paper is a good example of the complex-
ity that can be involved in making value
choices. Each side has its particular views about
IA hat should happen in basic skills programs,
For instance, the supporters of holistic instruc-
tion value learning situations in Which lan-
guage and mathematics develop naturally, in
which children spend their time on activities
which have intrinsic interest and meaning, and
in which teachers allow children to achieve
their individual potential as learners. It is their
113pe that the holistic approach to basic skills
will enhance the understanding of the language
and mathematics processes which they believe
children already possess intuitively if they are
but allowed to display it. Further, they hope that
by emphasizing real-life contexts, children will
not Only be more proficient in the skills, them-
selves but will have a realistic grasp of the role
of these skills in their lives and a vision of the
rewards which result from using these skills.

Supporters of the holistic approach fear that
the values children,develop from holistic in-
struction will be lost if instruction is frag-
mented. In such an environment, they believe,
the language and mathematics processes would
be isolated into useless pieces of knowledge,
the natural curiosity of children would be
squelched, emphasis on minimal competencies
would Overshadow the creative use of language
and mathematics, low-level skills would be
given preference over higher-level, problem-

solving skills, low-ability students would be
favored over the gifted, artificial testing devices
would force teachers'to "teach to the test" rather
than emphasize the process, and the profes-
sional initiative of teachers would be stifled be-
cause they,would have to become "technicians"
rather than "facilitators."

Advocates of the subsVills approach to in-
struction value different things. They view
their approach as one which sharpns the focus
of instruction, which implements carefully con-
ceived skill sequences, which breaks learning
down,into manageable steps, and which guaran-
tees each child systematic assistance in learning
the basic skills. They value the skills approach
to basic skills instruction because they believe
it provides both teachers and children with a
detailed "road map" for teaching and learning

It is obvious that what is valued about
'basic skills by one group is not necessarily
valued by another. Consequently, a school
system proposing a basic skills program
must first identify what it believes the basic
skills program ought to include and what
form it ought to take in the classroom.

language and mathematics processes; because,it
yields scientific, diagnostic data which serve as
an "early warning system" when a child is not
making satisfactory progress, and because it

...narrows the achievement range in the learning
bf basic skills. Further, they fear thal these
values will be lost if the holistic view is
adopted. For instance, they fear that a holistic
approach to basic skills instruction ignores the
child who does not learn "naturally," that chil-
dren are expected to perform complex tasks
when they don't know how, that it encourages
poor teachers to create an "anything goes" en-

etriirment, that teachers can avoid the re-
sponsibility for teaching by saying that, they are
"facilitating," that the excessive flexibility
associated with holistic approaches leads to
inefficient use of instructional time, that the
approach does not lend itself to the current de-
mands from society regarding competency test-
ing and other fOrms of accountability, and that
the teacher's role as an instructor is ignored.

19`
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It is obvious that what is valued about basic
skills by one, group is not necessarily valued by
another. Consequently, a schoorgystern propos-
ing a basic skills program mu-St first identify
what it believes the basic skills program ought
to include and what form it ought to take in the
classroom. Determining the values held by all
of the relevant groups in the community served
by \the school district is not easy, since it is
unrealistic to expect consensus or value-laden
issues. However, rational, processes for arrivIng
at a determination are available.

Basically, the process recommended here is
one of self-examination a process in which
the collaborative planning group asks itself a
series of questions about the basic skills subject
matter, the learner who receives basic skills
instruction, the, teacher who provides the in-
struction, and theenvironment within which
the instruction takes place. In essence, the plan-
ning group uses these categories as a framework
for deciding what the basic skills program
ought to be. The framework for the questions to
be posed is based on the four categoriesdiscus-
sed by Schwab (1978). These particular cate-
gories are not the only ones' that can be used to
'identify the basic skills values of a particular,

+0, school district. FOr instance, the questions
about instruction which are posed in the Kamil
paper could be adapted for the same- purpose.

While there is no attempt to supply an ex2
haustive list of questions here, the following are
illustrative of the kinds of questions that can
yield insight regarding what,A.particular com-
munity values about basic skills:

Abject Matter
`1. What are the units of basic skills instruc-

tion? Should the focus.be on isolgted units
or on larger language units?
What are the goals of basic Skills instruc-
tion ?,Should the goal be skill acquisition
or the creative application of skills?

3. spec)fic should the basic skills
objet, ives be? Should we emphasize* be-

,
havior stated objectivesor more global
statements.

4. Should the' basic sk: Is be treated as a
whole, 1?roken into component parts, or
combined iniOme logical manner?

5. Should the basic skills be thought of sep-
arately, as part of an integrated xvhole, or
both?

The Learner
1 hould learners be actively involved in

us the skills in real situations,.should
they master the skills in isolation, or
should thT do both?

2 Do children learn to read naturally or do
they need to be taught?

3. Are children basically self-motivating, do
they need some form of external motiva-
tion, or does th, moment determine the
type of motivation?

4. Should children be allowed ko explore,
should they be provided with structure and
routine, or should there be some kind of
combination?

5. Should children's personal development
take priority over their skill development?

The Teacher
1. Should teachers directly intervene with

children to teach basic skills, should they
be facilitators who bring children together
with situations in which they can mean-

/ inaully use their skills, or should they do
each at appropriate times?

2. Should teachers follow a structured cur,-
riculum sequence, or should they develop
a more "open" environment which empha-
sizes whole-language activities?

3. Shetld instruction in basic skills be inte-
grated into real-life contexts, or should
instruction be confined to textbook and
classroom activities?

4.Should the basic skills become automatic
responses which childrerVroduce instant-
ly, or should they be thought of as reflec-
tive processes?

5. How should basic skills instruction be
evaluated'?

The Environment
1. ShoUld the classroom reflect real -life situa-

tions, should it be a place where academic
learning is emphasized, or should it be
some combination of these?
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2. What are the needs and unique charac-
terigics of the children?

3. What expectations should we set for our
children? Should children be. viewed as in-
dividuals having nique developAlental
patterns, or should they be expected to
maintain "average" growth patterns in the
basic skills?

There are no right answers to these ques-
tions the collaborative planning group must
decide on the answers that best fit the individ-
ual school system. By asking questions such as
those listed, and by hammering out answers
which reflect the sense of the group, the plan-
ning group will decide what it feels the basic
skill's ought to be. These values will form part of
the foundation of the school curriculum and can
be used, in conjunction with the planning
group's knowledge of the existing and emerging
research, to help make decisions about the
nature of the basic skills program.

Tasks of the Planning Group: 0
Analyzing Constraints *

Constraints on school districg tend to fall
into three categories. societal forces, adminis-
trative concerns, and perspectives of special

IL groups. Every school district is subject to con-
straints of ono kind or another, all of which
further restrict the basic skills choices available
to-i the planning group. In other words, the
values identified through the process described
in the preceding section are only part of the in-
put the group will have to deal with; the degree
to which the values can be reflected in the pro-
gram will always be affected by the constraints
which work upon the school system. Conse-
quently, a second task of the collaborative plan-
ning group is to analyze these tonstraints and
determine how they influence the, principles
which emerged as a result of examining values.
The examination of constraints must be a con-
tinuing process. Ay

Societal forces on school chsiNcts surface as
explicit and implicit mandates. Explicit man-
dates include legislation whLich requires that
certain textbooks or tests or programs be used or
avoided, and court orders stemming from equal
opportunity lawsuts which require that par-
ticular programs procedures Be followed or

I

*

avoided. Implicit Mandates include publiC
opinion in the community, nationwide trends,
and the Concern of citizen groups repreSenting
educational views ranging from "back to
basics" to "future shock." Both types of man-
dates tiestritt the range of options by dictating a
school district's choices regarding basic skills.
In the case of explicit_ mandates, it is unlawful
for the school to adopt a basic skills program
which conflicts with legislated or court-ordered
programs. Ignoring implicit mandates, on the,
other hand, violates the tradition that American
schools should provide educational services ac-
cording, to public preference.

. .

School administrators are subject not only to
the constraints described above, but to others as
well. For instance, administrators must examine
any proposed basic skills program from the per-
spective of what is being done currently. The
iniplementation of a new program whith re-
quires drastic changes from the old is often
logistically impossible (as when new records
are required or extensive training is needed).
Similarly, the initial cost of a program to a
school district is a primary concern, as is its cost
effectiveness over a period of time. Also, admin.;
isrrators are constrained by. staff resources, both
in terms of the number of professional and Nit-
professional personnel needed to implement a
particular basic skills program, and in term's of
1

. . . school systems are not free to /
implement without restraint their beliefs
and values about basic skills. Rather, they
must filter these beliefs and values
through the restrictions imposed by the
explicit and implicit mandates of society,
by the realities of managing a school ,

system, and by the various special interest
groups thqt put pressure 012 the schools.

the skills and abilities which those staff mem-
bers must have. Finally, and certainly not least,
is the administrator's 'co rn for the impact of
the basic skills progra on public relations. The
administrator depends upon the public for the
financial support of the school and must there-
fore be cognizant of how the proposed basic
stills program will be perceived by the public.

1'1,7e ,...., )

\

1
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Each of these factors is part of the adminis-
trator's reality. and each rstricts the range of
decisirs whic'h can be made regarding the na-
ture ofAhe basic skills program' Administrators
can only go as far as financial resources, staff
resources. and the approval of the public will
permit.

Also shaping the -nature of a basic skills
program are those groups representing special
interests. Two,current examples;are the Advo-
cates of programs for bilingual children and
for handicapped children. Whatever shape the
basic skills program account both

: for The concerns of tho ho say that non-
English-speaking students in our population are
bei'q ignored and for the legislated mandates
regarding mainstreaming of special education
students.

In short, scl-paLzy4tems are not free to imple-
ment without restraint their beliefs and -values
about basic skills. Rather, Ay-must filter these
beliefs and values thr6ugh the restrictions im-
posed by the explicit and implicit mandates of
society, by the realities f managing a school
system, and by the us special interest
groups that put pressure on the schools.

Tasks of the Planning Group:
Combining Constraints and Values

A particularly difficult phase in the creation
of abasic skills program is that of bringing Con
straints and values together to fgrrii. program
policy. Neither the values nor the constraints
can be neglected or carelessly compromised. If
values are neglected to 'accommodate the con-
str ts, the result may be a basic skills program,
bu n'expediency. If constraints are neglected-
an lues emphasized, the result may be a plan
vv ounds nice but is dismissed by everyone
as unrealistic. Comprehensive and consistent
basic skills programs must be based on the
principles people value and-on the realities of
the situation in which the progfam is to be
implemeAted.

One way to examine both values and con-
straints in a systematic way is to list the values
held by the district in one coldrrin, the con-
straints (if any) which limit that value fn
another, and the modified program policy in a
third. For instance:

Value: Children's reading growth should be eval-
uated by noting how often they use reading in
real-life situations.

Constraint: The state education department has
mandated the use of an annual test to evaluate
students' skill acquisition.
A possible program policy: Evaluate in two ways:
use the state test to evaluate skilrgrowth, and note
how often the children use reading for your ow
evaluative purposes.

Note that the hypot ical school system holds
a value which see diametrically opposed to
the constraint imposed by th9 state education
department. However, by clearly identifying
both the value and the constraint, a decision
evolves which effectively deals 1,x ith both. Other
examples can be provided. For instance:

Value: Children should become involvn in ',lath-
ematics as a process of thinking father than being
limited to computation.
Constrainti Teachers do not hat e the training or
the material to implement d program w hich de-

pps mathematics aka thinking process
A possible program policy: Institute a fife -tear
plan in, which in- service training is offered and
materials are purchased graduallt of er an extend-
ed period of time.

hi this case,, an a ysis of both the values and
the constraints indicates that. while a current
condition constrains the value, the implementa-
tion of a long-range plan gradually eliminates
the constraint and makes the value a possibility.

Some values and constraint, of course, are
actually in direct opposition to each other. For
instance:

Jrl

Value: Children should notlre.ceit e instruction in
mechanics or grammar until aftZ!r thet are IA riting
fluently.

Constraint: In response to a lawsuit, a judge,
issues a court order requiring that children im-
mediately be giten instruction in the individ-
ual mechanical skills of sentence structure and
punctuation. ,

A possible program policy: The two are-probably
irreconcilable: the schools would have to cornnly
with the court order rather_than delay in`struction
in the mechanics.

In summary, the coltaborative planning group
can resolve the apparent conflict between con-
straints and valiws by systematically examining
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each N, (due and an apparent constp,int %%inch
seems 4-0 impinge upon it, anal, zing the' A a\, s in

hich, the apparent conflict can be resolved.
and making a deCIS I( 1 %dual implements the
resolution. The res t is a realistic policy state-
ment %.%hich refl.,cts the unique needs of and
restrictions upon the school it is designed to
Serve.

Tasks of the Planning Group:
Considering the Reality Faced by Teachers

Tile collaborative planning group's first cru-
cial steps are the consideration of, values and
constraints and the systkmatic reconciliation of
am, conflicts beteqn the twcz in order to define
%% hat the basic skills progrA be for the
school. HolAe% er, one more crucial question
remains to he considered: kVill the classroom
teachers %% ho are expected to implement this
plan be willing and able to do so? Failure to
consider this question canoften doom to failure
an °them ise carefully conceived and painstak-
ingly planned basic skills program.

The collaborative planning group must
include the teacher's reality as part of their
deliberations and must accurately
appraise the degree to which curricular
programs make demands which teachers
are capable of fulfilling. Programs which
conflict with the realitiof the teacher's
world will fail

At issue here is'the nature of the instructional.
demands of the proposed basic skills program
as-it meshes 1%,ith 1% hat teachers can be reason-
ably expected to do. The, givens in the instruc-
tional picture include the size of the class,lhe
difficulties of managing the daily instruction of
large groups of children, the shibrtag6 of mate-
rials and resources. the liniitations of human
energy, and the prior training and experience of
the teacher. In short, whatever the basic skill's
Program is. it must be manageable and usable
by the teachersinvolved.

This aspect (If the'basic'skills planning takes,
on even more importance when one considers

that recent research indicates that teachers have
little time to make significant instructional de-
cisions as they go along (Buike, 1980: 'Ai:wine-
Dershimer. 1979: Sendelbach and Smith. 1980:
Yinger. 1978). The task of managing thirty ener-
getic and sometimes 'explosive youngsters for
six hours a day and thirty hours a weok is a
demanding, and draining one which teachers
make tolerable by establishing routines that de-.
nand few spontaneous decisions, by employing
recitation-like ,instructional formats. by making
plans'%% hich emphasize actin ities ratilvr than
objectives, and by monitoring the activity flow
of the classroom to ensure that all students are
busily engaged.

Such structuring is not indicative of--a lack of
teacher professionalism. On the contrary. it is
the reality

Y%%:

i which the teaChor lives eachii
day the or )lace has complexities and lim-
itations which teachers must come to terms

,with in the process of carrying out their as-
signed Leaching tasks. The collaborative plan-
ning group must Include the teacher's reality as
'part of -their deliberations and must accurately
appraise the degree to which curricular pro-
grams make demands which teachers are ca-
pable of fulfilling. Programs which conflict
with the reality of the teacher's world will
fai4 the plan can be made but teachers can-
not implement thatplan in classrooms unless
it is compatible with the day-to-day realities of
teaching. Often, the conceptions of people with-
in the school itself vary about what the plans
are. Ignanovich, Cusick, and Ray (1979) point
out that the conceptions of curricular programs
as 'expressed by central office staff are quite dif-
ferent from those expressed by classroom teach-
ers. Consequently, basic skills plans need to
be attuned to these problems as well asto,the
problems involved in dealing with values and
constraints.

Conclusion
The Kamil paper presented a discussion of

how legislation. research. and various models
h 1p to inform basic skills planning. ThiA pro-
ess was illustratelk a funnel in which the

'range of choices becomes narrower as more and
more issues related to the basic skills are
examined.

1.
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In this chapter, the funnel has become even
narroNA er (see Figure 1) as the practical realities
of the local school district are considered. Val-
ues. constrainls, and teachers' perceptions
serve to narrow the range of options fur er, so
that the planning task, Ivhile still extensive, at
least has some boundaries. In this manner, basic
skills options can be narrowed in a logical and
rational manner, eliminating the necessity of se-
lecting prepackaged answers, politically expe-
dient programs, or "pie-in-the-sky" proposals.

Making choices among the,basic skills op-
tions can-be a frustrating experience, because
divergent k allies and multiple constraints. often
seem to be more influential than definitive, em
pyrically based answers. This occurs partly be-

cause of the lack of research-based answers for
many questions and partly because the schools
operate in a situation where many powerful in-
fluences must be considered. Too often the ex-
istence of many and (often) conflicting values
and constraints leads to a situation in wKich
professionals and parents make decisions
which ignore some important factors.

Although it may be frustrating, the experi-
ence of reviewing and revising a basic skills
program can also be illuminating and can lead
to clearer thinting and better decisions .about
Casic skills insRuction: The purpose of this col-
lectfbn of papers is to help schools and school
districts achieve clarity in their planning.

All Cbhceivable Approaches to Basic Skills

Kama Paper

Duffy Paper

The Wording of the Legislation
Definitions
Research
Theories
Models

Determining Values

Identifying Constraints
Analyzing Classroom

' Realities

Applicable Op ions

Figure 1. The Process of Making Basic 'Skills Choices
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At the Barricades:.A Cautionary Tale

Chwles .

Teacher, Roosevelt High School
Los Angeles Unified School District

.

Editors' Note. In this paper. Charles Allen describes one district's experience in developing tests and curriculum
materials in response to a state mandate fdr meeting minimum standards before grad6ation. The'author, who was
a participant in /he proce'ss, gibes an overview of the experience'and discusses some of the succeSsgs and
pfohlems. Althdugh the content is mathematids and functional applications of computation skills, the problems
experienced rrught hatie occulted with any of the basic skills. The reader should keep in mind that this paper is

, an account of qne approach to a minimal competency program. This is-not seen as including the whole of the
Mathematics Part of a district basic skills program,.

Not all schools and school _districts pass
smoothly throilgh the planning stage Ter new
projects. This account provides an opportupity
for the rea r to follow our school district
through a p inful experience in developing a
minimal cp petency program in mathematics.,
The instructional.program developed in-our dis-
trict cqnsisted of two foarts..tOne part was
an evaluative instalment designed to test pro-

. ficiency in computational skills. The' other
was an instructional component designed to
remediate students who failed the evaluative

, instrument.

Background
A state assembly bill reqiitred (1) that school

-districts prescribe a course of study that would
assist students. in developing skills and knowl-
edge needed for adith life; (2) that districts
clearly define minimumStandards of profisien-
cy in reading, writing; and computational skills;
and (3) that students demonstratq Proficiericies
in these skills prior to graduation: The chal-
lenges that each affected district faced jrnme-

diately after passage of this bill were nu-
merous. Meanwhile, the legislation itself was
subjected to many and "varying interpretations.
Some of the districts concerned raced off tti
be the first to develop, the prescribed programs
while others Waited to see what further legis-
lative Changes would-be made. The alternative
ternptations to,reinvent the wheel or to -make
Miner adjustments in existing prograrhs were
both present. Media' presentations sometimes
served to confuse rather than clarify the Matter.
As the,legislatfon was gradually interpreted by
consenSui among the legislators, they pasied
additional legislation. Additibrial subject areas
were considered for-similar treatment.'Our dis-
trict kept one ear to the grinding of the legisla-
-tive mill, and warkedrapidly to develop more
than one alternative to ;reel the requifernents.

Materials Derelopment
Our district decided to develop its own tests

and reinedial currictrlurri; materials. A team of
teachers was to do The major development, work,
and a full-time; temporary teacher conflignt
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was selected to direct the development of the
materials. This consultant was to work closely
with a mathematics specialist, who eventually ,

was to do the major work of implementihg the
materials developed.' The consultant was chat-

.-

lenge8 to be Original and to attempt bold new
approaches 4yloierever appropriate. It was as,
sumednhat the quality of any materials, devel-
oped would depend chiefly upon the abilities of
the waiting team. Present and former mathemat-
ics. leachers were invited to participate, and
a citywide rrqiiest for nAffiles was made. Of
the eighty' teachers suggested. twenty.-five ex
pressed an interest in participating. Fifteen
teachers were eventually selected to write the
materials 'r

The difficulties facing any team of wiliters are
massive. All of the teachers selected were en;
courage(' to use their outstanding individual'
talents to the fullest. vet the results were to
come from a balanced team effort. The problems
inherent in team writing are the same.; whether
the autlicirs are professionals working for royal-
ties or teachers writing on released time with-
out pay.

The consultant first made a search of the ex-
isting literature on the tasks facing the writing
team. The sources c,onsiiltecl were. proficiency
tests, the California 'Survey of Basic Skills;
*curriculum guides. equivalency. tests for high
school mathematics-classes. district graduation
.requirenu°mts, journal articles on minimum
competencies. the California State Framework
for Mathematics. reports' from other. states, tests
from other shool. districts, the New York
Regency Exams, and ow' district's own read--

.ing test.

Many,heated'writing-team sessions were held
'to define a basic skill, to identify the target, pop-
ulation, and to design the mosf appropriate in-'
st flirt components. Like most other groups
tackling such, a chore, we were unable to reach
consensus on the definjtibn of a basic skill. To
4a.ve team research time, the teacher consultant

.,pretented the teem with a synthesis of the re-
search identified through the literature search
(with copies of the research documents for those,
desiring to do their own re'ading). Experts from
research and development pi'esented sessions
on test writing, parameters, item distractors,
stems, and criterion-referedcad testing. Ari exer-

rise to identify the mathematics needed to con-
front a Menu ina restaurant was the cataly,st that
started the team writing test items, identifying
skills, and designing prototNpviesson formats.
Many team discussions wereheld. and eventu-
(ally the teachers emerged wyfi" some sample test
items and prototypes of lessons designed to re-
mediate for those items.-Iii the process we had
foiled it 'necessary. to learn to criticize, to dis-
agree, and to work together.

Target Population
.the legislation mandated that all

students w gild ihne to pass the test, the team
decided that it was necessary to identify a tar-
get population to help us focus our work. There
would be many students, of course. who would
not have any trouble passing the test. The stu-
dents that i,vere to be kept in mind from start to
finish were those who were not likely to pass. It
was these students who would be exposed to
the special instructional designed to
get them ready to pass the test the next time.
Our team was unanimous in deciding that the
student Who would fail the test would probably
be a student in basic math matics or some other
remedial math class. -

Delineation of Survival Skills
The team members feltsilhat e test shduld

fotus on the math skills needed or " survival"
in today's world. This basic orientation imme-
diately suggested possible questions. *hat kind,
of mathematics is neces"sary" for the individual?
Should more thail one aspect of the
life be considered? Eventually the team decided
to treat the individual as (1) a studeTt, (2) a con-
sumer, (3) a worker, and (i). a person, family
member, and friend. After isolating the major
"survival" tasks related to each of these rots,
acrd deciding what role mathematics plaud, the

.team decided to develop materials around' eight
topics: ,Banking, Expenses, Measurements,
Money, Pricing, Taxes, Wages, and Whole.Num-
hers. Specific tasks were grouped under these
eight topics. For example, tasks thought to be
related to the first three topics were

Banking
1. Make a deposit and compute the balance,
2. Write three checks and compute the

balance<
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3. Make a deposit of coins, currency, Sand

checks; know the sum of,the deposit.
4. Write a check and compute the balance.
5. Check the entries on a check rekster and

find the mistakes made.

Expenses
1. Compute the amount of an order from a

menu..
2. Compute the amount of an allowance re-

maining after expenses.
.

3. Compute the average weekly expense's.
4'. Compute the cost of parking for five hours.
5. Coripute the rental expense for ten days)

Measurement
1. Compute the Mimes at which Medicine

should be taken.
2. Compute the elapsed time.
3. Compute the distancerlp car will run on

twenty gallons of gasoline. .

4. Change two differe.nt units of measurement
to ona.uni,t..

5Compute the number of gallons of paint
needed.

Community Involvement .

At this point, the writing team decided to ask.
for comments and suggestions from the commu-
nity at large. The list of skills was ,accordingly
sent out to the educat?onal community, and to
the parental cornmunity of our students as well.'
The news media were also given copies of the
list. Outintention to develop a 'test received rea- ,/

sonably extensive coverage in the media. The'
anticipated feedback, from the educational and
parental communities, however, did not,materi-
alize, The returns were minimal compared with
the distribution. o

Conflicts r
There was hard work .and lively conflict

- in the writing-team process, bat most teacher
participants Had good feelings about the results..
This rosy condition soon changed. The subse-
quent involvement of research and develop-
went ekperts and commercial ;publishers pro-
duced more conflict and less good feeling,'- e

-

Conflicts within the writing team. No effort
will be made here to give the details of how test
items and instructional materials were devel-

' ft.-

oped by the writing team. Some of thel4eneral
problems our writing team confronted while
constructing the test clustered around the fol-
lowing 'issues:

..

1:rhnslating the highly technical de-
scriptions of the criteria as set forth by
research and de,yelopment experts into
easy-to:understand terminology for the lay
community.

4. -Using artwork to make the test appear as
close as possible to the real .vorld.

3. Testing a single skill with each single item.
4. Keeping the reading and writing skills in-

\ volved at a very minimum.
5. Relating .the test items to the world of the

studeVit, even though the skills will be used
primarily in the world of adults. '

6. Selecting test items that would permit easy
P updating and revising in subsequent years.

. .

Teacher- re4earcher conflicts. '1he coaftict
tween the teaching: team and the research.. arid
development experts over objectives, appeared
inevitable. TWci different worlds were represent-
ed. in the encounter. We teachers felt that we
were on -the firing line, working with live hu-

irnan, beings .daily. At the :same time, we pictured
the experts living in ivy-covered towers, com-
muning with lifeless statistics: The fictitious
confrontation below typifies the conflict be-,

tween the Teachers and the expetts:

Teachersi,

Experts:
Teachers:

Expefts: VI
Teachers:
Experts:
'Teachers.:
Experts:.

-Teachers:

We want the kid to knOw how to make_
a deposit.
Thar ig not an objective.
How about,'Make a deposit of, coins,
currency, and checks; know the sum
of the deposit,
Do you have any parameters?
Who needs diem? , 4

We do, to generate additional items.
Who needs additional items?
YOu do, unless you wish us to gener-
ate them.
Given a deposit that includes at matt .

nine items in bills, and coins totaling
at most $20, and at most three checks
of less then $30 each, compjite the ,

- amount of deposit.
Superintendent (intervening): Whdo you have

that we can'send out to the public to ,
, obtain their necesary,input?

Teachers: With or withaut parameters?
1 . .

I'
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Test format conflicts. The teachers ecided
thatiartwork would contribute crucial!y o mak-
ing the students feel that they were in the real
world when taking the test. In the sample test
items planned by the achers, the artwork and
the written problem re placed next

ver, the research and det each
other. Ho
experts modified this test format. As the xj3erts

w;eyelo ment
modified it, the material complexity of the test
increased. The student had to look at the dis-
play, then, at the, questions below, then' at the
scratch paper to do the computation, then back
at the questions with choices, and finally at_the
answer sheet to bubble in the correct answer.
A reading test had been developed that use
similar display technique. In reading, howe er, .

it is normal to look at a picture or read'a para-..
graph and then respond tb qUestions about it In-`-
the case Of mathematics, the necessity fo corn-,
putation complicated the situation. The eacher
team felt that a design failure had be n *It
into the test even before it was writter).-ilorr-
ever, the professional test IA'rriters`thoughtother-
wise and the format was modifie d.. -

0, k

instructional materials evolved into "com-
munity" throw-avpy. newspapers.* There were
eight issues, wittine for each of the eight top-
ics on the test..The papers, were/designed to look,
like anything but.a textbook; the pages were laid
out to resemble bnything but a series of les4ons.
IA sectLetce for. studying the paers was avoid-
ed. (Teachers were even free to ihvestigateeach
issue :itilany manner they thought ;reasonable.)

featilri*cf each issue.were

Know 1,6 Language the vocabulary nee-
essary for the skills. ,

2. In, This -Issue cotherialational skills need:
eft for the topic.eD
S.P.D.C. Saririe Problere'Different Con-

.. putetiogs,,.an attempt tcrhelp students gen-
eralize tlieitskiHs. and transfer them to,
similarc. prtibitms.

4. Masth act , an attempt to keeP beforethe
studerif the entire progra,m. -

'5.1-10117-off a chance for 'the, student to
' -evaluate his or -her mastery of the .skills..

-

Timing conflicts. The queStidri -ofwhen e)

administer the test-opened another area of cop-
-flirt between the teacher teanrand the research:
and developtnetit experts, The state legislation.
_required that students be tested rib earlie,f.than;
the junior high school years' and 0O,Iiiter than

. .. _ . . .the senior high school year...:; : -- , .

.....:. . .- '-'
Teachers' Grre the tqs.j, lb the seventh grade and

!. -: - release the. 'capable studerits_froith this :, . _. .. . .

partiaIar gtaduatiOn re birement. .--1
exPerts Thaci too' earlf.---to-me the teiliti re- '`,.

' t- -`3 merits: Ir:ytkisiest in $h school and
.,..- . slevelop anotiar test, iunioi,high.

.
. . - school,- ; . - -:--,

..--, -1-,., Teach., fys: Bat balancing -a checkboo is th arnk ";
,F, ' ..- " . 'ej .

.'' .. 2.*: 4. :at-bath:gdyfe-letrels.---.

- "Ex perts-..' :1'h45.frue, hdt.ktaistond to forget.
1,ea clic:A; --'14ii.e'd °In 4 :c"iiii faaac twgiariu4tes each ,..2!..

-- -.. -,,; year. pfterwat-ds tto test fdr- retention..
,experts: I5etfil.fil AV& should. We can generate

--.. ..-- =::..::!:.--,:.ftere,s foi.stleli felting. 4 '
.. ''' ..

"*.; tr...4., ' - if a
.4 -

sp-eip;:i-ilgy::.pr" ary(-*asl. instrkictional- iii

5 &Li

for rimediatioq. The

The objective of the newspaper was to present
a minimum course offering that rhe:leacher

,,-might supplement with activities, labogqories,
'het excursions, into the community, eat even.

Yne essary drUlin computation.

Concfusist .
The test's-11nd instructional maforials devel;

oiled by the am went on to Wittig, to printing,
4 fb eventual 6ommercial publications This
cep gave the appearance.of success; to

ost of us teachers involved in the develop:
,merit There have .been rhany,causes for regret.
SOme of these:causes have been suggested pre-*
viously. There were Othetge it

1 In addition to the survival *--

ers 'had recommended, items were lIded -
on,. uying theater tickets, batkpaCking,;.,
credit-card Statements, time zones, and
'weather maps. ;- ... , .-

2. Vie tesflooked no differenihan, the dig-,

4 P

.0

. ,

trict reading test. Many of the firststudents

-.,.
*Readers interested. in seeing 4 copy of -"comrinj-
:.riltr newspaper cdn;write to the V. Argeles r
Unified Sc of District. , -.

:-(=,:).,) ' '14.



.taking.t he test failed because'of the reading
difficulty rather than math deficiencies.

3. When the publishing' company obtained
rights to the materials, it decided to change

the newspapers into task cards.

4. The already printed newspapfrs were dis-
tribbted to 'teachers iwithout instructions
on how to use them. To send innovative

material without instructions for imple-
mentation is the death knell for any new

N program.

q Our, prinirtry cause for regret, however, was

the-waythe teSts and materials ilyere actually

.used in instruction. Students who failed the test
Were remeOiated in ways other than those we
had. planned. They were often assigned text-

WO
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books, textbooks having no 4irect relationship

to the test, and put through pages and pages of

drill. The two-part program envisioned and de-

signed by the teachers was not implemented.

But, more significantly, the students did not
realize that mathematics can sometimes be fun.

And, also significantly, they have failed tests

on computational skills regardless of the efforts

made to get them to pass.
Some of the probleins discussed here are air,-

rently being addressed in our di'strict;it appears
that others may be here to stay. This account of

the problems and conflicts 'encountered in otie

district is not intended to discourage all district,

planners, but to identify some common pitfalls.

We don't all have to.farr into the same pit.

4
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Characteristics of Successful
School Programs in Basic Skills

S.. Jay SKuels
The Center for Research in Human Learning

The University of Minnesota

4

Editors Note. some schools, regardless of location and socioeconomic status, consistently have higher achieving
students. Improved .instruction and unproved student outcomes are generally goals of basic skills programs In
this paper Jay Samuels teviewsseeveral studies which, over the last fifteen years, have shed light on ninefactors
consistently found in effective schools. These factors are all directly under the control of the school.§taff Front
Samuels' o4ervations, the- best laid basic skills plan will have little positive impact (or may have a negative°
impact) if the factors discu- ssed in his paper are ignored..

The concept of literac.f has expanded during'
the last several centuries. During George Wash-
irgton'sday. for example, people were consiti-,.

. ered literate ..if Ihey could sign their names
(Resnick and 'Resnick, 1977). Nearly two cen-
turies later the United Nations decided that.
people should be able to read withunders-tand-
jng and write a simple paragraph about every-
day life in order to be considered literate. In a
sense, the recent.basic skills improvement legis-
lation has expanded the concept of literacy by
including among the basic skills reading, math-
ematics, writing., and oral communication. The
Federal Basic Skills Improvement Prograro_and
many other federal, state, and district programs
have as a primary goal the improliemen. of in-

.
struction in the basic skills

The purpose of this paps is to help school
systems establish more effective basic skills pro-
grams. The paper will (1) describe the charac-
teristics of exemplary reading programs, (2) de-
scribe the practices of various school systems
which are ineffective or counterproductive; .(3j
present new information regarding the difficUl-

"

ties schools have experienced in maintaining
and establishing quality programs: anff(4)-pre-
sent a Model of school practice that should.
prove useful in establishing quality programs
across a variety of subjects.

Before summarizing current re'starch 'find-
idgs, lutist offer 'two qualificatiOns. First.
educators are in no greater agreement about
how to increase educational achievement than
physicians are about the prevention and are for
heart disease or economists are.about the prob-
lems of our economy. Sonie educators may ob-
ject to ideas presented in this paper because
,they do riot correspond to their -own views of
how to improve achievement.

Second, we will apply, resutts obtained in the
reading area (where extensive-research on char-
acteristics scpf exemplary programs has been
'done) to areas Where'far less research is avail-
able. We recognize .that ,subjects such as mathe-
matics may require special equipment the
use of manipttlables, for example not used in
reading, but, in general, we feel the principles
derived are applicable to other subjectilr'
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Compo ents of Successful
Reading Programs

A good reading program is considerably more
than a reading Method. It may. include factors
and variables ranging from. subtle assumptions
bout the ability of children to master basic

11Pereading skills to the acceptance of the premise
that the school is the primary agent responsi-
ble for helping children master basic academic
skills. In addition to the shaping assumptions
that underlie the programs themselves, other
important factors include such items as person-
nel, training and supervision, application of the
principles of learning, and the nature and im-
portance -.of evaluation.

Underlyifig Assumptions. There are several
important assumptions or beliefs held by the
staff of exemplary reading programs which
seem to be associated with student. academic
growth. The first assumption is the belief that

-the school can have a significant impact on the
academic achievement of its 'students. Conse-
quently, the- school holds itself respOnsible to
a large extent for both the success and failure
of its students. The second assumption is that.'
most children are capable of mastering the basic
academic skills. Teachers and administrators
who hold these assumptions do not try to ab-
solve the school of responsibility for student

, failure with excuses like "poor motivation,"
"lack of readiness," or "inadequate home back-
ground conditions." Instead, when students fail
to learn, the school staff assumes the major re-
sponsibility for identifying and correcting the
situation.

Personne Administrators. More often than .

not, an exemplary reading program has a strong.
administrative leader. In 'fact, the'Rand Corpo-
ration report on implementing 'and sustaining

relucatio,nal innovation across a variety of ,sub-.

ject matters states that the importance of admin-
. istrators to the creation and maintenance of
innovative practice can hardly be overstated.
Administrative support, in-the form.of encour-
agement add the creation of an organizational.
climate giving the project "legitimacy," is es-
sential to the project's development, operation,
and maintenance. The support which the ad-
riiii}istrator gives is not in "hOw to do it" but in
'providing time for planning and carrying out
decisions, securing necessary financial support,

t

. .

working with schodl personnel on a regular ba-
sis, and running interference against any cOun-
terforces. in the school,or community (Berman
and McLaughlin, 1978, pp. 30-31).'

Teachers. The belief system of the teacher is
important to the success of a program. Neces-:
sary elements in the teacher's belief system are
feelings of commitment to and support for the
project goals. These feelings grOw out of the
sociakand psychological forces which operate
in a school district and motivate the teacher to
provide the time and energy necessary to imple-
ment the project goals (see Samuels and Edwall,
1976). The teachers typically found in' exem:
plary reading .programs believe, that student
success or failure depends upon what happens
in the classroom and that student failure is not
acceptable.

Berman and McLaughlin report that teachers
rise to challenges. Ambitious and- deManding
programs seem, more likely to win the commit-
ment of teachers than routine projects, because a
demanding program appeals to a teacher's sense,
of profes'sionalism. One major reason teachers
are willing-to take on the:challenge of attempt-
ing to bring about change in themselves and
their students is their belief that they will .be-
come better teachers and that the students will
benefit (1978, p. 25).

Teacher aides. In order to reduce the student-
to-teacher ratio, the exemplary programs often
used teacher aides in direct instruction. The
aides had received training, so that an observer
in a classroOm might find what appeared to be
anywheit from two to four-teachers present.

Redding specialists. A number of successful
projects used sfiecialiSts. The specialists were
used in a variety of ways, from helping to train
staff to providing materials to serving as'on-the-
job consultants. The specialists'did not work di-
rectly as remediateducation teachefs but had an
indirect' effect on Studkt learning by working
with teachers and, teacher aides.

Teacher Training and Supervision. There
seems to be strong support for teacher training
in investigations of exempla reading pro-.
grams. Berman' nd McLaugh n conclude that
educators and government o icials have been
too. optimistic about how much time is needed
to produce change in an educational system.

A
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Their study indicates that it takes two years to
get a project off the around, two years to' irnple-
ment it. and an additional two years to produce
a stable effect on student achievement scores
(1978. p. 35).

The teacher trainingvoccurs during the two-
year start-up time andthe two-year implementa-
tion time. Berman and McLaughlin state that
the training experiedces which were helpful
were

I. Concrete.
training.

2. Classroom
trict staff.

3. Observation of the project in other cla'ss-
rooms or districts.

4. Regular project meetings.
3. Teacher participation in pnhject decisions.
6. Local materials development.
7. Principal participation. in training. (1978.

pp. 29 -3p)

In order to insure implementation of prescribed
teacher practices, instruction was supervised In
some of the successful inner-5 .t, projects.

Curriculum Orientation: Although the pri-
mary focus in the successful programs was what
might be th.ought of as task orientation. there
was a human relations orientation as well. The
human relations orientation is one in whicl-stu-
dents find the classroom to 6e a friendly and
supportive place to work. In other words. when
task orientation: is combined with a positke
classroom climate. the situation is conducive to
academic growth.

Skills-centered curriculum. Most successful
reading programs studied included instruction
in phonics. In addition, these programs provid-,
ed experience in reading meaningful and inter-
esting material in context Unfortunately, the
research, studies did not include sufficient
observation of instruction to provide reliable
indications on haw subskills instruction and
meaning-oriented' instruction were combined.

Relation of objectives. instruction. and mate-
rials. The successful reading 'programs had clear
and specific objectives. In the exemplary pro-
grams both the type of.instruction and the mate-
rials used were appropriate and relevant to the
'speci'fic program objectives.

teacher-specific. and ongoing

assistance -from project or dis-

e

Time. While it is essential to allocate suffit
cient time for learning to take place. it is equally
important that the available time be -yed effi-
'cientl,'. In successful programs*. teachers were
able to devote, more class time to task-related
activities,-and the major part of the school day
was sent in structured activities that left little
unoccupied time. In addition. ,Instruction wart
kept at a low level of complexity. In several of
the successful programs. extra- amounts of time

tirrie which was used efficiently were allo-
cated to reading.

Structure. Structure is an important vehicle
in providing time for' learning. In a sense. struc-
ture 'II part of good classroom management.
Routines are established' in order to facilitate the,
movement of students and materials. The class-
rooms in the successful programs studied were
escribed as being orderly. w ith less time wast-

e on discipline problems. giving instruction
on outine matters (such aspassing out books),
and transition from one activity to another.
In ad in the successful programs actually as-
sisted teachers in establishing, good classroom
management. so that time would not be wasted.

Assessment. In the exemplary program's stu-
dent progress was monitored through frequent
assessment both formal and inforriial of
progress. The assessment data were used to
make decisions about instruction.

It is, now possible to examine the characteris-
tics common to the reading programs studied.
Table 1 conveniently summarizes the compo-
nents of each of theSe successful approaches to
reading instruction.

Charactjristics of U nsuccessful
Redding Progranris'.

It is undoubteedly, useful to know the charac-
teristics associated with successful reading pro-
'gra s. However; if we wish to, build programs
whi h will increase reading achievement; it is
prob bly equally important to recognize the
characteristics associated with those 'programs
which were unsuccessful. Several reports have
described characteristics of programs.which did
not significantly improve achievement (Armor
et al., 1976: Berman and McLaughlin, 1978). A
summary of those characteriaics is presented
below/.
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Elklent to which Exemplary Reading PrograMs Shared Common Components
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, -

+ + .
,.

+ +

Teacher aides used in direct instrerction , + + + .

Reading specialist . 411111 + + +

TeaCher ttaining . + + + +
fa

+ +

Teacher role present, diagnose, remediate + + . +

Specific reading objectives ,4 + + + + + +

Skills-centered curriculum ..,? + + + + +

Instruction and materials relevant to goals 4 + .
_

Structured environment + + + +

Positive classroom climate + + 4-

Efficient use of time + . + + + + +'

High intensity of treatment . + + + + +

Frequent evaluation'of student progress + , + + +

Supervision of teachers -
+ +

+, Component was identified in the report.
o
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Iinproper Program Initiation and Implemen-
tation. Before .a.program can tvork, there mast
be a climate of enthusiasm, commitment, and
support for it from school personnel. It is this
climate of commitment and support,which mo-
tivates the staff to implement and translate the

..,, project go' sj.nto effective assropm practices.
The folio\ ing approaches program initiation
fail to create the necessa , climate for support
and implementation (B tan and McLaughlin,
1978).

Opportanisiii the motivation for the initia-
tion of the project is opportunistic, a responseo
p9litical pressure,-or an. attempt to get federal
money. Opportimistic initiation is characterized

. by lack of support and commitment from both
central office and project staff. Since arre is
lack of support at any level; the staff is unwill-
ing to invest the resources. time, and energy
necessary to implement the project.

Top-clown motivation. Although the central=
office staff is sincerely interested in the pro-
gram. they fail to win the support of the project
staff Consequently. the project' staff do not
invest the time and energy necessary to imple:
ment the project. .

' Bottom-up motivation. _The "grass-roOts"
enthusiasm of the instructital staff is not

tched by the central office staff. Consequent-
lv there may be inadequate project implengen-
ition because the central office fails to alio-

cat a sufficient amount of resourcesdnd staff
services. ,

Alt'
Inadequate Incubation and

-

Developnient. ..

Time. A reading pitogram is broad in scope, in-
corporating elements which include, personnel,
methods. materials, .finanCes, and students.

4 Changes that affect this many elements re-quire
- considerable periods of time for,planfiing and
'implementation. As previously noted, current
resealkh suggests that siOific'arit innovation
requires at least six years. Some unsuccessful
projects moved forward too quickly in their
planning and failed to create the necessary ch-
mate for district support and commitment.

Narrow, Piecemeal Approaches. There are so
many important elements in a good reading pro-
gram that simple, "quick fix:" single-element.
approaches usually' cannot produce, a signal-,
cant impact on achievement'. To produce such a

'significant impact. a coniprehensixe approach
is required:

Lack of Commitment, Feelings of Inadequacy.
The less successful projects often had. staff who
either did not have a feeling of commitment to
the project plan or else lacked a sense of efficacy
regarding their ability to bring about the rieces-
sary changes.

.Nonsupportive Principal. The support and
leadership of the school principal are vital to_a
successful project. In the unsuccessful projects,
the principal often failed to create an atmo-
Sphere which emphasized hard work and dedi-
cation and an enirironment which supported
teacher efforts and protected the teachers from
disruptive forces

Inefficient Use of Time. Time is a critical
variable in learning. It is obvious that if mastery
is to oceur. the aftount 'of time allocated rhust be.
commensurate with the needs -of the students.
It is also important that the allocated time be
used efficiently. In the unsuccessful classrooms,
time was wasted Because routine were not es-
tablished and there xvere often nterruptions,
brought about by discipline problems.

Problems in Maintaining and
,,..Disseminating Quality Programs

The purpose of "thi paper has been to de-
scribe the characterisfks of successful and un-
suCces4ful reading programs in the hope .that
this information will help schools establish
moreeffective environments for basic skills pro-
-grams. Knowing the characteristics Of succesg-
ful programs, however, is only a starting point
for teachers and admlnistratois.

...

., Schools which currently have successful piti-
°0rams are faced with the task of maintain-
ing their quality programs. Berman and Mc-
Laughlin reached some sobering, conclusions
regarding the maintenance and dissemination
of quality programs. First, successful projects
were not easily dissemindted to new sites, and
the performance levels in the new site often fell
short of the performance levels' in the origi-
nal site. Second,, evenethe original successful
projects had difficulty sustaining their spccess
over a number oryears. Third, often when the
original funding agency withdrew its financial
support, the school district was unprepared to

-'Sm
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pro% ide the le% el of support necessary to sustain
the project (1978, pp. v-vii).

These sobering findings are neither surpris-
ing nor unique to the field of education. While
we seem to know ar con$iderable amount about
tip characteristics of successful programs, we
still need to know a great deal more about
which of these characteristics are essential to
the continued success,of a program, its longev-
ity in the school or district, and its successful

. dissemination. Although the goals are difficult
to achieve. they are well worth the effort.

Designing Effective Programs
in Basic Skills

We are now at the point where can com-
bine the information regarding the. character-
istics of outstanding reading programs with
selected principles of learning. The resulting
model should help facilitate the design of effec-
tive bank skills programs.

As seen in Figure 1, there are three_ fac-
tors which interact with each other to influence
learning. These factors are the student, the
school, and the task. The student brings certain
aptitudes, knowledge, and motivations to a task.
If the task is one which is interesting to the stu-
dent, and which utilizes the aptitudes and skills
the student possesses, the task is made easier.
-The difficulty of the task is determined in part
by the task variables content (what to teach),
sequence (when to teach), and method (how to
teach). There is ample evidence that each of
these variables can be inodified to influence the
course of learning.

The school-factor includes sff instructional
variables as' riollaretemetV the establishment of
objectives, the pacing of instruction, mo va-
tion; and feedback affecting instructional d ci-
sions. These variables are largely under the co
trol of the school, especially of the teacher.

The model of the teaching process shown

STUDENT

Variables students bring to the
task which influence learning:

Prior Knowledge
Special Aptitudes
Motivation

Alertness'
Attention
Persistence

SCHOOL TASK
ID
111111111

Feedback for planning, diagnosis'
and remediation

1

Variables under school control
which influence learning

Underlying Asumptions
A
,Personnel
Training/Supervision
Curriculum

Goals and Objective
Teaching Style

Motivation
1:;aCing of Instruction

Reinforcemerlt
Time
Structure
Evaluation

Feedback
-Remediation

ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

Task variables which
-influence learning:

Content What to teach
Sequence When to.teach
Method How to teach

. A
Figure 'I'Student, school, and task Variables which' influence academic achievement

. .

...
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IDiagnose It
^ti? NO

Skills

I

Knowledge

Attitudes

Task Analysis Relhforcement

I
Motivation

Pacing

_ractice_

Feedback to

Student

1

Teaching

Style

I

Student's Prior
Knowledge

Aptitudes

Intelligence

Feedback from

Student

Observation

Teqting

Select

Reached Goal
Goal Next

Rea

6 '.,

Figure 2. How learner, school, and task variables are incorporated in a model of the teaching
.

process.... ,

in Figure 2 indicates some of the critical com-
ponents. The importance of each of the compo-
mentS in the .teaching model is underscored by
the fact that effective teachers are aware of each
of the factors and incorporate them in the teach-
ing process,, while ineffective teachers do not.
For etample, ineffective teatheis may be un-
aware of the instructional objectives, or there
may be a conflict between prograI objectives
and the teacher's. objectives. Ineffective teachers
may also present information but fail to engage
in ,frequent observation and evaluation of- stu-
dent learning. EiCtier the failure`to know instruc-

-tional objectives or the failure to appropriately
evaluate learner outcomes reduces the effective -

r, ness of the instructional process.'

Implications for Effective School Programs'

/Regardless of which of the basic skills is un-
der consideration, the following factors should
be considered. ,»

4 ? ,

Underlying Assumpligns, The instructional ';
staff including -administrators, specialists;
teachers, and teacher aides, shbfild believe
that, the critical agent for making the differ7b

ence 'between satisfactory and -unsatisfactory
acliiKeinent is the tschool. -

Incubation and ilevelopment. Bringing abdut
. .

change in a school system requites moretime
/than most edt'fators previously thought was

necesgary. Endeavors to improve instruction
must be viewed as long-term commitments...

Oersonnel. A critical- fator in the'quality
of school programs" is the principal' or other ad-
ministrative agent who has the authority to es-
tablish the conditions necessary for improving
program qualify: (1) setting aside theitime nec-
essary for plannin/g; (2) helping to geft financial
support; (3) working with-School personnel on a
regular basis: and, (4) acting as a buffer against
,counterforces. , ,

The teachers must have a feeling of commit-
- nient to the project goals.and methods a.n-cl must
be assisted In direct- instruction by trained
teacher aides. Teachers must also have access
to specialists who can serve as Consultants and
provide train g and

, -
Teachings yle. Teaching style should be'a

combination of task orientation and human 'Tie--

1
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Lions orientation. The teacher shoilld endeavor
to help students master thi< program objectives
in an atmosphere i,t.hich is triendlt and suppor-

gtit t. This results in a ckissroum hich is both
ork centered and human relations centered.

Teather Supervision. Supervision of instruc-
tion can be used to ensure that teachers are fully
implementing the program.

Curriculum.. Regardless of which of the basic
skills is under consideration. the,programobjec-
t ives should be stated in a manner that, is both
ctear and specific.

Time. Time is a critical factor in all instruc-
tion. It the amount of time allocated for instruc-
tion is equal to the amount of time each student
needs. then- all students whose intellectual a-- pitchy is tvithin the educable range should /be
capable-of mastering the basic skills. Under
these conditions. what varies is not mastery but

. the amount of time each student needs in order
to achieve mastery.

While school Fiersonnel have often heard the
,phrasa inch% iduo1 diffei-enLes, our schools hate
done too' little to accommodate the variabilitt
the encounter in our students. Slow learners and
other children' %%Rh special needs handi-
capprrd children and children for tt hom English
is a s,Ocond language must be given adequate
time to learn the basic skills. Educators must
also tt (irk harder to discover nett tvays to moti-

ate children, tt ho have difficulty learning.

Structure. Since so many of the behaviors as-
sociated tt ith teaching artwf a.cepetitive nature,
it is useful to establish' routines. Such routines
assure that time is used efficientlt.,Students and
other staff can take ot er man\ of the classroom
chores. leavinu the teacher to handle tasks
which cannot .e -made routine. such as plan-
ruing. evalaati ig progress. diagnosing prob-
lems, motivat' g students, working with gifted
students and'slytY learners...and providing the
human facto, so vital to classroom climate.

A,ssessme'o t. A thorough, accurate record-
keeping syst m for keeping track of the progress
of each stu(' en,t must be used. In order for eval-
uation to h! useful, it must be designed to fa-
cilitate ins ructional decisions and must be an
ongoing p/ ocess.

Conclusi n
As me

fixes" or
ing an o
plea pro

honed previously, there are no "quick
asv solutions to the problem of build-
tstanding basic skills program. Com-
lems demand complex solutions.

Those who/look for easy answers", to our com-
plex problems in education are searching for a
magic bullet % filch does not exist. When one
considers all the factors winch must go into a
good educational program. it is apparent why
an extended amount of time is required to attain
this goal. Although' the task is difficult. as edu-

,,
cators we must rise to the challenge and build
more effective basic skills programs.

ft.
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Skill Definition in State Competency Testin ograms

William Phillip Go
Project Director, National Ev tion Systems, Inc.
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.

Editors' Note: This paper b ilham Gorth and Marcy Perkins is intended to'famiharize the reader with some

typical state-mandated imal competencies programs. They_distinguish state competency testing programs by

the skill areas includ , the degree of functional or academic emphasis, and the purpose for which testing is used.

In:addition state, ograms differ in the amount of state determination of skills'content ond program design. The

state progra reviewed here are, not being presented as basic skills programs but as one of the many inputs that

must be t. n ihto a6count in planning a basic skills prograin. This information and the' full report from which it is

taken ay .M.6. be helpful to states which are in the process of planning or revising minimal competencies

legislation.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize the'
,approaches that five states Gebrgia, Michi-
gan, Virginia: Massachusetts, and New York
have used in 'defining and developing basic"
skills competencies within their competency
testing programs. By considering a wide Variety.

,- of programs, which represent broad spectrum
of philosophies and approachesto the,subject,
we hope to provide state and local education
agencies with a range of options for consider-
ation as they attempt to formulate their own
programs.

In 'each summary, the skills which the state
considers to be, or defines as, "basic" are identi-
fied. The summary also discusses the emphasis
placed by the state onlife skills" functional,
life-coping skills and on academic skills. The

_complete descriptions of all of the major charac-
teristics of these ,,programs and those of the
forty-five other states are available from the Of-

fice of Testillg, Assessment, and Evaluation of

the National Institute oT .Education .(Study of
Minimum Competency Testing', 1979).

Overview
The summaries of the five state programs de-

scribe the states' efforts to address the problem'
of identifying and difining minimum compe-''
tericies andbasic skills. It is apparent. that each
considered a Variety of approaches during its
devlopmental process before arriving at the
program which was finally adopted as that best .
suited and most relevant to its particular siu-

den't pop'ulatidn.
Four of' the programs identify the subject

areas of reading, mathematics, and communi-
cation- (oralsand written) as basic skills test
areas. Massachusetts has also specified listen-
ing a basic skill to be tested. Georgia has
cheen to test only in the areas of reading and
mathematics..

191
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The states also had to choose .whether to
focus on the functional aspects (life skills) (nil
the academic aspects of the educational process.
Georgia placed heavy emphasiS on a functional

Batton, Michigan emphasized the acadein-
ic, and Massachusetts, New York, and Virginia
each arrived at the conclusion that progiam ob-
jectives should treat both skills categories
these states differ in the degree of emphasis
placed on one or the other.-.

Students in Georgia, New York, and Virginia
must pass the state test as part of the require-
ment for promotion or graduation, or both.
Massachusetts and Michigan have chosen to
emphasize the use of test results for remediation
or curriculum improvement.

Georgia

The approaCh adopted by the state of Georgia
pro \ides us with an example of 'competency,-
based education which places strong eniphasig
on the student's attainment of life-role skills,

2 that is the student's ability to apply subject area
skills 'to practiCal life ituations..

The development of competency -perfor-
mance standards for high school graduation
-Megan in 1976 with the adoption of State board
;of.Fdadat.ionsPolicy 30-700, High School Gradu-
ation Requirements, which states, "The Board
of Education defines as a major role of the pub-
lic schools the responsibility to ready the chil-,
dren and youth of Georgia for contemporary life
roles." The policy goes on to define requisites
for five sets of life-role skills for the student:

As Learner: Proficiency in (1) reading, writ-
ing, analyzing, and speaking, (2) basic computing
skills, (3) acquiring kriowleclge and understand-
ing on one's own, during and after the formal edu-
cation' procesS:

As Iridividual: Possess the skills necessary to(1)
impr ive one's -physical and.mentakealth, (2).use
leisu e time in a profitable and fulfgling manner,
(3) e tablisha family role mutually beneficial to
him, her and (Abel' members of the family,

( itizen:.Possess the skills and understanding
neci ssary to become a responsible member of so-
ciet_ , both using and contributing to society in an
app opriate manner, and to interact with the envi-
ronr in a responsible way:

,onsumer. Possess the skills and knol% ledge

19)

necessar to be an informed consumer in order to
use ax ailable resources in an efficient and benefi-
cull manner,

As Producer. Possess the skills and knowledge
necessary to select and pursue a career which re-
fleCts one's abilities and also to be able 4o pursue
an
such

career, should circumstances demand
such change. (p. 2'3)

Ten competency standards for the adult life -

role of the learner category'1%7ere measured first
in 1981, when a criterion referenced test. based
on these competencies, was administered to all
tenth-grade students- (s'ee Table 1).

Criierion-referenced test's ,deyeloped for
grades 4 and 8 are limited to the content areas of
reading, mathematics,-and career development,
with the purpose of measuring the learner's
progresS toward the objpctives,Outlined abcive
fur nigh schoril- stiicierits: These tests wets also
administered for the first time id 1981.,

Michigan 43 t)

1F he Micld.gan program, the Michigan Eduda-
tidnal Assessment Program (MEAP), currently
focuses on the subject areas of, readinA 'and
mathematics, but the state plans to develop
minimum competency tests in several addition-
al subject areas. Unlike Georgia, the emphasis,
at least initially', has been on the-mastery of aca-
demic skills (as opposed to life skills) prior to
the student's entry ,into high school. Therefore,
reading and mathematics tests are administered
to all fourth graders and seventh graders in the
fall of each year. The program tends to fatus on
the early detection of remedial peeds and is not
linked to the student's grade promotion. .

The State Department ,of Education has de-
veloped two related sets of competencies, for
MEAP. The first of these is a broad set which'
includes competencies the state considers to be
minimum requirements within each subjtict.
Thig broad set of competencies encompasses the
second setqwhich includes the.official compe-
tencies which ar the basis for the present legis-
latively mandate testing program.

In developing the competencies, the Depart-
ment, made three decisions., First, they consid-
ered the competencies to be minimum levels of
achievement which almost all students should 'a
attain befoA the age set for assessment. In other

1,r r')
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Table 1
Competency Performance Standards Required for Graduation

,

Learner. 5, - " \ .

1..The student reads and interprets communication on a functional level.'
..

2. The student comprelier5).s-information received and applies that irifNorrn in a variety of everyday
situations. .

.

The student writes legible, appropriate personal and career communications on a functional level
4. The student receives atr,d_transmits'oral and visual.Communication on a functional level
5. The studeht employs estimation, apprommation, and calculation skills in everyday living situations

,6 The Student understand .and uses various forms of scales and measurements, graphs, charts,

r, ,table§, symbols, and-other graphic repr.etetations. . .

- .1:7 ,The Student applies basic arfthmetiooperattons jadding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividinqin an
,.

._, ..ereyday.C'olitext . , 7 fr- : , \- .

8.":T.e studeAt recognizes basic geometric shapes and positiphs-necessarY for daily niathematital
:fu'irctiOni. . - :- , \ .

o 94 The student
,
uses a variety of information resodrcegtOS-obtain-aisistance and information

10. The student employs lOgical, intuitive, and creative thinkingprocesses r
%

. 4 - \.

Individual .
; - . f

.
, f

1, The student knows* appropriate emergency responses toy accidents and demonStrates preventive
actions for health and safety hazards. -

.2. The student reCogniies and practice4 souhd personal hea lth habits necessary to maintain physical

,.. =and mental well-being. .. -

3. The student understands the,sound health care-involved in family living, parentingt,anciparenthood

Citizen
,,.; .

, !, - -,

- 1. The student understands the basic structureand functions of the American system of government

and the American economicsystem
2. The studeht 'knows basic legal' rights and responsibilities of the.citizen under the American Judicial

and penal systems.
3. The student recognizes refationships between current societal and environmentallorablerris and the

ndividuarslole and responsibilities.

Consumer '
,---,. .

1. The student knows the principles of sound personal financial planning and management
2. The student identifies the legal rights and, responsibilities of the consumer, in buying and selling

goods and services . . . -

Producer'
'1. The student analyzes personal career opportunities and dhoices in career planning and

management.
. ,

2. The student demonstrates the skills necessary. to obtain employment.

41

Source Educdtional Testing Service. Grades 4 and 8, Georgia Criterion Referenced Tests Technical Manudl

Princeton. Niivi Jersey: 1978. pp. ,14.15.
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word's, grade 4 students should have acquired
the competencies of grades 1-4 or should at least
have the opportunity to learn these competen-
cies soon after testing.-

Second, the Department considers the com-
petencies t® be closely related to academic or
school skills; the competencies therefore derive
from the types of skills a student is expected
to learn in a classroom. In their recent revision,
of test items,, however, the Department has be-a
gun to develop items which assess the academic
skills using life- related contexts, partienlarlyfOr
the twelfth grade. .

Finally, the Department has determined that:
the MEAP competencies should all beable to be'. .

measured by multiple- choice, p'aper-and-pendil
test items for ,t1A required. testing' of every
student. j

Since the Department, intend to test in all of
the competency areas eventually, the full set fol.:-
lows. Tests for those competencies not currently
assessed are under development. Any test effort
based on the full set of competencies is at pres-
ent purely .vbluntary on the part of local dis-
tricts and is unassisted by the state.

Competencies, called "minimum perfor-
mance objectives," are available for the follow-
ing skill areas and grade levels (Michigan State
Department of Education, Alternative Forms,
1979, p. 9):

Grade 1

1. Affective
2: Cognitive
3. Psychomotor
4. Social emotional

Grades 4, 7, and 10
1. Art
2. Communication Skills
3. Health Education
4. Mathematics
5. Music
6. Physical Education
7. Science
8. Social Studies

Grade 12 (Life Role Competencies)

1. Aesthetics/Human ApProciation..
2. Civic and Social Responsibility
3. Employment Skills
4. Personal .and Famtily Managenignt

. .

0

.

The Department has publishaa series of book-
lets (see References for list) which describe fully
the competenCies within each skill area, includ-
ing the set of competencies which the state con-
siders to be minimum requirements and the set
of competencies which ae the basis for the test -,
ing program.

The competencies, which have provided the
basis for the reading and mathematics test items
`for MEAP are a* subset of the complete Bet of
"minimum performance objectives': for their re-
spective subjects and have been systematically
selected: and subjected"' to extensive
Table 2 lists the specific skill areas Within read-
ing and Mathematics for which objectives.have
been developed (Alternative -Forms,' p. 18).
These objectives make up the official competen-
cies in which every 'fourth- and seventh-grade
pupil. is tested.

Virginia
The. State pf Virginia has two separate testing

programs at different grade levels: (1) the Grad-
`uatioli Competency Testing Program at the sec-
ondary level and (2) the Basic Learning Skills
Program at-the, elementary level. Both Of these
program's Have been developed to assess mini-
mum competencies.

The graduation competency tests focus only
on the subject areas of reading and mathematics.
Since January 1981, students have been required
to pass these tests in order to receive a diploma.
fronf art accredited high schobl..An analysis of
test results will facilitate diagnosis and reme-
diation fol. students who fail to achievethe nec-
essary standards and will also assist in the 're-
vising and irnproverneneI both curricula and
instruction.

The basic -learning skills tests, to be .admin-
istered each year in grades. i through 6, will -;
inchlde criterion-based tests in reading, mathe-
maties, and communication 'arts. They are de-
signedto enable elementary students to' acquire
a Mastery 'of the basic skills considered neces,-,
sary for success in.high school.

The statewide Graduation Competency Test-
ing Progyam..at,_ the high.khool level assesses'
both school and life skills with&
the domains reading,and maffematies. Spe-

(1
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cific competencies were identified by statewide
committees of educators, legislators, members
of the business carnmtinity, and the general
public. They were approved by the State Board
of Education in 1978 and are listed in Table 3.
Local school districts are mandated by law to
develop (or select) and administer some kind of
assessment in citizenship/social studies and the.
degree to which the student is prepared for fur-
ther educatian and employment. This assess -
mertt may include or consist of only formal test-
ing, but local school districts are permitte to
adminster nonformal methods of assessme

Th0" instructional objectives for the Basi?),
Learning" Skirts Flog;rain were initiarl, written
by the Division of Elementary Education
the Department of Education: They "were
N,alidated by public school district personnel
and representatives of yistitutes of higher learn-
ing and IA ere finally approved by the Board of
Education in 1977. The primary objectives for
the three skill areas are displayed in Table 4_.

(The otate has also identified enabling objec-
tives kvhich further define, at the appropriate,
grade level, each of the objectives listed in the
table.)

rA)

t.

In- addition to the graduation competency and
basic learning skills tests, each school district
must administer normative tests annually to
g oups of students se'lec'ted by the Department
o Education. These tests must be" developed
(r selected) and scored by the Department. Cur-
r ntly, Science Research Associates tests are
eirig administered to every student at grade
evels 4, 8, and 11..

!

Massachusetts
Minimum competeney testing in Magsachu-,

setts was mandated in late 1978 by the State
Board of Education in the form of a basic skills
improvement/program. The main purpose of the ;
program is to aid students in achieving mastery
o Certain basic skills before graduation from
high chOol. Graduation is not, however, contin-
gent u inn passing the basia skills test. Diag-
n sis ana llow-up'of learning problems, con-
stitu the Maj ,emphases of the icirogram, and
local distt inZolvement and responsibility in
the program implementation and mainnt nance

.is high. ' .

Table 2
'Skill Areas Tested by the Michigan Educational Assessment Progr-am-

.

Reading, Grade

Vocabulary meaning

Literal comprehension

and 7

Inferential Comprehension

Study skills

Mathe'rnatics, Grade 4 -

Pre-number

Numeration

Whole-number addition and
traction -

Non-geo e IC

Mathematics, Grade 7

Numeration

Whole Number addition and
subtraction

Whole-number,division

Measurement Fractions

iDecimals

riRafioand proportion

Measurement

Geometry J

Algebra

'Metric
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The state -requires that student achievement
of standards Ill coding, \ \ riling, lis-
tening. speaking. and mathematics be assessed
at least once' eachThf three levels. early ele-
mel'ikar (grades K-3), later elementary (grades
4-6), and secondary. (grades 7-12). The first test-
ing at the secondary' lei et must occur no later
than the ninth grade. The State has de% eloped
niandatory statements In all five man-
dated skill areas al the secondary level and op-
tional tests in reading, writing, and matheMat-
ics at' the secondary level.

Table 3
Graduation Competencies for

Reading and Mathematics

V .

4!
Reading Skills

1 The student wilNcate specific information ,
contained in printed materials.

2. The student will readsandtlemonstrate an un-
derstinding of written materials.

Mathematibs Skills

1, Read and Write numerals
2 Compare numerical values
3. Add, subtract, and multiply whole numbers'
4,. Add, subtract, and multiply decimal fractions
5 Multiply simple fractions
6. ExPrels percents as decimals
7. Expres,s fractions as decimals
8. Find a give)npercent of a number
9 Draw conclusions from graphs

10 Determine distance from a map
11 Read fax, interest, and insurance tables .
-12. know concept of parallelism and parts lof

-circle. 0

13 Determine, perimeter and area rectangle
44 Know measuremeneunits, determine elapsed

.time
15 .Solve ractical problems in personal finance

1,

t.

Source- General Assembly Of, Virginia Standards of
Quality for Public Schools in Virginia. Enacted 1978. for the 1978-80 biennium, R 16

Secondary goals of the program include
(1) the establishment of . dear standards of
achieyement, ey aluation. and reporting to the
public and (2) the cl\IMectation, that iduar
distticts Yv ill take a careful lookat their current
instrig,tional practices in light of these stan-
dards, sinc.e- rOgular .idstructional programs
should ensure staent mastery. of basic" skills.
Specific purposes Of the program, then, include
early diagnosis of student learning problems,
curriculum modification as Ile(A:SSdr to ensure
learning of basic skills, and reporting test re-
sults to the public.

Initially., basic life skills were the focus of
concern. but 'as investigation progressed, this
LOCUS broadened to include an emphasis on ba-
sic acaddmicf skills. The five competency areas,
'mandated reading, mathematics. Yvriting, I is-
tening, and speakinv reflect the current mix-
ture of ,emplfasis on academic' and life skills and
were determined following public 'hearings and
a public survey condncted by an outside agency.
The Advisory Committee on Basic Skills Im-
provement- (formerly called the,Advisory Com-
mittee on High School Graduation) then made,
recommendations to the State Department of
Edui:ation.and Board of Education: these recom-:
mendatiods Yvere approved. .

In order to develop spcfrific skill statements
defining each broad competency area at the sec-
ondary revel, the Advisory,COmm i t tee request-
ed the establishment of tW'o task forceS one to

- focus on mathematics and one on communica-
tions.- lvfembers of each task force %yore teachdrs
who Yvere content specialists in du: appropriate
field, bilingual educators, guidance counselors,
school adminiMrators, and re presentat i ves of
special projects and affiliated associations. The
Cammunicatidns Thslcd'orce was further divid-
ed into three:- committees one romp-ANT-to"
reading. one for Yvriting, and one for listening
and speaking. ,

The lci,k forces deY eloped skills gtatements at'
th6 secondary level, which ivereis.tavequentiv
approved by the Deparbn6nt and adopted by the
Board. Table 5 presents the.subskills th4t were
d'efined for each .competency area. For the com-
plete Text of the objectives listed under, each
subski.II, see the regulations (Nlassachusetts De-°
partment of Education,--'g79).

. .., . ..
(4
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Table, 4'
Minimutn Statewide Educational'Objectives for, the Basic Learning Skills Program:

Reading, Compunications, Mathematics (Gradps K-6) 's

Reading r
,

. 1. The student 'AI identify words encountered in written or or form.

. 2. The student will' use structural analysts and context clues to identify wo'tds
, 3. The student will identify antonyms, synonyms, homonyms, and homographs, and demonstrate a,

knowledge of their meanings. i ,

4. The student will identify the main idea in a reading election
5. The student will arrange events in sequence from a reading selection..
6 Thg student will classify,-items or events. A

7. The student will predict outcomes from a reading selection ..
.

8. The student will locate and verify factual information on who, what, when, where, or why in a reading

,-selection .

9. Th'e,student will distinguish fact, fiction, and opinion in ''a reading selection

10. The student will determine causp-awl-effect relationships
11. The student will determine the meaning of words from ,context clues
12. The §tuSent will follow oral pr written directions 1, , tV. ,- E

13. The student will locate information.
1,4. Tflesiudent will organize infqrmation.

Communicptions .1- .
1. The student will comprehend Tarn ideals-) and specific detail(s) of an oral communication

2. The student will comprehend that the meaning of an oral communication is influenced by many
... ,

factors. ' .. t.
3. The student will use correct and appropriate language
4 The student will speak effectively in a variety of situations. , .

5 The student will write legibly and correctly to convey information inthdeas
, -

Mathematics .

1.'The student wilt glentify the pia& value of each digit in a ten-digif,numeral . ,

2. The student will identify the relationship betwee'n two six -digit numerals as greater than, less than, or'

equal to.
3. The student will add twofive-digit numerals with.regrouping. . II

4. The student will subtract a five-digit numeral from a greater five-digit numeral with regrOuping,

5. The student will multiply a Ihree-digjt numeral by atwo-digit numeral with regrouping

6. The student will divide a four-d(grt numeral by a two-digit numeral with a niimainder

7 The student will identify the relationship between two fractions4(halvee, thirds, fourths) as greater

than, less than, 61' equal to. . .

,
$

8. The student will add and subtract fractions and mixed numbers. .
9. The student will identify the,place value of each digit in a decimal fraction', throughthousandths

10. The studgt will add and subtract decimal- fractions, through thousandths
11. The student will multiply and divide decimal fractions, through thousandths, by a one-digit numeral

12. The student will demonstrate competency in measurement, using metric, and customary units of

measurement. -
13. The student will demonstrate an understanding of geometric shapes and their properties

14. The student will interpret line' graphs, tabtes,-and*eharts. ,

Source: General Assembly of Virginia. Standards of Quality- for illoblic Schools in Virginia Enacted 1976 for the

1976-78 biennium, pp. 19-20. ., , or .
e .1

° .. ,.

O i.
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Reading

1. Basic word meaning
2 Literal comprehension
3. Interpretive mprehension

Table
. Subskills Defined for Each Competency Area at the Secondary Level

as

4 Evaluative Comprehension
5. Locating information

Writing -. 4 .

Given the opportunity to use a dictionary, students, through the own writing samples, will demonstrate.

1 Knowledge of the subject
2. Clear and .consistent purpose
3 Organization
4 An awareness of the intended reader
5 Precise word choices *
6 Fulfillment of the purpose
7 Correct cwitalization and punctuation

Listening cs

1,-Basic listening skills
2. Understanding what you hear
3. Using wharyou bear

Speaking

1 Basic oral communication skills
2 Planning, developing, and stating spoken
3 Common uses of spoken messages

Mkbematics

/ 1 Number and numeration concepts
2. Arithmetic computation
3. Estimation and approximation

8. Correct spelling
9 Legible handwriting k

10. Complete senttnces
11 Standard use of nouns, pronouns, verbs,

adjectives, and adverbs
12. Agreement of subject and verb

rpessages
A

\

4 M asurertnent and geometry
5. Gr phs and tables
6. Pre iction of events and statist s

Source Massachusetts Department of education. Basic Skills Improvement Policy and Regulations. Boston; Mas-
sachusetts. Alfred C Holland, State purchasing Agent, 1979, pp 3-6

N6w York
The state of New York's minimum compe-

tency testing program formerly comprised six
, separate components, each using different seis

of trsts. However. the prpgram was revised
.to include only five components after January
1981. First. a neiv set of. Regents competency
tests in reading comprehension, -writing, and
mathematics has been developed for adminis-
,tratiOn in high school, these tests are now being
phased in and will serve as both the core of New
York's minimum, competency testing program
and a p tial req,-ement for a high school

a
4

ti

diploma. 'Second, a passing score in an entl-of:
course Regents examination in eleventh-gfade
English or in icany high school mathematics
course may be substituted for the related Re-
gents, competency test. Third, a satisfactory
score on one or two standardized college admis-
sion examinations in the appropriate subject
area may be substituted for the corresponding
Regents competency 'test. Fourth, the :'basic
competency tests" in reading, writing, mathe-
matics, science, and social studies, which were
developed in the early 1970s, had been used as a
partial requirement for a high school diploma

j
-e

,d"
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Table 6
Specific Competencies in Three' Content Areas Required for High School-Graduation

1

4

Reading Comprehension

Students will be able to demonstrate a satisfactory level of reading comprehension by selecting wordsfor

insertion into'a 'prose passage, thereby Showing Their

1 Understanding of the meaning within individual sentences
2- Ability to derive meaning from connected prose text

Writing

Students will be able to demonstrate Na'satisfactory level of language skills by writing

1 A business letter
.

2. A report based upon datasupplied
21

3. A statement ofibout 200 words designed to persuade a specific audience

Mathematics . ,

Students will be able to derhonstrate a satisfactoryel of mathematics skills by answering questions

involving

1. Integers
2. Rational numbers
3 Graphing
4.. Geometric figures
5. Ratio, proportion, and percent
6. Probability and statistics
7. Consumer and job-related mathematics

/OP

6

o

Source New York State Department of Education. The Regents Competency Testing Program Competency Test-
ing. Remedial Instruction, and High School Credentials. Albany: New York 1979. pp 9-10

10,. 0
been developed. Students in grades 8 and -9
must be administered these tests for diagnostic
purposes, if they have not met the state-speci-
fied performance on the PEP tests in sixth grade
or on a nationally standardiied achievement
test in grades 8 or 9.

. The besic philosophical position of New
York's Board of Regent&is that "one of-the most
important responsibilities pf the elementary and
'secondary schools is ... teaching young people
to read with oomprehension, to Write effectively,
and to make proper use of mathematical con-
cepts and operatigns" "(New York State Depart7--\
ment of Education, 1979, p. 1). This philosophy

but were phased out entirely in 1981. Early iden-
tificatiori of pupils who appear to need remedia-
tion.in order-to successfully pass the Regents
competency 4tests has been designed into the
testing program. Fifth, Pupil Evaluation Pro-
graniv(PEP) tests are administered to all students
in grades. 3 and 6 with.an optional additional
administration in grade 9: these tests are
designed to measure reading and mathematics
skills and to provide diagnostic information
'about elementary school students. Sixth, in
reading comprehension and writing, p elimi
nary Regents competency tests which are m-

parabre to Regents competency tests have also

or

193
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pervades- all of the work associated with the
development of the new regents .competency
testing program and,the integration of this pro-
gram with existing te.sing and examination
component's.

,
The spe6ific goals of New York's overall*iini-.

mum competency. testing pregfam are twofold:
''to assure the early 'identification of-students
who need special help ill developing ... skills"
and "to assure that students have acquired,an
adequate competence in these skills before re-
ceiving a high school diploma" (New York state
Department of Education, 1979, p. 1). The new
preliminary Regents competency tests and the
existing PEP tests represent approaches to the
diagnostic goal, white the new Regents compe-

-41ency tests themselves represent the major ap-
proa \h to the goal of proficiency required for a
high)schnol diploma.

Table 6 indicates t'he specific competencids
in thred content areas' required for _graduation.
These competencies are assessed by the new
Regents competency tests.

Summary
It hasbeen the intent .of this paper to point

out differences and similarities in a small sem--
ple of existing or.rdeveloping state programs and
to provide specific examples from the states se-
lected of what has been and is being accom-
plished in the area of b,sic. skills/minimum
competency testing- This, together with back-
ground information regarding the development
of these programs, has been presented in order
to give some impression of the broad range of
'available options in this field.
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Literacy is Rising, But So Is ,Demand for. Literacy

John R. Bormuth
Depaititlent of Education and Behavioral 'Sciences

UnivOr,sity of Chicago,- I .

.
i . ..
Editors Note Reports in the public medi have indicated that.studenis are not learning as well as students did in

the past. Those reports have contribute in t.dme communities to a crisis attitude in basic skills planning i'n tins

pap'er John Bormuth summarizes his an lysis of several.apparently discouraging studies of levels of literacy He

concludes that there is no evidence fora decline in literacy. In fact, therevsevidence that literacy in the total
population is rising. Bbrinpth suggests that there is no reason for 'panic anti that attempts at quick changes in

schools, especially an -err2p4as on simpler skills, may be counterproduqtive He also sine gets literacy rs

increasingly important for success in our society and that we musJ use greater care in assessment of literacy and

provide for long-term, close attention to improving literacy instruction 'r all Students '

.
P

People are confused abOut the nation's,10e1
of litera°6y, and with good reason. Daily, the
news media report expert opinions and test
scores claiming that the literacy levels,of youth
in our country are falling, that adat illiteracy
is rampant; and that electronievinedia are mak-
ing the written' word obsolete: Yet, the fact that
people can observe that we'are making more
use of our literacy for more important purposes
than, ever beforkflould seem to suggest just
the opposite. What should be done? Should we
beat down the, schoolhouse dour, throw out the
teachers and the books, and mount massive
adult literacy programs? Or should we send ug
a great cheer aid announce that the war is won?

Neither. As we shall see, ,
people's own,obser- ..

.

valions, and not those of the experts, are the best
indicator of the state of our nation's level. of lit-

. eracy. In fact, the level is generally high, and
literacy is a growing force,in ouj economy. But
there is a true cause for alarm. It is clear that
thS experts do not know .how to, define literacy, .

or how to assess it, and they have not known

where literacy has been.headed. They have not
even been asking the right.queshons! Instead of,
asking, HoW 'literate are we? they should first
have asked, How do we find out how literate we
are? Only then can they address the queklons,
How literate 'should we be? and, How Can we
best reach that level of.literacy?

This brief essay cannot answer these,,qpes-'
tjons. But we will-try lo show that they are#' the

prima' ry issues in literacy policy: First, ill
ioientgy mgjbr flaws in the literacy asSessn'tent
studiqb reported in the news. Next, we
amine strong economic trends showing that lit-
eracy is an increasingly important force in our
country's economy. These discussions will lead
to ourconclusion that the demand for Aber
levels of literacy is increasing and spreading to
a broader segment oI the Population.

News Reports of-literacy Ass essments
Literacy assessment is not an -organized

science. It has neither a group of scholars dedi-
cated to its study nor a, journal where those'

2 0O
e .
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studies are systematicalli- reviewed ,and report-
ed Instead, the studies are described in unpub-
lished technical reports and publicized in the
form of brief news releases. Since, the press has
little interest in publishing positive resplts and
little knowledge or sophistication in research

. . . people's own observatiOhs, and not
those of the experts, are the best indicator
of the state of our nation2s level of literacy.
In fact, the level i ys generallhigh, and -
literacy is a growing force in our economy.

1

of students but also to insure that %,ery similar
groups of students are givon the tests. Tv claim
[hat reading skills have fallen over time, both of
these:conditions must be met:- It, is not dilfichlt
to meet the first condition, but the second con-.
dition is nearly imbossibte to meet. School' pod-
Illations change 6onstantly It, a liesult both of
shifts in government poricies and4if chaneg in
the kinds of Imilieswho havechildren attend-
ing the khool.

OneThtstoiicalth..ange in.government policy
.alone could have resulted in the appearance of
falling Teadingrscores, even thdugh the reading.
skills otyoUth were actually eontinuinOn their
previous upward trenyl. During the early part
of the 1960s, schools mounted :vigorous cam-
paigns to pi-event sl.udents from dropping ou.cof
school befare graduated- The direct result
of this policy 'change, ighich Is. shown ire panel
A of F.igure 1, was reported in the Digest. of Edu-
catiorfaT,Statistics (1962- ), which is published
by the Departthent of Educ,atian,(Ner ten years,
the dropout \rate was cut to about a fourth of its
former level. °

In addition, this partfcuLir policy produced
at least two irictirect results. It began fo lower
the average 1Q scores of theAtu.dents who were 6
enrolled' in schools. A study by, the Bureau of
Labor- Statistics (9960) showed tha.t thelormer
dropouts generally had much lower IQs alert-
he qudents who'had been.seaying in schools.

.These, figures are shown in pane1.13,4 Figure 1.
. There is a higticorrelation between students'
IQs and thein.ability to learn reading skills.
Therefore, it may safely be,assumed that the sec-
ond indirect effect would be a delrease in read-
ing-scores like the one researchers reported.
tince only a few elementary school students
have 'droppbd out of sefloat in ,the pastt.the re-
tufn of those,students to school'yvottld be 4-
pected to producea relatively_srnall decrease in
,sai,n§ on reading'tests. This was 'what research:
.ers found had'happened. Next, since the drop-
outout rate rises 'at the junibr\ high school level,
tho'se average scores would be gx.pected Leve
off more or decline a bit, just as.tHey, did. An
since the dropopt rate is highest in the high
schools, those.averages would be expected to
show .a definite dEcline,, just as they did. Thus,
the reading skills of all youth may actuallyAaile
been continuing on their upward trend thro4h-

r). 1,-)4.,

Metliods. tht publiesears only the darkest re-
sults and none of the qualifitations that mod- .

erateand even- refine those conclusions, 4
. .

Literacyof youth-. First, consider the claims
reported in'the press thaUjie literacy o) youth'
is falling. Such Claims bas4 on
studies orthe scores that stenclents tiavie made'
n one- of the'commercial, reading tests used ,

people wh`tc conduct
these Studies usually git've one iiithese.tests,tot-
group 'of kild'ents and then 're.rn some years
later to same. test to students at the same.
,age orf'grade level yvhe are now enrolled in the
same sthools!Farr, Tuinman, and Rowjs (191741

and I-tatnrsnfeger and Viley (1975) searched out
the qudiestrid reuiew,§dall that they; could..
find. Theirtond.usions appeared in the
news).were that the average scores for all stu-rti rose steadily until 1965. Thefeafter, the
averages of elementary students continued to `-

-rise but'at a slower rate; the averages of juniOs,
high school students leN/eled off or dropp-ed
sliFgt-ly; and the averages of high school' stu-
dents began a <srow but definite decline. What
the news did not report was that the reviewers
found so any_,serious flaws n these studies
.that they laced little faith in their own
conclusions.

The list of flaws in literacy assessment is too
Tong and complicated to givh here. But at least

the most seriGus- and consistent flaw should be
described. In order to Vinparethe reading
of twagroup.,;bf students, researcherg have not
only ,d, mister t4444,3sme test to bothgroups

.1/44
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out this period when the average test' scores
were declining.

Now this does4not prove that reading skills
of youth did in fact continue on their previous
upward fiend. (It shows cle'arly the danger of
comparing dissimilar groups.) The available
studies, in fact, do not tell us that actually hap-
pened to the reading skins.of youth during this
period of time.'

Literacy of Young Adults. The press is also
fond of reports that the literacy of college stu-
detits and recent graduates is declining. Some of
these'reports are based on students' scores on
col lege'entrance examinations; while others ,are
based on the statements-of professors andem-

lovers who complain that students and recent
s do not read and write as well as earl
There it tittle reason to doubt that the

rage rform.avoe of college students and re-
ent graduates hakfallen.-But, once again the

observers are tryih to compare, groups that
awe changed in composition.

irst, consider the college examiners and

profes'sors. Thirty years ago, they aw only the
rightest high school graduates. In 1946, only

13 percent of the 18-24 year olds were enrolled
in college, according to the Dige.srcif Educations
al Statistics (Department.of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1962- ).'So the professors and ex-
aminers were then, dealing almost entirely with
the academic elite. However, the percentage'of
youth enrolled in college rose rapidly over the
next generation, reaching 34 pelicent by 1974.
The professors were by then sew more stu-
dents with only modest intellectua abilities.
And the performance of these students was
probably below the standards set by earlier,
generally more able groups of students. But that
did not indicate it the literacy of all Noting
adults was falling. o the contrary, many more

now receiving much more,
efore. So the literacy of young
't have surged upWard during

young adults. w
education than
adults may in fa
this period.

Much the sam
employers. They
the literacy of sk

re

kin,d of thing happened to
arely if eter complain about
led and unskilled laborers.
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Instead. they speak of the reading and Writing
of white-collar workers 'whose jobs de-

pend heavilt on those skills. In 1946. according
to the Statistical Ab4racts of the United States
(Bureau of the Census, Annually), less than
36 percent of the labor force was employed in
white-collar occupations. Duririg the,next few
decades, the nation's standard of living rose rap-
idly, caused largely by the 'fact that industries
employed increasingly advanced teNlnology
and _grew large" enough to enjoy more of the
economies of production that come with size.
This growth and increase in complexity meant
that increasing numbers of people had to be
hired in' managerial. professicuial. technical.'
and clerical roles I3y 1974. the number of white
collar workers had' risen to 48 percent of 'the,
labor force.

*To fill that many jobs, employers had to hire
more people with lesser intellectual abilities
thqn many of the bright 'peop14,who had easily
gotten those jobs in the past. So. like col-
lege professors and examiners, when employers
complain about literacy skills. they are. not
reporting on the literacy trends of all young
adults. Rather. they are telling us that when they
have to hire more people who did not learn to
read and write well in school. these people also
do not read and write well at work. That,may, in
Self. qualify asialarming news. But it does not
mean that the literacy of all young adults is
falling. .

People are literate when they can
exchange as much information as they
want dr need using the written word. So
their literacy can be measured directly only
by testing their ability to comprehend
materials that they actually need to read in
their day-to-day lives or materials they
want to read.

The most serious faults in the studies de-
scribed up to this point stem from the fact that
they did not measure literacy itself. People are
literate when they can exchange as much infor-
mation as, tiley want or need Using the written
word So their literacy can be measured directly
Only by testing their ability to comprehend ma-

terials that they actually need to read in their
dot -to-day lives or mate0als ,they want to read.'
lthstead Of measuring literacN, directly using
tests that have stud- nts reading many different ,

but relevant materils. many of these studies
tried to measure literacy indirectly using peo-
ple's scores on some single test oi their reading
skills. A reader's score on one of these compre-
herfsion tests directly measures only his or her
literacy 1 ith respect to the particular material
tested. .,.

People literacy can be inferred using tfieir
scares oft a st of reading and writing skills.
But doing so with accuracy requires other evi-
dence.dence. such as lwaylgreleof the level of fliffi-:-::
cults Of the materials which the person taking
the test needs to read in daily life. It is possible
that reailing scores mitt!, go up and literacy lev-
els still fall it the aterials encountered in day-
to-day living. p rticularly at work, were more
demanding tl n the material on the tests. At
present. we lave no data on the possible in-
crease or decrease in the demands of reading
material over time.

Once again, nothing that was said here proves
that people's literacy is rising. falling. or stable.
What it does show is that the studies described

.,
up to this point provide very weak and possibly
Misleading evidence about The trend of literacy
among youtliand young adults.

Literacy of Adults: For almost two centuries.
the Bureatl.of the Census has counted the adults
in this nation who say that they are illiterate.
According to the Bureau of the Census (1975),
the number of illiterate adults has steadily de-
clined. until it now stands near 1 percent of the .

population. Recently. the news media have re-
ported a number of studies that tested adults'
mastery of such useful reading tasks as the
ability to comprehend forms and directions on
packages (Harris and Associates, 1970:.Murphy,
1973, 1975: Northcutt, 1975). Those adults were
counted as being illiterate who failed to answer
as many questions as the researchers thought
they should. Illiteracy rates of,.10-20 percent
were reported for air adults, and illiteracy rates
of 5-11 percent were reported for college gradu- ,

ates oneprofessional and managerial workers.
The most serious flaw in these studies was

that researchers could offer no explanations for
f )
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why they set the curt-off scores so high. Donald
Fisher (1978, 1979) doubted that any college
graduate pr manageqal* or professional worker
was illiterate. So he used the "illiteracy rates" of
these groups as an estimate Of how much too
high the cut -off scores were for the total popula-
tion of adults. When he recalculated the rates
given in the studies to remove this bias, the illit-
eracy rates for all adults fell to 1 -7 percenCThert
he noted that most of the errors had been made
on a small number of quegtiOnfr. When he sys-
tematically examined some 4 these, he found
that most of. the errors were caused by failure to
comprehend the questions being asked rather
than ht failure to comprehend the materials that
were supposedly being tested.

Thus, it -seems probable that the adult illit-
eracy rate is about 1 percent, as the Bureau of
the Census says it...is, and that it is found almost
entirely among the blind, the severely mentally
retarded, the very old, and non-English-speak-
ing immigrants. But this does not prove that the
literacy level is stable or rising. As most people
use the term, to be illiterate means to have a
useless level of ability to use the Written word.
But to be literate does not mean simply to have a
next-toyuseless level of ability to read and write.
There are many levels of literacy; for example,
there is a broad, gray region of "sUbliteracy"
which -separates the illiterate from the literate.
There are also, of course, many higher levels of
literacy.

In the final' analysis, the test data can neither
support-Ti refute propositions that the level of
literacy-in our nation is high or low, rising or
fallingjhis analysis of studies which report
test results does appear to refute th'e claim that
adult illiteracy is rampant, however. It.also sug-
gests that literacy testing and literacy assess-
ment are primitive arts. The studies discussed
ignored critical factors, and the results reported
have confused and misled even the experts and
the best informold policy Makers.

Economic Indications of Literacy
Fortunhely, people have not had to rely en-

tirely on reports based on literacy tests. When
they see people readiaL they are seeing the evi-
dence of literacy itself/And when they see ma-
terials being manufactured and distributed and
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students being taught to read and wine, they are
seeing the activities needed to make that-liter-
acy possible.

Literacy has often been, mackf to seem ,eco-
nomicaIly unimportant. It. is described, as an
educational concern, as'an aesthetic endeavor,
as a matter of social equity, or as a necessity
of democratic government. Clearly literacy is
far more than any or all of these things, , it
plaxs a vital role inour economy, ton. Informa-
tion is our most important resource. Advances
in technology and increases in the complex-
ity of community organization have made the
communication of that information a larger and
more infportant task. Though other media have
prov'ided some help, the writteq word has car-
ried a large, important, and rapidly increas-
ing load.

The author of this paper published a study
(1978) that attempted to gather a comprehensive
set of economic data related to literacy. It

Covered selected years from 1947 through 1972.
(The years considered were those for which
reasonably complete data were available the
years in which the Census of Manufacturers was
conducted by the Bureau Of the CensuS.) When-
ever 'possible, the study examined measures of
actual event's and objects, such as time spent
reading and writing on the job or the number
of books published. Then, to provide a'compre-
hensil/e view of the trend of activities related to
literacy, expenditures for all of these variables
were totaled. To ensure that those trends were
real, all data were expressed in dollars on a per
person basis, and the 'dollar figures were cor-
rected for inflation by converting them to 1976
dollars.

The dollar amounts are summarized in Table
1. The first three lines show the amounts spent
for activities and' materials related to literacy,
and the fourth line shovvs'the amounts spent for
reading and writing on the job. The fifth line
shows the totals of these exppnditures, and the
last two lines express the amounts on a per per-
son basis And as a percentage of the gross na-
tional product (GNP), a measure of the value of
the goods and services that the nation produces
during a given year. The column at the far right

° shows the rate of increase of the figures in each
row. (Rates are annually compounded, to be
conservative.) Note that every category of ex-40
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1
Table 1

Expenditures Related to Literacy*

AmoUnts by Year (in billions of dollars)

Item
-1

1947 1954 1958 1963 1967 1972.
Annual

percentage
increase

h

Materials and supplies 10.1: 11.4 12.6 15.0 18.0 20.0 2.8 4

Distnbustion of materials 3.7 4.3 4.8 . 7.2 8.8 11.4 . 4.6

Instruction in literacy skills 4.9 9.6 12.5 16.5 22.1 28.2 7.2' 0

Reading and writing at work 119.7 148.4 174.2 213.0 289.7 347A 4.4

Total 138.4 ,173.7 204.1 251.7 338.6 407.0. 4.4
s

Dollars per person 961 1070 1172 1330 1704_ 1949 2.9

Percent of the Go 21 22. 24 24 26 26 1.0

*All figures are corrected for inflation by conversion to 1976 dollars.

1

penditure grew faster than the population
(which increased at an annual rate of 1.5 percent
during this period), faster than the gross nation-
al product, and'evenjaster than inflation.

To a large extent, the increase in mate-
rials and supplies was due to a rise in the-num-
ber of books sold (from 6.8 to 8.6 per person),
and to a rise in the number of newspaper pages
published daily {from 13 to 20 per person).
No record seems to have been kept of the
numbers of periodicals and other publications
published throughout this period or of the num-
bers of pencils, sheets of writing paper, or other
supplies sold. However, it could be determined
that the total expenditures for these items rose
from $26 to $33 per person. Also, no accounting
could be made, for the number of typewriters,
copy machines, computers, and similar equip-
ment. However, observation indicates that ex-
penditures for "them drew at much faster rates
than expenditures for the items that were 'ac-
counted for.

Expenditures for distributing materials rose
at an annual rate of 4.6 percent, from $3.7 bil-
lion in 1947 to $11.4 billion in 1972. This Was
partially dice to a 60 percent increase in the total
number of public libraries, whose overall col-.

, -
lections tripled and whose circulations rose
from 2.5 to 4.4 items per person annually. The
rise in distribution figures cas also influenced
by the 'fact that mail delivered rose from 297 to
418' pieces per person annually and that expen-
ditures for telegraphy rose from $4.48 to $5.16
per person. These figures do not account for the
growth in the number and sizes of private and
industrial libraries or for the increase in the
amount of information distributed in the form
of printing on packages (or for the many other
means of distributing printed information). But,
once again, it seems likely that expenditureS for
the activities not accounted for were growing at
least as fast as those th'could be accounted for.

Estimated expenditures for instruction in lit-
eracy skills rose from $4.9 to $28.2 billion, at the
astounding annual rate of 7.2 percent. Much of
this rise was a response to the baby boom, some
was a result of the rise Ha the days of instruction
per year from 137 to 157 days per student, and
some occurred because of an increase in the
number of teachers per student:

The largest item among the four categories
was for reading and writing at work (calculated
frartwages paid for such work). Growth in this
category was caused by an increase in the size of

.
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A tlie white:collar work force, which grew from 37
to 48 percent of the total work force in the pe-
riod 19474972, in 1971, reading and writing
consumed "141 minutes, or 29 percent, of the
average employed person's work day (Sharon,
1972): Over the whole' period studied, the esti-
mated expenditures rose from about $120 bil-
lion to over $347 billion. No formal effort was
made to seta value on the time that people
spend reading and writing outside of work.
However, rising expenditures for books, maga-
zines, and newspapers make it seem likely that
.any such estimates would have kept pace with
those for'reading and writing at work.

d() riot indicate that a panic Over illiteracy is

Third, people want to be literate, not merely
more literate than they were before. To most
people, being literate means to be-able to com-
prehend or write competently materials that
they realistically want or need to read or write.
Having less ability than that forces them and
society to forgo important opportunities. Be-
cause the media usually report scores on read-

. ing tests as indicators of literacy, they tend
to focus on reading skills with no attention to
the difficulty of the material people want oi
need tb read.

When the expenditures for these four categ,90
ries were totaled, those tot Is rose from $138.4-
billion .to $407 billion, at a annual rate of 4.4

t
percent. Total expenditures per person for these
literacy-related activities rose from $961 to
$1,949, at an annual rate of 2.9 percent. And
total expenditures for literacy rose faster than
the gross national product, rising from 21 to
26 percent of thatfigure.

These totals do not include expenditures 'for
many other items relevant to treads in literacy,
some of which were too complex to be included.
But the items on tted would have increased the
totals shown and would probably have grown as
fast or faster than the items that have been dis-
cussed here.

Conclusions
The- first conclusion that ,cg,n be drawn from

these figures is that literacy is very, important
in our society. By 1972, the total expenditure
for literacy-related items and, activities reached
1407 billion, over one fourth of the gross na-
tional product, 1.13 times the size.of all federal
expenditures, over twice the size of the defense
budget, and 5.8 times the total the nation spent
for new and used cars during' that year These
data make it clear that literacy has become a
major economic force in this country.

Second, in view of the higher percentage of
students staying in school and the higher per-
centage of workers in white-collar Os, creating
a demand for higher levels of literacy over a'
broader portion of the population, the level of
literacy of the population as a whole may very
well be rising. Analyses of the test data certainly

Fourth, studies on literacy should first ask
how we ought to go about finding Gut if a
person is literate. Thefeafter, the issue is rapt
whether people are growing more or less liter=
ate. The central issues ,are whether people,are as
literate as they need to be and how to identify
the best course of action for making and keeping
them this literate. ,

Clearly, our bed and board depend heavily on
°how well we can use the written worct, Tests
may not yet be able to tell us whether we can
use it as well as we should. But economic data
give us important parts of the answer. People are
making more use of literacy for More important
purposes. They could not be doing this unless
schools had been steadily raising .rnore people
to steadily higher levels of literacy. But is
that enough? The trend is steeply up-
ward into a future where everymore people must
reach even higher levels,of literacy. To arriVe-at`
that future, schools will need a lot of help. It
will not be enough merely to providemoreof
the same instruction as before. The instruction
will have to become even more productive. The
papers in this handbook are efforts to achieve
that productivity.

.0?
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